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Preface (in Dutch)

In Afrika zette ik mijn eerste schreden als onderzoekster. In het Mandaragebergte
in Noord-Kameroen voerde ik, vaak ergens bovenop een rots, talloze gesprekken
met boeren die kleine lapjes grond verbouwden en elk jaar weer een strijd moesten
leveren om het bestaan. Hoe anders het onderzoek daar ook was in vergelijking
met dit onderzoek, een aantal dingen bleven hetz.elfde: mijn verbazing dat mensen
bereid waren al mijn vragen te beantwoorden en mijn fascinatie voor hun
percepties van de werkelijkheid, en hun verbazing over mijn belangstelling voor
hen. Was vragen stellen mijn werk? ~'erd ik daar echt voor betaald? Ging ik dat
allemaal opschrijven? En vooral, eond ik dat leuk om te doen?

Ik kon al die vragen gelukkig altijd bevestigend beantwoorden. Sterker nog, ik
doe niets liever dan wat ik nu doe: onderzoek, lezen, schrijven. Dat ik mij in die
bevoorrechte positie bevind, dank ik vooral aan mijn promotor, Wasif Shadid. Hij
had vertrouwen in mij en zorgde er voor dat ik dit onderzoek kon uitvoeren. Ik ben
hem daar erg dankbaar voor, net als voor zijn steun om dit onderzoek op poten te
krijgen en af te ronden.

Ik ben zeer veel dank verschuldigd aan de organisaties die bereid waren om deel
te nemen aan mijn onderzoek en mij onder werktijd met veel mensen lieten
spreken. F,en bijzonder woorcí van dank o~k aan alle mensen die ik mocht
interviewen. Ik ben diep onder de indruk van het geduld waarmee zij mijn vragen
beantwoordden, en van hun openheid tijdens de gesprekken.

De hulp van de leden van de maatschappelijke begeleidingscommissie was
onmisbaar. Geert Horstmann (voormalig korpschef politie Flevoland), Josua Pattv
(Centrum voor Werk en Inkomen), Louis Rubio (Landelijk projecdeider Wet
Samen) en Jan van Dijk (Stichting Samen Ví'erken Brabant~7eeland) gaven mij
waardevol advies en brachten mij in contact met een deel van de organisaties die
uiteindelijk aan het onderzoek deelnamen. De ~~'etenschapswinkel dank ik voor het
jaarlijks bijeenroepen ean deze commissie hetgeen, gezien de volle agenda's, niet
altijd eenvoudíg was.

Binnen Babvlon vond ik een plek waar ik met veel plezier aan dit proefschrift
kon werken. Dat is niet in de laatste plaats te danken aan Guus Extra. Dankzij zijn
belangstelling voor alles u-at met diversiteit te maken heeft was ik, met een
onderzoek dat een sociaal-psvchologische en geen taalkundige invalshoek heeft,
meer dan welkom op de toenmaGge L.etterenfaculteit (nu: Faculteit Communicatie
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8~ Cultuur) en aoelde ik mij er al snel thuis. Dit kwam ook door de collega's, met
wie ik zeer plezierig heb gewerkt. In het bijzonder wil ik Sjaak Itiroon danken, die
~~~aarde~-olle ad~-iezen gaf op professioneel ~-lak, en Anne Vermeer, die waarde~-olle
ad~-iezen op persoonlijk ~-lak gaf en achter de schermen soms een goed woordje
r-oor me deed. Carine "Lebedee hielp mij om de laatste puntjes van de la}'-out van
dit boek op de i te zetten. Ook dank ik de Ai0's (en in het bijzonder Seza) die,
samen met ~1d Backus, altijd ~~oor een vrolijke noot zorgden, onder en buiten
~~~erktijd. itlet Roel ~~an Steensel, mijn paran}-mf, deelde ik lange tijd een kamer.
Geduldig zette hij elke keer koffie voor me en onderging hij mijn plagerijen, om me
dan op on~-enrachte momenten met een buitenge~x~oon scherpzinnige opmerking
~~-eer op mijn plek te zetten. Ik denk met ontzettend ~-eel plezier terug aan die tijd.
Roel, dank ~-oor alles.

Bij de sectie BDIV7 van de faculteit Communicatie 8z Cultuur vond ik een tu-eede
plek ~~-aar ik mij zeer thuis aoel. Veel dank ben ik eerschuldigd aan Fons 1`1aes, die
~-ertrouw-en in mij had en die mij de ruimte gaf om mijn proefschrift af te ronden.
Ook dank ik mijn collega's bij BUl~1 voor hun humor en grote gedrevenheid,
waardoor ik werd gestimuleerd om toch echt het proefschrift af te ronden om zo
snel mogelijk nog ~-ecl meer ander leuk onderzoek te kunnen doen. I`1et Cath~ de
~C'aele deelde ik een tijd een kamer. Samen ~-ormden u-e een genadeloos verbaal
front tegenover iedereen die de kamer binnenstapte. Harold ?~fiesen praatte me
regelmatig moed in. Per van der VG'ijst, mijn andere paran}~mf, is niet alleen de
collega met wie ik het meeste samemverk binnen BD1~1, maar ook een hele goede
~-riend. Hij nam taken ean mij o~~er toen het proefschrift afgerond moest worden
en zorgde eoor een eindeloze stroom bemoedigende en crolijke mails. Dank Per,
voor je enorme steun, je optimisme en je humor. I-~Iet is een groot genoegen om
met jou samen te werken en bevriend te zijn.

Naast het werk heb ik, direct of indirect, ook 1~an anderen veel hulp en steun
gekregen, met name in het afgelopen jaar. Piexre en Anneke ~.an der A~~oird wil ik

danken ~-oor hun hulp bij het verhuizen waarduor ik, ondanks alles, toch nog zo

~-eel mogelijk kon doon~~erken aan mijn proefschrift A1 mijn vrienden dank ik voor

gesprekken op het schcrpst ~-an de snede, bulderend gelach, maaltijden, troost, en

ad~-ies. Een aantal mensen wil ik in dit opzicht met name noemen. Co en Lin

namen mij mee op hun uitstapjes en zorgden zo voor de hoognodige ontspanning.

Dank ~-oor jullie hulp. ~~'im fíoevoets dank ik voor de muziek en de vele

gesprekken, net als Suzt Lichtenberg. .~1d Vingerhoets zorgde er eoor dat ik

regelmatig een portic cultuur binnen hreeg. F.dwin ~Iermans luisterde naar mijn

~-erhalen en zorgde, door etentjes en duiklessen, voor de nodige afleiding.

I express m~- gratitude to )ohn Nezlek for his unconditional support and
friendship. .~lthough ~ ou "ne~-er use t-our training as a ps~-chologist in ~-our
personal life", I am not sure ho~~- I ~~~ould ha~~e sur~-i~-ed this cear without t-our

ad~-ice, comfort, and humour. You pro~-ided me ~~~ith a shelter when I needed one,
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thanks so much fr7r that No one understands me better than }-ou do. Cécile, mer~i
pour ton amitié. Bien qu'on se ~-oie peu, je sais que tu seras toujours là pour moi.
1~larijke, dank eoor je belangstelling ~-oor mijn onderzoeh, je geduldige en
evenwichtige commentaar en je vriendschap. Het is fijn om de interesse ~-oor
hetzelfde ondenverp te delen. ~~'endeline, dank voor je steun, de "meisjes-onder-
elkaar" gesprehhen, en je vrolijkheid, altijd, en ondanks alles. Gelukkig lach je net
zo hard als ikzelf om mijn en je eigen grappen. Ik hoop dat we nog vele reizen
mogen maken. Hy-un, meest inconstante constante factor in mijn le~ren, dank voor
de inspiratie, en de schoonheid ~-an kcnnis, kunst en boeken. Ik ben ongelofelijk
trots op je.

1~Iijn broer Jeroen dank ik voor de muziek die ons bij elkaar houdt en waarmee
hij me aan het lachen maakt. Aan mijn ouders, tot slot, ben ik de meeste dank
verschuldigd. Hoe had ik dit boek kunnen schrijven zonder jullie
onvoorwaardelijke steun? Alhoewel het universitaire leven voor jullie onbekend is,
hebben jullie mij de houding en interesses bijgebracht die noodzakelijk waren voor
de totstandkorning van dit proefschrift en voor mijn werk nu. Dank voor het
oneindige vertrouwen dat jullie in me hebben. Aan jullie draag ik, met veel liefde,
dit boek op.



CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Over the past decades, Dutch society~ has become increasingly culturally diverse.
Especiall}' since ~Vorld ~~'ar II, a variety~ of groups from different parts of the world
have settled here for various reasons: to fill labour shortages, to study~, or to seek
political shelter. Although many of these immigrants did not intend to stay
permanentl}', a relativel}' large number eventually did. At the end of 2005, it was
estimated that 19.20~0 of the total Dutch population (more than 3.1 million) was of
non-Dutch origin (i.e., born outside of the Netherlands or with at least one parent
born outside of the Netherlands) (CBS, 2006).

The integration of the different migrant groups into Dutch society has not
alwavs been smooth and in recent }~ears, perhaps no other issue has attracted as
much attentíon in the Netherlands. During lively- and at times heated debates,
concerns have been expressed not only about cultural or religious differences
between migrant groups and the Dutch host population, but also about the
unfavourable socio-economic position of rninority- membersl and its possible
negative effects on social cohesion. For example, unemployment rates among
ethnic minorities are, despite some improvements over the past y~ears, higher than
among native Dutch, and those with a job occupy~ on average lower job levels
(CBS, 2006; SCP, 2003). Partlv, this is due to minority~ members' lack of
qualifications (Odé 8c Veenman, 2003), but parth~ it is also due to employers'
reluctance to hire or promote them (hruisbergen 8c Veld, 2002). Yet, barríers are
also encountered after minority~ members have entered organisations. For example,
it is sometimes suggested that they- have more difficulty integrating in the work
force because of language barriers and cultural differences, and that the climate in
Dutch organisations is insufficientlv accepting of ethnic diversity- (e.g., De Vries,
1992; De Vries, Houdijk, 8c Van Vierssen, 1997; hleerman, 1999). This possibl}~
leads to higher dropout rates among ethnic minority employ'ees as well (SCP, 2003).

To improve minority~ members' labour market position, the Dutch government
and, to a lesser extent, employ.ers, have pursued various strategies aimed at taking
awa~~ barriers at the level of minorities and at the organisational level. Initiatives at
the organisational level var}- from affirmative action policies and the setting of
numerical targets, to multicultural training sessions and other diversitv management
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activities. Tvpicall`~, the aim of such measures is to facilitate the entrv and
adeancement of minorim emplo}'ees in organisations, and to create an
organisational climate in which ethnic minorit5- and majorit~- members value
differences and work harmoniouslv together. So far, however, surprisingl}~ little is
known about the diversit,- attitudes and experiences of organisational members
(i.e., ethnic minoritt~ and majoritv employees and managers). V~hat ideas do they
have, for example, about organisational diversit}- policies? How do the`- experience
working together in an ethnicallv diverse setting? ~~1~at factors contribute to more
or less positive attitudes and experiences?

Thus, more insight is needed into what organisational members think about
diversity issues, in particular because their perceptions are likeh~ to affect the
implementation and success of man~- di~rersity initiatives and, ultimately, the
integration of minorit~. members in the work force (e.g., Kossek 8c Ionia, 1993).
This stud}' was set up to explore organisational members' perceptions towards, and
experiences with, di~~ersit~- and diversin~ efforts, and the conditions under which
the}' are willing to accept diversin- in the work force.

1.1 Rationale of this study

Demographic changes in F,urope and the United States have created an impetus for
a large number of publicauons on the effects of (ethnic) diversitti~-' in work groups,
and on how a diverse work force can best be managed. In popular as well as
scholarh~ diversin. literature, emplo~ers are regularl}- encouraged to engage in
diversin~ management activities. Such activities are often aimed at (1) increasing the
representation of minoritt- members at all levels in the organisation, (2) creating
producuve and harmonious interethnic work relations, and (3) valuing and
accommodating cultural and religious differences (Shadid, 1998). Thus, all these
activities are focused on the inclusion of ethnic minorities into organisations. This
stud~- aims to gain more insight into organisational members' attitudes towards, and
experiences with, the inclusion of minorita members in the work force, by focusing
on each of these three aspects of dieersitt~ management.

Diversity literature is rife with optimistic claims about the surplus value of ethnic
diversitt~ in work groups. To encourage emplovers to hire more minoritt~ staff,
ethnic differences are often presented as a challenge that will, if managed properh,
lead to better group or organisauonal outcomes. For instance, it is sometimes
suggested that more di~erse teams are better able to solve problems, and that
di~-ersitt~ boosts organisational creativitt- (e.g., Cox, 1993; Gilbert 8c Ivancevich,
2000; ~Ior Barak, 20U0; ~X-hite, 1999). Such arguments, however, apparendt' have
not con~-inced large numbers of Dutch emplo}-ers; the~- have been found reluctant
to increase the representation of minorit}- members in their work force or, more
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generall~-, to implement diversitt. management measures (e.g., Essafi, Van IJ-r.eren,
Kolthoff, 8c Vonk, 2003; S1;R, 2000).

`loreover, as Rvnes and Rosen (1995, as cited in Gilbert, Stead, 8t Ivancevich,
1999, p. 71) subtl}- point out-. pro-diversit}. literature is generall}- "hea~~- on rhetoric
and light on empirical findings". Although some studies show positive effects of
diversit}- on group outcomes, such as creativit~- and idea generation (eg., Cox,
Lobel, c~ hlcLeod, 1991; ~~'atson, humar, éc l~fichaelsen, 1993), other data suggest
that the inclusion of ethnic minoriri' members in organisations is lihel}~ to be
problematic and that diversitt- management mav meet with resistance. For example,
people have been yuite consistentlv found to reject differences and to feel less
attracted to ethnic out-group members (e.g., Riordan 8c Weatherly, 1999, as cited in
Riordan, 20f)0; Werner 8c Parmelee, 1979). Several studies also point at the
dvsfunctional aspects of heterogeneit~~ in groups, such as stereott~ing, lower social
cohesion and lower trust, although it-is unclear when such reactions actuallv occur
(for reviews, see Jackson, Joshi, Sc I?rhardt, 2003; l~filliken 8c l~fartins, 1996;
W'illiams ~ O'Reilh-, 1998). Furthermore, several of the initiatives aimed at
accommodating cultural or religious differences promoted in diversity literature,
ma}~ meet with resistance as well. Although, to our knowledge, attitudes towards
the accommodation of differences at work have not been studied thus far, recent
data on attitudes towarcís acculturation and multiculturalism in general show that,
whereas minoritt~ members emphasise the necessit,- of protecung cultural diversit}.,
majorite members expect minorities to adjust to the host culture (e.g., Arends-Tóth
8c Van de Vijver, 2003; Verku}~ten 8c Thijs, 2002). Thus, the available literature
paints contlicting pictures of the possible impact of, and reactions to, ethnic
diversitt- in work settings.

To date, relativel~~ little effort has also been put into understanding work tloor
diversit}- from the insiders' (i.e., ethnic minoriri~ and majority emplovees and
managers) p~int of view. í~lost studies that have dealt with diversity issues or
diversitv management so far have been performed in laborator~~ settings and have
either focused on the effects of diversit}~ on group outcomes or have, bv mainl}-
using student-based samples as well, focused on people's attitudes towards
aftírmative action programmes (without considering alternative diversit}-
management measures). It is also unclear whether and how the organisational
context affects people's reactions to, and evaluations of, cíiversitv. Although several
authors have indicated that, in diversin- research, the social- context in which
individuals work needs to be addressed, on1~- a limited number of studies to date
have assessed its moderating effects (~ackson, Joshi, c~ Erhardt, 20(13; i~iilliken Sz
~faruns, 1996). Furthermore, the vast majorin~ of studies have been performed in
the United States. As a cc~nseyuence, it is unclear how minorin- and majority
emplovees and managers in llutch work settings think about diversit~ issues, how
thet~ experience working in a diverse setting, and under what conditions thev are
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more or less positive about working together with people from different ethnic
groups.

This is the case for all three aspects of diversíta management that were identified
at the beginning of this section. V~'ith respect to the first dimension (the
representation of minorities at all levels in organisations), for example, it is unclear
what barriers emplo~~ers themselves identift' to the recruitment, hiring and
promotion of minorities. These perceptions ma~., however, affect their willingness
to invest in efforts to improve minorities' labour market participation.
Furthermore, ver~- little is known, especiallt~ in the Dutch context, about the wav
people evaluate such efforts and about their motiees for either supporting or
rejecting specific measures. Regarding the second dimension (interethnic work
relations), knowledge about the wa}`s people in diverse work settings think about
interethnic differences at work and evaluate the interethnic climate in their work
unit, is still limited as well. W~tat factors lead to more positive or negative eiews and
experiences? In this respect, diversin- research has also been described as a"black
box" (Lawrence, 1997): most studies have concentrated on the effects of di~-ersitt-
on organisational outcomes, but have failed to acknowledge that it is not diversirt~
as such that automaticall~- affects organisational outcomes, but rather how
organisational members perceive of and react to it (H~rtel, 2004). ~~'ith respect to
the third dimension (valuing cultura] or religious differences), we still know verv
little about the attitudes of ethnic minoritt~ and majorit~- members towards the
accommodation of differences at work. To what extent should provisions be made
for ethnicitt~-based needs, according to them? Under what conditions do the}- reject
or embrace the accommodation of cultural or religious differences and wh~-? r1s
such, current research onh~ pro~-ides limited information for organisations to rely
on when managing an ethnicallt- diverse work force (Híirtel, 2004).

This stud~. will attempt to till these gaps b~~ exploring organisational members'
subjecti~-e perceptions and experiences with diversit~- at work. It explores the
following general duestions: How do organisational members think about
emplo~-ing minorin- members, and about affirmatiee action policies? How- do the~-
think about interethnic differences, and about interethnic relations at work? How
do thec think about the accommodation of cultural and religious differences? B~~
assessing these questions, this research aims to contribute to current knowledge on
diversitt~ management and interethnic relations in organisations. It is important to
note that the focus of this studt~ is not on how diversit~. perceptions and attitudes
affect organisational outcomes, such as job satisfaction, turnover intcntions,
productivitt. or creati~-it}~. Instead, we focus on the content of these perceptions
and the wa~. thet- are shaped bt' indi~-idual and contextual characterisucs. For
esample, whereas previous research has done litde to compare the ~-iews of
minorit~- and majorit~- members, we will explore how people's perceptions are
di~-ided along ethnic lines. Furthermore, this stud~ focuses on the role of
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contextual characteristics such as job level, ethnic composition of staff, and
diversitt. policies. B~- adopting this focus, we not onl`- intend to contribute to
current diversit~~ research, but also aim to provide more information on the basis of
which management practices for diverse work forces can be formulated.

In this studv, minoritv and majoritv members' attitudes towards, and experiences
with, ethnic diversity and diversity efforts at work were explored in 15 Dutch
organisations in the profit and non-profit sector. The stud}- was set up to gather
both qualitative and quantitative data. In each of these organisations, ethnic
minorit`~ and majorin~ emplovees and (personnel) managers were interviewed in
relation to the three dimensions of diversiry management. To develop the study's
questions and expectations, we relied on theories from different fields, varying
from research on affirmative action and group d~~namics, to research on
accultiiration and mulriculturalism.

1.2 Overview of the present dissertation

This dissertation is divided into seven chapters. The next chapter gives a brief
overview of the migration histor`~ and labour market position of minority- members
in Dutch societ}-. Though b}' no means exhaustive, this chapter aims to give the
reader more insight into the context in which this study was conducted and the
topics that are of particular relevance to this stud~-. In addition to the migration
history of the main migrant groups, we will deal with the labour market
participation of ethnic minorit~~ members, as well as several of the measures that
have been taken in the past to improve their socio-economic position. Additionall~-,
more information will be given on the integration of minorin~ emplo~~ees within
Dutch organisations.

In Chapter 3, the methods used to collect and analy~se the data for this stud}~ are
described, as well as the sample. First of all, a description is given of how a sample
of organisations was found and how informants were selected within organisations.
Then, additional background information is given on the different organisations
and informants. Subsequently, it is described how the questionnaire was developed
and how the data were collected. Finall~ , more insight is given into the wa`~ the data
were processed and analvsed.

In Chapters 4, 5, and 6, the results are presented. Each of these chapters consists
of a theoretical section, in which the main theories, questions, and expectations are
presented, a description of the measures (consisting of a qualitative and quantitative
section), and a results section. Each results secuon is divided into two parts: one in
which the in-depth results are presented, and one in which a series of multilevel
random coefficient models are presented. Each chapter ends with a short summarv
of the results.
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The aim of Chapter 4 is tu-ofold. It first aims to assess emplo~~ers' (i.e., managers
and personnel officers) perceptions towards the barriers that minorit~. members
face in emplot-ment. We explore their subde ideas or implicit theories about
minority members and tr~- to establish whether (and if so, when and how) thet
recognise organisational barriers to the inclusion of minoritv members, or whether
the~- rather focus on barriers at the level of minorities. Second, this chapter aims to
gain more insight into organisational members' (i.e., emplo}'ees, managers, and
personnel officers) ideas about policies aimed at promoting the entrv and
adeancement of minorita workers. For that reason, we will explore their motives to
support or reject such policies (in a qualitative anah-sis) and will attempt to establish
(in a multilevel analysis) which individual- and contextual-level variables predict
people's attitudes in this regard.

Chapter 5 aims to assess how minoritv and majorit~- colleagues see each other
and how thev experience working together. The focus of attention in this chapter
will be on the nature of relationships between minorit}~ and majority~ worhers as
perceived b~- the different group members themselves. ~'e first explore
organisational members' au-areness of ethnic in- and out-groups at work. When ancí
wht do thev notice interethnic differences? Then, u~e explore how they experience
the interethnic climate at work. V~~at contributes, in their view, to a more or less
harmonious interethnic atmosphere? In a multilevel anah-sis, it is explored which
individual- and contehtual-level factors predict people's awareness of ethnic in- and
out-groups at work, and their evaluations of a more or less harmonious interethnic
climate.

Chapter 6 examines the views of ethnic majoritt~ and minorit~- members towards
the accommodation of ethnic-based differences. In this chapter, we explore the
hinds of differences that should or should not be accommodated according to
them, as well as the hinds of arguments the~~ use to support their views. We will
also explore what organisations' esperiences are with accommodaung differences.
Then, a series of multilevel random coefficient models will be presented in which
the influence of individual and contextual variables on people's attitudes towards
the accommodation of ethnic difference is examined.

In Chapter ~, t1na11~, the results of the stud,v are integrated and general
conclusions are presented and discussed. This chapter also discusses the limitations
of this studv, suggests directions for future research, and elaborates on the practical
implications of its results for organisations.
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Notes
~ In this dissertation, we will, for the sake of readabilin-, frequenth~ refer to ethnic

minoritt~ group members and ethnic majorirt- s~~roup members as "minorin- members"
and "majorin- members" respectivelt-.

'- The terms "cultural" and "ethnic" diversity will, as in man}' other publications on
diversirt- management, be used as s~-non~-ms in this dissertation. We do, however,
recognise that culture is more than ethnicir5-, as it encompasses social norms, ~alues,
lifestt-le, etc.



CHAPTER 2

Ethnic minorities in the Netherlands

As was explained in the introduction, this study will explore emplo~.ers' and
emplot-ees' attitudes towards and experiences with diversity- at work. To gain a
more thorough understanding of the context in which the studt- took place, this
chapter will give more background information on the (socio-economic) position
of ethnic minorities in the Netherlands. First, the mig-ration history of the largest
immigrant groups will be shortly- described. ~'hen and why did they settle in the
Netherlands? Then, their position on the labour market will be dealt with In
particular, attention will be given to their labour market participation and to the
average job levels they occupy. Next, attention will be paid to minorit}- members'
integration in the work force. Finall~-, a short ovenriew will be given of some of the
policy measures that have been implemented over the past }'ears to improve their
labour market position, var~~ing from target figures and anti-discrimination law-s to
the active support of intercultural or diversit~~ management initiatives.

2.1 Migration history

The Netherlands has a long histort- of immigration. Throughout the past centuries,
it received immigrants from France, F?astern I:urope, Portugal, and Spain who
sought shelter for political or religious reasons. After ~~('orld ~X'ar II, three large
groups entered the countr~-. These groups differed in their motives to settle in the

Netherlands and in their historical ties with and orientation towards Dutch societv.
In this section, each of these groups will be shortl}- described.

Migration from former Dutch colonies

A first group of immigrants that came to the IVetherlands after ~~'orld ~~G'ar II
consisted of people from the former Dutch colonies. Betw~een 1949 and 1958, a
large group of repatriates returned from the former Dutch East Indies. Although it
is difficult to obtain exact numbers, it is estimated that in that period, the total
number of net migration from Indonesia was around 30O,000. The majoritr- of
these immigrants w.ere of mixed Indonesian-Dutch descent. Bt~ and large, the}- were
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familiar with the Dutch language and life sn-le, were well educated and well
connected in Dutch societt-, and thus able to integrate relativel}- easil}- (Abell,
Ha~~elaar, 8c Dankoor, 1997; Ganzeboom, 2001).

At the end of the 1950's, i~Ioluccan ex-soldiers from the Dutch colonial armv
and their dependants also settled in the Netherlands. This group consisted of
approximatelv 12,500 persons. Thev had fought alongside the Dutch against
Indonesia during the 1945-1949 batde for independence, w-hich Indonesia
eventuallv won. As a conseyuence, thev found themselves in a difficult position in
Indonesia after the war. The 1~Ioluccans who came to the Netherlands had a
relati~-elv low educational lerel and expected their stav to be temporar~., until there
would be an indcpendent I~Ioluccan republic. Unlike the repatriates of Indonesian-
Dutch descent, they were not allowed to tïnd housing all over the countn~ but were
brought to receiving camps instead. In addition, the}- were not allowed to work.
For these reasons, the~ were not or hardlv able to integrate into Dutch societ~-
(Ganzeboom, 2O01; Zorlu 8c Hartog, 2001).

As from the 1960s and 1970s, immigration from two other former Dutch
colonies, the Netherlands Antillest and Suriname', became more important.
Initialh-, people from these groups came to the Netherlands for education and
because of the generallv unstable political and economic situation in their home
countries. Thev, on average, had a relativelv high educational level. Prior to
Suriname's independence in 1975, the number of immigrants from this area
increased because Surinamese people had to choose between Dutch and
Surinamese citizenship. Furthermore, it was the last time the}- could migrate to the
Netherlands without a visa (Campfens, 1980, as cited in De Vries, 1992; Dinsbach,
2005). In 2005, the number of Surinamese in the Netherlands was estimated at
329,500 (CBS, 2006).

Until toda}', the Netherlands Antilles are still part of the Isingdom of the
Netherlands and therefore, people from this area have free access to the
i~ietherlands. Although a large part af them speah Dutch ancí are relativel}~ familiar
with Dutch societt~, over the past }-ears several problems have arisen with newh-
arrivecí Antillean ~-oungsters in particular. `Y'hereas the tirst Antilleans and Arubans
who settled in the Netherlands were often highlv educated and successful, a
relativelv large number of the voungsters who have been arriving more recentlv
have a low educational level, an insufficient command of the Dutch language, no
fixed residence, and are involved in pem~ and serious crime. I~urthermorc,
unemplovment rates among members of this group are high (Dageeos, Odé, 8:
Pels, 1999; l~finistrv oE)ustice, 2005). For these reasons, the Dutch government has
imposed several entrt- regulations on Antillean voungsters.~ In 2005, the number of
:~ntilleans and Arubans was estimated at 131),500 (C13S, 2006).
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Temporary or "guest workers"

A second large group of immigrants that came to the Netherlands after ~ orld
~k'ar II consisted of temporan- u-orkers. In the sixties and earl}- seventies, economic
growth resulted in a shortage of low-skilled emplo}-ees and the Dutch goeernment
entered into bilateral recruitment agreements with different Mediterranean
countries like Ital`., Spain, Portugal, Turke~~, Greece, and 1~'forocco. In these
countries, emplo}~ers acti~Tel}~ reeruited low-skilled or illiterate workers who were
expected to sta}- in the Netherlands for a few ~-ears onl}-. For that reason, these
emplo}-ees ~~-ere called "guest workers" (ga.rtarGeiderr in Dutch). Yet, after the oil
crisis in 1973 and the economic decline in that period, recruitment from these
countries ended. Nonetheless, many of the temporary workers sta}~ed and, over the
past decades, the number of Turks and l~foroccans has continued to rise steadil}'
cíue to familv-reuniFcation. Toda}~, many second-generation Turks and ~foroccans
still choose a partner from their parents' countr}- of origin (Hooghiemstra, 2003).
The Turhish communit}~ now comprises approximatel}- 358,800 persons and the
1~íoroccan communit}- 315,800 (CBS, 2006).

Asylum seekers

Although the Netherlands has received refugees throughout the past centuries, as
from the mid 1980's in particular, the number of refugees or as~~lum seekers has
increased quite drasticalli-. The~- are from a large number of countries (Iran, Iraq,
Somalia, Afghanistan, etc.). Per capita head of population, the Netherlands has
received more astaum seekers than most other European countries. Onlv part of
them, however, was or is eventuall}, given a residence permit. At the end of the
1990's, for example, the Netherlands Bureau for Economic Polic~- Anah-sis
(Centraal Plairf~rsreau, CPB) estimated that, in the pre~rious three decades, about half
of the applicants was given a residence permit (CPB, 1999). Since a few- }-ears, the
Netherlands has one of the most restrictive immigration policies of Europe and,
consequentl}-, the number of as~-lum seekers has diminished considerabl}-.

2.2 Position on the labour market

On the whole, the socio-economic position of non-~~-estern minorit}- members is
not at par with that of nati~-e Dutch. This is particularh. reflected in their poor
labour market position. Although emplo}-ment amongst ethnic minorities has
increased over the past years, the average unemplo~-ment leeels among the four
main ethnic groups (Antilleans, i~foroccans, Turks, Surinamese) are still higher and
the net participation rates are lo~cer than among native Dutch. Table 2.1 shows that
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for Turks and 1~loroccans in particular, unemplo}-ment rates are three to five times
higher than for native Dutch. Furthermore, long-term unemplovment is relativeh~
high among these groups and female employment is lowv`' (SCP, 2003). Although
second-generation minoritt- members are generally~ doing better than their parents,
unemployment rates among minoritt. ti~oungsters have increased quite drasticall}- in
the last feu- vears (Dagevos, 2006).

Tabe12.1
Unem~loynrent rater, aet participatxan ratet artrl joG ler~elof minorzty grorrp r artd native Dutch (in o~o)

Turkish Moroccan Surinamese Antillean Dutch
Unemployment rate 14 15 10 12 3
Net participation:

Men 57 51 64 64 75
Women 31 27 55 48 5C

Job level:
Elementar5- 25 23 12 9 6
Low 41 39 35 32 23
Medium 25 28 24 34 40
High~Scientific 9 10 19 25 31

Source: CBS, 2006; SCP, 2003.

Overall, minorit}~ members are employ~ed at lower job levels than native Dutch.
The majorin~ of 1~loroccans and Turks (620~o and 66"~0, respectivelv) worked in 2002
at an elementary of low level, mainl}~ in sectors involving hard and unskilled labour
like the industrial or agricultural sector. Also, their position is often less secure than
that of Dutch majoritv emplo~~ees as thev more often have an untenured position.
Nevertheless, it is important to note that between 1998 and 2003, the labour
market position of minoritc workers improved, probablv due to their rising average
educational level and the tight labour market in that period (SCP, 2003).
Furthermore, the representation of employees of Surinamese en AntIllean descent
in the various economic sectors is more similar to that of native Dutch. They, for
example, are more often emplo~.ed in the public sector, where onlv a relativelv
small part of the l~loroccan and Turkish emplo~~ees can be found.

Bv and large, the unfavourable labour market position of minorit,- members can
be explained b}- factors at the level of the different ethnic groups themseh~es, at the
level of the labour market and bv so-called institutional factors (Shadid, 1998;
Veenman, 2001). At the le~~el of the different ethnic groups, their lack of economic
capital (e.g., their lower average educational level and their often one-sided work
experience) is frequentlv seen as the main cause for the higher unemplovment rates
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or the lower job levels that they occup~ . For example, the percentage of Turks and
ïVloroccans, and to a lesser extent, ilntilleans with a higher vocational or scientific
training is lower in comparison to native Dutch.' Snll, educauonal level cannot
explain fully- whv minoritv members lag behind on the labour market. Alread}' some
time ago, Niesing and Veenman (1990, as cited in Veenman, 2001), showed that
educauonal level together with occupation, age, gender, and the regional labour
market conditions were only- partly. responsible (for about one third) for the higher
unemployment rates among minority members. Also, at all levels of education,
unemplovment rates among ethnic minorit}' members are still higher than among
nauve Dutch (1~lartens 8c Veenman, ]998; "Lorlu 8c Hartog, 2001).

Sometimes, it is argued that minorin. members not onlv lack the right economic,
but also the right cultural and social capital to be successful on the labour market.
For example, some (e.g., Sowel, 1981, as cited in Odé 8c Veenman, 2003) argue that
minorit}~ groups that are able to adjust to the requirements of modern VG'estern
societies (in terms of cultural values and behaviour in general, and attitudes towards
emplo}~ment in particular) are more likely~ to obtain a favourable socio-economic
position. With respect to the Dutch context, Odé and Veenman (2003) show that
cultural and social variables have a negauve effect on the socio-economic posiuon
of minority members, and of Turks and Moroccans in particular. Taken into
account the cultural differences between Mediterranean and Caribbean minorities,
this result is not surprising. For example, the Turkish and Moroccan groups (first-
generation members in particular) tend to be more collecuve and hierarchic than is
common in the Netherlands. In addition, they- tend to place less importance on
female emplo~~ment and to support a more strict division of labour between men
and women than Dutch (Odé 8c Veenman, 2003). Furthermore, tirst-generation
"I'urks and hloroccans are more oriented towards their ethnic in-groups than
towards native Dutch and also have a relativelv limited command of the Dutch
language (SCP, 2003). First-generation Surinamese and Antilleans, on the other
hand are, because of the historical ties between the Netherlands and their home
countries, more familiar with Dutch norms. Also, they place more value on female
employment and seem to have the right social capital to be more successful on the
Dutch labour market (Odé 8c Veenman, 2003). They generally~ have more
functional networks than Turks and Moroccans, who participate less in Dutch
social circles and who tend to look for work within their own circle (e.g., through
family~ members or friends). This possibl}- contributes to the overrepresentation of
the latter groups in certain sectors or at certain job levels as well (SCP, 2003;
Veenman, 2001). Turks and 1`loroccans also tend to have a more traditional
attitude towards the labour market. Thev more often make use of emplo}'ment
offices when looking for work, and are believed to take on a rather "humble and
reticent" attitude, whereas a more "confident and engaged approach" is valued b~-
emplo}'ment offices and by Dutch emplo~-ers (Odé 8t Veenman, 2003; Olde
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blonnikhof 8c Buis, 2001). It should be noted though that second-generation Turks
and ~foroccans are much more oriented towards Dutch societt- and do not differ
much, at least with respect to their attitudes towards issues relating to the public
spheres in life, from the Dutch population (e.g., Phalet, Van Lotringen, c~
Entzinger, 2000). Furthermore, Odé and Veenman (2003) conclude that
educational achieeement is a much better predictor for socio-economic
performance than cultural or social orientation towards Dutch societ}-.

.~t the le~-el of the labour market, the fact that the Dutch econom~- has
transformed from an industrial to a sen~ice-oriented economt- has probabh~
contributed to the hi~her unemplo}~ment rates among minoritt. members as well.
Because minoritt- members are more often attached to the industrial sectors, the
loss of unskilled industrial manual jobs ma~~ have led to higher unemplo}-ment rates
(`'eenman, 2001; Zorlu 8c Hartog, 2001). Another phenomenon that possibl}~
contributes to higher levels of unemployment among minorities is that in periods
with a large suppl}- of labour, semi-sl.illed jobs are often taken over b}~ better skilled
employees (Belderbos ck Teulings, 1988, as cited in Abell, Havelaar, 8c Dankoor,
1997).

Furthermore, recruitment and selection pracuces are sometimes held responsible
for the weak employment position of minority members. Here, conscious or
unconscious and direct and indirect discrimination b~~ emplo~~ers come into plae.
Several studies show that man}~ emplo}.ers rate the shills of minorit}- members as
lower than those of Dutch majorita members and prefer to hire the latter. For
example, Kruisbergen and Veld (2002) showed, in a study among 295 emplo}~ers,
that 24"~o was reluctant to hire minoritt~ members. Also, in less recent studies in
~~-hich two eyuall~- yualified candidates (one of migrant and one of Dutch origin)
took part in selection procedures, minority applicants were less often im~ited for a
job interview (e.g., Boaenkerk, Gras, 8c Ramsoedh, 1995; Gras, Bovenkerk, Gorter,
[tiruiswijk, Fk Ramsoedh, 1996). Employers, however, never explicid}r rejected
minoritt- members on the basis of their ethnic background but instead said that the
~-acanc~- had been filled alread~-. As another form of more indirect discrimination,
minorin- members are sometimes confronted with rules, procedures or practices
that unintentionall}~ have the effect of lowering their chances to obtain a job. For
example, some emplo}.ers reyuire new employees to have a fluent command of the
Dutch language, even if this is not strictl`- necessarv for the functions that the~- will
perform. Sometimes also, the}- make use of selection tests that are culturall}- biased
and thus ha~-e less predictive calue for minorit}- applicants (De Vries, 1992).

Institutional barriers form a last factor that may help explain the more
unfavourable labour market position of minorit}~ groups. These barriers have to do
with unexpected and negative conse9uences of polic}~ measures. For example,
according to Veenman (2001) long-lasting emplo~-er-centred reintegration policies
have contributed to long-term unemplo}-ment among ethnic minoriues. He also
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claims that the fact that Dutch employment offices tend to expect that people are
independent, has possibl}- led to more long-term unemplo}-ment among minorit~~
groups as well.

2.3 Interethnic relations in organisations

In its last report (2003), the Social and Cultural Planning Office (SCP) suggests that
the higher unemplo}~ment rates and dependenc}~ on social insurance benefits of
minorities (Turks and í~ioroccans in particular) are possibly related, at least to some
extent, to interethnic tensions in organisations. The}~, for example, show that 9"~n of
the unemplo}-ed minorittT members had quit their job because of conflicts at work.
This obsen~ation seems to be in line with figures of the Dutch Anti-Discrimination
Office (LVADB, 2005). They report that in 2004, approximatelv 22~~0 of the
complaints that they received on labour market discrimination (977 in total), had to
do with work floor discrimination on the basis of race or, to a much lesser extent,
religion. Yet, the limited number of studies that have been performed on
interethnic relations in Dutch organisations so far, have y~ielded inconsistent results.
~Xlzereas some show that minority members are less socially- integrated at work and
less easil}- accepted, others find less negative or even positive effects. In this
paragraph, we will discuss some of these studies.

One of the first Dutch studies in this field was performed bv Shadid (1979) in
the 1970's. He focused, among other things, on the position of Moroccan workers
(N - 280) in the labour environment and found that more than a quarter
experienced conflicts with colleagues or managers whereas less than half
maintained social contacts with their colleagues. Thus, although interethnic
conflicts did not seem to predominate in the work setting at that time, immigrant
workers did appear to be only~ marginally integrated at work. Yet, nearlv half of
them also felt accepted at work and, on the whole, the~~ had a positive attitude
towards their incorporation at work. Those working in ethnicallv heterogeneous
teams in particular seemed to be more satisfied.

Several }~ears later, Brassé and Sihking (1986) compared the formal and informal
position of minoritt~ emplovees with that of their native Dutch colleagues. Their
findings more or less confirm those of Shadid's stud}-, be it that thev noticed a
difference between sectors. They interviewed 44 minoritv and 33 majority
emplovees in 14 organisations and found that the interethnic relations in
organisations in the industrial sector were more problematic than in organisations
in the financial sector or in health care. In the latter, tensions (if an}-) were limited
to irritation when minoriri~ colleagues spoke in their native tongue. In
manufactories, however, informants reported on more substantial interethnic
tensions and on ethnic "jokes" that bordered on discrimination. They also reported
that informal interethnic contacts at work (e.g., during lunch breaks) were limited
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because of language barriers. On the basis of their findings, Brassé and Sikking
suggest that several factors possiblv contribute to more positive or more negative
interethnic relations. The}' stress, among other things, that managers who adopt a
positive stance towards minoritt- members positivel`~ influence the interethnic
relations in a work setting. The~- also suggest that, when minority are over-
represented at the lowest job levels, this mae negativeh~ affect the interethnic
climate, as native majoriri- members may, under these conditions, feel superior.
Additionall}~, Brassé and - Sikking suggest that the numerical representation of
minorirt- members in a department or team might pla~- a role. For example, the~~
found indications that a higher percenta~e of minoritt~ members increased the risk
of interethnic tensions. Finall}~, when minorit~~ and majority colleagues worked on a
more individual basis, the interethnic interactions seemed to be less problematic as
well, possibl~- because theti- were less interdependent and had to communicate less
often.

In the ear1~- 1990's, De Vries (1992) did a studv on the performance and well-
being of majority and minority workers in the Dutch police force and in health
care. She expected that minoritj- employees would face more problems than
majorit}' workers and therefore feel and perform less well. The results of her studv,
however, onl`- provided limited support for this expectation. Overall, minority- and
majoritt- members had comparable scores on well-being, although in health care,
minorin- nurses reported on less satisft-ing informal contacts with their colleagues
than majorit~- workers. hloreover, informants in this stud~- experienced both
positive and negative effects of diversity-. The positive effects mainl~- had to do with
the qualin- of the work. In the police force in particular, it was believed that the
presence of minoriri' officers made it easier to function in a multi-ethnic society-.
Conversel~-, the negative effects were primarih~ related to fanguage problems and to
cultural differences. These were said to cause misunderstandings and irritation
among majorin~ and minority officers. Also, more than half of the informants
reported on discriminaton- remarks directed at themselves or minorih- colleagues.
In a later stud~- that De Vries, Houdijk, and Van Vierssen (1997) performed in the
police force, thev found that minorit~- newcomers who met the main job
requirements (a good command of the Dutch language seemed of particular
relevance in this regard) and who resembled other team members, were more easil~-
accepted.

Another study that explored whether minorin- employees are accepted at work
was performed ba 1`leerman (1998). In several departments of a government
service organisation, she explored majorit~- members' attitudes towards minoritt-
workers. She found that a large part of the informants were either indifferent
towards minorities and did not want to make distinctions benveen ethnic minorit~-
and majorin- members, or were positive about them and open to learning from
other cultures. On average, informants in this stud}' tended not to openlv
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discriminate against minoritt- members. Nevertheless, although these results seem
to be somewhat in line with the findings of De Vries (in the sense that neutral or
positive attitudes seemed to prevail), Meerman's studv does not give insight into
the factors that contribute to a more positive or more negative stance towards
minorin~ workers.

A recent studv on the position of minoritv employees in organisations was
performed b}~ Dinsbach (2005). In three separate studies, she focused on the
socialisation experiences and job attitudes of ethnic minoritv and native Dutch
workers, and on socialisation-related communication in ethnicallv diverse
organisations. In a first study~, in which she compared highly educated 1~loroccan
workers with highh- educated Dutch workers, she found that on average, the
former were less socially integrated in the work force than the latter. Yet, they also
reported higher scores on socialisation and were more positive about their job than
native Dutch. Dinsbach suggests that this could mean that 1~loroccans with a
higher educational level either do not face language difficulries, discrimination or
cultural differences at work, or are able to effectively cope with these problems.
There seemed, however, also to be a contextual effect The results showed that
Moroccans with a stronger ethnic identity- were less able to socialise effectively- in
ethnically- diverse groups as compared to those working in groups with more native
Dutch.

In a second studv that Dinsbach performed among Moroccan workers with
more diverse educational backgrounds, she did find that language diftlculties played
an important role in their socialisation: those who experienced more language
difficulties were less well socialised and scored lower on task masterv and
organisational knowledge. Also, employees who were more oriented towards Dutch
societ}' scored higher on socialisation and organisational identification. Similaritt-
(defined as the extent to which people felt Dutch and were oriented towards the
Netherlands) seemed to mediate the relationship between language difficulties and
work as well. Furthermore, when comparing the scores on different socialisation
domains (i.e., social integration, role clarity-, task master`-, and organisational
knowledge), Dinsbach found that l~ioroccan employ-ees reported on average lower
scores on social integration than on other socialisation domains. Besides, she found
that perceived discrimination (either at a personal or group level) had a strong
negative effect on their socialisation experiences.

In a third study-, Dinsbach anal~-sed (in one organisation) the differences
between ethnic minorit~~ and majority emplo~-ees in socialisation-related
communication and job attitudes. In this study, she found that, compared to their
native Dutch colleagues, minority employ-ees were less involved in friendship-
related communication, but communicated more about their tasks, roles, and the
organisation. Moreover, the}- had more positive job attitudes. Dinsbach suggests
that minority- workers are possibly- more mouvated to work hard, also because of
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their relativeh- unfavourable labour market position. Furthermore, although
Dinsbach expected that there would be less socialisation-related communication in
heterogeneous teams, this could not be confirmed. Nevertheless, in more diverse
departments, less positive job attitudes were found and more unequal treatment of
ntinorin` members at work was reported, although minoritv emplo}~ees were more
aware of this than majorit}' workers. Perceived unequal treatment was also

positieelv related to turnover intentions.
All in all, although the studies described here differ in the methods thev used,

the period in ~rhich thet' w-ere performed, and the organisations that were included,

the results do suggest that minorirt- emplo~-ees are not alwa}~s full}- integrated at

work, be it that the overall picture is not ven~ negative. It also seems that the

organisational context ma}- shape the interethnic relations and experiences,

although it remains unclear how.

2.4 Policy measures to improve ethnic minorities' labour market
position

Over the past }-ears, the Dutch government has taken various measures to increase
the labour market participation of ethnic minorities and to prevent discrimination.
Generallv these measures have been aimed at improving the competitiveness of
minoritv members themselves and at positivel}- influencing emplo}'ers' attitudes.
Although it is be~~ond the scope of this chapter to describe all the measures that
have been taken in this regard, an oven~iew of some of the main initiatives will be
giaen here.

At the level of minorit}~ groups, several attempts have been made to increase
their economic, cultural, and social capital. For example, under the Law on the
Integration of Newcomers (IF'et Inhur~ering i~Tiezrmkomerr) that came into force in
1998, obligaton- integration courses are provided for newcomers in which thev
learn Dutch, gain more knowledge about Dutch socieh~ and receive information
about the labour market and its institutions. Also, integration courses have been set
up for so-called "old-comers", persons who have been living in the Netherlands for
a long period of time but who are still hardl}~ integrated into society. Municipalities
now have the task to reach these persons (mainl}~ the long-term unemplo~~ed and
people caring for small children), and to set up individual trajectories in which thev
acquire better Dutch language skills and, for the long-term unemplo~~ed, gain more
knowledge about the labour market. Furthermore, within the framework of more
general reintel,rration acuvities for the unemplo~-ed, the Centres for Work and
Income (C`k'7) provide training and intensive work placement activities. Although
the latter programmes are not specifically aimed at ethnic minorities, the aim is that
the}- reach minorit~. members proportionall~-.
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At the level of emploti~ers, various measures have been taken as well. For
example, in 1994, the Equal Treatment Act (l~et Gel~ke Behartelelin~ came into
force.~ This act outlaws unequal treatment on grounds as race and nauonality in
several areas, including emplovment Under this act, local government departments
and private emplovers have the possibility- to redress past discrimination against
ethnic minority groups by means of positive or affirmative acuon programmes.
They are, however, only allowed to choose methods that are proportional to the
scale of underrepresentation. Also, they have to be able to prove that these
methods are really effective (CGB, n.d.).

In 1994, the Act for the Promotion of Equal Labour Opportunities for l~íigrants
(6Ylet Bei~ordering Evevaredige ArGeid,rdeelname Allorhtonen, WBEAA) also came into
effect. This act, which was meant to be onl}' temporary, was based on the Canadian
Equal Employment Act. It required companies with 35 or more employees to
strive for a proportional representation ~ of ethnic minority members in their work
force. To this effect, they had to register and publicly notify the number of ethnic
minority employees in their work force, and to release a yearly report in which they
described which attempts they had made or were going to make to enhance the
number of minoritt~ employees. Violation of the WBEAA was an economic
offence. In 1998, this act was replaced by the Act on the Promotion of Labour
IViarket Participation of 1~linorities (Wet SAMF.N). Basically~, the main obligations
and goals were still the same under the new act but the reporting procedures were
simplified and failure to observe the act was no longer an economic offence. To
support employers in employing minority members, special advisors on minority
issues (Bedn~frada~i.reurr ~~linderheden) were appointed at all job centres. In 2004, the
Wet ,SAll7EN, which was also meant to be a temporary- measure from the outset,
was abolished.

Both the WBEAA and the Wet Sf1MEN were controversial and met with
resistance among employers. Compliance with both acts was generally weak
(Berkhout, 1997; SCP, 2003). For example, Veenman (1995) asked employers
(N - 223) to judge the V~rBEAA and found that more than two-thirds (670~0)
disapproved of this act. In another study (Essafi, Van I)zeren, Kolthoff, 8c Vonk,
2003), 660~0 of the employers (N - 159) considered the Wet SAMEt~' a bureaucratic
duty, whereas for 510~0, drafting the required annual report on minority
emplovment in their organisation was not on their priority list.

In 1999, the Dutch government installed a Task Force on 1~7inorities and the
Labour IVíarket This Task Force comprised of representatives of trade unions,
employers' organisations, employment agencies and ethnic minority groups. Its aim
was to help creating conditions in which the supply of ethnic minority job seekers
and demand of employers were more balanced. Shordy after its installation, the
Task Force came with several recommendations. First, it suggested that minorin~
job seekers and potential employers should be united in a more direct way. This
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resulted in the year 2000 in a covenant (also called the MILB covenant) between the

l~finistt-~~ of Social rlffairs, the Ministry~ of Home Affairs, the Centre for Work and

Income and the Dutch Federation of Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises (MKB

~~'ederland). The objective of this covenant was to enable minoritv members to enter

the labour market and to give small and medium-sized companies the opportunitt-

to fill difficult vacancies. The latter were expected to register 30,000 vacanciess each

year at the Centres for Work and Income, of which at least 20,000 were to be filled

b}~ ethnic minorities. This agreement was ended in late 2002, after two interim

extensions. W'ithin that period, employ-ers had registered a total of 78,000 vacancies
(target was 63,000), whereas a total of 44,000 vacancies were filled (target was

53,000) and a total of 70,000 job seekers were placed, of which 62,000 ethnic

minorities (target was 56,000) (SCP, 2003; Van den Berge, Itnegt, Schaapman, 8z

Zaal, 2005).`~
The Task Force also suggested that the top management of large companies

should be more involved in increasing the labour market participation of

minorities. This recommendation resulted in a framework covenant in 2000 (also

called the Kaamconvenant Grote Ondernemingen) between the Minister of Social Affairs,

the Minister of Large City- and Integration Policy, and the boards of 14 large Dutch

companies. It was agreed that so-called implementation covenants with more

detailed agreements and measures would be concluded between the above
mentioned hfirusters and individual organisations. By- March 2002, 110 companies

had signed such an agreement. They, for example, committed themselves to
mahing a serious effort to implement a multicultural staff policy, to set up trainee

programmes for minority members, and to set recruitment targets for ethnic

minorities. To facilitate the implementauon of the covenant and help emplo~~ers, a

project organisation (Krrim Baan voor Minderheden) was also set up (Van den Berge et

al., 2005).
Finally, the Task Force recommended that activities should be focused at the

trade level as well, which resulted in the .KOM project (which stands for Effective

Business with Minorities). The .KOll1 project aimed to develop and implement a

branch-oriented approach to improve the inflow and retention of ethnic minorities,

and to convince employ-ers of the economic benefits of hiring minority members.

Several pilots were launched in different industries and measures that were taken
were tailored to fit the needs and structure of the individual companies. In some

organisations, attempts were made to increase support for a culturally sensitive

personnel policp, in other organisations training and career development activiues

were improved, or vacancies were filled by- minority members. Although there has

been no external evaluation of the .KOM project, the results seem to be positive

(SCP, 2003; SEOR, 2003).
Currently, most of the projects or covenants that were set up or concluded at

the end of the 1990's or early 2000 have come to an end. As a follow-up, the Dutch
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government has set up a National Centre for Diversity 1~lanagement (Lundel~k
Centne~rr Dza~er.ritert.rntanagement). This centre aims to disseminate knowledge on
diversit}- issues and to encourage and support emplo}~ers in managing diversitv. The
data so far, however, suggest that employers are generally rather reluctant to
develop such initiatives, although they seem to have become somewhat more
positive over the past years. For example, Derveld found in 1995 in a study among
70 emplo}'ers, that onlv 28 organisauons had implemented diversity measures
(related to for instance career development and recruitment of minority members).
These were mainl}- companies with a relativel}' large number of minority
employees. In that same period, Van Twu}R~er (1995) concluded, on the basis of a
qualitative research, that organisations in the service sector were more willing to
implement a diversitt' policy than those in the industrial sector. In a more recent
evaluation, the Social and Economic Council (SER) reported that many emplo}-ers
do not full}~ or consistentl}~ implement measures intended to integrate ethnic
minorities into the work process ( SER, 2000). Furthermore, Essafi and colleagues
(2003) found that only 80~0 of the employers (N - 159) supported the idea of
specific recruitment policies for ethnic minority members whereas the east majorit}-
(92"~0) supported a so-called diversity~ policy (i.e., not specifically aimed at minorit}~
members). Yet, according to the Social and Cultural Planning Office, Dutch
employerst'~ had, in the }'ear 2001, on average taken four diversity measures. These
were mainl}~ related to the entr}-, recruitment and selection of minority members
(36"~0) and career management (130~~).

Notwithstanding the manv efforts that have been made to improve the labour
market position of minority members (either their participation rates or their
position in organisations), the}' continue to lag behind when compared to native
Dutch. Also, as the different studies described in this chapter suggest, minorit}-
members seem to be less sociall}' integrated at work, although this does not
necessaril}' seem to result in lower levels of job satisfaction. Furthermore,
emplo}'ers seem to be rather reluctant to invest in diversit}~ measures. In this stud}~,
the diversit}- attitudes and experiences of both emplo}~ers and minoriry and majorirt~
emplo}'ees will be further explored. In the following chapters, the methods and
results will be described.

Notes
i The Netherlands Antilles consist of the following islands: Aruba, Bonaire, Curacao,

St hfartin, St. Eustache, and Saba.
'- It should be noted that this group is very diverse. The Surinam population can be

divided into three subgroups: descendents of former slave and contract workers
(Creoles), Hindustanis originating from India, and Indonesíans.
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3 One of these restrictions is that unaccompanied minors with no guardian in the
Netherlands will not be alloa-ed to settle in the Netherlands. Under more recent
plans, ~~oung Antilleans (between 18 and 24) who do not start work or stud}' within
three months after their arrival in the Netherlands will be sent home. ~foreover,
Dutch judges will be given authorit~ to send Antillean voungsters home who have
been involved in criminal activities (1~linistr~~ ofJustice, 2005).

~ Surinamese women, however, more often have paid emplo}-ment than native Dutch
women.

' In 2006, 7.50~0 of the Turks had a higher vocational or scientific training, 7.5"~0 of the
bloroccans, 16.50~0 of the Antilleans~Arubans, and 26~~0 of the native Dutch (CBS,
2006).

~ The Commission of Equal Treatment ( Commir.cze Gel~ke Behandeling, CBG) judges
whether The General Act on Equal Treatment has been violated.

' Based on the proportion of ethnic minorities in their region.
s At least 50"~0 of the jobs had to be for a period of more than six months.
`' Although the covenant seems to have been relativeh- successful, it is important to

note that the net participation of ethnic minority members increased with onlv 77,000
in that period. According to the SCP (2003), it is unlikelv that 62,000 of them were
hired through the covenant.

"' That is, 70oio of the organisations that were required (on the basis of the U'~et
S.A~YIFN) to draft an annual report on minoritc~ emplo~-ment in their organisation.



CHAPTER 3

Research methods

In this chapter, an oven-iew will be given of the methods that were used to collect
and anah~se the data. First of all, a description will be given of how a sample of
organisations w~as found and ho~~- informants were selected. Then, more
background information is given on the organisations and informants. After that, it
will be described how the yuestionnaire was developed, how the data were
collected, and how the data were processed and analased.

3.1 Selecting organisations and informants

3.1.1 Selecting organisations

Finding a representative sample of organisations turned out to be a difticult and
time-consuming process. Initiall~~, it was decided to draw a sample from
organisations in the Ranel.rtarl~ with 35 emplo~-ees or more that had, under the Act
on the Promotion of Labour Market Participation of Fthnic ~iinorities (lpét
SArl1E1V), released an annual public report about the proportion of minorit}'
groups in their work force and those that had failed to do so. The database that was
made available for these purposes b~~ the Centre for Work and Income (Centrr~nr
roor II'erk en Inkonren, C~~~I) u~as based on the }'ear 1999 and consisted of 4,434
organisations that had submitted, and 2,191 organisauons that had not submitted
such a report. As it was assumed that these two groups of organisations might ha~-e
a different approach towards diversit}-, it was decided to draw a sample of 3"~o from
each (133 and 6G organisations, respectivel}~).

First, a stratified random sample was drawn from the organisations that had
released an annual report, on the basis of the percentage of minoriri~ members in
their total staff.'- The}- were grouped into tive strata: organisauons that emplo~~ed
1-5"~0, 6-15"~0, 16-250~0, 26-50`~o and more than 500~o minorite members. On the
basis of the relati~-e distribution of organisations over these strata, respectivel}-
44, 57, 16, 12, and 4 organisations were drawn. For time sa~-ing purposes, these
organisations were approached before a sample was drawn from the organisations
that had not released an annual report. The~- ~aere expected to be more interested in
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the topic of the studv and thus more willing to participate, which would allow us to
quicklv start with the data collecuon.

The organisations were first approached b}' phone, to briefl~- explain the purpose
of the research and to obtain contact details of the person ( mostlv a personnel
officer) to whom a formal request could be sent. On the basis of these phone calls,
l l organisations directlv indicated that the`~ were not interested in joining the stud~ .
Furthermore, 14 organisations could not be reached on the address as registered in
the database and could not be traced in other wavs. Three organisations turned out
to belong to the same conglomerate.

Eventuall`~, 105 organisations were sent a letter in which the purpose of the
stud~~ was brieflv explained and in which thev were im~ited to take part in it.'' Wíthin
two weeks, the~~ were contacted again and were asked whether the}' were interested
in tahing part in the studv. Yet, the number of organisations that agreed to
participate on the basis of this approach was ver~- low. Onlv five (4.2"~0)
organisauons were interested and able to take part in the period of time as
proposed, four other organisations were interested but could not take part in the
period that the data collection was planned. ~Iost organisations declined because
the}' either had no time, had alreadv taken part in other research, were "tired" of
being approached b~- researchers, did not think the research topic was of (financial)
interest to them or because thev did not have "any problems" with minoritt~
emplo~-ees. Especially- the "lack of time" argument was often put to the fore.
Although it is impossible to establish to ~ahat extent this argument was used as an
argumentative strategt- onl}-, one should bear in mind that this stud~~ was indeed
time-consuming and thus involved significant costs for the organisauons involved.

On the basis of these experiences, it was decided to no longer focus on
obtaining a representative sample as this would probabh- cost too much time, but
to approach organisations via personal networks (mainl~ the members of the social
advisory committee of this research). Vti'ith their help, and with the help of the
Centre for ~'ork and Income, 11 organisations were eventuall}~ found (over a
period of 10 months) that were willing to take part in the studv. Yet, of these
organisations, one eventually- had to withdraw because it went ban(irupt a couple of
weeks before data collection.

Thus, 15 organisations were eventuall~- found, divided over different parts of the
Netherlands (the west, south, and east). These organisations had different motives
to participate in the stud}'. Six organisations were interested in the attitudes of their
emplo}'ees towards diversiri' because they wanted to implement or had
implemented a diversitt. polict~. Six organisations did not experience particular
problems with their diverse staff but either considered it a social responsibility to
take part in research, or were interested in whether the relations between their
ethnic minorit}~ and majoritt- emplo~-ees were trulv non-problematic. Three
organisations had a ven- diverse staff and experienced various problems in
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managing it. Therefore, thev were interested in the root of these problems and how
thesc coulcí be sol~-ed.

3.1.2 Selecting informants

In each organisation, informants were selected with the help of a personnel officer,
director or manager(s). An attempt was made to select an equal number of ethnic
minority and majorin' emplo}-ees with comparable function levels, plus a manager
iri each team or department and, if possible, a personnel officer. In this way, a
triangulation of perspectives was acyuired. In most organisations, it was not
possible to draw a random sample of emplo~-ees and managers. Sometimes, the
number of minorin- emplo~-ees was too low to allow for a random sample. ~fost
often, however, it was not possible because of the criteria that were used to select
informants. These were not registered in all organisations but were generall}~ known
b}. (lower) managers onl}~.

One of the more general selection criteria was that participants should have a
contract for at least eight hours per week and should be working in the
organisauon for more than six months alreadv. It was assumed that after this
period, emploi-ees would have a sufficient knowledge of their work environment. A
criterion for selecting Dutch majorit}' members was that the}' themselves arrd both
their parents had had to be born in the Netherlands. A criterion for selecting ethnic
minoritv emplo}-ees was that they had to be of Turkish, l~foroccan, Surinamese, or
Antillean~Aruban descent. That is, they themselves had to have been born in one
of these four countries, or both their parents. These four ethnic groups were
chosen because the}~ are among the largest immigrant groups in the Netherlands,
constitute a considerable part of the Dutch labour force, and were also represented
in the different organisations in this study. Another selecuon criterion for minoritt'
members was that thev had to have a sufficient oral command of the Dutch
language. This selection criterion w-as used because in most organisations, it was
not possible to urork with interpreters (see section 3.4)

It should be noted that giving (personnel) managers a large role in the selection
of parucipants brings the risk of them inviting onlv their best emplo}.ees, who can
give a favourable impression of the organisation (e.g., Dinsbach, 2005, p. 36).
Although this possibilitti- cannot be ruled out, it is important to remark that the
organísations that took part in this research were generallt' motivated and interested
in the outcomes of the studv. Also, during most interviews, it was noticed that
emplo}~ees seemed to feel free to express their opinion about the more sensitive
topics as well (see also section 3.4). It remains unclear though, to what extent onl}.
the most motivated emplovees were willing to join the research and how man}. of
the emplovees who were init3allv im-ited b}' managers to take part in the studv
refused to cooperate. Although we ha~~e the impression that in most organisations
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(one excepted), emplo~-ees who were invited for an interview generall~- agreed to
take part (also because interuiews were performed under work time), we have no
information on the exact response percentages in the different organisations.

In total, 228 interviews were conducted. hlore specificall~-, 84 minorin-
emplot~ees, 86 majorin- emplo~-ees, 6 minorim managers, 42 majorin- managers and
10 majoritt- personnel officers were inten~iewed. Four interviews with minorin
emplo}ees and tive interviews with majorit~~ emplovees were excluded from the
final sample because thet- did not have a sufficient command of the Dutch
language, were emplot~ed for less than si~ months, or had a different ethnic
background (for example, Vietnamese or Indonesian). This reduced the total
sample of emplo~-ees to 80 minoriri- and 81 majoritu emplo~-ees. The number of
minoritt- informants in the total sample is considerablv smaller than the number of
majorir5- informants because in all organisations, minoritt- members ~rere
underrepresented at functions of authorit}~.

The number of persons that were interviewed in each organisation varied,
ranging from a minimum of three to a ma~mum of 25. This number depended on
several factors. First of all, it depended on the number of minorit}- employees. In
some organisations, the percentage of minoritv staff was relativelti~ low and so onh-
a small number of minorit~. employ-ees could be selected. As we wanted to balance
the number of ethnic minorih~ and majorit}~ employees, this also limited the
number of majorita emplovees that were interviewed here. Furthermore, the
number of persons that could be inter-viewed depended on the production ct~cle. In
some organisations, the research was performed in the yearly~ slack period, which
made it pc~ssible to interview a relativel~ large number of emplo~~ees and managers.
To a limited ektent, it also depended on the sensitivity- of the topic in the
organisation. In one organisation, for example, onlt three persons were interviewed
(although a larger number of participants was planned) because the personnel
officer who was in charge of selecting informants eventually- feared negative
reactions of the higher management.

3.2 Background characteristics of the organisations and informants

In Table 3.1 an ovenriew is given of some background characteristics of the

organisations in this stud~~, like type of organisation, percentage of minorin~ staff,
location (region), number of departments in which the research was performed,

and number of participants. In the first column, the code that was given to each
organisation can be found. In the results sections, these codes will sometimes be
used to refer to specific orgarusations. Informants were given a number on the

basis of their organisation's number (for esample, the third person interviewed in
organisation 800 was given number 803).



Table 3.1
Bu~kgrounrl inJornrakon on the orguni.ratron in tht:r rtudy

No. of
rlverage departments 1~finoritv It4ajority IVfinority

No. Type Region job level Sizea in research staffu informants informants

200 Retail West low-medium 53,000 5 7- 15oio 16 7

300 PubGc service West medium-high 227 2 16 - 190~0 10 8

400 Health service V~iest f East medium 773 5 3- 78"ió 12 6

5O0 Health care West high 90 2 8- 13~~0 5 3

600 Retail South low-medium 9,500 1 90~0 2 3

700 Manufacturing South low 750 1 420~0 10 [i

800 b4anufacturing West low 68,400 2 13 - 364io 11 9

900 Distribution South low 540 l 61~~0 14 5

100U ~fanufacturing East low 1,200 2 17 - 22o~n 13 12

1100 )Vlanufacturing South low 410 1 20o~~ 8 5

1200 Dfanufacturing South low 144 1 310~0 2 1

1300 Public service South high 2,150 2 10 - 120~0 6 5

1400 Public service South high 4,500 2 9- 124i~ 6 5

1500 Distribation South low 332 1 600~ó 8 6

1G00 PuUGc service VG'est medium 49,4U0 2 15 - 170~0 ]0 5

~ These numbers refer to the total number of emplo~~ees in an organisation. These numbers are estimates, based on reports provided b}~
die organisation and on oral informauon given by managers and human resource officers.

~~ h~hnimum and maaimum percentages in the different departments induded in this studv. Percentages are estimates, based on
orQanisational reports and on oral information gieen b}~ mana~ers and human resource officers.
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(90.90~0) had a tenured position in the organisation, although significandy more
minority than majority- workers (16.30~o versus 4.50~0) had an untenured position
(1'- .20, p c.01). ~fost minorin- and majoritti- emplovees (82.50~o and 85.2~~0,
respectively) worked on a full-time basis.

A relativeh. large part of the participants (71.20~0) was male (both on executive
and managerial positions), which is consistent with the situation in most
organisauons in this research. Especiall`- in manufactories, women were
underrepresented in the total work force.

3.3 Developing the questionnaire

This study~ was designed to collect both quantitative and qualitative data about
people's experiences with and attitudes towards diversity, by means of semi-
structured interviews. Prior to developing the questionnaire, several interviews were
performed with people with considerable experience with organisational diversity
issues, to gain more insight into the topics that are relevant in Dutch organisations.
Three interviews were performed with special advisors on minority issues
(Bedrijj.cadvi.reur.c miraderheden) from job centres. Also, two diversity- trainers were
interviewed. Furthermore, a minority- employee and a majorit}~ employee from two
non-profit organisations were interviewed to assess their experiences with diversity
issues at work. These interviews were performed on the basis of an interview guide
that contained topics such as: barriers to the employment and promotion of
minority members, prejudice and discriminauon at work, intercultural
communication barriers, and diversit~~ policies.

On the basis of these intervíews and on the basis of an extensive literature
search, a first draft of the questionnaire was developed. Bv and large, this
questionnaire addressed six different topics: (1) general background information,
(2) quantitt~ of interethnic contacts at work, (3) attitudes towards equal employment
and affirmative action policies, (4) perceptions of interethnic differences at work,
(5) qualitt~ of the interethnic relations at work, (6) attitudes towards the
accommodation of cultural~religious differences, (7) ethnic preferences, and
(8) ethnic out-group evaluations. Each subset of quesuons was preceded b}` a short
introduction. For the main part, the questionnaires for managers and emplovees
were similar, although the first also contained questions on the recruitment,
selection, and promotion of minoritv emplo~-ees.

The questionnaires consisted of both open-ended and closed-ended questions. A
funnel-sequence approach was used, wherebv more general questions were asked
first, and then became more specific. To determine the content validity and
appropriateness of this questionnaire and to check whether it covered the most
relevant diversity issues, a pilot studj was conducted. Three organisations (all with a
diversitt- policv) were invited to take part in this pilot, of which one was willing to
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participate. Here, 29 interviews were conducted from April 2001 until June 2001
with 10 minorin- emplo~-ees, 10 majoritt- emplovees, and nine managers.

During the pilot, several changes were made to the questionnaire. First of all,
changes u~ere made to how the topic of the research u~as introduced. In an initial
version of the yuestionnaire, the research was introduced as a studv on interethnic
relations at work and its purpose was explained rather extensivelv. Yet, this seemed
to make some informants rather defensive at the start of the intenriew, stating that
"the~- did not hace an~- problems with minorities", that they "had never
experienced discrimination", that the~~ "never differentiated benueen minorin~ and
majoritt~ group members" or "did not like" the words allocbtoon (allochthonous) and
autochtoon (autochthonous). It also seemed to mal;e them more reluctant to answer
certain questions. Therefore, the introduction was shortened and simplified and the
words allochthonous and autochthonous were avoided at the beginning of the
interview. In the final version, reference was made to the Netherlands as a
multicultural socieri' and the manv debates on this topic, and it was said that we
were interested in people's personal views and experiences in this regard. It was
also stressed that the research was organised independent of the emplo~~er, and
informants were guaranteed complete anon}'nutt-. Furthermore, participants were
told that the}- could skip yuestions they did not want to answer.

In the first interaiews that were performed during the pilot, informants seemed
rather reluctant to answer yuestions about the interethnic relations at work or
about ethnic out-group members, in particular when rather sensitive topics were
addressed such as interethnic contlicts, discrimination and interethnic differences.
For that reason, it was made sure that the focus of topics dealing with interethnic
relations was ahvat~s on both majoritv and minoritv group members (e.g., a yuestion
on whether jokes were made on minority colleagues was preceded by a yuestion on
whether jokes were made on majorit~- colleagues). Also, yuestions dealing with
e~-aluations of ethnic out-group members were alwaj-s preceded b}' similar
yuestions on ethnic in-group members. Furthermore, yuestions assessing negati~-e
evaluations of ethnic out-group members were often preceded b~~ a yuestion u~ith a
more positive loading (e.g., a question on what people found most annoving about
working with ethnic out-group colleagues was preceded b~- a yuestiun on what the~
found most pleasant about worlcing with them). In addition, some yuestions on
interethnic experiences or attitudes at work were preceded bt' a more general
yuestion (e.g., "Haee ~ ou e~-er had the impression that majorih- members get a
preferential treatment in Dutch socien~, or not~" preceded: "Have t-ou ever had the
impression that majorit~. members get a preferential treatment here at work, or
not~"). Finall}-, because informants sometimes seemed anno~~ed when asked mam.
tunes to support their point of view, in the introduction to each interview a casual
remark about this was made, more or less "~rarning" people that such yuest~ons
would be asked, also to better understand their opinion.
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The order in which the different topics were addressed was slighti~- altered in the
course of the pilot as u-e11. In the t1na1 ~-ersion, more general yuesuons about
people's background (such as educational level, age, t~-pe of work, n-pe of contract,
etc.) were asked tirst. Then, people's ~-ieu~s about aftïrmative action and eyual
opportunit,- policies ~cere addressed. Prior to these yuesàons, managers were also
asked se~Teral yuestions on the recruitment, selection, and promotion of minoritv
members. Subseyuentl`-, all informants ~~-ere probed about the interethnic relations
at work. Here, the yuestions that were relativelv eas~- to answer (for example, on
ethnic cliyue formation and ethnic jo[;es) ~cere addressed before more sensiti~-e
topics such as discrimination and preferential treatment were assessed. The topics
that turned out to be most "sensiti~-e" (those on perceptions of interethnic
differences and on ethnic preferences) were assessed towards the end of the
yuestionnaire. The inten-iews ended with yuestions on people's views about the
accommodation of differences at work. These seemed relau~-el~- eas~- to answer and
not to pose a threat to most participants.

On the basis of the pílot studv, several yuestions were also simplitïed, rephrased
or skipped. For e~ample, some yuestions on specific npes of aftïrmati~-e action or
eyual employment policies turned out to be too complicated. Therefore, these were
phrased in more general terms, ~c-ithout specif~-ing the content of such policies.
Other yuestions were also simplitied. To assess people's percepuons of ethnic out-
and in-group members, for instance, thev were initiallv asked to judge different
groups (Surinamese, Dutch, Antilleans, Turks, Moroccans) on a set of criteria
(reliable, aggressi~-e, hard working, etc.) on a 5-point scale. Subsequentl~~, the5- were
asked to support their point of view. Yet, minoritt- informants with a lower
educar;onal level found this rather boring or difticult whereas informants with a
higher educational level seemed particularlv antagonistic to items of this kind.
Therefore, these e~-aluations were simplitied bt. aslcing informants onl}- to assess for
each group whether a specific characteristic applied or not. As most people also
had difficult~- esplaining wh~~ the~- held a certain image of ethnic out- or in-groups,
rhis yuestion ~~~as skipped. Some yuestions ~~-ere also rephrased to make them less
threatening. For etample, informants seemed sometimes umvilling to acknowledge
that ethnic in- or out-group members were treated uneyuall~- at ~ti.ork ~~-hen the
word "discrimination" was used. But when the word "preferential treatment" was
used, the~~ more often contïrmed that this occurred. For that reason, a yuestion
specitïcall}- using this term was added.

Changes were also made to the response scales of thc closed-ended yuestions.
~1ost 5-point scales were transformed into 3-point scales. Although in the pilot
stud}', onlt. a relativeh~ limited number of tírst-generation minorin- members were
inten-iewed, it turned out that the~ sometimes had more difficult~ disunguishing
between the response alrernati~res. I3ased on the eYperience of other researchers
(Shadid, 1979), it was decided to simplif~- the scales, also because the organisations
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that had agreed to take part in the stud}' at that time mainh- emplo}-ed first-
generation minorin- workers with a relativel5- low educational level. It was unclear at
that point in time which other tv~pes of organisations (i.e., ~~~ith low-, medium-, or
high-sl:ill ~~-ork) would join the stud}-.

In the results sections (Chapters 4, 5, and 6), the questions that were asked to
assess each topic are described in more detail.

3.4 Data collection

T~~~o methods of data collection were used: document anahsis and semi-structured
face-to-face interviews. Documents were solicited from the organisauons and
contained annual reports, research reports, and polic~~ documents related to
di~-ersitt- initiati~-es. These data were used as background material. Face-to-face
ínterviews were performed on the basis of the questionnaires described in
section 3.3.

Face-to-face intere-iews were preferred over written questionnaires for se~~eral
reasons. First of all, we were inrerested in people's implicit theories and wanted to
obtain detailed accounts of their experiences. These cannot easil~- be captured in a
written questionnaire or with closed-ended questions onl`-. Besides, we assumed
that, because for mam minorities Dutch is their second language, their oral slciJls
would be better than their written language skills (e.g., De Vries, 1992, p. 18).
Furthermore, inten-ie~~-s have the advantage that questions can be explained, that
additional questions can be asked when needed, and that informants can be
encouraged to express their thoughts or feelings when sensiuve topics are
addressed.

Data were collected between August 2001 and October 2002. All inten-iews
were conducted on site, in separate rooms where no other people were present.
Prior to the interview, participants were asked permission to tape-record the
inten.iew. The}~ were also assured of complete anon~-mit~-. In total, 83"~0 of the
inter~-iews were taped. During each inten~iew, the interviewer also took notes. The
interviews lasted from one and a half to two hours.

For practical reasons, all inter~-iews were conducted b~- the main researcher

(native Dutch woman). It turned out to be difticult to use interviewers from
different ethnic groups and to match them with ethnic in-group interviewees.

,~lthough in most organisations, a selection of participants was made prior to the
actual data collection, in manufactories and distribution industries it was not alwa~-s
certain who could be inten~iewed on what da~- or on what time of the dat- as this
depended on the production c~ cle. Often, in these organisations, onh- a vert- rough
planning was made whereb~- solelt- the number of participants that would be
inten-iewed on a specit7c dat- was laid down beforehand. It would have been vert-
costl}- to send inten~iewers from different ethnic groups to these organisations, with
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the risk of them not being able to inter~-iew ant~ ethnic in-group employees at all.
Of course, it would still have bcen possible to make use of intereiewers and not
match them with the ethnic background of the interviewees. Yet, on the basis of
previous experiences with interviewers, we questioned the surplus value of this
approach for this studt-. It was expected that using inten~iewers could have several
drawbacks (e.g., lack of motivation, poor interpersonal shills, failure to meet
appointments; see also Leetlang, 2O02) that can be avoided with an interviewer with
substantial knowledge on the topic and considerable esperience in interviewing
people from different cultures. This was of particular relevance because, when the
data collection started, it was still unclear how mam- organisations in total, and thus
how manv participants, would take part in the stud~~. Therefore, it was decided that
the risk of obtaining interviews of poor qualirt- had to be avoided.

Nevertheless, the fact that one native Dutch interviewer conducted all interviews
has several potential drawbacks. Clearl}~, using onl`- one inten-iewer runs the risk of
introducing a bias to the results, due to personal appearance or other interviewer
effects. In this studj~, it also limited the number of minorit~- informants that could
be interviewed: only~ those with a reasonable command of the Dutch language were
selected. Although in most organisations, ethnic minority employees had a
reasonable to good command of the Dutch language (as this was often a selection
criterion), it did limit the sample in nvo organisations with mainlv first-generation
workers. Another bias may have arisen from the fact that the ethnic background of
interviewer and participants were not alu~a~~s matched. Not all social scienusts
agree, however, whether matching ethnic background of interviewer and
participants y~ields more reGable data. On the one hand, some researchers (e.g.,
i~feloen 8c Veenman, 1990) have warned against a"racial difference bias" that can
occur when the interviewer belongs to the dominant group in societa and the
participants belong to lower status minority groups. In that case, minorit~- members
ma~- fear negative consequences and therefore give more social desirable responses.
On the other hand, other authors (e.g., De Vries, 1992, p. ll2) suggest that
minoritt- members mav fear the evaluation of ethnic in-group members, which ma~-
also lead to social desirabilit~-. Or, thet- ma~- assume that an ethnic in-group
interviewer is familiar with certain experiences, and thus not mention them or not
describe them in detail. Yet, others (e.g., Van Heelsum, 1993) found in a study
among second-generauon Surinamese in the Netherlands that the average scores
on ethnicin--related topics were higher when an ethnic in-group member had
interviewed them. This inteniewer effect, however, was onl~~ found with closed-
ended and not with open-ended questions.

The data from this stud}~ suggest that most ethnic minoriri~ and majorin-
interviewees were at ease during the interview and willing to discuss sensitive
topics, although tirst-generation minoritv informants someumes tended to be
somewhat reluctant to speak up, in particular at the be~,nnning of the interview. Yet,
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this also depended on the organisational context. For example, in one organisation
~~~here several minorirt emplo~-ees ~~-ere bullied, some of them seemed more
hesitant to talk about negati~-e experiences. B~- and large, however, most minoritt-
and majority- informants seemed to appreciate to have opportunin- to tell about
their own ideas and experiences. (~ften also, the~- shared personal information or
problems (not necessaril}~ related to the research topics) with the interviewer. Of
particular importance in this regard was that inten-ie~~-s were al~i-a~-s conducted in
separate rooms and that participants were assured of complete anon~.mit~-.
Furthermore, during each intert-ie~ti~, the st~.le of probing was made as non-intrusi~re
as possible (e.g., b~~ translating "wht~" yuesuons into "how'' questions, b~- taking the
last statement of informants ancí turning these into a yuestion, b~- asking for
examples, etc.).

3.5 Data analysis

r1s menuoned before, tlle aim of this studt. was to collect both 9ualitative and
yuantitati~-e data. Both forms of data were collected simultaneously- and were given
equal weight, be it that the~- were used to answcr different sets of 9uestions. This
design, which is sometimes refcrred to as a concurrent nested design or strateg~-
(Creswell, Plano Clark, Gutmann, t~ Hanson, 2U03; Hanson, Creswell, Plano Clark,
Petska, ~ Creswell, 2005), was applied to obtain richer descriptions and to gain a
deeper understanding of minorit,~ and majorin- emplo~~ees' and (personnel)
managers' attitudes and experiences.

For the anah-sis of the yualitari~-e data, all intenniews were t1-ped out as literall~- as
possible, using both the tapes and the notes that were made during each inten-iew.
The interviews were not transcribed in as much detail as is often done in, for
instance, conversational anal~-sis. For example, ~ti-hereas hesitations, repeutions and
false starts were transcribed, details such as intonation and timing ~~-ere not
included. Responses ~~-ere tiled according to the topic or issue addressed, and were
also filed separatel~. for minoritt emplo~~ees, majoritt- emplo~~ees and (personnel)
managers.

The responses were anah-sed themaucall~- and coded in several phases, using an
emergent coding design (Creswell, 1998). That is, categories were established
during the researeh process. First, a~-en- liberal coding procedure was emplc,n-ed
~~.hereb~ the aim was to de~-elop as mam codes as possible. Second, an attempt ~x-as
made to elevate the data to a higher le~-e1 of abstraction. In this phase, categories
were identit7ed that described the le~-el one codes. Because of the sample size, the
le~-el one and two cocíes were rccorded in SPSS so as to allow for rudimentar~.
yuantitati~-e anal~-ses as ~~-ell. In a third phase, the le~-el t~vo codes were anal~.sed on
the basis of current academic kno~a-ledge (e.g., Glaser, 1978).
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The cocíing procedure: was done separatelv for minorirt- emplo}'ees, majoritv
emplot~ees, and (personnel) managers although most of the time, joint categories
were constructed afterwards because mam- of the topics that were introduced bv
the different ~-oups were similar. During the whole coding process, coding
cíecisions were verified through discussions with other researchers. Furthermore, to
determine the reliabilin- of the coding, independent raters coded 5"~o independenth~
chosen interviews. The percent agreement between the researcher and the
independent raters was calculated for each subset of questions, as an indication of
interrater consistencv. These percentages are presented in the different results
sections.'

The data that were obtained in this studv have a multilevel or nested data structure:
obsereations at one level of analvsis (persons) are nested within another le~-el of
analvsis (departments). I'or the quantitative data, usin~; techniques such as ordinan-
least square regression (OLS) analvses would lead to unreliable results because the
assumption of independent observauons that is required for this technique, is
violated. When anaívsin~ nested data, it is also important to take into account the
possibilin that relationships among constructs van- across levels of analy-sis, and
rhat relationships within groups var}- across ~-oups (Nezlek, in press). Therefore,
multilevel random coefficient models (h1RC1~1) were estimated using the HLl~í 5-
programme (Raudenbush, Brvk, Cheong, 8z Congdon, 2001). This technique is
comparable to a regression model, but takes into account the hicrarchical structure
of the data. In a í~IRC~1 analvsis, for each variable in an equation, two terms are
estimated: a ftxed effect and a rarrrlom effect. The modelling of fixed effects is
comparable to the derivation of regression ~~~eights in ordinarv re~ression analvsis.
The random effects provide estimates of the variauon in the dependent variable
that is cíue to differences between l,rroups (level-2 i~ariation) and to difierences
benveen individuals (level-] variation). Because in a i`[RCI~I analysis, true and
random variances are scparated, it provides more accurate parameter estimates than
OLS-based analvses (Nezleh, in press, Snijders 8r Iiosker, 1999).

Notes
,~ ring of cities (including .~msterdam, Haarlem, Leiden, Den Haa~, Rottercíam, and
Utrecht) in the western part of the Netherlands. This area was chosen because it is
the most densclv populated region of the Netherlands and has a high concentration
of protit and non-profit organisauons. Furthermore, ethnic minorit~- members
constitute a relativeh- larl;e share of the labour force in this area.
This criterion was chosen because we assumed that the percenta~;e of minorin- staft
in organisations mav affect its members' experiences and attitudes.
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This letter contained information about, among other things, the purpose of the
stud}- and its possible surplus value for organisauons. No specifications were made
with respect to the number of persons that we wanted to inten-iew, although an
indication was given of how long an inten~iew would last. It was mentioned that the
number of interviews would be established in close consultation with the

organisation and that the goal w-as to interfere as little as possible with the work
processes.
According to the definition used in this research, persons belonging to the first
generation of migrants came to the Netherlands after their 18~h birthda}~. The
"intermediate" generation consists of persons who came to the Netherlands between
their 6~h and 18~h birthda~-. Finall~-, people who belong to the second generation came
to the Netherlands before their 6~h birthda~- or were born here.
One of the disadvantages of the percent agreement approach is that it does not take
into account the possibilitt- that part of the agreement betw~een raters is based on

chance (Cohen, 1960). To avoid this problem, reliabilit~~ ma~. be calculated b~- using
Cohen's Kappa. Yet, because one of the assumptions of Cohen's Kappa, namel}- that
units of anah.sis are independent, is ~~iolated in this stud}', this measure was not used.

a

~



CHAPTER 4

Employing and promoting minority workers:
perceptions of barriers and solutions

4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2, it was shown that the labour market position of minoritti- members is
still unfavourable compared to that of majority- members, despite the man~~ efforts
to improve this situation. Part of the barriers to their inclusion at different stages of
employment (recruitment, selection, and promotion) can be found at the level of
minoriry members themselves (for instance, their lower average educational level or
insufficient Dutch language proficienc~~), and part can be found at the
organisational level (e.g., Odé 8z Veenman, 2003). In that regard, organisational
members' perceptions of diversit5- are of particular relevance: whether the}' believe
ethnic minorit~- members to be as qualified as majority- members and whether thev
value efforts to increase the representation of the former (Mor Barak, Cherin, 8c
Berkman, 1998). In the Netherlands, research on these two questions paints a not
so rosy picture. For example, Kruisbergen and Veld (2002, but see also Van Beek,
1993; Veenman, 1995) show that emplo~-ers evaluate the qualities of ethnic
minorit~- members relatively- negatively and are sometimes reluctant or even
unwilling to hire them. At the same time, people have been found to resist
measures to improve the inclusion of minority members in organisations (e.g.,
Essafi, Van IJzeren, Kolthoff, éz Vonk, 2003; SCP, 2003; SER, 2000).

Yet, although the afore-mentioned studies are valuable, they- also leave some
questions unanswered. For example, most studies on emplovers' ethnic preferences
have focused on how thev evaluate minoriri~ members on a fixed set of criteria.
Much less has been done to probe into their~ more subtle ideas or implicit theories
about minoritv member emplo~-ment. VG~ich barriers do the}~ identif~- to the
recruitment, hiring, and promotion of ethnic minorities? Do thev primarilv focus
on their lack of qualifications, or do the~~ also acknowledge possible organisational
barriers (such as the organisational diversit~- climate, recruitment and selection
procedures, etc.)? It is important to obtain more insight into these beliefs because
the~- are likelv to affect emplo~-ers' willingness to invest in measures to improve the
labour market participation of minority- members. Yet, also with respect to people's
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attitudes to~~-ards such measures, mant- questions remain unanswered. For example,
most llutch studies in this tield have hardly dealt with people's moti~-es to reject or
support such im-estments. In addition, the~- ha~.e done little to compare minorit~-
and majoritt- members' eie~~~ s. Insight into- these attitudes and the wa~-s in which
the~- are di~-ided along ethnic lines is important as ~~-ell, because the~- ma~- also affect
whether or not such measures are implemented and how successful the~. are.

In this chapter, ~i-e will examine emplot'ers' implicit theories about hiring and
promotin~ minorit~~ members, and the opinions held b~- emplo~~ers and minorit~-
and majoritt- emploti.ees about efforts to increase ethnic diversitt- in organisations.
Although there is a host of potential beliefs that people could and probablt~ do hold
in this regard, one goal here is to identif}~ common patterns in these ideas.
Furthermore, ~~-e aim to establish whether and how commonalities and differences
in people's implicit theories are related to indi~-idual and contestual characteristics.

~x'e will tlrst outline several theories that are rele~-ant to understandint;
emplo~~ers' perceptions about the barriers that minorirt- members face in
emplo~-ment and people's attitudes towards efforts to address these barriers
(section 4.2). The main questions and expectations will also be outlined in this
section. ~~'e ~~~ill then present the qualitative results (secuon 43). This section is
di~~ided into n~-o parts. First, emplo~-ers' ~.ie~~-s about barriers in minorit~~
emplo~ment are described and second, both emplovers' and emplo~-ees' moti~es to
support or reject policies to improve the labour market position of ethnic minorin-
members are presented. In section 4.4, wc will present a multilevel anah-sis in
which we trt~ to assess which individual and contextual cariables predict pcople's
attirudcs ro~~-ards such policies (section 4.4). ln the last section (4.5), the results are
suium.u-iticcl.

4.2 Theoretical background, questions, and hypotheses

4.2.1 Barriers to the employment and promotion of minoriry members:
employers' perceptions

~~ tirst goal of this chapter is to explore the barriers that emplo}-ers identify~ tu
hirinl; and promoting minoriri` members, either at the level of minorit,- members
themsclves or at the or~anisational le~-e1.

1t can be expected that emplo~-ers will first and foremost focus on barriers at thc
le~-el of minorir,~ members, particularl~. their lack of yualifications, and less on
or~anisational constraints. So far, studies yuite consistentlv show that ín selection
or e~-aluation contexts, people tend to e~-aluate ethnic out-group members more
negati~-el~- than in-~roup members (e.g., Gilbert ~ I,ownes)ackson, 20~5; ~Iilliken
c~ ~~Iartins, 1996; ,lirnmt, S~-tsma, Hazucha, ~ Holt, 199~. This phenomenon is
roomd in different pst-chological processes. Social identitt- theorc (Tajfel 8z Turner,
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1986) and self-cate~orisation theory. (Tumer, 19R2), for instance, propose that
people partl~. derive their self-cc~ncept from the I,Trnups the~- think the~- belonK to.
To maintain a positi~~e self-re~ard, the~~ will highG~ht the differences benveen their
o~~m group and other groups, and e~-aluate in-group members more positively . This
has been shown to lead to in-~roup favouritism as well as out-group derogation.
Related to rhis process is people's tendenc~- to attribute failure of out-group
members to internal, stable or controllable causes and their success to situational
factors (Hewstone, 199U).

At the same time, however, it is possible that emplot-ers do not directlj- express
such negatice e~-aluations to others, or e~~en to themselves. rlccording to se~-era1
studies (e.g., hlcConahay~, 1986; Sears, Van Laar, Carillo, 8c Kosterman, 1997),
nel;auve ethnic out-~roup eealuations are expressed more subtly~ no~~-adai-s, in
parucular because o~~ert racism is no longer tolerated in most social settings.
Thereíore, people u-ill tend to mask the negative implications of their evaluauon of
ethnic out-group members. Instead, the~- will for example express the opinion that
ethnic minorin- and majoritt- cultures are incompatible, or that ethnic minoritt-
cultures pose a threat to the customs, values and norms of the majority population
(Nail, Harton, c~ Decker, 2003; Verberk, 1999). Or they~ will, as Verkuyten's (2001)
anah~sis of group discussíons among Dutch majority members sho~~-ed, m- to avoid
possible accusations of being a racist bt- presenting their observations as facts
rather than personal opinions, or bt. putting themselves in the position of an actual
witness. Scholars have attached different labels to these more subtle, indirect and
rationalisable expressions of prejudice, such as "symbolic racism" (Sears, 1988),
"modern racism" (í~icConahay., 1986), "aversive racism" (Do~ridio 8c Gaertner,
1993), and "laissez-faire" racism (I3obo c`?` Smith, 1994).

~llthou~h unh~ a limited number of studies have direcdc queried employ~ers'
views about minoritv members, the studies conducted so far seem to confirm the
idca that emplo~~ers dem- their ou-n role in reproducing inequalities and express
their a~rersion of minoritt~ members only- in indirect terms. For example, alreadv
some time ago, Van Dijk (1993) found that, when talking about eyual opportunity~
and minoritt~ recruitment, Dutch emplo~ers used standard defence moves as well as
strategies of positive selí- and negative other-presentation. In line ~~ith the theories
mentioned before, thev tended to deny discrimination or attribute it to others, or
refcrred to minorities' different beha~-ioural norms. Also, the~- ~~.ould claim that
the~. were ~~-illing to hire minorin- membcrs, but that thet~ were not sufficiently-
yualitled or unwilling to work for them. According to several other studies (eg.,
Gilbert 8c LownesJackson, 20O5; hirschenman Sc Neckerman, 1991; itifoss 8c Tillt~,
1995) another, more subtle ~y-a~. in u-hich emplot~ers ma~- esclude minority- members
is by focusing on their "soft characteristics" or "soft skills", such as their inability
to interact properl~- in the work place or to present themselves and communicate in
wa~ s that are acceptable to the majorit~- culture (e.g., dress, communicaáon st~~le,
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motieation). In that regard, 1`loss and Till~- (1995) and Ivrschenman and
Neckerman (1991) found that, at least in the United States, emplo~-ers hold
particularlv negatiee views of the soft skills of black male applicants. According to
these authors, this focus on soft skills is an eas~- wa~~ to discriminate against
minorirt- workers, particularl}' because soft skills are subjecti~-e and differ
throughout industries.

Yet, whether and how emplo~-ers perceive barriers, either at the lecel oi minoritt-
members themsel~-es or at the organisational level, ma~- also be related to the
organisational context or sector in which the}~ work. For example, in organisations
where di~-ersit~- is valued and where efforts are made to recruit more minoritt-
members, people mat' be more aware of organisational barriers (such as
recruitment and selection procedures). At the same time, certain organisational
barriers mat' be less prevalent here. The organisational climate in these
organisations, for example, ma~- be relatively- receptive of minorin~ members.
Furthermore, emplot.ers' experiences with past and present emplo~-ees ma}' pla}- a
role (i~loss éc Till}, 1995). In organisations with low-skill work and first-generation
minority workers, for instance, actual cultural differences ma}' be large and minoritt-
emplo~-ees ma~- trul}. lag behind with regard to their (objective) yualifications.
I:mplo~-ers who have more experience with these workers may show a stronger
tendenct' to "blame the ~~ictim". At the same time, howeeer, the organisational
climate in these organisations ma}- be less accepting of minoritt~ members, as
majoritt. members ma~- see them as a threat or as competitors (e.g., Scheepers,
Schmeets, 8c Felling, 1997). We ~~~ill therefore also explore whether and how
emplot~ers' implicit theories van' as a function of the organisational context.

All the issues addressed here will be explored in a qualitati~~e analt~sis
(section 4.3.2). On the basis of thc foregoing, we expect that emplo~~ers will mainh-
perceive barriers at the level of minorit~- members themseh~es, but will express
themselves in ven' subtle terms on this issue. W'e also expect there to be a stronger
tendencv to attribute ineyualities to minorin- members in organisations with
low-skill work. Secause these yuestions will be addressed in a yualitative anal~.sis,
these pmpositions are not meant as precise h~~otheses but serve to help
interpreting the data.

4.2.2 Dealing with barriers in minority employment: attitudes towards
affirmative action and equal opportunity policies

'The Dutch goaernment has, like the governments of mam. other countries, set up
se~~eral initiati~-es to impro~-e the labour market position of ethnic minorir,-
members and to combat discrimination. It for instance eoncluded co~~enants w-ith
emplo~~ers, set numerical targets for organisations, and mandated positi~-e action
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programmes in government agencies. These initiatives are frequentlt' referred to as
positive or affirmative action (AA) or equal opportunit}- (EO) policies~. A second
goal of this chapter is to explore u-hat organisational members think of such
policies. This will be assessed in both a qualitative and a quantitative anah'sis.

Over the past decades, onlt' a relativel}- limited amount of research has been
conducted on attitudes towards AA~EO policies in the Netherlands. These studies
show that employers generall~' disapprove of such efforts and have implemented
AA~EO measures onh~ to a limited extent (e.g., Derveld, 1995; Essafi, Van I)zeren,
Kolthoff, 8c Vonk, 2003; SCP, 2003; SER, 2000; Veenman, 1995; see also
Chapter 2). Research performed b}' Essafi and colleagues (2003), for example,
showed that no more than 8"~0 (N - 159) of the emplo}'ers in their stud}' supported
the idea of specific recruitment policies for ethnic minorit5~ members, whereas the
others supported a so-called diversit}- polic}~ (i.e., not specificall}~ aimed at minority
members). 1~Tost studies in this field, however, have not dealt with emplo}~ers'
motives to either support or reject such policies. To our knowledge, one of the few
studies that has, was performed a rather long ume ago, b}~ Van Dijk (1993). He
anal}-sed corporate discourse on minorities used b}~ 12 managers and identitled a
number of standard arguments the}' used when talking about affirmative action
policies. They, for instance, put so-called qualit}'-arguments against such measures
to the fore (such as: "W'e select our personnel on the basis of qualit}~ onl}'"). Van
Dijk also identified another argumentative strategy, which he termed the "colour-
blind argument", whereb}' managers stated that the}~ did not look at people's
colour, but at the same time expected all kinds of problems with minority
emplo}'ees.

Nevertheless, Van Dijk's research, apart from being dated, onlr focused on
employers and does not provide insight into minorit}- and majorit}' emplo}'ees'
attitudes towards AA~EO policies. In this regard, onh~ a limited number of Dutch
studies are available, most of which were performed in the earl}~ 1990's. These
studies generall~- show that ethnic majorit}' members tend to oppose AA~EO
policíes. For example, in a stud~. among 702 Dutch majorih- adults, Verkut~ten,
i~lasson, and De Jong (1990) found that most respondents objected to an}- form of
preferential treatment of ethnic minorities. In another stud~~ among Dutch majorin-
members, Verberk (1999) found that more than 53.20~0 (N - 833) disagreed with
affirmative action in the labour market. Yet, these studies also do not pro~nde
insight into people's reasons for objecting to such policies. Furthermore, the}- do
not take ethnic minoritt- members' views into account Dagevos and Beljaarts
(199G) are among the fe~~~ ~ti-ho did cover this group and their opinions. In their
evaluation of AA~EO policies in Dutch government agencies, they show that,
despite the perceived lack of success of these programmes, minority emplo}~ees still
supported them, primaril}~ because the}- believed that such measures would
improve their labour market position, would reduce organisational barriers to their
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recruitment, or because the}- had personall`- benefited from it Yet, in a studv of De
Vries and Petti);rew (1994) on an aftlrmative action programme in the Dutch police
force, part of the minoritv and majoritt- informants had more mi}:ed feelings. On
the one hand, the~- made clear that this polic5~ had made the acceptance of minoritt-
newcomers more difficult, as majoritv officers felt threatened and expected them to
perform less well. On the other hand, thev did see a surplus value in the presence
of minoritt- colleagues ( for example, it enhanced their credibilit}- in predominantlv
minorin- neighbourhoods and thus made their work easier).

In the qualitative anal~-sis of this chapter (section 4.3), we will therefore also
focus on minoritt' and majoritv members' motives to accept or reject AA~EO
policies. American studies, for example, show that selecuon and promouon
decisions based on ethnic background instead of inerit lead to perceptions of
unfairness (e.g., Dietz-Uhler 8c hfurrell, 1998; Heilman, I~~1cCullough, 8r Gilbert,
1996). In this regard, a distinction is often made between concerns about
procedural just;ce (i.e., whether decisions about valued outcomes are tahen
according to fair p rocesses) and concerns about distributive justice (i.e., whether
orstcorrres are distributed fairl}'). Research shows that concerns about procedural
jusuce can be intensitled bv AA~EO measures, as these generally impl~- that
majoritt~ and minoritt~ ~t-oups are treated differenth~ (e.g., that different standards
are applied to majorítt~ and minorin~ group members) (Ell~ins, Bozeman, 8c Phillips,
2003). This particularh- holds for majoritt' members, who may~ believe that thev
have something to loose from Ar'1~E0 policies. For minorite- group members,
r1~~~E0 efforts ma~- on the one hand reflect sincere support for them and may also
be seen as beneficiat-)~. On the other hand, it ma~- activate stereot~~es of
incompetence and inferiorit~- and thus be threatening to their self-esteem
(Niemann, 2001; Niemann ~ Dovidio, 20115). Therefore, we will tn- to establish
whether (and if so, how) minorit}' and majorit}' members use different ar~uments
to support or reject Ar1~E0 measures (in section 4.3.3).

In addition to exploring the arguments people use to support or oppose
At1~E0 measures, we will explore, in a multilevel anal}-sis, which individual and
contextual-level variables predict people's attitudes (in section 4.4). First, we will
focus on the role of group metnbership. On the basis of the studies mentioned
before as well as other theories and studies, we expect that majoritc members will
be less supportive of AA~EO policies (bypotLieszs 1). For example, according to the
asvmmetrv h~rpothesis ( Sidanius 8~ Pratto, 1999; Sidanius, Pratto, 8z Lawrence,
1996), majoritt- or high status groups will be less supportive of hierarchv-
attenuating ideologies or policies such as aftlrmative action than minorit,- or low
status groups, because these challenge their interests. In the Netherlands,
Scheepers, Schmeets, and Felling (1997) indeed found that in the earlv 199~'s, 21 "~o
of the Dutch electorate stronglv opposed affirmative action ( although the~- did not
assess the reasons whv). Furthermore, American studies show that minoritt-
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members are generally more supportive of AA~EO efforts than majorit}- members
(Aberson, 2003; hra~-itz cX Itilineberg, 2000).

Pre~~ious research also su~ests that, at least for majoritv group members,
approval for AA~EO can be predicted by attitudes and affective orientations
towards ethnic in- and out-~roup members. For example, Sears, Van Laar, Carrillo,
and ILOSterman (1997) showed that, when controlling for non-racial attitudes such
as political ideolo~n~, part~- identification and authoritarianism, racial predispositions
are the best predictors of majoritv members' opposition to race-targeted policies. In
a similar vein, Nosworthy, Lea, and Lindsay (1995) found that a combination of

symbolic racism and justice perceptions predicted negative attitudes towards
various AA~EO programmes. Such more covert beliefs about minoritv members

can also be expressed in people's desire to maintain ethnic distance. For example,
Verberk (1999) found that people with stronger covert unfa~.ourable attitudes

towards minoritv members were more inclined to maintain ethnic distance and
were also more opposed to affirmative action. Therefore, we expect for majorit`~
group members a negative relationship between in-group preference and support
for t3c~~E0 policies (lypothe.ri.r 2a). Yet, for ethnic minority members, this
relationship ma~~ be the reverse. The more they prefer to associate with in-group
members, the more they mai be motivated to defend the interests of their in-group

ba supporting AA~EO policies. V~'ith regard to support for multiculturalism, this
relationship has been found. For example, Verkuyten and Bru~ (2004) found that
ethnic minorirt~ members with a positive in-group orientation more strongly
supported multiculturalism. We therefore expect for minority group members a
positive relationship between in-group preference and support for AA~EO policies
(hypothefis 2G).

We will also explore which contextual-level variables predict people's attitudes
towards AA~EO policies. For example, Van Twuywer (1995) concluded, on the
basis of a 9ualitative studt-, that service sector organisations were more willing to
implement diversitt~ policies than industrial sector organisations, because they were
more con~~inced of the need to ha~~e a di~rerse staff. For that reason, we expect

persons working in service organisations to be more supportive of r1A~E0 policies

than those worl:ing in non-sen~ice organisations (b}pothe.ri.c ~. The ethnic

composition of staff mav also pla~- a role in this regard. That is, persons who work

in organisations with a more di~rerse staff mav be less convinced of the need for

AA~EO policies or mav think of ethnic out-group members as competitors
(particularl}- majority group members). Therefore, we expect that in units with a

relativelv lar~e percentage ot minorirt- staff, people will support AA~EO policies

less (bypothe.ri.r 4). As far as the effect of existing AA~EO policies on people's
attitudes are concerned, we expect that people who work in an or~anisation where

~lA~EO measures have been implemented, support such policies more
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(hypothe.ri.c ~. They ma~- be more familiar with such measures and therefore feel less
threatened b}- them. These relationships will be explored in section 4.4.2.

4.3 Qualitative analysis

In the previous section, two different questions were raised that call for a
9ualitati~-e anah-sis. A first yuestion raised in section 4.2.1 concerned emplot-ers'
views'- on the problems minorities face in emplovment and promotion. 7̀G1tat
barriers do thet- identif~-? Do thet- mainh- focus on barriers at the le~~el of minoritt-
members, or do thet' also identift~ possible organisational barriers? A second
question (raised in section 42.2) dealt with people's attitudes towards policies to
impro~~e the labour market position of minorities (AA~EO policies). On the basis
of what moti~~es do people support or oppose such policies? Do minorin- and
majorin- group members differ in this regard? In this section, we will tn~ to answer
these yuesuons. In section 4.3.1, we will describe the questions that were asked
during the interviews to gain more insight into these topics. In section 4.3.2, we will
discuss emploeers' perceptions of the main obstacles to minoritv recruitment and
promotion. In section 4.3.3, we will describe emplot-ers' and employees' attitudes
towards AA~EO policies.

4.3.1 Qualitative measures

Barriers to the employment and promotion of minority members: employers'
evaluationti

Emplo~-ers (i.e., personnel officers and managers) were asked to identify barriers to
the emplot~ment and ad~~ancement of minoritt~ members, both at the le~~el of
minoritt~ members themseh~es (for example, their fit in the organisation) and at the
le~-el of the organisation (such as current recruitment channels and selection
methods or the diversitt- climate). The topics addressed included: causes for the
under- or o~rerrepresentation of minoritl. employees at certain levels within their
orgaiusation and un the labour market in general; difficulties in emploj-ing or
promoting minoritt. emplo~-ees as compared to majoritt- emplo~-ees; whether or not
minoritt- members fit the selection criteria; whether or not current recruitment
channels and methods are adequate to reach minorin- members; emplot.ers'
reluctance to hire certain minoritt- groups or preference for certain groups; the
organisational climate regarding di~-ersit,-. Informants were asked to explain their
point of ~-iew on each of thesc topics and, if relevant, to give examples.
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Solutions to barriers in minority employment: employers' and employees'
attitudes towards AA~EO policies

Both minority- and majoritt- emplo}'ees and (personnel) managers were asked:
(1) whether or not emplo}-ers should implement special recruitment programmes to
hire more minoritv employees; (2) whether or not emplo~~ers should applv a
tiebreak procedure in hiring decisions, which would favour minoritt~ members over
majoritt~ members with equal qualitications; ( 3) whether or not employ~ers should
implement specific programmes to increase the number of minoritt~ members at
higher-level positions; (4) whether or not employers should apply a tiebreak
procedure in promotion decisions, favouring minority over majority members with
equal qualifications.j Informants were asked to explain their point of view
regarding each of these questions, and encouraged to list as many reasons as

possible. In organisations where AA~EO measures or programmes had been
implemented, informants were also asked to give their opiníon about them and to
describe how these measures were received in their organisation.

The answers to these questions were transcribed and coded (see Chapter 3). To
determine the reliability of the coding, an independent rater coded a random
sample of 50~0 of the interviews on the basis of the same coding strateg}- as the
researcher. The percent agreement between the researcher and this independent
rater was 860~o for the first subset of questions and 90"~o for the second subset.

4.3.2 Employers' perceptions of barriers to the employment and
promotion of minorities

In this section, we will focus on employers' views about the barriers in minority
recruitment, selection and promotion. W'e will first describe the obstacles they
identified at the level of minorit~- employees. Then, we will describe the
organisational-level barriers they identified.

Barriers at the level of minority groups

As expected, most employers tended to ascribe the causes for the unequal
representation of ethnic minorities, either in their own organisation or on the
labour market in general, to minority members and not to emplovers. The}-, either
explicitly or implicitly, suggested that they~ themselves as well as their organisation
were open to qualified staff, irrespective of their ethnic background. For example,
74.20~o claimed, in line with previous observations of Van Dijk (1993), that they
looked at applicants' individual qualifications instead of their ethnic group
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membership. The~- presented arguments such as: "We onl}- select the best
candidates" or "Eeer}~ candidate is judged on the basis of his personal qualities",
thereb~- expressing the idea that the}- were "colour-blind" and fair and that it would
be morall~- wrong to make a priori distinctions between minorit}~ and majorit,
candidates.

Bv and large, emplo~~ers identitied tu~o main obstacles to the employment and
promotion of minoritv members. Some of them (20.4~~0) indicated that relativeh-
few minorin. members applied for vacant positions. In this respect, the}- sometimes
made clear that, despite their efforts and willingness to recruit more minoritt-
emplot.ees, these people were less willing to work in their sector or had a wrong
image of their organisation. One of the participants described this barrier in the
following way:

l~'ell, like I said before: if I just look in the Netherlands, I see so manv different
cultures and sometimes I wonder whv so few people of non-Dutch origin want
to appl}~. I mean, it looks as if all these groups onlv attended lower professional
education or did not study at all. But when I look at these schools, I see a lot of
foreign vouth studving, also at higher professional schools. Then I think: where
are the}'? (506~, 40year-old Dutch waman, higher profes.cional education, irranager in a
health care o~ani.cation)

Such barriers were mainlt- felt in organisations with skilled or professional work
that intended to recruit more minoritt~ members.

Yet, according to most emplo~-ers (81.8c'~o), the main problem was that minorit,-
members (particularl}~ Moroccans and Turks) were not qualified enough to be hired
(particularl}' in high-skill organisations) or to obtain higher-level functions
(particularlv in low-skill organisations). Thev often stressed that this had nothing to
do with their ethnic preferences (It i.r not hecau.re they are Moroccan.r or Turk.r they ju.rt
dora't have it in therrz, I mean: these j~eople don 1. Otherwise, it wouldn't he a problenr).s Analt.sis
of the criteria that, according to these emplo}-ers, many- ethnic minoritv members
fail to meet, }ields two different sets of yualifications. First and foremost, a large
number of employers (89.3"~0) referred to more "objective"~~ criteria that were
mainl}' related to minorin- members' basic qualifications. Thev pointed at their
limited Dutch oral or written language skills or, to a much lesser extent, to their low
educational level. Lower-level managers in particular saw the lack of language
proficiency as the major obstacle, primaril}' because thev feared or had actuallv
experienced its negative effects on the overall social and work climate (Then ~Dutch
colleaguesJ .ray: 1 can't u~ork with hinr becau.re he doe.rn't .rpeak a u~ord of Dutch). For example,
in organisations with low status and low paid jobs and with a relativelv large
number of minorin staff, managers gave examples of (near) accidents that had
occurred due to language barriers (see Chapter 5). The}- pointed out that the~- were
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not demanding too much and had no intention to discriminate, but that over the
}'ears, Dutch language skills had become an increasinglv important selection
criterion due to increasing job complexitt- and more stringent securi~- instructions
(lF'e mor,~ uzth rlangerou.r su{~.rtance.r f~ere).

Nevertheless, mane emplo~-ers believed that these detlciencies were malleable.
That is, they expressed rhe belief that, with enough effort and motivation, minorit5~
members should be able to meet all objective re9uirements. For example, 83.70~0
stressed that minorir,- members could and should improve their labour market
posiuon b5T investing more in education and language training. Yet, for them,
minority members' failure to meet these criteria also reflected their unwillingness to
integrate into Dutch societv and to improve their position. In that regard, minorir5~
managers' views did not differ much from those of majoriri- managers and, in a
number of cases, the former were even more outspoken in their judgement than
the latter, as the following 9uote illustrates:

If I look at the new Turkish gut-s who work here for me and who have gone to
school here, at lower vocational or lower administrative level, and have a damned
poor command of the Dutch language, then I sat-, that is reallv pathetic. You
work here, you are in the Netherlands, you finished your school and you speak
Dutch damned poorh-, then ~~ou need vour ass kicked to...well, excuse me, but
that is the wav I see things. (1024, 38-year-old man of~Turkz.ch origzn, intermediate
gerzeration, ~ire-vocationa! .recondary edzrcatzon, raanagerin a producizon corrpany)

Llnlike this quotee, however, emplo}~ers often made a distinction between first- and
second-generation minoritt- members, expressing a more positive and optimistic
attitude towards the latter. It should be noted though, that this also depended on
the ethnic composition of their staff. For example, managers of departments with a
relativela large number of first-generation workers in low-skill jobs tended to be
more optimistic, and assessed the objective skills of second-generation minorit~~
members more positiveh- (tending to compare them with their own tlrst-generation
minorin~ staff) than managers of professional or service organisations with a
relativeh~ homogeneous staff (tending to compare second-generation members with
their Dutch majorit~~ staf~.

In addition to these objecuve criteria, employers (42.50~0, in all sectors) put more
"subjective"' 9ualifications to the fore,s primarily focussing on what they perceived
to be "cultural traits" of minorit~~ members. That is, the~- made clear that minoritt-
members, due to their cultural background, often failed to meet the work-related or
social norms in their organisation or, be it to a much lesser extent, tended to
overstep these norms. ~'ith regard to work norms, for ínstance, employ-ers referred
to minorit~~ members' undesirable work attitudes or work performance, such as low
productivitt- and a lack of discipline, self-reliance, initiative, commitment or
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motivation (That they don't shou~ any enthusiasnr; That they are not su~ciently independent).
Correspondingly, the}' perceived of minority members (especiall~~ l~foroccans and
Turks) as insufficienth- ambitious or, in a few cases, over-ambitious. ~Y~ith respect
to social norms, emplot-ers considered minorim members (particularly 1~loroccans
and Turks) insufficienth~ open to criticism, impolite, overh- submissive and
reserved, or reluctant to take the lead (Another example of something deej~Iy rooted in their
crrlture is that it isn't easily accej~ted to call each otber to account, pat7icularly tvhen someone is
rlder than yosr). This was reported to make working together with them more
difficult and to complicate their interactions with customers.~ In a few cases,
however (mainh~ in organisations with high-skill work), minoritt~ members were
regarded as too assertive or as expressing "a wrong kind of assertiveness" (A certain
,~ind ofassertivenes.r that is close to aggression, to an aggressive attitude). Managers sometimes
also mentioned that it was harder to integrate minority members in a team because
they- were, in their view, more interested in earning mone~- than in establishing
good relationships with their colleagues or taking part in social activities (I thin,~ that
generally, in my e?c~erience, they are not very good team ~layers, that they have d~culties u~orking
in a teum). According to some of the managers, minority members (especiall~~
hloroccans and Turks) also had difficulties with authorit,- in general and with
female managers in particular (I had a Turkísh young lady with a managementfunction. She
.ruperrrised a ll7oroccan guy. 1F~'éll they were at dagger.r draum, you don't rvant to knou~. I...J "Ib'Ie
not u~orking ~ór woman'; you knou hozv it goes). Furthermore, emplo`-ers mainlv
emplo~-ing first-generation minorit}~ workers emphasised that man~~ of them were
unréliable and failed to meet appointments or show up on time.

. As the foregoing shows, a substantial part of the (personnel) managers clearl`-
perceived a lack of fit between their organisation's culture and expectations and
minoritv cultural values. These contrasting t~ork-related and social norms were
percei~-ed as more serious obstacles than differences in cultural habits per se. Onh.
a small share of the informants (6.7"~0), for instance, referred to cultural or religious
prescripuons or restrictions (such as the prohibition to touch pork in Islam) due to
which thev expected minorin- members not to be able to fulfi] all their tasks.

Emplo~~ers made clear that, if minority- members want to improce their position,
the~~ need a better understanding of emplo~~ers' expectations and Dutch norms in
general. For example, part of them (43.60~0) explicitl`- suggested that minoritt~
members should become more like Dutch majority- members, that is: the}' should
adjust themselves to "Dutch" social values and norms (6~- becoming more
assertive, for instance) and the Dutch work mentality (II''e are guick people, alu~ays
rvorkinp~ their pace is d~èrent frorn ours. They have to adjust to tha~. At the same time,
however, the}~ doubted whether minorit~~ members would be able to do so.
Whereas minoritt- members' failure to meet the objective criteria was generall~- seen
as a personal choice or responsibiliri-, their failure to meet the subjective criteria
and their different norms tended to be presented as "quasi-natural" or as a fixed
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trait that cannot easil}- be changed (e.g., Verkuvten, 2003). This can be illustrated b}'
the following quote from a manager who explains whv he prefers not to hire
people with a Surinamese background:

This doesn't mean I dislike them, but the}- cannot handle the production
pressure in mv department. It is rooted in their culture: "If we can't do it toda}.,
we will just do it tomorrow". I don't see enthusiasm in their culture. And it
doesn't have anvthing to do with education because I also had people with a
senior secondan~ vocational education and thev couldn't handle it either. So, I
won't easil}~ hire Surinamese people, though I never sa}- never. (1021, 47}~ear-old
nran of Duteh origin, .tenior fecondasy~ L~ocational educatron, nranagerirr aproduction company)

Like this quotee, emplo}-ers focussing on more subjective criteri~ insisted that their
preferences did not reflect an`- prejudice, but that minority members (first
generation, in parucular) were unable to "fit in" or "adapt", to the organisational
culture. The}' therefore perceived a higher risk associated with hiring them.

The data also suggest that, despite the iniual primac}- that emplo}~ers attached to
objective detlciencies (such as language skills), pe'rceptions about minorities'
subjective qualifications had a greater effect on their hiring and promotion
preferences. For example, part of the informants (34.50~0; particularlv older
informants: V-.52, p c.05) was unwilling to hire or promote particular minorities
(1~loroccans, Antilleans and Turks), solel}~ on the basis of these subjective criteria.
Furthermore, informants (particularl}~ in organisations with low-sl:ill jpbs) generall}~
seemed more willing to lower or abandon their objective criteria if thep
simultaneouslv had a positive image of minorit}- members' more subjective
qualifications (Certain minoritie.r are le.r.r able to make thenuelve.r underrtood, but they are .ro
e~ery dedicated that you loaver the .ctandard.r). In that respect, Polish and Turkish
emplovees were sometimes mentioned as a group informants preferred to hire,
particularly because they were considered to be highlv dedicated. This compensated
(at least for these managers) for their sometimes limited or even non-existent
command of the Dutch language and also made up for the fact that the}- were
"onh- interested in mone}-" and less interested in estabhshing good working
relationships (They rvork .ro hardfor tbeir money; in term.r of dedicution they are all very good
people, even though they po.re a.renou.r language ~roblem tvhich i.r romething you unl! have to
accept. But then youget.romething in return).

It ís also important to note that, when reflecting upon these barriers, virtuallv all
informants referred to present and past personal ehperiences with minorit}~
emplo}'ees in their organisation. Obviousl}-, it is difficult to establish to what extent
their accounts of negative experiences with minoritt~ emplo~-ees merelj~ reflect an
argumentative strateg}- (for instance, to present themselves as non-prejudiced; Van
Dijk, 1993; Verkuvten, 2001). Still, the effects negative experiences ma}- have on
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emplo`~ers' attitudes towards minorit}- members should not be ignored. For
example, 19"~0 of the managers admitted that they wanted to avoid having large
numbers of minoritt- emplo}~ees of the same ethnic group (particularh- Turks and
:~Ioroccans) in their department or team, as they had experienced its negative
effects on group cohesion (The Moroccarr community is a very close community and that is
also camed through in the wor,~ .rituatiorz so that !...J tfie team starts to disintegrate) and
feared more conflicts (IF'hen there are fights, it's always the Nloroccans). In this regard,
perceptions of emplo~~ers with a relatieel5- diverse staff (in terms of percenrage of
minorin~ members or number of different minoritt- groups) did not differ much
(i.e., the~~ were not more positive or more negative) from those with a rather
homogeneous staff. This contradicts with findings of Veenman (1995) and
Iu~uisbergen and Veld (2002) who found that emplo}'ers with more or a broader
experience with minorit~- groups have a more positive image of them (1~loroccans
excepted) than those with less experience.

Nevertheless, although we did not find an~- profound differences between
organisations, experiences within organisations did not necessarily coincide and
varied as a function of a person's position in the organisational hierarch~-. 1-ligher-
level managers or personnel oftlcers, for instance, sometimes had a more negative
view of minorities than lower-level managers, possibh~ because thev were often the
ones called in to mediate in case of problems or conflict. The results also suggest
that negative experiences, however rare, carried over into emplo~-ers' evaluations
more strongl}' than positive experiences. Furthermore, emplo~ers sometimes
seemed to ignore positiee information about minorit`- members when it was
inconsistent with their negative judgements (e.g., Verberk, 1999). This can be
illustrated b~- the following quote:

I emplov a[...] couple of Turkish gu~-s about whom I sa~-, well, I take mv hat off
for them because the~- work ver~- independentl~- and extremeh~ well. These are
also gu~-s ~~ou want to keep. But I do notice [...] that most foreign emplovees
eventuall~- - so ~-ou cannot judge them in the first couple of weeks, absolutelv
not, but after a certain period of time - do not have the required level of
independence, the wa~~ I would like to see it (1023, 39year-old mau of Dutcfi origin,
senior.recondury z~ocatzona! educatron, manager iu a produrtion company)

In a similar vein, informants would present information that was inconsistent with
their eealuation, in the form of "exceptions that prove the rule" (I't~e alwa~~c had
sorrrething against Suriraarrrese and I must say, the man who works here is the exceptiou that

prot~es the rr~le ira that re.rpect, no douht a~out it).
The accounts of at least part of the emplo~-ers thus reflected a number of

evaluations of minoritt group members that were subtly and indirecth~
unfavourable and that could be associated with st-mbolic or modern racism (see
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section 4.2.1). This is not to sat-, howe~-er, that their experiences were not true or
that the differences the}' observed did not reflect real differences. Although it is
impossible to independentl~- verif}- their answers, other studies (e.g., Odé Sr
Dagevos, 1999; Odé ~ Veenman, 2003) ha~.e shown that their different social and
cultural skills ma}~ negauvelj~ affect minority- members' position on the labour
market (see also Chapter 2). Thus, emplot-ers' perceptions mat. contain an element
of realit~~ as well.

Barriers at the organisational level

As mentíoned in the foregoing, managers and personnel officers primarily tried to
explain the unequal representation of minorin- members in their organisauon be
focusing on minority- members' lack of qualit7cations. If they put organisational
barriers to the fore (which 34.5`;io did), they tended to focus on structural factors
for w-hich thet~ could not be personallt- held responsible or over which the~- had no
direct control, irrespecti~~e of whether they referred to the under- or over-
representation of minoritt- members. For example, the}~ would attribute the
underrepresentation of minorit~~ members in higher-level positions to the limited
number of higher-level positions or vacancies for such positions, whereas the~-
~~-ould attribute the overrepresentation of minoritt- members in lower-level
posítions to the relatiael}~ high number of semi- or unskilled functions in their
compan~~, the t}-pe of work (monotonous, dirn~) and the unwillinf,mess of majority
members to perform this tt-pe of work (The eizt rates anrong Dtrtch are higher hecaarse
they think they can~fïrrd f~etterjohs elseta~here). Aceordingly~, several personnel officers and
managers referred to former or current recruitment policies or channels pursued b}-
their organisations, which were either aimed at attracting imnugrant workers or
furnished a relatively large number of minority membcrs (such as temporan-
emplot-ment agencies). hlanagers, particularl~- those of departments with low-skill
work, incíicated that the relativeh- large number of minoritt- staff in their
organisations was not so much a matter of choice. In fact, thev would rather hire
more Dutch majorit}~ members, but the~~ were unable to attract or retain them and
were therefore highlt- dependent on their minorit~- personnel. As one manager
explained:

Thev need to have a lower professional educational level and speak Dutch, then
it's good enough for me; ~ahen someone, after having made one round through
the factorv, sa}~s: "I still feel like doing it". Over the past vears, at least six
temporary workers left because they could not stand the noise here, the dust, and
the roar. I would like to have a Dutch gu~~ but not everyone wants to work with
Turks and iVloroccans, and Turks and ï~íoroccans not alwavs want to work with
Dutch. The~. see: lots of dust, lots of noise and then the} leave in a hurr~-. (714,
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45year-old man of Dutch ongin, senior seconclary vocational education, manager in a
nranufactory)

Thís example illustrates how, according to some managers, the actual

heterogeneous composition of their staff (in combination with the nature of the
work to be performed) made the working conditions less attractive for majorin-
workers, thus limiting managers' choice in selecting new emplo}'ees.

The extent to which (personnel) managers recognised organisational barriers
also seems to be related to their organisation's diversity polic}~. For some

informants, for example, the unequal representation of minorit}- members was not
a topic the}~ had ever thought about, also because their organisation attached little

value to having a diverse work force (If you are not ~pecifically looking for minoritie.c, you
don't face any problems either). Yet, in organisations that intended to recruit larger
numbers of minority members, managers were more aware of their own role and

more incGned to believe that their recruitment channels and methods were
insufficient to reach minorit~- members, which led to their underrepresentation at

different levels of the organisation. Furthermore, it was believed by. some managers
that minoritv members were less often invited for a job interview or less often

selected because the}- or their colleagues had more difficultt~ assessing their

personal and professional qualities at job inten~iews ( Well, maybe because I am Dutch
nyself, I am some~Uhat better able to asse.rs a Dutch p erson in a siugle conversation, m7d less so in
case of a minorit7~ mernber).

Only- one of the personnel officers interviewed attributed the under-
representation of minorin~ members in her organisation to the organisational
culture, which did not make them feel accepted and caused them to leave the

organisation (I think that the acceptance is not always ss~zczeut, u~bich git~es them tfie feeling
tbat they are not fieing treated equally). By and large, employers denied or ignored the

possibilit}. that the uneyual representation of minoriri- members might have been
due to prejudice in their organisation. As mentioned before, thev not only~ stressed

that thcv onlt~ looked at people's indi~-idual qualifications, but also seemed
confident about their ability to make objective judgements at job interviewst" and

to guarantee that all appointments are merit-based ( I only look at the person in front of
me). This contídence is also reflected in the fact that onlv one organisation made
attempts to objectivelv select job applicants (for example, b}~ using a mix of

selection instruments). Thus, there appears to be a discrepanc}~ between the
intention not to discriminate and the provisions to guarantee that appointments are

merit-based. Nevertheless, most managers seemed aware that emplot~ers' attitudes
towards minoritt- members can contribute to their disadvantageous position on the

labour market. For instance, when asked to give an explanation for the higher

average unemplo`~ment rates among minorit~~ members in the Netherlands, more

than a quarter (27.C"~o) of the interviewees referred to emplo}'ers' prejudices, their
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reticence to hire minoritt~ members or to discriminaton- practices. Onlt- a small
number (5.6"~0), however, also admitted that such processes occurred in their
organisation:

At a certain point, we needed people, and so we had Omar and Stanlet-, then I
think: "(~f course I`m not going to look for a Dutch person now". I then had a
discussion about it with m~- production leader and well, he said: "Dutch". I said:
"Well, }~ou want me to put an ad in the newspaper while I am having two good
people here who at least are doing their jobs properl}-~". So I think that a lot of
companies, once a minority member e~nters through a temporary recruitment
agenct', because a lot of companies work with temporat~,- recruitment agencies,
and that person does his work well and then there is a tenured position, that the}~
start having doubts like, well, let's look a little further. (706, 51 yeur-o1d mun of
Dutch origirr, renior .recondury z~ocutzoual educcrtion, manager in aj~roduction company)

Yet, when asked more explicitly, managers were willing to admit that the
organisational climate w-as not ahva}-s receptice to minoritt- members. For example,
according to nearh- half of the managers (46.40~0, dieided over 11 organisations)
hiring or promoting minority members hací (occasionall~-) evoked negative
reactions on the part of majority staff inembers. These reactions were clearlv
related to the context. For example, negative reactions were more often reported in
departments with unslcilled or semi-shi]]ed manual workers than in departments
with a skilled or professional work force (I'- .41,p -.05). In departments where
no negative reactions were reported at all, the number of minority members was
relativel}- small and employees were, on average, skilled manual or professional
workers who often worked indi~-iduall~-.

Analysis of the root and content of the negative responses as reported b}'
(personnel) managers, shows that most were related to communication problems
and to feelings of threat. Communication problems were attributed to newh--hired
minorities' limited command of the Dutch language. hlanagers indicated that this
increased work pressure, resulted in more mistakes and often led to frustration
among majority- emplo}~ees. This problem was reported primarily in organisations
where, in times of high labour demand, relatively low standards had been set with
regard to the required level of emplovees' Dutch language proficiency. As one
manager explained:

~~'e had a considerable period when we had a lot of sick emplo~-ees and well, ~~ou
alwa~.s tn- to place tu~o persons who know what the}' are doing at the same
machine. But at a certain point there's a period, like during the hoGdav season,
that vou need to separate them because manv new people enter [...~. And when a
lot of Turkish people enter, the}- ha~~e to be placed at a machine and then of
course if the~- are new, the}~ have to reeeive instrucuons and all about what the}-
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ha~-e to do. Vi'ell if ~-ou ha~-e to give instructions to a person who doesn't speak
Dutch then, indeed, in no time the others come to see me: "I cannot explain
them, the~- don't understand a thing". Yes, those things happen. (91 G, 33-year-olr!
man of Dutcb origin, senior secottdury vocationa! educatzon, manager in a dishzbution
compan}')

It should also be noted that according to 21.4"~0 of the emplo}'ers, turno~er rates
among minorin- staff were higher due to their lack of qualificauons, their
insuftlcient Dutch language skills or because the}' felt discriminated in the
organisation. This was particularlt- the case in organisations where, due to labour
shortages, language skills had been de-emphasised in the selecuon process for new
emploeees. Thus, lower Dutch language proficienct- norms ma~~ initiall~. seem
fa~~ourable for minoritt- members with a low educational level or for those who
have recentl~ arrived in the Netherlands (as this facilitates their entrc into certain
organisations), howe~-er, it mat. seriousl~- hamper their acceptance b~~ fellou~
workers and be counterproductive to the di~-ersit~- climate if it turns out that
communication barriers arise that have a negative effect on the work process. This
ma~- eventuall~- lead to higher dropout rates as well.~ ~

Reactions related to feelings of threat reflected different forms of anxietv. These
varied as a function of the organisational context. For example, in departments
~x~ith a relativelt~ large number of minorit~- emplo~~ees (] 20e'~o), feelings of territorlal
threat appeared to pre~-ail (e.g., Bochner, 1982). Here, managers reported on
reactions that ret7ected a fear that minorit~~ employ~ees would "take over" or
dominate the work tloor (They say tbángs like..~ "It ir only a matter oJ-time before 1 xi~ll Ue the
only Dutch persat still atmrk.áng here';~ Tbing.r like.~ Another fàrezgner. If t:~e are not careful it
tvill.roon Ge a.f r~-u~e are rz~orking itt Ankara'). Thev also told about majority emplo~-ees
who demonstrated hostile ~-erbal or ph~-sical beha~-iour towards rrunoritt-
newcomers. Their obsen-ations are illustrated in the follo~i-ing quote:

It earies from: "He doesn't do his work properl~" to "What do }ou want with
that black". And practicall~~ ever~~thing in between. It is also, look, what I notice
is that at a certain point I sa~-: "] u-ould like to have a Dutch guv". The Dutch
gut-s in the compan~- also see that of course. ~'ou have a tremendous number of
minorities here and it's onl~- a matter of time before we'll no longer have
ant-thing to sat- here. So, the moment a minorit}- entcrs here then well, it has to
be a real good one will he be able to survive here in the first place. (J..S'. [Y'hat do
you meatt rl~rtb: `~ias to be able to sttn~ive"~. Well, that if they- would have the chance,
the}~ ~x-ould tr~- to get rid of him b~~ annoving him. (J.,S-. Doe-r that h.appen~. I'es.
(~.,5. In u~Gat u-a~~ for e.ti-umple~. ~X'cll, real stupid things like hiding overalls, nast,-
remarks in the canteen, breal:ing àmecards, those little things to bullt-. (?14,
4y~~eur-olrl marr of 1)utch origin, .renior secondary vocationa! educahort, manager rrt a
production cnmpany)
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These reactions are in line w~ith Bochner's (1982) findings that violation of
territorialit~- ma~~ generate anxien- and defensi~~e reactions.

Other negati~.e reactions reported bt- personnel ofticers and managers were
related to feelings that an intlus of minorit~- w-orkers w-ould jeopardise the social
cohesion on the w-orkfloor, for instance because their presence w.as thought to
cause, or had caused, clique formation (For exaníple, they are afraid of digue fórnratiou.
I1ke: "Oh anotherAntilleau ". They .ree that clique.r derdop, e.rpeciadly u~hen u~ork i.r le.rr hectic).
Thus, feelings of -cocivl threat were predominant here. Such reactions were also
reported more often in departments with a relati~-el~- large minorit}- staff (~ 200~0).

In addition to feelings of territorial and social threat impeding the acceptance of
minorit~- members, managers referred to reactions that retlected feelings of cultrrral
threat among majoritt- workers, i.e., the fear that minorit~- worhers would violate
the norms and ealues of majorin- members (e.g., Stephan 8c Stephan, 1996). Such
reactions ~vere directed against readil~ obsen~able cultural cir reLigious attributes
such as headscarves ([k~hy i.c .rhe u~alking arourtd unth a head.rcar-f~. These reactions were
generallti~ reported in departments with a relativeh. homogeneous ethnic staff,
where minoriri- members had hitherto remained relatiaelti- invisible.

Finall~~, negative reactions sometimes seemed to reflect feelings of roezo-ecouornic
threat (e.g., Eisinga 8z Scheepers, 1989). In particular, these reactions were reported
in organisations with a visible polic5. on recruiting more minoriri- employees and
reflected the belief that minoriry members got their jobs illegitimately, which was
also believed to have Gmited majority members' career opportunities (People serr.re
that he u~a.r not hired becau.re he i.r the Gest but purely and .rolely fiecutr.ce he i.r a rninority. Aud
the}~ have a hard tinre rvith it becau.ce they see that their ou~u charrce.r are f~eing reduced Gecau.re of
it). 1~lanagers stressed that these ideas had made the acceptance of minoritt-
members in higher-level positions much morc diftlcult as the~~ were judged more
harshh-. In their eiew-, this had also led to higher dropout rates. As one manager
esplained when talking about a former minoritt- managcr:

~~'ell the person I was just telling ~~ou about, who had become head of the
education di~-ision, she didn't make it, she broke down. Actuallt-, she w-as more
or less "parachuted" to that position b~- the management, w-hile I don't think she
actuall`- had the capacitt. to realh- fultil such a position. And then other
colleagues, well the}' were disadvantaged, as the~- used to have that position. B~
all means the~- w-anted to ha~-e a person w~ith a colour there. And that's also ho~~-
it was interpreted }-ou see, ecen if it isn't reall}~ true, but it is interpreted that wa~~.
(160I, 4~year-old mau of Dutch origin, renior genera! .recondary educaliat, nranager in a

puGlic serz~ice orgaui.ration)

1`fost managers highlighted their ow-n role in facilitating the acceptance of
minorín- ne~rcomers b~- taking a positive attirude tow-ards them and so setting a
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good example to others (Look, if I make afuZZ a~out it, you can Ue certaiu thut at a lou~er
ler~el, people unl! alro make a fu~~ about it). Some managers (nine in total), however,
chose not to hire am- minority employees am-more, or only a limited number,
mainh- because of feelings of social and territorial threat in their departments.

4.3.3 Attitudes towards affirmative action and equal opportunity policies

In the foregoing, ~~-e made clear that employers tended to believe that minorin~
members' lack of qualitications and different cultural norms are the main reasons
for their unequal representation in their organisation, as well as the labour market
in general. On the whole, they believed that they pla}-ed a minor role in
reproducing inequalities in the work place. Yet, we also found that the
organisational climate was not always receptive of minorities. In that regard,
organisational policies aimed at increasing the representation of ethnic minorities
appeared to have, at least in some organisations, made the acceptance of minorit}~
newcomers more difficult. In this section, we will further elaborate on the opinions
both employers and employees hold on policies to improve the labour market
position of ethnic minorities. First, we will focus on the attitudes of both
(personnel) managers and employees towards AA~EO policies in general. Then, we
will describe what people thought of the measures that were actuallt- implemented
in their organisation.

Attitudes towards AA~EO policies in general

Table 4.1 presents people's opinions about ~~EO policies. It shows that most of
the informants objected to such measures and that majority employees and
(personnel) managers were opposed to general policies more often than minorit}~
emplo}'ees. Both groups, however, largel~- rejected the idea of tiebreak policies in
hiring and promotion. Informants who were familiar with minorit}- recruitment
policies in their own organisation, embraced programmes aimed at recruiting more
minorit}- members more often than those who were unfamiliar with these policies
or ~x~orked in organisations where such policies did not apply (T' -.29, j~ c.001).
No relauonship was found with other indi~-idual or organisational-level background
variables.
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Table 4.1
Percerrtage ofinfornrants ojiposed to d~ererrt types ofAA~Fn measures

Minority blajority ( Personnel)
employees employees managers
(N ~ 72) (N ~ 79) (N ~ 55) V

General entry polic~- 43.8 C2.7 G4.9 . 19~`~`
General promotion polic}' 40.3 73.8 71.7 .25~`~`~`
Tiebreak in hiring 83.3 85.5 80.0 .07
Tiebreak in promotion 78.1 90.7 89.1 .17

~`~` p ~ .O1 ~`~`~` p ~ .001

Table 4.2 gives an overaiew of the main objections against AA~EO policies.1z

Table 4.2
Pnrnary objectiorrs agaitrst rL-4~E0 policies (itt oó o`re.~ponses)

)Vlinoritp Majority (Personnel)
employees employees managers

(~ualitt. outw-eighs ethnicin 41.9 35.G 45.G
People should be treated eyuall}. 24.2 39.4 27.2
~~G'ith enough effort, eeen'bod~- can be hired~ 16.1 12.1 13.6

promoted
It has negative effects 13.7 3.7 9.7

.~'o1e. Percentages do not sum up to 100"~u. Scores were derived from free responses

As this table shows, most opponents based their objecuons on merit-based
principles and on principles of equit~- and fairness. They~ claimed ( sometimes very~
strongl~-) that t~~~I?O policies are unfair, and that people should be judged solely~
on their professional qualities ( I hare ufairly .rtrong sense ofjustice and Ijust think that the
Gest caadidute should Ge selected). Thus, in line with previous findings in justice research
(e.g., Dietz-Uhler 8c Murrell, 1998), the}~ expressed strong concerns about
procedural jusáce. hlajoritt' emplo~~ees in particular argued that no a priori
distinctions should be made between emplo~'ees and that all qualified candidates
should receive support, or ha~-e the opportunih' m obtain a job or a higher-level
function ( li"hether it i.r Frank or r~lohammed as long as he is ca~iable to do thejoh). Some of
these emplo~-ees explicid}' menuoned that such policies would be a form of re~-erse
discrimination ( It i.c somewhut di.rcriminatory towards the Dutch. 'lhen I would ulso jèe!
di.rctznrinated instead of the rever.re. F,qua! rights for everyhody). Additionall}-, part of them
referred to the efforts it had once taken them to obtain their position (I also had to
Jt~or,~ and leatrr hurd fór my position) or perceived r1t1~E0 programmes as a threat to
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their personal ambitions. (Then tbey rvill come ~rst and I don't want that either. Yeah, I
r:~arrt to saz~e my ott~u s,~in rzgGt?). Others did not focus so much on their own interest,
but stressed the interest of companies and the importance of hiring qualified
emplo~ ees, particularl}- at hi~her-le~~el positions (Ïherr you rvill get more arrd more
re.rpausiGilit~~ and pou haz~e to hare someborll~ rr~Go is really rapaGle of doing i~.

Apart from these principles of fairness and merit, a small part of the informants
did not see the necessit~- for AA~EO policies because the~- argued that thcre
actuallt~ was eyualit~~ of opportunit~. (People rz~f~o rrant to rvork, ran work) and that
minoritt- members could obtain jobs pro~-ided that thet~ are sufficienth- qualificd.
Sometimes participants (particularl~ those in lo~~.er-level functions) feared possible
negative outcomes of such measures, such as clique formation among minorit,-
members or communication problems due to language or cultural barriers. In
addition, some informants, particularl~~ minorit}~ members, believed that AA~EC)
policies would lead to jealous~- and pro~-oke negative reactions, which could then
induce or heighten animosit~- and tension among majorit~- and minorírt- members
or stigrnatise the latter. In this re~ard, the~ sometimes made reference to their o~~m
experiences as well. In the following quote b~- a Turkish-origin emplo~-ee, several of
the pre~~ious arguments are reflected:

I can sat. that ven- clearl~-. Now ~-ou have this le~islation that forces companies to
report the number of minorities that work for them. Five or six ~-ears ago, I had
to sign a statement for it. I refused and went to see the personnel department. I
was hired as H. ~-. ~note: name~ and not as a Turk. I don't want to be put on a list
or to be looked at differenth~. If I was not good enou~h I wouldn't still be here. I
wasn't hired because I am a Turh or a minorin- but sometimes I hear that from
colleagues. The~. for example want their son to work here and if the~ don't
succeed the~- sa~: "If he would have had a different colour he would have been
hired". ~~'hen it was an issue in the media fi~re or six }~ears ago the~- also said that
I ~~-ould neaer be tired. I belie~-e: people should ~et what thec deserve. (1105,
39-}~ear-old nran af Turkish orz~in, srcond generatiou, J~re-r~oratzonal secondar7~ edurcrtiort,
routine nranua!u~orker in a mcrnufactor}~)

Because of the risk oi being judged on the basis of their ethnic background instead
of their individual qualities, some minorit~- emplo~-ees (~ 140~0) had mixed feelings
and onh- partiall~- supported AAJFO policies. On the one hand, the~- agreed ~~-ith
the intentions of such measures ( i.e., improaing the labour market position of
minoritt- members), but on the other hand, thev disagreed with measures being
imposed on emplo~~ers because this might ha~-e disrupti~~e effects, also for minoritt-
members themseh-es. As one minori~- informant stated:
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I appro~-e and I don't approve. Then the~- ~~-ill sa~- things Gke: minorities are gi~~en
preferential treatment. But on the other hand I do see on the labour market that
it is still necessan- to sa~. that the~- are being given a preferential treatment ~ti-hen
the~- are equall~- yuaGt7ed. Because t-ou still see that the unemplot-ment rates
among minorities are higher. On the one hand I appro~.e but on the other hand,
~.ou do gi~.e the impression that minorities are being privileged and I don't
approve of that. (141O, 26year-old u~ornarr of ~~1ororcan origin, ~-econd gerreration, ,renior
.recondury vocationa! edncation, adrnini.rtrativeurorker in apublic reruzce orgrrni~-atirrn)

Table 4.3 presents the main arguments put forw~ard b~~ informants in favour of
~1A~F,0 policies.

Table 4.3
Yrimary argrrmeutt in Jàvour ofA, l~EO ~olicie-r (irr "~o of rr.r~on-re.cJ

Minority Majority- (Personnel)
employees employees managers

Proportional respresentation is important 18-8 30.7 63.3

Gi~~e minorit`- members a fair chance 37.5 32.8 14.3

Impro~-e labour market position~integration 20.6 13.8 4.1

Diversity has surplus value 16.1 22.4 10.2

Because of legislation - 1.7 2.0

To reduce labour shortage - 3.4 2.0

Note. Percentages do not sum up to 111U"b~. Scores were derieed from free responses.

One rnight, on the basis of the current Gterature (e.g., Elkins, Bozeman, ~ Phillips,
2U(13), expect proponents of Ai1~E0 programmes to be most concerned with
distributice justice. Table 4.3, ho~ti-e~~er, sho~i~s that a considerable number of them
based their opinion, just as opponents did, on the idea that procedures need to be
fair (summarised under "Give minorit~- members a fair chance"). Yet, whereas
opponents ~~-ere rather confident that current procedures are fair, proponents
cluëstioned this assumption. They. for instance argued that minorit~- members
should be given a fair chance to obtain jobs, to offset the effects of (prior)
discrimination (If yoar look crt it ol~ectir~ely, tbey lag behind becau.re of pr~udice.r and
di.rcnmination) .

Proponents also stressed the possible positive outcomes of A1~~E0 measures.
The}-, for instance, asserted that AA~lin programmes might help minoriues to
wea~-e themselves into Dutch societt. and remed~- their current unfavourable labour
market position (Yon can on!}' take tbe.ce people orrt of a di.radvantageau.rpo.cition by tak,ing
tour;h mea.crrrer). It should be noted, ho~~-eeer, that the minoritt~ and majoritt-
informants u~ho suggested this did so from different perspectives. For example,
minoritt- informants belie~-ed that the integration of minorities in the labour market
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(at positions of authorit}-, for instance) would challenge negative stereon~pes about
them (Because then yau sho2v a posltive rmage of the.re ~roups). Some minoriri- informants
also believed that benetíciaries of AA~EO programs could set an example to other
minorin- members and inspire them to greater achievements (Togive these lads u~ho are
startrng norv the fèeling that they ran achieve something. To motivate them). In general,
minoriri- informants primaril}~ focused on the emancipator}- outcomes of r1A~E0
policies. i~lajorit}' informants, in contrast, more often reasoned from the
perspective of Dutch societv as a whole, or from the perspective of their
organisations. The}', among other things, believed that minority members who were
given a job would do less harm, or could contribute to socien' (Lots offàreign guys
have a hard time in this societ)~ and you can Getter help them fznd ajob, or else the}~ start doing
other things). Still, part of the proponents also based their arguments on principles of
distributive justice. Table 4.3 shows that managers and personnel officers in
particular, referred to the current underrepresentation of minority emplo~'ees in
certain sectors or in higher-level positions. Particularlt' in service companies,
participants felt that the percentage of minority emplo}'ees at all organisation levels
should approach the minorit}' percentage of societ}- as a whole, either because they
believed that this u~ould have strategic advantages and could improve organisational
effectiveness (This u~a~~, u.~e cun improve our ivork and sen~ice) or because the}' saw it as a
moral dutv. -

Attitudes towards existing AA~EO programmes

The organisations in this research differed in the extent to which they had
implemented AA~EO programmes. Table 4.4 provides an oeerview of the
measures each of the organisations had taken. It shvws that 10 organisations had
developed initiatives to facilitate or stimulate the hiring of minorit}' members,
including brvadening their recruitment channels, creating training and work
experience placements for minorin- members, setting target figures, and appointing
a diversin- manager. hfotives for implementing these measures were either related
to internal or external incentives. Some organisations wanted their work force to
reflect the area thev serve, others had received municipal funding, had signed a
covenant with the Dutch government or had an executive who was closel}-
concerned with thc issue. Each of the five organisauons that put most efforts in
r1A~E0 programmes (see Table 4.4) were service organisauons with a relauvelv
low rate of minoritv staff inembers. Organisations that had taken no or hardlv an~-
AA~EO measures had a relativel}- large number of minoriri' emplovees or had
never seriouslv considered the integration of minoritt- members in their work force
tv be an issue.
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NearlS. half of the informants who worked in organisations with AA~FO
prci~Trammes (49~~0, N- 143) knew about ( certain) measures that had been taken.
On the whole, thet~ valued these initiatives positivel}. ( 60.3o~0), especiallt~ ~~~hen
measures were directed at creating additional facilities for minoritt- members (such
as broadening recruitment channels and, to a lesser extent, implementing training-
and work experience placements) and as such did not directl~- affect majorit~-
members' hiring chances. ilfost of them thought that the labour market position of
minorin members was generall~ unfavourable, and shared the perspective that
minoritt- members should be gi~-en a chance to obtain a job so that thet- could
pro~.e themselves and make a contribution to societt-. Dfan~- informants also ~-alued
the positiee effects of the measures tahen, such as the qualin. of minorit~- members'
labour and the boost the~- gi~e to their companies ( i~'e nou~ har~e errrployed good people
la~L~o othenaz.re u~orrld íia:~e renrainerl at borrre). Others, especiallt- in ser~ice organisations,
stressed the importance of a work force that accuratel~- reflects the population (.A

~oocl tbirrggir.~en tiie fact t{~at tf~i.r neighhourhood mainly con.ri,rt.r o~~irrinority rnenrf~er.r).
Conversel~-, informants were morc negative u~hen measures affected, or were

thought to affeet, selection procedures ( e.g., affirmative action policies). The~-
~~-ould stress that professional yualities should outweigh ethnic backf,n-ound
(.Sometinre.r they ra.~ent too fur and employing nrinoiztie.c u~a.r coir.ridered more important tbnn tbe
rarrrlydate s gualitie.r, I ivunt to be bired ovr the bn.ci.c of nry gunlitzer arad not on the fàct that 1 am
a ininorrt~~ nrei~rUer) and pointed to the negative effects of these policies (colleagues
reacting negatieel~-, unyualified personnel being hired, etc.). Furthermore, thet-
indicated that even though the~~ agreed with the primar~ goal of these initiau~~es
(i.e., impro~-ing the position of disadvantaged groups) this did not outweigh these
negati~-e effects.

Four organisations had also undertaken efforts to promote more minoritt-
cmplo~~ees to higher-le~-el positions. In three organisations ( no. 200, no. 30(l, and
no. 1300), the measures tal;en consisted of numerical targets and educational
programmes for minoritt- ~~-orkers ~~-ith potential w obtain a management position
in the future. These efforts were not cíirecth- noticeable to emplo~-ees. One of these
organisations ( no. 3U0) had also committed itself to using a tiebreak procedure in
promotion decisions, but this was rarel~ put into practice. Conseyuenth., onl~ a
small number of informants in these three organisations (7 out of 52) were familiar
with the measures that had been implemented.~ ~ The~- were either neutral or
positi~-e towards these initiati~-es.

In the fourth organisation (no. 1600), howe~-er, AA~EO efforts were relati~-el~
cisible and consisted of a preferential treatment programme, diversitt- courses, and
numerical targets. In this organisation, these policies had receieed c~nsicíerable
attention because its board particularlt- ealued a diverse ~~~ork force ( primaril~- ro
impro~-e their ser~-ices). It had therefore committed itself to raising the level of
minorit, representation and had ce:~mmunicated thesc ambitions both internall~- and
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eKternallv. In doin~ so, it had stressed the surplus value of a diverse work force.
~'et, according to lower-le~-el managers, manv emplovees no~~- believed that
promotion standards had been lowered for minorih- members (somethin~ that had
happened in the past). Consequentlv, all informants (ven-) negativel~- evaluated this
polic}-. Similar to the arguments used b~- opponents of hiring policies, thev pointed
to the negative consequences for the minoritt- emplovees involved (as the}' were
sti~matised and their achievements were devaluated), for the organisation as a
whole (as less qualificd emplovees were appointed to higher levels), and for
majoritt- emplot~ees who now had a smaller chance of obtaining a higher-leael
position or who had been denied certain positions. The latter ar~ument is
illustrated b~- the following quote:

I ha~-e seen manv times that colleagues who performed well in a certain function
had to leave their position because people were convinced that thev needed a
minoritv colleague there or a woman. And of course, that looks great in }-our
polic~- documents, ril;ht, 1ike: "I have such a number of female manal;ers or I
have that number of minorit,- managers". (1601, ~S-year-old man of Dutch origin,
rertiorgenerulsecondary education, inancrqer irr apublic .ren~ice o~arti.ration)

Participants also mentioned that sometimes, these policies had caused frictions
among minorit~ and majority emplovees and had led to the resignation of minorih~
members. Thus, in this particular organisation, the benefits of the programme
desi~ned to increase the promotion of minorities were called into question.
i~feasures were primaril~- perceived as a threat, were considered unfair, or were
believed to do more harm than good. This confirms propositions in justice
literature that negati~.e reactions to selection or promotion decisions arise ~ehen
rules of procedural justice or fairness are believed to have been violated (Gillilan,
1993; 1994, as cited in Glhins, Bozeman, 8c Phillips, 2003). In case of this
organisation, policies had reinforced the impression that minorities were emplo~-ed
becausc thev were members of an underrepresented ~roup and not because the~-
were qualified. The policies implemented also appeared to have made ethnic group
membership (even) more salient and to have created the impression that there was
a contlict of interest bettiveen minoritv and majoritv emplovees.

These results somewhat contradict previous claims (e.g., ~berson Sc Haag, 2003;
Cox, 1993; lle Vries, Houdijk, 8c Van Vierssen, 1997) that support and
commitment of top management is crucial for the success of ~~~~EO-measures.
Althoul;h the results of this stud}. do not su~~est that this commitment is irrelevant,
thev do show that top management support alone is insufficient to create support
at lower levels in an organisation. :lppreciation of ~1:`~EO policies also depends
on the tvpe of ineasures taken and the estent to which the~- affect, or are percei~-ed
to affect, hirin~ and promotion procedures and opportuniues of majorin- members.
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The results also show that justifications for such a polict~ pro~~ide an insufficient
basis to create support, particularh~ when people have the impression that rules of
procedural justice and fairness are broken.

4.4 Multilevel analysis

In the foregoing, we assessed people's ideas about measures to encourage minorin.

members' entry- and promotion in organisations. ~~'e primarily focused on their
moti~res to either reject or support AA~EO policies. Yet, as menàoned in

section 4.2, we are also interested in predictors of people's attitudes towards such
policies. For example, is support for AA~EO measures related to ethnic group
membership or to people's in-group orientation~ In section 4.2.2, we predicted that
minorirt- members would have a more positive stance towards AA~EO policies
than majoritt~ members and that for them, in-group preference would be positi~-el~~
related to support for such policies. For majorit}- members, we expect a negari~ r
relationship between in-group preference and support for AA~EO policies.

Furthermore, it is possible that organisational-level variables such as sector, ethnic
composition of staff and presence of AA~EO policy are related to people's support

for AA~EO policies. In section 4.2.2, we indicated that we expect people in service
organisations to be more supportive of AA~EO policies than those who work in

non-ser~ice organisations. We also expect that in units that pursue an AA~EO
polict~ or that ha~~e a less di~-erse staff, people will be more supportive of such
measures.

In this section, we will investigate the influence of these variables b~~ estímating a
series of multile~-e1 random coefficient models, using the HLM 5-programme
(Raudenbush, Bn.k, Cheong, 8c Congdon, 2001). This technique was specificallt-
deaeloped to examine which part of the variance in a dependent variable can be
attributed to individual as opposed to group-level characteristics (see Chapter 3).

4.4.1 Measures

The following measures were used in the multilecel analt-sis:

Attitude.r tou~ard.r AA~F.O ~olicie.r. These attitudes were assessed on the basis of
the four questions described in section 4.3.1. These questions concerned people's
opinions about special recruitment and promotion policies for minorities and about
tiebreak procedures in hiring and promotion decisions. These questions could be
answered on a 3-point Likert scale ( 1 - disagree, 2- partiall~- agree, and 3- agree).
Cronbach's alpha of this scale was .73 (. 76 for majorit,- members and .70 for
minoritl- members). On this scale, the mean score was 1.66 ( SD -.58) for minorir,-
members and l.4] (.S~D -.55) for majorit}- members; t(210) - 3.12, p c.05.
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In~grnu~ preference. This was measured bv means of 5 items representing the
following relationships: colleague, supervisor, neighbour, daughter or son-in-law,
friend. Informants were asked to indicate which of th~t following group(s) they
preferred to interact with under the circumstances presented: i~loroccans,
rlntilleans, Dutch, Surinamese, and Turks. Answers were coded as: (0) no
preference for in-group members (1) preference for in-group members onlv.~~ A
clichotomous l~fol:ken scale anah-sis (I~ISP) was used to find out whether items
could be conceptualised as a cumulative, unidimensional scale. b1SP is a
probabilistic (nonparametric) extension of a CGuttman scale analvsis (Sijtsma 8c
1~.folenaar, 2002).15 This anah-sis revealed a strong scale, with a Loevinger H of .50,
and a reliabilitv coefficient Rho of .72. An index was created b}- summing the items.
A higher score on this index means that informants have a stronger preference to
associate with ethnic in-group members (~I1,,,,,~o~h. - 1.61, SD - 1.50; R~1,,,;,,oR,,. - 0.72,
SD - 1.01; t(209.98) --4.82, ~ c.001). Note that the variances within the two
groups are high.

Individua! hackground variaGles. At the individual level, ethnic background was
contrast-coded (-1 - minoritv member, 1- majority~ member). Furthermore, we
included educational level, age and gender (-1 - female, 1- male) so as to control
for them.

O~anisational fiuckgronnd vanables. On the basis of official organisational
documents, the Act on the Promotion of Labour í~farket Participation of Ethnic
1`linorities (l.f'et ,SANIEI~ and interviews with personnel oftïcers and managers, we
determined for each department or organisation whether it had implemented
r1A~F.0 measures (see also Table 4.4). Accordingh-, units were assigned to one of
the following conditions: -1 (no AA~FO polic~-) and 1(AA~EO policy). In
addiuon, we determined whether units belonged to the service sector or not. This
variable was contrast coded (-1 - non-service sector, 1- seroice sector). We also
esT;mated the percentage of minorin~ staff on the basis of official organisational
documents and the Ik~ét.SA~l1F~~'.~~~ These percentages ranged from 3.0"~~ to 78.50~0
(~tiI - 24, ,SD - 18.2). Finallv, the average job level was determined for each unit, on
the basis of organisational documents and on the basis of interviews with managers
and personnel oftïcers. Scores ranged from 1(low) to 3(high).~~

4.4.2 Predicting attitudes towards affirmative action and equal
opportunity policies

Table 4.5 presents the different multilevel models that were estimated. We started
with an empt~. model, in which the random effects of department and individuals
on attitudes towards AA~EO policies were modelled. 1`Iodel 0 in Table 4.5 sho~i-s
the results.is The intraclass correlation (the varíance at the level of departments
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divided bt- the total variance) reveals that 23o~0 of the variance in people's attitudes
towards A,-~~EO policies can be ehplained bt- the group level.

In a next step, predictors were entered bv means of a forward stepping
approach. Onl~- those predictors that were significant (~ c.10) t`~ were retained (see
Nezlek, in press, for a discussion on how to build models in a multilevel analvsis).
At level 1, continuous measures were entered group-mean centred whereas
categorical variables were entered uncentred. In the tirst step, all coeftlcients were
modelled as random. Coefticients were tixed following guidelines offered bv
Nczlek (2001). Continuous leeel 2 variables were standardised before the analvsis.

In ~fodel 1, ethnic group membership was added, as were rhree control
variables: age, level of education, and gender. The results show that the effect of
group membership was significant: ethnic minorit~- group members were more
positi~-e about AA~EO policies. This means that hypothe.ri.r 1 is confinned.
Furthermore, there was an effect of educational level: persons with a higher
educational level supported A~1~E0 policies more than persons with a lower
educational level. The decrease in deviance in iVlodel 1 reached conventional levels
of signitícance.'-"

In ~Iodel 2, in-group preference was added. The results show that in-group

preference had a significant effect on atutudes towards AA~GO policies. People
who did not have a strong in-group bias, tended to support ~~A~EO policies more.

The difference between the de~~iance in IVlodel 1 and 2 was signiftcant (decrease in
de~~iance -?.843; df - 1, j~ ~ .(11).

In h~Iodel 3, the interaction rerm (group membership 1 in-group prcference) was
entered (uncentred). It should be noted that, before these two variables were

entered in the eyuation, in-group preference was I,rroup-mean centred. The results
show, however, that there was no interaction effect. Furthermore, after including

the interacuon term, the main effect of in,group preference was no longer
signitlcant. Therefore, hy~othe.vi.r 2n (predicting that for majoritt- group members,

there would be a negative relauonship between in-group preference and support
for ~1A~E0 policies) and b~pothe.cr;r 26 (predicting that for minoriri- group members,

there would be a positive relationship between in-group preference and support for
1~1~E0 policies) could not be contlrmed. This result mav in part be explained bv
the small number of obser~-ations in several departments. Furthcrmore, variances in

the scores were high, especiallv for minoritt- gt-oup members. Another possible
esplanation of these results is that group membership and in-group preference are

related within units. ~X'e therefore performed an additional analvsis (not presented
in Table 4.5) in which we predicted in-group preference bv group membership.

This analvsis showed a signiticant effect (t - 6.58, p c 0.01).
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"I'able 4.5
~llnltilerel regression mridel.r p redictiris suppa7 forA.A~EO p olicze.c: Betn coetJèrzerrtt

Variables Mode10 Modell Mode12 Mode13 Mode14
Indiuidrra!lere!
CGender (1 - male) -0.0G
:1ge O.UO
Circiup membertihip -0.18~`~~` -().1G~`~`~` -0.17~`~`~` -(I.1G"~`~`

(1 - majorin-)

Le~-el of education 0.12~` U.13~ 0.12~ 0.12~`
In-group preference -0.06~`~` -0.03 -0.0G~`~
Group membership x -0.05

In-group preference

1)e~artment leve!
"~~ ~linorit, staff
.1c-cra~e job le~~el
( )rganisanon t~pe

(1 - sen-ice)
AA~EO policy~

(1 - policv)

-0.05
O.pG

-0.13t

0.24~`~`~`

[ ~~irlance.r

Beni~een departments O.pGG i).049 O.OGO 0.058 U.U29
Bert~~een indi~iduals (1.2-4 u?44 . 0.237 (1.237 0?34

lle~-iance 355.G1O 347.255 339.412 340.524 337.42G

Difference -8.355j- -7.8~3~~ f1.112 -3.t198

t ~ ~ 1(1 ~ p c .05 ~`~` ~ ~ .O] ~~' ~i c .001 ( two-tailed tests)

In l~Iodel 4, we included the group le~-el measures: t~-pe of organisation,
percentage of minoritt- staff, and diversin- polict~. The a~-erage job level in
departments w-as included as a cvntrol ~-ariable. The results show- that there was a
sif,miticant effect of or~anisational r~A~EO polic)-. In departments w-ith an AA~EO
polic~-, informants were more positi~-e about A~~~EO measures than in
departments without an~. such policies. Thus, hypotbe.ri.r 5 is confirmed. No etfect
was found of the percental;e of minorit~- staff in a department, nor of the average
job level in a department. This means that hypothe.ri.r 4 (which stated that the
percentage of minoritt~ staff in a department w-ould be negativeh- related to people's
support for ~~EO policies) has to be rejected.
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Furthermore, i~fodel 4 shows that there was a small effect of n-pe of
organisation. In service departments, people had a more positive stance towards
A:1~E0 policies than in non-senTice departments. In an additional analvsis, we
estimated a model (not presented in Table 4.5) in which we onlv included the
signit7cant effects from the previous models. The decrease in deviance of this
model reached conventional levels of significance ( decrease in deviance 5.537;
df - 2, j~ - 0.06). In this model, however, the effect of tvpe of organisation (sen~ice
versus non-sen ice) was no longer significant. This implies that hy~othesi.r 3 cannot
be contlrmed. ~~'e also examined cross-level interactions betu-een r1A~E0 policv
on the one hand and ethnic group membership, level of education and in-group
preference on the other, but no such interactions were found.

4.5 Summary

The aim of this chapter was t-wofold. First, we wanted to explore which barriers
employers identifv to hiring and promoting minoritt~ members. This was done bv
means of a qualitative analvsis. Second, we aimed to assess what emplovers and
emplo~-ees (minoritl- as well'as majoritv members) think about measures to improve
the labour market position of minorin~ members. V~'e not onlv tried to identif~- their
motives and common patterns in their ideas (bv means of a qualitative analvsis), but
also tried to establish the individual and contextual characteristics that predict
people's attitudes towards A11~E0 policies (in a multilevel anal}-sis).

With regard to emplo~-ers' ideas about the main barriers in minoritt. recruitment
and promotion, it was found that, as expected, emplovers were generallv unaware
of, or did not admit, their own role in reproducing inequalities on the labour
market in general and in their organisauon in particular. ~X11en the~- put
organisational barriers to the fore, the~~ tended to focus on factors for which thev
could not be held personallv responsible, although nearly half of them, when asked
more esplicitlti-, did admit that the organisational climate was not always receptive
of minorit~~ members. Bv and large, however, the underrepresention of minorit}'
emplo~-ees in their organisation (either as a whole, or at high-level posiuons) was
attributed to minorities themseh~es. Thev would not apph~, or would not meet the
reyuired criteria. Although most emplo~-ers identified minoritv members' failure to
meet certain objeeuve criteria (such as language skills and educational background)
to be the main barrier, the data also indicate that perceived deviances in social or
work-related norms seem to have a stronger effect on their hiring preferences. Such
deviances were seen as unmalleable or as fixed traits of minorities, due to which
thev would be "unable" or "unwilling" to fit in the organisational culture. ~Y'hen
emplovers had a positive image of the more subjective qualifications of minorirt-
members thev also seemed willing to lower or not to applt- certain objective criteria.
~~~e had also expected that emplovers w-ith more experience with low-skill minoritt-
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workers would show a strunger tendenc}. to "blame the victim". This, however,
was not contlrmed. Although most emplovers based their ideas on actual
experience with minorin- emplwees, (personnel) managers in low-sl:ill
organisations were not more positi~-e or negaàee than those with less experience
(although the former tended to be more optimistic about second-generation
minorities than the latter).

With respect to people's attitudes towards AA~EO policies, it was Eound that
most informants rejected these policies, particularl}~ tiebreak policies. Thev
primaril}' based their objections on principles of inerit, equity and fairness. The}.
believed AA~EO measures to be unfair and argued that people need to be judged
on their professional qualities onlt'. Some argued that equalitt~ of opportunity is
alread}. a reality in Dutch societ}.. i~fajorin- members also considered AA~EO
efforts a threat whereas minoritt. opponents feared negative reactions of majoritv
members and feared stigmatisation.

Proponents of AA~EO policies adhered to principles of equitv and fairness as
well because the}' doubted whether current selection and promotion decisions are
alwa}'s made according to fair processes. In addition, the}- focused on the positive
outcomes of AA~EO measures, either for their organisation, for Dutch societ}-
(from the perspective of majorih- members) or for minorities (from the perspecuve
of minorit}r members). Although in justice literature, it is often claimed that
proponents of AA~EO policies are generall}~ more concerned with distributive
justice, our results show that this mainlv applied to personnel officers and
managers. Furthermore, the results show that, in organisations where AA~EO
measures were alread}- in place, people evaluated them positivelv when thev aimed
to create more facilities for minorities (such as language and work experience
placements) and negativeh~ when it was believed that selection procedures were
tampered with (for example, bv means of tiebreak policies).

The multilevel analvses that were performed to establish which individual or
contestual-level variables are related to people's attitudes towards AA~EO policies
showed that minorities and persons with a higher educational level supported such
measures more often. People with a stronger in-group preference tended to
support AA~EO policies less. We were unable, however, to find an interaction
effect of minorit}- group membership and in-group preference. Other hypc~theses
had to be rejected as well. At the contextual level, job level, percentage of minorin~
staff and, eventuallv, t}~pe of organisation did not show anv significant effect. Yet,
we did tind a strong effect of organisational polic}~. In line with the qualitative
tlndings, it was found that in organisations with an AA~EO polic}-, people
supported these hinds of ineasures more than people in organisations that did not
pursue such policies.

In Chapter 7, these results will be discussed in further detail.
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Notes
i Affirmative ,~ction refers to "~-oluntan- and mandator~- efforts undertaken 6~ federal,

state, and loca] governments; private emplot-ers; and schools to combat
discriminati~n and to promote eyual opportunin~ in education and emplo}-ment for
all" (AP~~, 1996, p. 2, as cited in Crosbt', Iy~er, Clati-ton, 8c Dou-net-, 2U03, p. 94).
Equal opportunin- is a passice polict- wherebh action is taken onlc u~hen there is
e~-idence of explicit discrimination (ibid.). In this text, these iniàatives a-ill be referred
to as ,~A~EO poGcies.

'~~1~en ~x-e talk about emplo}'ers, we refer to managers and personnel officers and not
to indi~-idual organisations.

;~t'e did not specif~- which actions ~~~ould be incorporated in such a polic~-. Results
from the pilot suggested that emplo~-ees with a lou~er educational level (and minoritt
members in particular) had difticulties understanding and distinguishing betu-een
different measures.

~ Numbers behind yuotes refer to the subject number of participants and are included
for tracing purposes onl~-.

' Onl~~ a limited number of (personnel) managers (7.3",io) working in the service sector
identified selection criteria minorit~- members more easilt~ comph- to. They- primaril}-
~ointed to the abilitr of minorit~- emplovees to adeyuately- deal u~ith minorin- clients.

c' We refer to these criteria as "objective" criteria because thev are susceptible to
evidence. Thet~ can be assessed from appGcation forms, letters, ete. Other researchers
(e.g., l~íoss cX Tilh~, 1995) refer to these criteria as "hard" skills.

-~~Ve call these crireria "subjective" because thet~ are less suscepáblc to evidence.
~ On the whole, most informants (57.4"~~) focused soleh- on more objectic-e

yualifications, u-hereas 31.9`!4, put both objective and subjecti~e yualifications to the
fore and 10.G"~b referred to subjective yualifications onh-. No relationship could be
established u-ith relevant individual or organisational background variables.

' This, huw-eeer, someu~hat a~ntradicts the finding that more minoritt- than majorin~
emplo~-ees in our sample wished to obtain a high-le~-e1 function (72.2"~o versus 44.9"~0
respecti~-elt-, 1"-.2R, p ~.O5). These minoritt- informants ~-orked in unskilled, semi-
slcilled as ~~-ell as professional functions. Furthermore, most minorin- informants in
this stud~- (81.8"'~) belie~-ed that the~- had the same, or an even better, chance to
obtain a higher-le~-el function than their majorih. colleagues.

r" All emplo~-ers in this research selected ne~~~ emplo~-ees b}- means of job inten-ie~~-s
(except for those hired through temporan- emplo~-ment agencies).

~~ According to more than half of the informants (55.4"~~,), howeeer, turnover rates of
minorin- and majorit~ emplot-ees did nur differ. A smaller part (23.2"io) claimed that
ttrrnover rates u-ere lo~~-er among minorit~- emplo~-ees, primarilc because of their lou-
yualifications (and thus lack of job opportunities elsew-here). Unfortunateh., we ~~-ere
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unable to obtain ofticial turno~-er rates for minoritt- and majoritt- group members for
all organisations in this studt~.

~' Anal~ais revealcd that people's objections to the different AA~EU measures were
comparable. Therefore, the ar~umrnts that the~- ga~~e vn rhe separate questions were
taken together and are presented in one table.

~~ In tu~o organisations, seceral emplot-ees mistakenh- had the impression that a polic}~
had been put into place to promote more minorit}~ emplocees.

~' Initiall~., u~e intended to measure this bt. asking informants to rate the extent to which
the~- were willing to associate u-ith each of these groups. I'ilot testing, however,
indicated that some informants were antagonistic to items of this kind (see Chapter
3).

~' ~fokken Scale ~~nah-sis computes three separate scalabilin- coefficients H; for the
indi~-idual items, Ei,~ for item pairs and H for a full set of items. ~1 set oE items is
accepted as a scale if all H,i's are greater than .00 and all H,'s are eyual to or e~ceed
.30. In that case, H will be eyual to or greater than .30. The H coefticient pertains to
the sttength of the total scale: if H ranges from .30 to .40, the scale is "weak"; if H
ranges from .40 to .50, the scale is "moderatelF strong"; and if H is equal to or greater
than .50, the scale is "strong" (Sijtsma 8c 1~folenaar, 2002).

~c' It should be noted that these are rather rough and conser~~ative estimations. Official
documents generall}- did not report on the number and ethnic background of people
~-ho were hired through temporan- recruitment agencies. On the basis of inten-iews
~z-ith managers and personnel officers and also on the basis of previous studies (e.~.,
SCP, 2003), one ma}' assume that the number of minoritt- members in this group is
relatively large.

~' Jobs for which prevocational secondar}~ education (in Dutch: V~IBO) was reyuired
u~ere codecí 1(- lo~~), jobs for w~hich senior general education (Ht1V0), senior
secondart- education (í~IBO) or pre-uni~-ersit,- education (VVí'O) was required ~~-ere
coded 2(- medium), and jobs for wluch higher professional education (HBO) or
uniaersite u~as reyuired u,-ere codeci 3(- high).

~x The basis level I(within-group) model was: y-;i - ~3c~{ -} r,i. The basis le~el 2(betu-een-
~oup model) was: ~io; - yon ~ uui.

~'' To avoid underspecification of the models, significance levels were set at .10 (e.g.
Hoa, 1995).

'-" The increase in model fit (represented b~ the decrease in de~ iance) follo~~~s a chi-
syuare distribution, with the number of added predictors as degrees of freedom
(Ho~:, 199~).



CHAPTER 5

Working in a diverse setting: interethnic
differences and relations

5.1 Introduction

Throughout the past few decades, an increasing bod~~ of research has examined the
effects of ethnic diversity~ in groups and organisations. So far, these studies have
vielded mixed results. W'hereas laboraton~ studies sometimes show that diversity
can be beneficial to performance (e.g., bfcLeod, Lobel, 8c Cox, 1996; Watson,
Kumar, 8c 1~lichaelsen, 1993), field studies often demonstrate that it can have
negative effects on group cohesiveness and maa result in d}'sfunctional conflict
(e.g., Jackson, Joshi, 8t Erhardt, 2003; Williams 8c O'ReillS-, 1998). Although most
of the studies on this topic have been carried out in the United States, also in the
Netherlands, the scantv research in this field provides a rather mixed picture.
Vl~liereas some studies found that cultural differences, prejudices, discrimination,
and language problems negatively affect interethnic relations in the work place (e.g.,
Brassé 8c Sikking, 1986), other studies show that such problems need not occur
(De Vries, 1992; De Vries 8c Pettigrew, 1998; Dinsbach, 20051.

To date, the factors that contribute to these differential results have not received
much attention (e.g., Lawrence, 1997). As a result, it is unclear under what
circumstances interethnic relations in diverse work settings will be more
harmonious or more problematic. For example, although several authors have
indicated that the organisauonal context (e.g., tt-pe of work, ethnic composition of
staf~ may- affect emplo}~ees' reactions to diversit~-, few studies to date have
addressed its moderating effects Qackson, Joshi, 8c Erhardt, 2003; IVlilliken 8t
í~tartins, 1996). Also, relatively little effort has been made to understand interethnic
work relations from the insiders' point of view. For instance, whereas most studies
on work group diversítv are based on theories that predict that interethnic relations
will be less harmonious when perceived interethnic differences are large, most of
the research conducted so far has not measured people's perceptions of differences
but has tested actual demographic dissimilaritv onl}~ (Riordan, 2000; Williams 8c
O'Reill`-, 1998). Consequentlt~, it is unclear under what circumstances people will be
more aware of ethnic in- and out-groups at work, and whether this awareness is
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related to the yualin' of the interethnic relations on the work floor. It is also unclear
~~-hat, in the ~-iew of organisational members, contributes to a more or a less
pleasant interethnic atmosphere.

In this chapter, an attempt is macíe to fill this gap. W'e will explore how ethnic
minorit,~ and majorita members in different organisational contexts perceive of and
interpret interethnic differences in their work setting. Furthermore, we will examine
their perceptions of the interethnic relationships at work and tr~' to assess how
these relate to their awareness of interethnic (dis)similarities. For example, are more
harmonious relations reported when interethnic differences are perceived to be
small~ Finallt', ~~-e will explore hou other indi~-idual-level aariables (e.g., ethnic
group membership, ~~-illingness to associate with out-group members, feelings of
threat) and contextual variables (e.~., percentage of minoritt- staff, average job le~-e1,
di~~ersitv polic~') relate to different perceptions and esperiences.

This chapter is dieided into three parts. In the first part, extant research on ho~~-
people perceice of differences and on interethnic relations in ~sork ~roups is
reviewed and the main research yuestions and expectauons are presented
(section 5.2). Then, the measures and results are presented. As in the preeious
chapter, we will first present a yualitati~-e analt'sis (section 5.3), which focuses on
people's interpretations of the interethnic differences and relations in their ~ti-ork
setting, and subseyuentl}- present the results of a multile~-e1 analt-sis (section 5.4).
Section 55 contains a summar~~ of the results.

5.2 Theoretical background, questions, and hypotheses

5.2.1 Perceptions of interethnic differences: categorisation or
individuation

The first line of enyuir~- ~uiding this chapter is related to people's awareness and
interpretations of interethnic differences at work. On the basis of se~~eral theories,
it can be expected that people's perceptions of interethnic (dis)similarities predict
mnre positi~'e or negati~-e attitudes and esperiences in ethnicalh- di~-erse work
groups. For example, according to social identih- and self-categorisation theories
(Tajfel Sc Turner, 1986;'1'urner, 1982), indi~-iduals use similarities and differences as
a basis for categorising themselves and others into in- and out-groups and eealuate
in-group members more posiuvelt' than out-group members so as to maintain a
positi~~e self-regard. The similarin'-attraction paradigm (B~-rne, 1971) predicts that
dissimilaritt- in, for esample, attitudes, ~~alues or demographic variables, decreases
interpersonal attraction and liking (f3rewer, 1981; Williams óc (~'Rcillt', 1998).
Therefore, a ftrst goal of this chapter is to assess what perceptions ethnic minorit,-
and majorit~- members ~~.ho ~~-ork in the same settin~ hold of each other, and under
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what conditions the~- are more aware or less aware of interethnic (dis)similarities (or
in- and out-groups).

There is a sizeable literature examining how people form impressions of others.
Fiske (2004; but see also Brewer 8~ IVliller, 1984; Fishe 8r. Neuberg, 1990) explains
that people can engage in two t~Pes of informauon processing: categorisation and
difference-based processing (also referred to as "individuation"). ~~en people
make use of difference-based processing, the~~ construct a unique percepuon of an
individual on the basis of a varietv of available cues about him or her. In such a
situation, they perceive of a person separate from ant' eategorical identit~~ (e.g.,
ethnicitv, gender). People are expected to do this more often with in-group
members. Converseh~, when people use categon'-based information processing,
thev rel}' on stereon.pes or schemata and either force information about persons to
fit with this schema or ignore it In that case, the~' perceive of others as
representauves of a group. Research shows that such responses occur more often
with and are also more negative towards members of groups to which one does not
personally' belong (hiske, 2004). Moreover, categorisation leads people to stress
differences between, and similarities within, social groups, leading to "us" and
"them" distinctions. According to social identity theorjr and self-categorisation
theon', it is this process that often leads to in-group faeouritism.

Several authors (e.g., Medin, 1989; Rothbart 8c Ta~'lor, 1992, both cited in
Verku~'ten, 2003) claim that categon--based information processing is not onh~ a
simplifving mechanism, but also serves to ascribe meaning to the social context.
According to 1~ledin (ibid.), for example, categories are held together b~~ theories
that people develop about their features. These theories are often essentialist,
meaning that they reflect the assumption that particular categories (ethnic groups,
for example) have their existence deeply rooted in nature. This is often
accompanied by the idea that members of the same categon' are ali[;e, that
characteristics of a social categon' are fixed at birth and cannot be changed b~-
human intervention, and that categories ha~-e sharp and immutable boundaries
(Gelman, 2005; Kashima et al., 2005).

These beliefs can negativel~- affect interethnic relations. For example, research
on "new racism" shows that people use notions of fundamental and innate cultural
differences to exclude and abnormalise ethnic minoritt~ groups (Verku~'ten, 2003).
It is thus possible that members of ethnicallv diverse work groups will also respond
more negativel~- to diversin- when thet' are aware of the "cultural categor~-" of the
"other" (Ferdman, 1992). Pre~-ious studies have found that simph- the awareness
that "the other" exists, can lead to negati~-e out-group attributions (Dovidio 8z
Gaertner, 198G, as cited in Larkev, 199G). Yet, to our knowledge, no research has
addressed this issue in ethnicallt' heterogeneous work settings. Therefore, we will
first explore how ethnic minorit,~ and majorite members interpret interethnic
differences at work. 1~~1ore specificall~-, we will tn' to find out whether and when
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the}- use essentialist notions about ethnic out-group colleagues. These quesuons
will be addressed in a qualitative analvsis (section 5.3.2).

In addition to people's interpretations of interethnic dissimilarities, the
conditions under which the~~ are aware of these differences are of relevance as well.
Several authors (e.g., Brewer, 1988; Fiske, 2004; Fiske, Lin, c~ Neuberg, 1999) agree
that categorisation is the priman- process in initial person perception. People are
expected to rely on difference-based processing under certain conditions onl}', for
instance when thev notice behaviours that do not fit into their schema or when
the}- are motivated to be accurate. According to the contact hypothesis (Allport,
1954), contact with out-group members should also lead to less out-group
categorisation and stereoty~ping. This is particularly~ expected to occur when in- and
out-group members of eyual status interact, when they~ have the opportunity to get
to know each other, when their contact is voluntarily, and when it takes place in a
collaborative environment (Nesdale óc Todd, 2000). Nonetheless, research does not
alwa~~s support these premises and it is unclear whether contact in a work setting
produces similar effects. Dixon and Rosenbaum (2004), for example, doubt
whether workplace contact will lead to reduced stereot}'ping, because these
interactions mati. be involuntarily- and between individuals of unequal status, and
because the setting ma}~ encourage collaboration as well as competition.

In this chapter (in section 4.4), we will also explore which factors influence
people's tendency- to make categor}.-based distinctions at work. It can be expected
that both individual and contextual variables plav a role in this regard. At the
individual level, ethnic group membership may~ be an important factor. I~lajoritt-
workers, for example, mav consider the presence of minoritt- co-workers a threat to
their personal ambitions or cultural norms and values, and thus focus more on
interethnic differences (e.g., ILleinpenning 8z Hagendoorn, 1993; Kleinpenning 8c
Hagendoorn, 1991; Stephan 8t Stephan, 1996). Conversel}~, minoritv members ma}-,
because thev are often ascribed lower status (1~1cDonald, Toussaint, 8c Schweiger,
2004), trt- to achieve more status by- associating with higher status individuals (i.e.,
majorit}- members) and categorising them as "in-group" (Chattopadhy-a}~, George,
8c Lawrence, 2004). Therefore, we will explore whether ethnic majorit~- and
minoritt- members differ in the extent to which the~~ distinguish ethnic in- and out-
groups in their work setting. On the basis of the foregoing, we expect that ethnic
majorin~ members will be more aware of ethnic in- and out-groups at work than
minorin- members (bypothe.ri.r la).

People's general attitudes towards ethnic out-groups mav also predict their
tendencti~ to make categorv-based distinctions in the work place. That is, for
persons who are more aware of interethnic differences in general (i.e., outside the
work setting), these differences ma}- be meaningful (Stangor, Lvnch, Duan, óc
Glass, 1992) and thev ma~- therefore appl}- these stereott-pes to colleagues as well.
Thev may- also be -less open to information at work that disconílrms their
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stereot~-pical images. Therefore, we expect a positive relation between workers'
general perception of interethnic differences and their awareness of interethnic
differences at their work (hypotheri.r 11~). People's attitudes towards ethnic out-group
members ma~- also be reflected in their willingness to associate with them. l~lore
prejudiced individuals mav not only be less open to indi~~idualised informauon
about ethnic out-group members, but the~~ may also avoid contact with them (Bern~
8z Kalin, 1995) and as a result receive less information that might disconfirm their
stereotLpical images. The~~ may also focus more on what distinguishes them from
each other. W'e therefore expect that workers who prefer to interact with ethnic in-
group members are more aware of ethnic in- and out-groups at work (by~othe.ri.r 1 c).

Several authors (e.g., Jackson, Joshi, 8c F.rhardt, 2003; Kanter, 1977; Larkey,
1996) claim that the organisational environment also determines whether and how
differences are noticed. For example, certain jobs (e.g., low-skill jobs) can be more
strongly associated with stereon~pic beliefs about ethnic differences than other (e.g.,
high-skill) jobs (e.g., Brassé 8t Sikking, 1986). In these contexts, real ethnic
differences may also be large. In the Netherlands, for instance, first-generation
migrant workers (particularly hloroccans and Turks) have, on average, a relatively
low educational level and are relatively often employed at lower job levels. They
tend to be more strongly oriented towards their ethnic in-group and to have a
relatively poor command of the Dutch language (SCP, 2003). Thus, perceptions of
ethnic differences mav acknowledge actual differences, and language barriers may
make it more difficult for ethnic majoritv and minority workers to obtain more
individualised information about each other. For this reason, we expect people who
work in departments with a low average job level to be more aware of ethnic in-
and out-groups in their work unit than workers in departments with a higher
average job level (hypothe.ri.r 1~.

The number of minoritv staff mav affect people's awareness of in- and out-
groups as well, although authors disagree on when and why this occurs. According
to Larkey (1996) and Kanter (1977), ethnic differences will evoke categorisauon in
monolithic and plural work groups because those belonging to the numerical
minority are more visible in such a setting. This is referred to as the token effect.
These authors assume that individuation will dominate in multicultural work
groups or work groups with a more balanced representation of minorin- and
majoriri~ members. Yet, other authors (e.g., Blalock, 1967; Olzak, 1992, as cited in
Dixon -8c Rosenbaum, 2004) assume that in a more diverse setting, majority
members may feel threatened by the presence of minority members and thus focus

more on what distinguishes them from each other. American studies, for example,
found that in areas with a relatively large black population, white majority members

have more stereotypical images of black minority members (Dixon 8c Rosenbaum,
2004). Nevertheless, u~ith respect to the work environment, Sacket, Dubois, and

Noe (1991) showed that group composition had little effect on stereotyping
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behaviours. Because of these contradictorv expectauons and findings so far, no a
priori expectauons are formulated here as to how the ethnic composition of staff
ma~- affect people's awareness of ethnic in- and out-groups. This relationship will
be investigated on an exploratory basis onlv.

The wa~~ organisations deal with diversirt- mav equall~- affect people's awareness
of ethnic differences. For example, although multicultural programmes or am-
other attempt to accommodate cultural, relignous or linguisuc differences are often
undertaken to improve the diversitv climate, thev can also have the effect of
accentuating differences between ethnic minorit,~ and majoritti~ groups and ma~~ lead
to increased categorisation (Ferdman, 1992; Itossek 8c Zonia, 1993). For this
reason, ~~-e expect that in organisations where more diversit`~ efforts are undertaken,
workers will be more aware of ethnic in- and out-groups than in organisations
where fewer of such efforts are undertaken (bypothe.ri.r 1 e).

5.2.2 Qualitv of interethnic relations at work

A second line of enquir-v in this chapter deals with minoritv and majorit~~ members'
perceptions and interpretations of their relationships at work. Under what
conditions do thet~ report on more harmonious or more problematic interethnic
relationships? Are their perceptions and experiences onh~ related to the context in
which theti- work, or are the` influenced by individual-level variables as well~ ~'hat,
in their opinion, causes interethnic relations to be more harmonious or more
problematic~

When people from different ethnic groups worl: together, the~ ma}~ experience
feelings of uncertaintt~, discomfort and anxiett~ because of actual or perceived
differences in language, non-verbal communication sty~les, values, norms and
customs. This ma~~ give rise to a negative orientation towards ethnic out-group
members (Gud~-kunst, 1986; ~~'iseman c~ Koester, 1993). Yet, as mentioned in the
introductíon, research on ethnicalh- di~-erse work groups has vielded mixed results.
Some decades ago, for example, Fiedler (1966, as cited in Oetzel, 1998) found that
persons in ethnicallv heterogeneous groups (consisting of Dutch and Belgians)
experienced more commurucation difficulties and a less pleasant atmosphere than
persons in homogeneous groups. l~fore recendv, Pelled, Ledford, and hlohrman
(1999) found that ethnic minority members felt more uncomfortable, experienced
less collegialir,- and more communication difficulties in their work em-ironment
than majorit~- members. Conversely, De Vries and Pettigrew (1998) found that both
ethnic majorin- and minoritt. emplo~-ees were neutral or positive about worlcing in a
diverse setting. Dinsbach (2005) suggests that minorim emplo5~ees (who, in her
stud~~, had more positive job attitudes than their Dutch majority colleagues) do not
all encounter discrimination, language difficulties and cultural differences at their
work or are perhaps able to deal effectiveh- with possible disadvantages.
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So far, howe~-er, studies on organisational di~~ersih. have hardl}- paid attention to
the wa~-s in which emplo~-ees and managers look at and interpret the interethnic
relatiuns in their ~~-ork setnng. In our ~-iew, such interpretations are important
because the~- can strongh intluence people's attitudes and behaviour (see also
Dinsbach, 21)05). Therefore, an attempt will be made in this chapter to gain more
insight into the ~-ie~~-s and experiences of emplo~ ees and managers. Under what
circumstances do the~- report on more or less harmonious interethnic relationships~
Ií the~- encounter an~~ difticulties, what do the~- see as the causes of these
difficulties~ ~Y'ould the}~, in line with the pre~-ious expectations, attribute these
difficulties to differences in communication stt-le, cultural background, language,
prejudices or discrimination, or do the}~ consider factors that are not related to
ethnicitt-? Do majorit~. and minorin- members differ in this regard? These topics
~i~ill be addressed in a yualitatiae anah-sis (section 53.3).

The yuestion of u~hether perceptions of the interethnic relations at work vary as
a function of individual or contextual le~-el variables has also received limited
attention in organisational research so far. It can, however, be expected that
~;~orkers in the same setting hold differing perceptions of the yualiri- of the
interethnic relations. At the individual leeel, for instance, ethnic group membership
ma~ affect people's perceptions. In a studt- bt- De Vries (1992), majoriri- emplot~ees
reported less incidents of discriminauon against minority colleagues than minorit5-
employ~ees did. In adclition, Dinsbach (2005) found that minoritt- workers were
more aware of uneyual treatment of ethnic minorities than their Dutch majorih-
colleagues. According to her, it is possible that majoriri~ members ignore unequal
treatment of minoritt~ colleagues so that the~~ do not have to deal with it. Yet, it is
also possible that minorin- members are more sensitive to uneyual treatment of
their colleagues because thet~ often face discrimination themselves. l:or example, in
2Q04, approximately- 220~0 of the complaints received by the Dutch Anti-
lliscrimination Office u~ere related to work floor discrimination of ethnic
minorities. On the basis of these findings, we expect that ethnic minorin- members
will be more a~~-are of problematic interethnic interactions than Dutch natives
(hypothe.ri.r 2a).

The estent to which people aiew ethnic out-group members as similar or
different from themselves mat~ also determine their opinions about the interethnic
relations in their work unit (Ferdman, 1992; Larke~-, 199G; Triandis, 1995). On the
one hand, the differences people percei~-e ma~ reflect real differences (in langvage,
culture, communicative st~~le, etc.) that complicate interactions. On the other hand,
~~.ork group members ~;~ho are perceptive of ethnic in- and out-groups at work ma~-
also be less accepting of di~-ersin- (Ferdman, 1992). The}- ma~- not onlti- evaluate
ethnic out-groups more negatively-, but also be more sensiuve to negative ethnicirt~-
related events that confirm their idea that the~- belong to different groups.
Furthermore, the~ ma~- have had less posiu~-e experiences, themselves. Preeious
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studies, for example, show that intergroup categorisation is related to lower qualit,~
of contact with ethnic out-group members and higher intergroup anxiett-
(Greenland 8c Brown, 1999). Therefore, we espect that persons who are more
aware of ethnic in- and out-groups at work will report on less harmonious
interactions between ethnic minoritv and majoriri- members in their work setting
(hypothe.ri.r 2G).

The organisational context ma~- shape the interethnic relations as well. As
explained in the previous section, research has found that in organisations with

low-skill jobs, ethnic cíifferences (cultural, language) ma~- actuallv be large and

attitudes towards ethnic diversiri- mav also be more negative than in high-skill units
(e.g., Brassé 8c Sikking, 1986). For that reason, we expect that people who work in

departments with a relativel}- low average job level will report less harmonious
interethnic relationships than people working in departments with a higher job

level (hy~othe.ri.c 2c).
At the contextual level, the ethnic composition of the staff mav also affect the

interethnic relations. Several authors (e.g., Kanter, 1977; l~filliken 8c ~fartins, 1996)
assume that in an ethnicallv more heterogeneous organisation, minoriri' members
will be more easilv incorporated and accepted in the work force. To date, however,
there is no consistent support for this assumption. Dinsbach (2005), for example,
found that minoriri- workers in ethnicallt- heterogeneous departments perceived
there to be more unequal treatment of minorit}- colleagues, compared to those
working in ethnicall~- homogeneous settings. According to her, majoritv members
mav feel more threatened b}- the presence of ethnic minorities in a relativelt- diverse
environment, and, as a result, treat minorin- colleagues less favourabl~-. Yet, because
of the inconsistent results obtained thus far, we will not formulate an5- a priori
expectations regarding the effects of the proportion of minoriri- members in a
particular setting. Nevertheless, we do expect that when people believe the number
of minorin~ staff to be too large in a particular ~c~ork setting (regardless of the staft's
e.r-act ethnic composition), this will negatively- affect the qualiri' of the interethnic
relations. In a situauon like this, majorir,- members mav believe that minorit~-
members pose a thrcat to their personal ambitions (socio-economic threat), to their
world views (cultural threat), and to their social environment (social threat), or they
mav fear that minorit~- members will dominate in the organisation (territorial threat)
(Ixeflang, 2002). 1~finoriri- members ma~- also feel threatened bv high numbers of
low-status minoritv co-workers as this mav negativelv affect their social identity and
self-esteem (e.g., Chattopadhva}', 2003). ~X~'e therefore expect that in departments
where people share the belief that the number of ethnic minoriri- staff inembers is
too high, interethnic relations will be perceived to be less harmonious (bypothe.ri,r 2~.
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5.3 Qualitative analysis

In the previous sections, two yuestions were raised that call for an in-depth
analt-sis. A first yuestion (raised in section 5.2.1) concerned people's perceptions of
interethnic differences at work. ~~~iat kind of differences do the~- notice and under
what circumstances do the~~ relv on essentialist notions regarding their ethnic out-
group colleagues? A second yuestion (raised in section 5.2.2) was concerned with
how employees and managers feel about working in an ethnicallv diverse setting.
How do the}' evaluate the interethnic relations in their work setting? W'hat issues
cause, in their view, interactions to become problematic? Do minoriri' and majority
members differ in this regard? In this section, we will present a yualitative anah~sis
in which we try to answer these yuestions. First, an oudine of the yuestions asked
during the interviews is provided. Second, the results are presented.

5.3.1 Qualitative measures

To assess peoples' perceptions of the interethnic differences and interethnic
relations in their work setting, two different sets of closed- and open-ended
yuestions were asked:

Perceptions of interethnic differences

Informants were asked whether the5- perceived "other" groups at work as similar to
or different from their own ethnic group on a set of characteristics that can affect
the effective functioning of work groups: work method, working pace, absentee
rates, interaction with superiors~, and interaction u~ith colleagues.'- Informants were
subsequently asked to describe the dissimilarities they observed, and to rellect on
the possible causes.

Perceived quality of interethnic relations

Questions aimed at assessing people's perceptions of the yualirt~ of the interethnic
relations in their work unit were concerned with experiences at a group and
individual level. Topics that addressed the group le~rel can roughly be divided into
three sections that dealt with: (1) the integ~ration of minoritc~ and majorin-
emplo}~ees (e.g., cliyue formation along ethnic lines, exclusion of colleagues,
participation of minority~ members in social activities at work); (2) interethnic
interaction processes (e.g., communication difficulties, interethnic tensions and
conflicts, ethniciri--based humour), and (3) (un)eyual treatment (e.g., discrimination
of colleagues and preferential treatment). Topics addressing the indi~-idual leeel
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were: perceived interethnic competence, informal contacts with colleagues,
interethnic conflicts, experiences with discrimination, feelings of exclusion, and

feelings of threat. Furthermore, informants were asked to indicate what thet- found
most anno~-ing and most pleasant about ethnic in- and out-group colleagues at

work.

For the anah-sis of these data, the same procedure ~uas used as the one described in
Chapter 3 (section 3.4). The reliabilin~ of the coding was determined bt- an

independent rater, who coded 11 (50~0) independentl~- selected inten-iews. The
percent agreement was 88`~o for the first subset of 9uestions and 86"~o for the

second subset.

5.3.2 Perceptions of interethnic differences

Analvsis of the open-ended questions on interethnic differences reveals that, in

general, emplo~~ees' and managers' perceptions tended towards individuation rather

than categorisation, particularly with regard to work-related aspects. Yet, those who

expressed an awareness of differences (majoritc~ members in particular) tended to

relv on essentialist notions about ethnic out-group members. In the following

section, these findings will be described in more detail.

Interethnic differences in ~vork performance and mentality

Onh a relatively- small part of the informants noticed differences in work

performance between minoritt~ and majorit~- colleagues. For example, 190~o and

21.1"~0 of tlie minoritv and majoritt- members respectivel}- reported on interethnic

differences with regard to work method. r1s far as working pace was concerned,

26.So~o of the minorin members and 37.3"~0 of the majority- members were aware of

interethnic differences; this was 25.9"~o and 29.40~o respectivelv with regard to

sickness absence.
On the whole, both nunorit~~ and majorít~. informants emphasised that such

characteristics are not determined bv one's ethnic background, but by one's
personal qualities (í~lo, tJ~at i.c di~ferent for euch perron. Everybody ha.r hi.r own ivuy of
u~orking. It i.r not related to nationality). They generall5~ emphasised unique personal
differences or human similarities (e.g., Verkuvten, 2003), and argued that there are
just as man~~ differences within as between ethnic groups. The}~ also referred to

implicit and ehplicit organisational rules each emplo~~ee was expected to adhere to,
such as work procedures, work norms, and work instructions (1'óu need to rneet .cperific

target.c and t1~at a~plie.f to ever~~one) and made clear that employees who do not conform
to these norms have a slim chance of holding on to their jobs (If~.ronreGody con~er to
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tt~ork here and he doe.rn't nleet the azterra ~~ ..~ he cannot .rtay). Thus, they did not deny the
possibilitt- that cultural differences exist, but generallv seemed to assume that these
had become rather im-isible or irrelevant in their organisational setting because of
the common work goals that bind people together, or because of selection and
evaluation procedures.

People's awareness of work-related interethnic differences was to some extent
related to their position in the organisation. 1"or example, participants at higher-
level functions (particularly managers) were somewhat more sensitive to interethnic
differences in work method (I' -.12, ~ ~.10). To a certain degree, this was also
related to the organisauonal setting. In units with predominantlv low-skill jobs,
more informants referred to interethnic differences in work pace (I' -.15,
p ~.10). This mati~ be due to the particular task structure here: employees in these
units typically performed routine functions or assembl~- line work, for which pace is
an important disunguíshing factor.

Informants who reported on work-related differences generally evaluated ethnic
in-group members more positively (for example, as more hard worhing or absent
less often). With regard to work method, they generally referred to three ty-pes of
aspects on which they believed their in-group scored better. The first was related to
work style (e.g., independent, industrious, enterprising, neat, punctual). For
example, majority members (managers in particular) referred to the passiveness of
minority u~orkers and their dependence on instrucuons from their superiors (The

garyr here often .ray ihing.r Iz'ke: "Well, .rorrrefiody need.r to give them a kick u~ the azre'~ whereas
minorin- members emphasised their input and neatness (lYle ivor,(; a lot more than the
Dutc{~; Ik~e are rnore careful tvitb the eqzsipnTen~. Seeond, participants (particularly
majorit~- informants) referred to differences in communicative st}~le. Thev
particularlp mentioned minorirt~ colleagues' modesty and reluctance to ask for help
(~1linorities da not ea.rily ask for aduice and rather try to figure thing.r otrt them.relve.r). This in
their view, made them more prone to making mistakes in the work process. Third,
interethnic differences in work mentalitt~ were noted (e.g., sense of dun~,
commitment, ambition). For instance, participants were of the opinion that their
ethnic in-group colleagues were more committed to their work, more achievement-
oriented, or more ambitious. With regard to this latter aspect, however, some
minority members also described themselves as "less pushy" and "better able to
put things into perspective" than their Dutch majority colleagues.

~~'ith respect to how people perceived work related interethnic differences, tlvo
additional comments have to be made. First of all, informants who were aware of
differences tended to iu~nore information that was inconsistent with their negative
evaluation of ethnic out-group members. The next quote is a good example of this:
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I think ~foroccans and Somalis are terribl}- lazt'. The~- onl`- want to do the easv
work and prefer to sit on their laz~- asses all da}-. Happens a lot. Not with all of
them. Because ~-ou shouldn't generalise of course. ~~'e have this one í~toroccan
gu}- now, well, he works so hard, but }-eah, then we also sa}- like well... he's an
exception. And the Somalis, exactl}' the same applies to them. Thet' onh' want to
sit, sit and sit (1505, 42year-old u~onran of Dutch ongin, pre-vocatzonal secondary
education, nranua!u~ork.er in a dirtnbution company)

Note how the person yuoted above tries to make a favourable impression b}~
stating that one should not generalise and bt' giving a positive example, while at the
same presenting this example as the exception that proves the rule (e.g., Verberk,
1999). Particularly majorit}- informants with a lower educational le~-el and working
in organisations with relatiael`' large numbers of first-generation minorin. staff

tended to make statements like this.
Second, ethnic minorit}~ and majorit}' members differed in the wa~~ the~-

explained the interethnic dissimilarities the}- percei~-ed. í~fajorin- informants
generallt referred to minorit}~ members' cultural background (That isjustpart of their
culture) and their presumed "nature", their "national character" or the warm climate
in their countr}' of origin (They are more relaxed Gy nature. It is boiling bot over there. If you
go to tbose countries, you also take it easy. It is a~art of them). In man}' of these
explanations, informants seemed to consider culture as a fixed- and innate or quasi-
biological characteristic, b}' using phrases such as "that is just the wat' thee are" or

"it is their disposiuon". In that regard, they seemed to rel}~ on essentialist notions
about ethnic out-group colleagues (e.g., Verku}Tten, 2003). Sometímes, the}- also

took an "appreciative" stance (Over there you ulso cannot tvork fast as a bullet. If ine would
u~ork like tbis o:~er there, then I think u~e kick the bucket). Nevertheless, despite the rather
reasonable tone of informants in this regard, the suggestion that such
characteristics naturall~- evolve under certain circumstances and that it would be
unreasonable to expect people to change in a different setting, also implies the
inevitabiliri- or insurmountabilin' of these differences.

l~finorit}- informants generall}. explained interethnic differences b}- focusing on
situational constraints, such as minorit}- members' lower educational level, their lack
of work experience and their willingness to pro~-e themselves or their fear of
making a bad impression. Furthermore, the}' sometimes attributed differences in
work sri'le or work rate to minoritt' colleagues' insufficient command of the Dutch

language, as can be illustrated b~- the following quote:

ilfa}-be Dutch talk about the weather or something else but Turks [...] just keep
on working and think: what should I sa}- about that? Because ~-ou will sometimes
have to talk with ~-our superior, and if it is not clear to him ~~~hat ~-ou are sa}-ing,
he will also keep the com-ersation short. He will go like: }'eah ~-eah ~-eah, oka}-,
reall~~ short ~-ou see. Then he walks awa}-. But a Dutch person who can talk well
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and a foreigner who can talk well, they can talk for ten minutes or longer. Then
the work takes ten minutes longer too. (1203, 36-year-old man of Turkish ongin,
iutermediate generation, pre-vocational secondary education, mauual u~orker in a distnbutiou
company)

Thus, as this informant makes clear, minorit}~ emplovees with insufficient Dutch
language skills are less prone to engage in task-related and informal communication
(see also the second part of this section). This can be considered disadvantageous,
at least in the view of Dutch informants, who perceived of these employ~ees as too
reluctant to take an}' initiatives. Yet, as this informant points out, it can be
advantageous as well ( at least in manufactories or distribution companies) in the
sense that less time is wasted on informal conversations, and a greater output is
produced. This may also explain wh}~ in departments where first-generation
members with a poor command of the Dutch language were emplo}~ed, majority
members sometimes perceived of their minority colleagues as more hard working
or more fully committed. These majoritv members, however, tended to negativel}~
frame these qualities (for example describing them as "over-committed") or to
attribute them to questionable motives (The.y lvant to prove themselves; They u~ant to be
home early). In a few cases, minorita informants stated that managers treated
minority members unfairl}~, which made them feel compelled to work harder (Tby
keej~ a closer eye onforeigners tban on the Dutch).

Nevertheless, it again needs to be stressed that most informants were not aware
of work-related interethnic differences but, on the contran~, believed that the work
procedures and rules did not allow for such differences, which is something both
minorit}~ and majority members seemed to appreciate. Interethnic differences were
noticed more often during informal contacts at work. For example, when reflecting
upon work-related differences, informants sometimes explicitly mentioned that
thev were only aware of interethnic differences outside working hours ( for instance
during lunch- or coffee breaks), when thet- engaged in more personal conversations
with their ethnic out-group colleagues. The next quote is a good example:

No, I think it's all the same. Onl}., look, when }-ou have a conversation with them
and talk about private things, you notice these other things. Then vou see like,
well, that their culture is just very different. With regard to going out and things
like that. No beer, no smoking. And then }~ou see that the}- are different from us.
The}- can have four or five women, }-ou know. Yeah, that doesn't have an}~thing
to do with their actual work but I mean, in private it is all very different. (1504,
25;year-old maman ofDutch origin, senior secondary vocational education, manual tvorker in a
distribukon comj~auy)

In the following section, people's awareness of interethnic differences in
interpersonal sn~le will be explored in further detail.
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Interethnic differences in interpersonal style

Ethnic diversity at work

1~lore than one third of the minoritt~ and majorit~- informants (38.30~o and 33.3"~0,

respectiveh-) belie~Ted that there ~~-ere differences in the waas minorin~ and majoritt-

emplo~-ees interact with their colleagues. A slighth- larger percentage (35.80~o and

46.3"~0, respectivel}-) also belie~-ed that ethnic minorin. and majoritt- workers differ

in the wat- thet~ interact ~~-ith their superiors. This applied to managers in particular

(58.60~0). Differences ~~ere noticed relativelv often in departments with a higher

average job level (where communicative skills were generall~- an important job

reyuirement) and with mainh- second-generation minorin~ emplo~-ees, and in

departments with low-skill jobs and relativelv large numbers of first-generation

workers (where actual language barriers were significant, see also 5.3.3).

~x'hen describing differences in interpersonal stt~le, native Dutch informants

often perceived of in-group colleagues as more "assertive", "open", "direct" and

"eas~-going" than their minoritt- colleagues. The}~ considered the latter (Turks and

1~loroccans in particular) "too modest" and "too reserved", or even "submissive",

particularlv towards superiors. Minorin~ members, on the other hand, were of the

opinion that Dutch majority colleagues were "bold" or "rude" and they- tended to

regard ethnic in-group members as more respectful, helpful and polite towards

their colleagues in general, and towards older and higher-ranked colleagues in

particular. ln addition, managers, especially those working in manufacturing and

distribution companies, stressed that native Dutch emplo~-ees tended to engage in

informal conversations more easilv, to ask more direct yuestions and to initiate

conversations on a broader range of topics. As one manager esplained:

~X'ell, it's easier to have a chat with Dutch than u~ith a minorita member, I do
notice that. ~wlien these minorities come it's usuallv something like: "I need to be
off, then and then". And with the Dutch... I regularlv mingle and I chat here
and there; but the Dutch, these people stop }-ou to ask vou things like: "When

will we have a meeting" and things like that, and well, t'ou hardly ever hear
Turkish people sa~- such things. (916, 33-year-old man of Dut~h orzgin, seuior secondary
a~ocational edu~atiou, mauager in a distributiora conrj~auy)

Even though most managers insisted that minorit}- members should become more
assertive, approximatelv one-third of them recognised that it was easier to manage

them because of their respectful, polite and obedient attitude (ll7inorities cany out
assignrnents afzd fóllou~ orders more easily. They are easier for a Uoss). Some minorit~~

members, however, explicith- mentioned that their attitude towards superiors was
not to their advantage and that the}' should make an effort to engage in informal

communications with them more often (Dutch rolleagares joke around and chat and Tur,~s
go see the ir~anager onh~ for u.~ork-related issues. That a somethirTg zve should do {~etter}.
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Furthermore, although majoritt- informants occasionallv reported that members of
the second generation were more assertive, second-generation members themselves
made it clear that, though thev might appear more outspoken, their upbringing still
affected their attitudes towards superiors (I am assertiz~e enough to e~~ress my opinions,
l~ut then there is alrvuys this fear hecuuse my fáther used to say to me: ohey your superzors).

Both minoritt. and majority- members also agreed that ethnic minorities were
more hesitant to talk about their private life (!I'~e Turk.r are not as opert a.r Dartrópeople).
In this regard, some minoritv informants made an explicit distinction benveen
~~ ork-related contacts and social interactions at work. Whereas the former was not
a problem to them, thea sometimes found it difficult to socialise with their majoriri-
colleagues and to predict or explain their behaviour under less formal
circumstances, even if the~. had a good command of the Dutch language. The
following 9uote bt- a Turkish informant offers a good example:

Sometimes it's reallv difficult. And then I gotta say to them: "I don't understand
you, I really can't follow vou". (J.S. In :vhat re.cpect, for elample~ Well, actuallv
dealing with..., that waftling and I just... When it comes to work I can very
easil`~ get along with them but when we're amongst ourselves I sometimes really
don't understand them and I think: I am not surc whether vou're serious or not.
(410, 28year-old man of Turkish origin, fzrst generation, skilled martual morker in a sere~ice
or~arti.ration)

This differential evaluation of task-related versus more informal communications is
in line with Dinsbach's (2005) finding that minoritt~ workers are less involved in
friendship-related communication than in task-related communication, and are also
less sociall}- integrated in the work force than majorin- members.

To some extent, minoritv members' difficulties in establishing more personal
interethnic relationships seem due to differences in cultural knowledge and norms,
something Dutch majorin- informants recognised as well. Thev, for example, noted
that it was more diftlcult to draw minoriri members into a~conversation and to
make jokes with them on a wide varietv of topics (IE'ïth a 1Vluslim, yoar betier not joke
ahout his rvife and his religion. Ik'e can make jokes ahout God or Peter standing at the gates of ~
Heac~en). Because of these different norms, they someumes found it difficult to
determine which topics the}~ could or could not talk about with their minority
colleagues. This tended to make them uncertain about approaching them and to
establish a more personal bond with them. The following 9uote illustrates this
dilemma:

G. [female Turkish colleague] actuall~~ never asks a personal question. [...] I think it
is just out of some sort of politeness that she doesn't. So I never reall~. asked her
directlv, about her husband, although I am curious. I want to ask her things, like:
were vou allowed to choose him vourselt? Vem sillv, of course, just my personal
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feeling, I assume that she was not allowed to choose him herself and that her
parents chose him for her, but there is something that stops me from asking her.
(1401, 36yeur-old u-oman of Dutch origin, higherprofe.ccionaleducatiar, profè.raional u~orker
in aparblic rervice organi.ration)

As this example shows, it is not onh- differences in cultural norms per se, but also
people's assumptions about these cultural norms that made it more difficult for
them to obtain indi~~idualised information about ethnic out-group colleagues. At
the same time, minorit~- members sometimes found it difficult to deal with
9uestions that reflected categor}~-based assumptions because this made them feel
excluded. As a Turkish emplo}-ee (in a different organisation) commented:

But I don't like it when thev sav: "Ha~-e `-ou been married off.r". Because the~~
don't do that in the region ~ where I am from. In their view, we are still back
warded. Even though the}- like me as a colleague. But for them, I am, and will
remain, Turkish. The first question the}- asked me was: "Have }-ou been married
off, too?". Then }'ou reallc don't fit in even if vou think }~ou do. (225, 31-~~ear-o!d
tamman of 7urki.rh origin, .renior .recandary z~acationa! education, .rkilAed manual worker in a
.reruice o~gani,ration)

As this quote illustrates, minoritt~ members sometimes did not feel fullt- accepted
b~~ majorirt~ members, which also contributed to their difficulties in engaging in
informal interactions with them. Additionall~-, some minorirc~ members did not
want to disclose too much to their majority colleagues, out of fear of being
rejected. For example, some described how the}' anticipated on their majoritt-
colleagues' negative reactions or a lack of understanding and were therefore
reluctant to share personal information with them (Ik'hy u.~ould I tell them that ~ecuu.re
they ma~~ not under.ctand it).

5.3.3 Perceived quality of interethnic relations

Although, as was sho~~-n in the previous section, about one third of the informants
were keenly aware of interethnic differences at work, most of them found it
relatively easy- to interact and cooperate with ethnic out-group colleagues (73.70~0
and 71.8~~0 of the minority and majoritt- informants, respectivel~-). The}- often made
it clear that at work, colleagues need not be similar to each other in cultural or
ethnic attributes. hlore important to them were similarities in goals, whereb~
emplot~ees need each other to fulfil their tasks. Some explicitl}~ reported that this
took awa~ people's fear to interact with each other. As one human resource
manager put it:
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Because the initial reaction ~-ou notice with emplo~~ees is: "~x'e are afraid to say
something". But then eventuall~-, the work at hand makes them talk to each other
because othen~~se, vou know, othersvise vou won't be able to get things done.
(822, 53year-olcl nran of Duxch rrn~rn, higher profe.criona! education, human m.rource manaqer
in a manr factor~~)

In that respect, the achievements and skills that are needed to reach common goals
w~re considered more essential than ethnic background, as the following yuote
illustrates:

Look, it's like I sa~-, here it doesn't matter whether vou're a minoritt. or a majoritt~
member, }-ou come together... }-ou come here to work, }~ou have the same goals
in mind,... I just think that it's important to be professional, we are not here for
fun. Well, and that often works well. (314, 32-year-o!d man of Rloroccan origin, .recond

generation, profe.r.rrona! n~orker in apuGlic .remice organi.ralion)

Differences between colleagues seemed to be acceptable for both minoritt- and
majorit}- workers, as long as they- did not interfere wíth the work at hand (i.e., as
long as people believed that thev did not interfere with their common goals,
eyualitarian norms, and equal rights). As the same informant put it:

And of course there are some moments when you think: "Oh y-eah of course I
have to anticipate these things" or "That's a bit different" but these are just small
things. It's not lihe, how should I put it, it interferes with the work. (314)

This, however, does not mean that no problems occurred. Analvsis of the
interview-s reveals that both majoritt~ and minorit~~ informants obsen~ed or
personallv experienced a variet}- of interethnic difficulties, either on a structural or
incidental basis. The t}-pe of difficulties and the extent to which thev affected
people were clearlv related to the work context. For example, informants from
departments with high-skill professional work and a relativelv small percentage of
minoritt~ staff, reported a relativelv small number of serious problems, none of
which were structural. In these units, participants were either neutral or positive
about working in a diverse setting. In other departments, especiall}~ those with a
relatively low job level and a relativelt high percentage of first-generation minoritv
employees with limited Dutch language skills, experiences tended to be less
positive.

In-depth anal~-sis of the inten-iews conducted reveals that differential
experiences were mainlv related to: (1) whether or not common work goals were
hampered because of language barriers; (2) whether or not ethnic in- and out-
groups were visible because of minoritt- language usage; (3) whether or not
emplovees were able to obtain more individualised information about each other
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during informal contacts; (4) whether or not tensions and conflicts occurred due to
cultural differences; and, (5) whether or not minorit5- or majorit~~ members felt that

the~- were being treated equall~ and fairlt~. In this section, these aspects will be dealt
with in more detail.

Language barriers: a threat to common goals

In the previous section, the Dutch language proficiencv of minorit~- workers was
alreadt- mentioned as an important factor in multicultural ~~~ork settings. The data

from the interviews suggest that language barriers were perceived as one of the
main threats (at least among majoritt- members) to a positive interethnic work

climate, mainlv because these negativeh~ affected the work process and interfered
widl the work~goals (It all stands orfàlls avith communication. That rn itself has nothing to do
u~ith these peo~le. Y óu mant to accom~ili.ch somethrng together, so , you need to understand each
other). This is in line with previous findings by De Vries (1992) who, in a stud}-
among the Dutch police force, found that language differences were considered

one of the main disadvantages of a multi-ethnic work environment.
~1~ile the majorih- of informants (70.30~0, divided over all organisations) believed

that the Dutch language skills of (some of) their minorin- colleagues were
insufficient, informants working in departments u~ith semi- or unslcilled manual

work were particularlv negative about the Dutch language proficiencv of minorit~-
~~~orkers (I' -.36, p c.001). In part, this was directlt- related to recruitment and

selection policies. Organisations where most communication problems were
reported maintained relativeh- low Dutch language proficiencv requirements, not

onlv because of the relative low task complexitt-, but also in an attempt to attract
more staff. Thus, these emplo}'ers tended to underestimate the language skills

required to perform the jobs in their compam-. Several of them also did not
consider investing in language training. Others had done so in the past, but had not

been successful because of the high illiterac}' rates among their minorit~- staff
members.

Although the majorit~~ of the informants (86.60~0) confirmed that language
barriers regularh- (i.e., on a dailv to monthl}~ basis) got in the wa}- of effective
communication, most severe problems were reported in low-skill departments with

first-generation minorit}- staff. Whereas in departments with higher task
complexity, problems were limited to confusion over Dutch expressions or spelling

tnistakes, in lou~-shill departments language barriers were reported to interfere
regularl}' with the successful performance of tasks. For example, Dutch majorit~-

paràcipants indicated that it was more time-consuming and complicated to explain
work instructions to minorit~- colleagues or to receive work instructions from them.

~ioreover, (oral or written) work instructions were sometimes misinterpreted b}'
minoritt- workers, causing more or less severe errors in the work process. These
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would include the performance of the wrong tasks, the use of incorrect (operating~
procedures, the disconunuation of a non-stop production process, and, on a
number of occasions, (near) accidents or phvsical injuries. The following quote by
an employee in a manufactory illustrates this situation:

For e~ample, when vou are standing there behind a machine, and vou say-
something and he savs that he understands and you nearlv lose your fingers, then
that doesn't reallv make you happy-. That is something that really makes you
pissed. It is very difticult to build up trust under such conditions, but vou often
have no choice. If someone has onlv been here for a short period of time, vou
are very careful but if a person has already worked here long then that isn't anv
good. (708, 46,year-old mrrn of Dutch orcgiu, pre-t~ocatzonul .recondary education, .ckilled
rrtanualu~orker rn a manufàctory)

Language difficulties such as the ones referred to in the above quote not onh~
interfered with the work goals, but were also reported to contribute to an
atmosphere of distrust. Especially in factories with a mechanised production and,
consequentlt~, a nois`. work environment, informants stressed the dangers caused
bv misunderstandings due to language barriers. These circumstances made it
difficult, so they reported, to communicate emergencies in the work place, which
made worhing conditions less safe. In addition, several majoritt~ informants
observed a certain sense of reluctance on the part of minoritt~ workers to admit that
they did not clearlt. understand their work instructions. This was a source of
annoyance for many informants (You ex~lain .cometbing and he .raysye.r ye.rye.r. Y'ou .ray:
do you underrtandand he .ray.r: ye.ryer. 1óu turn away und you look around and then be i.r doing
.romething elre). Conseyuendy, some majoriri~ informants were reluctant to approach
minorir5~ workers when they needed information or help.

Although most of the severe problems occurred when minority employees had a
ven' limited command of the Dutch language, smaller problems were also reported
with minority employees who spoke Dutch reasonably well. For example,
informants sometimes reported that communication problems or irritation would
arise because of minorirt. emplovees' unfamiliarity- with certain communicative
codes, their pronunciation or their limited vocabulart~ (Tbat he thinkr he i.r .raying
.romething in a z~ery frieradly avay, Gut that he errí~ha.ri.re.c the ra~rong syllaUle.r, which make.r it .round
r~ery gnm. (~rbile it i.r ohz,iou.r that he i.r t~ery fizendly and mean.r it zvel~. Furthermore,
minorin- employ'ees and managers (mainly at manufactories) underlined that
minorit,~ workers participated less often in discussions about work progress and
procedures as a result of language barriers. Although this did not necessarily lead to
severe errors, it was reported to have the effect that minority members' input was
sometimes overlooked, something that possiblv undermined their intluence in
decision-mahing as well.
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Minority language at work: emphasising group boundaries and differences

Language difficulties not onh~ contributed to mistakes being made. In departments

where less posiuve interethnic experiences were reported, the use of minorit}-
languages also emphasised group feelings and helped to maintain or increase social

distance between ethnic minorit}~ and majoritv workers. Although in virtuall}- all
departments in this stud}';, minority colleagues from linguisticall}. similar groups

(occasionall}~) communicated in their native language, this was reported to occur

more often ín departments with semi- or unskilled manual work and with relativel}~
large numbers of first-generation minoritc emplo}'ees (L'- .37,p c.001).~

Significantly more native Dutch emplo}-ees than minority emplo}~ees negativel}.
evaluated the use of minorih- languages at work (67.9o~o versus 300~0, respectivel}~),

whereas nearl}- half of the managers (46.90~0) disapproved of this (V -.26,p c.O1).

The use of minorit}~ languages at work generall}~ evoked strong and emotional

reactions on the part of native Dutch informants (I amfiercely opposed to it; I think it is

rude and irrrpolite; It make.r mefeel like 1 am being discnminated too). Yet, both minorit}~ and
majoritt. participants who objected to the use of minoritv languages at work put

forward the same t}-pe of arguments, regardless of the context the}~ worked in. First
and foremost, they pointed at the fact that in this wa}', colleagues from linguistically

different groups were excluded from interactions (Whenyou are drinking a cup of coffee

andyou .cmoke a cigarette and you sit there being the only one tlien you really feel alone), which

could give rise to feelings of distrust (Because in the beginning I had the idea that, tvell,

they might be talking about me) and might lead to tensions and spoil the atmosphere.
Haviland (2003) refers to this phenomenon as "linguistic paranoia": the idea that

people are speaking another language because the}- are saying bad things about the

other persons present. In this regard, some minority workers also made reference

to their personal experiences with Dutch colleagues speaking in a regional dialect,
which had made them feel left out (Look, you are sitting together at a table ~... ], then I

give my opinion too, then all of a sudden they start talking Twents', and then I really don't
rrnderstand a first tbing about it). Several informants explicitly mentioned that the use

of different languages creates or reinforces ethnic group distinctions (Then you are
sbou~ing others that you are a minoiíty and that you represent something d~érenl) and reduces

social cohesion, which they considered undesirable in a working context.
Furthermore, it was seen as a sign of minorit}- members' unwillingness to integrate

in the work force or as a purposeful rejection of Dutch norms and values (What they

communicate in that way is [:..J: "We are d~erent from the rest and we like to keep it that
way'). Some informants also believed that speaking one's mother tongue at work

was a lost opportunit}~ to practice Dutch, which could ultimatel}- have a negauve
effect on the upward mobility or success of minorit}' emplo}~ees (Well, I think it
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doesn t help them. Tbis ~ay, language ahvays remains aprohlem andpeople will hold that against
youyour ~~hole lzfe).

Part of the minorit}- participants (280~0) thought that speaking in one's native
language at work should alwa}-s be allowed. The}~ argued that the}~ had no intention
of excluding others. A substantial part (42`Yo), however, approved of the use of
minoriry languages during interactions at work onlv under certain conditions: onl}-
when Dutch colleagues were absent, when conversations were limited to a few
words, or onl}~ with first-generation minorin- members who did not speak Dutch
fluentl}~. Majority employees (32.10~0) who did not object to the use of minorit}~
lanl,niages (either conditionall}' or unconditionall}') stated that they themselves, or
Dutch people in general, also speak their native language when the}- are abroad, or
that certain Dutch dialect speakers also prefer to speak their dialect (I also do it
myself. I am from L,a~mhurg~ and I can very avell understand them). Managers in low-sl:ill
companies sometimes made a distinction between private and work-related
conversations, claiming that the former could be in minoritv members' native
language, but that the latter should be in Dutch so that task-related information
would be available for all employees. Marginal infringements on this norm were
tolerated b}' some of them, as long as work goals were observed (Some iiave a tveak
comnaand of the Dutch language. So, to ex~lain thzngs, it is sometimes necessary to have things
translated I sometimes do that).

In general, however, conversations in a language different from Dutch were
considered to seriously- undermine workplace morale and therefore evoked strong
negative emotions. Native Dutch informants claimed that the}~ or their colleagues
openl}- objected (e.g., by making remarks or jokes) when minority colleagues
conversed in their mother tongue. As such, it constituted a potential source of
interethnic tensions.

Informal interethnic contacts: forming individual impressions or
maintaining group boundaries

For manv of the informants who reported on positive interethnic experiences, the
interethnic contacts at work had helped them obtain more information about
ethnic out-group members. It had provided them with an opportunitv to form a
personal impression of them and it had also reduced their fear and distrust in
communicating with them. For esample, for some majorit}~ informants, the
interethnic contacts at work had enabled them to compare their (stereotypical)
images with day-to-da}~ reality. The following quote by an informant who openly
expressed her aversion of ethnic minorities on several occasions during the
interview, illustrates this:
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There are certain races, I don't lilce that much. For instance, m~- daughter u-as
attacked not so long a~o, she was robbed of her scooter and it must have been
an ,,ntillean. ,~1nd then certain people, }'ou can see on their faces that something
is tarong u-ith them. And now that this has happened, well, in each of them I see
a..., ~uell ~-ou are not supposed to think like this but I see a bad person in each of
these .~ntilleans. But then I am here at work, and there are plent~- of them
around here and ~~~ith some of them, I work ~-er~- well..., I don't have an~-
difficulties with them. (] 510, 42-~~earvolr! u.'oman o~ Dutch ongin, pre-roratronalsecondary
edncation, nianrrul tr~or,(,er in a distnbution compan~~)

Ví'-hen asked to elaborate on the fact that at work, personal contacts with l~ntilleans
~~~ere easier, this informant continued:

~~-e11 ~-ou lcnow what it is, ~-ou have knou~n these people for such a long time, ~~ou
know~. I think it has to do ~~-ith that as well. ~'ou get to knou- each other. You see,
and in the beginning, ~-ou are exploring and all, and then t-ou ha~-e a certain
image of someone and then afteru-ards it turns out to be wrong because the~-
then turn out to be ~~ert~ nice, r7r ma}-be not so nice. (1510)

~'et, in departments u-here informants were least positi~-e about their interethnic
relations, majorit~- and minoritt colleagues generall~- did not seem to ha~-e the
opportunirc- to obtain indi~.idualised information about, or to establish personal
relationships R-ith each other. On the one hand, the r~-pe of work performed in
these departments (mainlt machine work), the (nois~) work environment and the
la~-out of the workroom seemed to reduce the opportuniri- for workers to talk and
eschan~e information during work time. On the other hand, informal contacts
tended to be limited here as well. For example, minorin~ emplot.ees were reported

to take less part in social acti~-ities, and during lunch and coffee breaks, cliyues
would be formed along cthnic lines (reported bt~ 349"~0 of the minorirt. and 42.4"i~~

of the majoritr informants, i'-.16, ~ e.11)). Blatant forms of group formation
were reported more often in departments with semi- or unslcilled manual work and
a relati~-e1~ hetero~eneous staff (I' -.59, ~ c.05). ln departments u~ith high-skill
work, onl}' subtle divisions between ethnic minorin- and Dutch majoritt~ workers
were sometimes noticed (I3ecarrre people jr~st '~... ? luugh rrrore easilp ~~ith each other than
u'ith otherj~eople).

Dutch majorit~- members ~~-ere not onh- more a~;-are of cliyue formation alon~
ethnic Gnes, the~- also reacted more strongl~- to it than minorit~~ members (IF-l~err thep
~or7~i ~rvrrf~.c I-rul~: "I i~tr um rn Holland". I ~Ind It r'erj' rrnno}'in~. The~ interpreted it as a
si~n that minorit~- members were un~rillinl; to adjust and rejected Dutch standards
(That .ramehotv tbel' don't rr'ant to integrate u~ith s~r or solnethin~. It seemed to give people
thc feeling that certain interethnic differences ~~-ere insurmountable, and that the
presence of minorin~ members threatened cxisting norms or u-ould ultimatel~- lead
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to social clisintegration (e.g., Leeflang, 2002). i~finoritt. members' reactions to ethnic
cliyue formarjon sometimes seemed to retlect feelings of social threat as well, be it
that for them, it seemed to contirm the feeling that majorin. members were
unwilling to accept them.

Generallv, minorit~ and majorin informants identitied four comparable causes
to eiplain the lack of informal interethnic contacts or clique formation in their
departments. It should be noted that both ~;roups tended to underscore minr,rit~-
members' role in this regard. First of all, a large part (more than two-thirds)
referred to minorin- colleagues' insufticient Dutch language proficienc~~ or, as
discussed in the previous section, their tendency~ to talk in their mother tonl,rue.
Although, as su~ested in the foregoing, this was generall~~ not appreciated b~-
majorin- members and made them rather suspicious, some minorit~- participants
indicated that thev pulled together when speaking in their native ton~ue not to
anno~- their natiee Dutch collel~ues or not to make them feel excluded (For e.xample
u~hen u~e Turki.ch u~omerz need to talk ahout ,romething and u~e are zrnable to do .ro in Dutrh, rve
go .rit elreu~here, rause otherwise it s no funfór the Dutch co!league.r).

Second, a smaller proportion of the informants (190~0) pointed out that minority
members were reluctant to engage in informal social activities due to cultural
restrictions (e.g., Islamic dietar}- prescriptions and different gender relations). In a
similar vein, the~- believed that ethnic in-group colleagues preferred to interact with
each other because theti~ were familiar with each others cultura] codes (I'z~e ~ot the
feeling that they recogni.re nnd re.rpect each otfier), and because the~~ were able to talk about
events in their home countrv and understand each others sense of humour (Like for
e.ti-arnfrle, rz~e hare dij)èrent joke.c or gag.r and thing.r like that). Accordin~ to these
informants, this apparent preference for in-group members was a naturallv
occurring process rather than a matter of conscious choice (Itgoe.r rvithout.raying thut

you ~èe! more connerted or yoar hare irrore to ~ay to each other). Fspeciallj- in departments
where ethnic differences were relativel}- visible (in terms of minorin- members'
language skills, dress or religious habits), the inevitabilirt. of such processes and the
impermeabilit~~ of group boundaries were stressed, b~- using terms such as "the~ are
like little ma~nets" and "birds of a feather flock together". In line with that, Dutch
majorit,~ informants often stressed that minorit~- workers who did interact with
them were "integrated" or shared similar views and opinions (But I har~e to .ray, like
that 1 rarzianguy 1 u~ark u~ith, be i.r really integrated .ro he, hou~ .rha!! Iput it, nearly ha.r the .rame
iderrr a.r 1 baz~e).

Third, a vert- small proportion of informants argued that ethnic cliyue formation
occurred because minoritt. members did not feel at ease in their group or
department and were not accepted b~- their majorin~ colleagues. For instance, a
small number of minorin' informants (three, workin~ in three different
production~distribution companies) stated that ethnic clique formation occurred
due to a mutual lack of understandin~ and due to negati~.e attitudes of native Dutch
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colleagues (For exunrple, you bave ten Dutch people and one foreigner, then enerybody altvays
talks rrrbbish about thejóreignetj. -

Fourth, managers ín particular indicated that the lack of informal interethnic
contacts was not related tc,~ ethnicin~ and not based on life-style differences, but to
organisational factors such as the ethnic composition of teams (1'eople u~or~zn~
together in a production unit sit together, just like people jrom tbe distriGutiort unit andpeople at
the o~ce). According to these informants, the splitung up of minoriri~ and majoritt-
emplo~-ees reilected the uneven representation of minoritv members in certain
units or at certain levels in their organisation. Furthermore, the size and lavout of
the works canteen was belie~-ed to affect the extent to which minoritv and majoritt.
workers had the opportunit}- to split off. i~lanagers indicated that when there were
separate tables or seats in the canteen, ethnic in-group members were automaticallt'
drawn to each other (If`é had a.rofu there rn tbe corner, to lounge or u~huteveryosr rvant to ccrl!
it durrng the breuk.r. Il'"ell, that just Gecanre a`ininority sofu'). Yet, in some of the
departments where cliyue formation no longer occurred, managers indicated that
such processes could be prevented or stopped b~~ means of relativel}- simple
measures (So after a couple o~ days, I kicked that sofà out because I really didn't like it. No
integration ut all). Conversel}-, in organisations where cliyue formation díd occur,
managers either belie~~ed that thev had no control over this process (I think tliat it is
diOàcrrlt to manage, it is just the u~ny things are), had not considered this possibilitv, or
were of the opinion that managers were not to interfere in non-work related affairs
(It s afree cosrntty. ~~'obody can dictate you u~hat to do duringyour brea,~s).

Cultural barriers: tensions and conflicts

As shown in the previous sections, Dutch majoritt- and, to a lesser extent, minorit}-
informants underlined the need for minoritt- members to adjust to the norms of the
work group (As .roon us you behar~e d~èrerrtlyfiom the others, yorr u~ill be earludedji~nr the
group und yorr tvill be disnrnrinated, regurdless of u~hether you are Dzrteh or not). In this
respect, compliance to work norms (following work instructions, tal:ing initiati~-es,
not being too laz}- or too fanatical) seemed to be of particular importance. The
results from the in-depth anal}.sis show that the extent to which cultural differences
were belie~~ed to affect work goals plaved an important role in people's e~-aluation
of their unit's interethnic climate. For cxample, in units with high-skill work and
with rather positi~-e or neutral interethnic work relations, cultural barriers were
hardlv felt or at least did not, in the view of informants, get in the way of effective
group funetioning or cause tensions and contlicts. Here, the interethnic tensions
and contlicts that had occurred were generall}- perceived to be task related, about
either the content or the process of certain tasks or, were, to a lesser degree,
percei~Ted to be related to work attitudes (e.g., fellow workers' lack of
commitment). Contlicts like this were not necessaril}- seen as d~~sfuncáonal and
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were not attributed to cultural differences. In addiuon, informants in these units
reported that interethnic conflicts or tensions were yuite rare, also because of the
relativeh. low number of minorin staff.

Converselv, in departments ~chere more negative interethnic experiences w~ere
reported, interethnic tensions and contlicts were more often attributed to cultural
differences, miscommunicauon and a lack of understanding (I' -.35, p c.05).
Here, it was believed that cultural differences got in the way of people effectively~
performing their tasks. For example, informants in these departments reported on
disagreements due to cultural or religious (mosth- Islamic) prescriptions or
convictions that had interfered with the work processes or had contlicted with
work goals (e.g., pra}.ing under working hours, refusal of l~fuslim colleagues to
follow instructions from a woman, perceived irritabilitt- of IVluslim colleagues
during Ramadan, refusal of 1~luslims to touch pork). Furthermore, some of these
conflicts seemed to have been rather competitive. For instance, informants
reported on tensions that had arisen because minorin~ members were believed to
have certain privileges based on their cultural and religious background (For
example, irr the past, peo~le were allou~ed to go to the mosquefórfàve minutes. And therz there was
this feelirtg of irrjustice like: why is he allowed to do certain things while we are rro~. Similarly,
reyuests of minority- emplo}~ees to have a day off during religious festivities (for
esample, breaking of the fast: Eid al-Fitr) or to go on an extended leave to visit
their country of origin, were mentioned as a source of tensions between minority
employees and managers.

In settings with less positive interethnic experiences, cultural differences were
not only reported to affect working relationships, they were also believed to get in
the wa~- of establishing closer relationships between minoritt- and majorit~~
members and to be a source of miscommunicauon and tensions. For example, in
all organisations jokes were made about minorit}~ members (most often Moroccans
and Turks) and, to a lesser extent, about majorit}- members.' hfost of the jokes
about ethnic minorities had to do with their presumed national character (For
irzstarrce about llloroccarrs, that they do rtot want to work), their slcin colour, physical
appearance, nationalitv (Hey Turk; Hey hlack), their (presumed) cultural or religious
habits (about Ramadan, or headscarves), current national or international events
(Here'.r another terrorzst; Hey criminal; Hey Bin Laden), and their (limited) command of
the Dutch language (e.g., imitating someone's accent). ~fost Dutch jokes were on
skin colour or phvsical appearance (e.g., cheese head, paleface), presumed national
character (e.g., thrift) and, to a lesser extent, (presumed) cultural habits (e.g.,
bringing cheese-sandwiches to work). Cultural differences in the way minority and
majority members reacted to such jokes reportedly led to conflicts and tensions.s
hfinoritt- members (particularl}~ Turhs and Aloroccans) indicated that the}' or their
in-group members generallv did not appreciate jokes aimed at their religion
(~llrr.rlims are lrac,~ warrler~, their familv, or jokes made to (directh- or indirecd~-)
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exclude them (Go Gack to pour ou~n rouirtry). For nati~-e Dutch, the intention of a joke
generall~- counted more than the subject. This differential e~~aluation seemed, at
least in some departments, to constitute a source of miscommunication or tensions.

First-generauon nunorit~~ members in particular were reported (and reported
themselves) to ha~-e difficulties adjusting to social norms (e.g., understand and react
to jokes or teasing behaviour). For instance, 31.6"~o reported that the~- had
sometimes felt excluded at work (~-ersus 18.5o~i~ of the majoritt- emplo~~ees) as a
result of (among other things) their unfamiliaritt- with these norms. Intermediate
and second-generation minorin~ members with 'a good command of the Dutch
language, ho~ti-e~-er, ~s-ere reported to be able to react more adeyuatelt~ to jokes in
general, and to (potentiall~~) offensiee jokes, either b~~ laughing, b}- making
comparable jokes about Dutch people, bt' giving a tit-for-tat response or b~- quasi
internalising the stereon~pes (Therz I srlp rorrretbinglik,e: `7ár ouly a rrrinori~~yorr ree. I don't
,~uou~ arzy lietter'). i~Iembers of the tirst generation, on the other hand, were reported
to react negau~-elt- in some cases, mainly because thet- were not alwa~-s able to grasp
the meaning of jokes or the intentions behind them. Language barriers also made
them less apt to stand up for themselves. The following yuote b~- a production
manager illustrates this:

The gu~-s who speak some Dutch and are somewhat inte~rated, the~- take part
and change the jokes so that the~- appl~~ to I don't know, to another group. .~nd
the guy-s who do not master the Dutch language, thet' don't understand it and
thev think the~'re being ridiculed. And then it gets out of hand. So again,
communication is tremendoush- important. (1024, 38-pear~-olrl nran of Turki.rh origirz,
iuternrediategeuerutiou, j~re-z~ocutiorzu~~eairrdury educakorz, nrarzagerrrra manufactory)

Intermediate and second-generation minorin. emplo~-ees also made clear that
the~- felt the~- had to accommodate to the dominant norms at ~~-ork and a~-oid
making their ethnic group membership too ob~-ious to iacilitate their acceptance b~~
majorin- colleagues, to impro~-e their position in the group, and to avoid tensions.
Some minorit`. informants also indicated that to be accepted, the~- had had to
abandon certain personal ~-alues and norms. ~~s a t~oung Turkish informant working
in a predominanrl~- "~~~hite" setting explained:

Talking about ~-our own u-ife u-ith someone else? No, that is something ~-ou
don't do. It's ~-er~ intimate; a pri~Tate conversation, essentiall~-. But well, since I
work here and I'm haeing all these conversations with m~~ colleagves, I think to
m~-self, well I need to adjust So then I also talk about m~- wife evert~ now and
then, or about m~ o~~-n life and how things are going at home or whate~~er. E~-en
about m~- ses life and thin~s like that. B~- doing that, ~-ou are adjusting. Otherwise
~-ou'll be excluded. Initiall~ I had diftlculues with it, but then the~- immediateh let
me know that, ~ti-hile for them it is normal and not for us, then I ha~ e to adjust.
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(~10, 28-year-old rrran of Tirrkrsh orz~in, first~enerution, s,6illed manua! u~orker in a senzce
o~anisation)

Yet, whether cultural differences lead to tensions or conflicts not onlu seemed to
depend on minorin- members' abilitt- to adjust. Certain settings, for example,
seemed much less recepuve of minoritt- emplo~-ees than others. This was especiallt-
the case in departments with relativel}' large numbers of minorin~ emplo5ees
(1 20"~0), where emplovees felt that the number of minorit~- staff was too high
(11.70~0 of the minorirt- emplo~-ees, 25.6"~0 of the majoritu emplovees and 17.20~0 of
the managers, I~' -.17,p ~.05). In these departments, majorit}~ emplopees feared
that minorit~~ members would outnumber them, or that a more diverse work force
would cause group boundaries to be more clearh- marked and reduce workgroup
cohesion. As such, their reactions generally reflected feelings of threat against the
group and to group goals (i.e., territorial and social threat, see: Dijker, 1989;
Leeflang, 2002). These feelings were sometimes reported to have resulted in hostile
attitudes and behaviours towards minoritt- newcomers, and also seemed to seriouslt~
reduce their chances to function properly or to stav in the organisauon (So, the
moment a n~inority enters here tf~en ivel! it has to he a realgood ane u.zll he be able to strrvfve here in
the fïrstplace; see also Chapter 4).

Conversel~-, in departments with a less diverse staff, informants tended to be
more receptive of diversitt-, and ethnic differences were less of an issue. Here,
people stressed the importance of work-related attitudes and skills rather than
ethnic group membership. In doing so, they frequently referred to positive work-
related experiences with minoritt- co-workers (I once sai~l~give rrre 30 Moroccans. I have
goor! eaperiences u~ith these people), or the absence of an~- negative experiences (They have
never git~en rrre an}~ trouble). The~. also expressed confidence in the fairness of
organisational procedures (trusting, for instance, that the best candidate would be
selected regardless of his or her ethnic background, and that evervbod~- would
receive a faír evaluation) or believed that a more diverse work force had strategic
advantages for the organisauon.

In this respect, the role of managers and their conflict solving stt~le is also worth
mentioning. In departments where interethnic tensions or confGcts were reported
most often, informants made clear that managers had not alwa`~s been able to deal
with this effectivele. Either the}' had, according to informants, adopted a laissez-
faire attitude, thereby contributing to a climate in which interethnic tensions
remained unsolved, or thet- had increased tensions by- being partial (taking sides
~~~ith either majoritv or minoritt~ emplo~-ees). In one organisation where extreme
interethnic tensions and problems were reported, it was believed that managers had
made things worse in the past b~- either mal:ing racist comments themselues, b~
intimidating emplo~.ees (including the use of ph~-sical violence), or br- choosing not
to interfere. In this organisation, tensions regularh- got out of hand and several
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emplo}'ees (mostla minoritt- members) were bullied. In the following length}- quote,
one of the native Dutch emplo}'ees describes a conflict between him and a
1~loroccan colleague. The reader should bear in mind that this is one of the most
extreme examples that was encountered in this research:

~~Uhen }-ou are high up in the facton- with some cables on t~our back, and }'ou
already~ have a hard time sta}~ing on ~-our feet, and the~~ turn off the light, vou
know. Anno~~ing things. And then vou jump down, muster up courage to go
upstairs again and then well, if eou pla}- at bowls }~ou must look for rubbers,
right? Well, and in the past, we put tar in his gloves and things Gke that. So this
gu~- puts on his glo~~es and weLl, he doesn't notice an}-thing and he takes off his
glo~~es to roll a cigarette, his hand was black of course. [...] ~~'ell, veah, I could go
to hell and all and... then he said that I was gay. And then I replied: "Send e-our
wife, see whether I am ga~- or not". Well, that settled it of course. I believe that
he didn't reallt~ like that. ~X~'ell, ifyou make a joke, ~~ou can expect to get one back,
right? That is just the kind of person I am. If I make a joke, then I shouldn't be
afraid that someone does something back to me. Of course, it has to remain
within the bounds of decenc~-. I could have given him an electric shock, but that
isn't funn~~ of course. No, that is a little extreme, right? Or like oh, just a little
joke, I will push him of the roof or something, see whether he can flv. No. I
thought m}- reaction was oka~~. Turned out that it wasn't. (716, 43year-olrl man of
Dutcb origin, pre-t~ocational.recondar~~ education, .rkilled manualtvorker itr a manufactory)

Although this example must not be considered representative for all informants or
organisations in this stud~-, it does show the detrimental effects of prejudices, a
mutual lack of understanding between minorirt- and majorit~- employees and a
laissez-faire attitude of managers. Yet, it should also be noted that, when managers
took a very active approach in increasing mutual understanding and tolerance and,
b~- doing so, merel~- focused on cultural differences, this occasionallv had ad~-erse
effects as well. For example, in one organisation where se~-era1 attempts had been
made to improve the interethnic climate, these had on1~- led to negative reactions
both from majorit5- members who felt that the~- were now being discriminated and
from minorit}- members who felt stigmatised. The human resource manager of this
particular organisation explained:

The}~ made everebod~- go to a meeting [...] on diversin. And this was
compulsor~-. And -therefore, the whole topic attracted a lot of attention and was
put in the spotlights. This has had negative consequences as w-ell, and still has, I
think. (J.S. [E'hy did it bave ttegatit~e con.reguence.r~ VG'ell, if 1-ou put something in the
spotlights and }-ou then make certain decisions that are seen as posiá~-e for one
particular group, then people thínk of it as reverse discrimination. (1604, 32year-
old u~oman of Dutch origán, f~igher profèrrional education, human rerource officer itr a puhlic
.cenzce orgarti.~ation)
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Thus, making people aware of interethnic differences, as well intended as such
initiatives mav be, does not necessarilv contribute to an improved interethnic
climate but, yuite on the contrary-, mav make people more anxious and interethnic
boundaries more rigid.

Perceptions of discrimination and inequity

According to informants with more positive interethnic experiences, equalitarian
norms, similariry in tasks (IYIe all m~.rt do the .ramejoG), and equalitarian ríghts (i.e.,
nobodv receiving a preferential treatment) made them particularly~ comfortable in
dealing with colleagues from different ethnic backgrounds. In this respect, one of
the main complaints of those with less positive interethnic experiences or atutudes
was that ethnic in-group members were being treated unfairly and that other
groups received a preferential treatment. It should be noted that informants'
reactions to yuestions on this topic varied as a function of the way~ these were
framed. For example, when the word "discrimination" was used, more minority~
than majority- informants stated to have ever felt discriminated`~ at work (32.50~0
versus 2.50~0, respectivelv). When the term "preferential treatment" was used, a
nearly~ equal proportion of minority and majority employ-ees (32.Oo~o and 28.40~0,
respectively) had the impression that ethnic out-group members (for minority
members: majority~ members) received a preferential treatment.

Although acts of discriminauon or unfair treatment were reported in most of the
organisations, they were generally seen as incidents that occurred once a year or
less. In departments with semi- or unskilled manual work and in organisations with
a positive action policy~, more informants had the impression that out-group
members received a preferential treatment. Thev also reported on more structural
discriminatorv acts (i.e., once a month or every three months) against minoririr
employ-ees and, to a much lesser extent, against majoriri~ workers.'!' Furthermore,
some informants referred to past incidents whereby discriminatorj- acts of majoritv
colleagues with an open aversion to minorities had resulted in ph~~sical violence
between minority and majoriri~ colleagues. Discrimination did not solelv occur
between minoritv and majoritv workers, however. In one organisation with a very~
diverse work force, discriminator~~ acts between minoriri~ members of different
ethnic backgrounds were also reported.

Ethnic minority workers u~ho told about (perceived) acts of discrimination
against minority- colleagues or against themselees mostly~ attributed these to
negative remarks or jokes that had been made against minorities. These would vary~
from generalising remarks (When he read .rometl~irrg iis the ne~urpaper he u~ould look at rrre
and .ray: "R thi.r is one ofyour kind'), abusive language, derogatorv comments about
culture or religion, or remarks directlv aimed at the exclusion of minoritv colleagues
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(Get out of here. This is my rountry. Ynu don i helong here). hlinoritt- members also
referred to forms of institutional discrimination. For example, the}' claimed that
thet- recei~-ed less promotional and educauonal opportunities, recei~-ed a lower
salar~-, and were less likeh- to be gi~~en an emplot-ment contraet as compared to
Dutch majoritt- colleagues. To a lesser extent, they referred to more covert or
subtle attitudes or behaviours that had made them feel discriminated against (1F'hen
you say hello aud he doesn't ansu~ei). Nonetheless, most of them were rather hesitant to
label events or behaviours as discriminatorh (I am a~ery carefu! mith that arJdI often ask
my.relf what the causes are. I assrerne it'.r not hecause I am ~~loroccan and they are Dutch).
Previous research su~ests that minorin- members tend to do so to protect their
self-esteem and to maintain a feeling of control (e.g., Rug~iero 8~ Ta~-1or, 1997).

Majorin- informants (52.4`Yo) were often well aware of the fact that negative

remarks or jokes made their minoritt- colleagues feel excluded or discriminated
against Nevertheless, whereas minorities tended to stress how careful the~- were in

labelling something as discriminatort-, part of the majoritt- members (approximatel~.
one-third) had the impression that minority members abused the term

"discrimination" (If they can'tfznd the umrds, theyjust throu~ in discriminakon to get something
out of it or sonrethin~. The~- stressed minoritt- emplo~ees' h}-persensitivirc- and
focussed on the intentions behind the remarks or jokes made by majorin- members
(Baat that is nzare li,~e ea~ressing disconte~zt to someone, it's not di.rc~zrrrination), or made
reference to the organisational culture in which rude verbal behaaiours were
considered normal (This is a mascarline e~ariroument, so people .rometimes use rough language
arrd well, also cur~e anrl su~ear a lot). In line with this, some majoritt~ informants pointed

to misunderstandings caused by- minoritt- colleagues' insufficient command of the
Dutch language.

I~fajorirt- members who beGeved that minorit,~ colleagues received a preferential
treatment referred to examples such as minorin- colleagues being allowed an
extended lea~-e to visit their home countrt- or being granted permission to take
extra hours off during Ramadan. This evoked ver~- strong and negative reactions
(So I said: "I~'hat are they goirrg to do? I~'hy clon't th~~ go hac{e to their oia~u couutry? I clich~'t
briirg theni here'~. To a lesser extent, the~- referred to special policies directed at the
hiring, promotion or education of minorit~- members.

i~Iore than half of the minority informants who had e~-er personall~- felt
discriminated, indicated that the~ stood up for themseh-es whenever the~-
experienced personal discrimination, either bv ~i~-ing a tit-for-tat response or
~-oicing their objections (in case of negati~-e remarks), notif~-in~ their superiors or
settling the matter with the person(s) the~~ felt discriminated b}~. On the whole, the}-
considered these reactions effecdve, at least for the time being. According to them
it would at least put an end to blatant discriminator~- beha~-iour, although they were
generalh~ comrinced that the ones in~-olced maintained their negati~~e opinions

about or feelings towards minorities. The remaining part admitted that the~-
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withdrew whenever they felt discriminated against, either bv avoiding or ignoring
the colleague(s) in yuestion, or bv taking sick leave.

Here again, the role of personnel oflicers and managers seemed of importance.
í~Linorin~ informants sometimes argued that managers' interventions were not
adequate: the~- would wait too long before intervening or undertake actions that,
according to them, did not get to the root of the discriminatort~ acts (e.g.,
organising a role plav on cultural differences). This had, according to the
informants involved, strengthened their feelings of uncertainrt-. Yet, managers
generally claimed that, whenever the~ detected signs of discriminatorv behaviour,
the~- attempted to mediate between the emplo~-ees c~ncerned or, in more extreme
cases, gave official warnings. Their reactions, however, would also depend on the
rt-pe of uneyual treatment encountered. In cases of institutional discrimination, for
example, they tended to take a more defensive approach and reported to put more
effort into try-ing to ensure emplovees that all of them were treated eyuall}-.

5.4 Multilevel analysis

In the foregoing, we focused on people's awareness and interpretations of
interethnic differences and of the yualin- of the interethnic relations at work. r1s
mentioned in sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, however, we are also interested in predictors
of these two aspects. For example, is awareness of ethnic in- and out-groups related
to minorit~- or majority group membership? And is this awareness possibh~ related
to people's sensitivity- to differences in general or to their in-group preference? Do
contextual variables such as percentage of minoritt- staff, average job level or
diversin~ policies predict people's awareness of ethnic in- and out-groups at work?
ls ethnic group membership also related to people's perceptions of the yualitt~ of
interethnic relations at work? Do people who are more aware of ethnic in- and out-
groups report on more negative interethnic relations? Are contextual variables like
percentage of minoritv staff, average job level or feelings of threat related to
people's evaluations of the yualirt- of the interethnic relations in their work unit?

These yuestions will be addressed in the following section. For this purpose, we
will estimate a series of multilevel random coefficient models using the HLl~I
5-programme (Raudenbush, Br~-k, Cheong, 8c Congdon, 2001, see also Chapter 3).
As in Chapter 4, the measures included in these analvses will be described first, and
then the results will be presented.
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5.4.1 Measutes

The following measures were used in the multile~-e1 analvsis:

Ethnic diversity at work

Au~areness of ethnic irr- and out~roup.r at u~ork. This awareness was assessed b}~ asl:ing
parucipants to assign group(s) at work (hforoccans, Antilleans, Dutch, Surinamese,
Turkst~) to a number of features: reliable, aggressive, helpful, industrious, nois~~,
and ambitious.t'- Initial response alternatives were: (1) applies to in-group,
(2) applies to in- and out-group(s), (3) applies to out-group, (4) applies to all
groups, (5) applies to none of these groups. Because we were primarily- interested in
the extent to which people make categor~~-based distinctions, original answer
categories were dichotomised (0 - not aware of ethnic in- and out-groups,
1- aware of ethnic in- and out-groups)." Cronbach's alpha for this scale was .79
(.77 for minorin~ members and .80 for majorit)- members). A similaritv index was
created b}- summing participants' responses across these 6 items. Values of this
index range from 0-6, with higher values representing a higher awareness of
interethnic differences at work (A1,,,,,i~,;,,. - 3.77, .SD - 1.97; A~I,,,;,,~,,;,. - 3.27,
SD - 1.93; t(210) - -1.83,p ~ .10).

Perceived guality of interethnic relatiorrs. This was measured b}~ a set of questions that
assessed the extent to which people were aware of: (a) clique formation among
minorirt- or majoritc~ emplo~~ees; (b) use of minorirt~ languages at work; (c) lack of
informal contacts between minority and majorirt~ members; (d) tensions caused by
cultural differences at work; (e) tensions caused b~~ the use of different languages at
work; (~ perceived discrimínation at work. Cronbach's alpha of this scale was .71
(.75 for majorin~ and .64 for minorit}' informants). An index was created by-
summing the scores, with a higher score indicating more problematic interethnic
work relationships (R1,,,,~~,;n - 2.37, SD - 1.73; t11n,,,,~,;ry - 1.95, Sll - 1.45;
t(210) - -1.93, p ~ .10).

Ingrorrp prererence. This preference was measured b}' using 5 items, representing
the following relationships: colleague, supervisor, neighbour, daughter-~son-in-law,
friend. See section 4.4.1 for a more detailed description of this measure.

Awarene.cr of ethnic in- und outgror~p.r irt genernl. This awareness was assessed b}-
asking informants to assign several ethnic groups (htoroccans, Antilleans, Dutch,
Surinamese, Turks) to a number of features: reliable, aggressive, helpful,
industrious, noist-, and ambitious. Initial response alternatives were: (1) applies to
in-group, (2) applies to in- and out-group(s), (3) applies to out-group, (4) applies to
all groups, (5) applies to none of these groups. Original answer categories were
dichotomised (0 - not aware of ethnic in- and out-groups, 1- aware of ethnic in-
and out-groups). Cronbach's alpha for this scale was .77 (.83 for majoriri~ and .67
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for minoritv members). An index w~as then created bv summin~ each of the irems
(~11,,,,,~n~n - 4.72, .SD - 1.81; ~Iln,,,,~,;,,. - 4.36, SD - 1.63; t(2O9) --1.48, p- n..r.).

Feeliug.r of threat. Informants were asked to evaluate the proportion of ethnic
minorin- staff in their department. Answer categories were: (1) too low, (2) well-
balanced, and (3) too high. I`lajorit, members more often believed that the
proportion of minorítt- members in their department was too high (21.8"~0 of the
majoritti. and 12.8"~0 of the minoritv informants, L' -.18, p ~.05). Collective
perception of the representation of minorin~ members was used as an a~;regate
value.

Indii~irlual Gack~rouud :~ariables. ~~t the individual level, ethnic background was
contrast-coded (-1 - minoritt. member, 1- majoritv member). ln addition, we
included educational level, age and ~ender (-1 - female, 1- male), so as to control
for them.

Orgarai.rational Gackground z~arraUle.r. To assess the diversit}' policies in the
or~anisations, an index was made of 13 possible diversit}- measures, vary~ing from
multicultural training activities to the accommodation of relil,rious needs (see also
Chapter 6). For each department, we then determined, on the basis of official
or~anisational documents and interview-s with managers and personnel officers, the
extent to which it accommodated such differcnces. The number of ineasures taken
ranged from 1 to 7, with an average of 3.3 measures (.S'U - 1.7). ~X~e also estimated
the percentage of minoritv staff on the basis of oft7cial organisational documents
and the Act on the Promotion of Labour l~tarket Participation of lahnic
~finorities.~~ Furthermore, average job levels were determined for each department,
also on the basis of organisational documents and inten-iews with managers and
personnel officers (see Chapter 4). Scores ranged from 1(low) to 3(high). Finally-,
for each department, we aggregated scores of informants' in-group preference and
awareness of differences in general. We added these two variables as control
variables.

5.4.2 Predicting awareness of ethnic in- and out-groups at work

To establish whether the betw-een-unit variance was signiticant and thus whether
contextual characteristics determined people's awareness of interethnic differences
at work, an empn- model was estimated first (see Table 5.1, 1`íodel 0).~' The
intraclass correlauon was .12. This means that part of the variance in awareness of
ethnic in- and out-groups is explained bv differences between organisational
settin~s (departments). As illustrated in Table 5.1, the within-~roup variance is
hi~her than the between-~roup variance, which means that individual-level factors
e~plain more variance than departmental-level factors.
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Table 5.1
.llultiler~el mRression nrodels j~reelirttn~ un areness of ethuit in- and outgroups at u~ork: Beta io~iients

Variables Mode10 Modell Mode12 Mode13 Mode14
Indirirlual level
Gender ( 1 - male) 0.30~ 0.13
Age 0.01
Group membership 0.12

(1 - majorin)
Le~-el of education 0.54~~~ 0.28~`~ 0.28~`~` 0.29~`~`
In-Jout-~roups general (1.73~~~ 0.74`~~ 0.7G~~`~`
In-group preference 0.14~ 0.~9

Departnient ler~el

"i~~ I~linoritt- staff

A~-erage job le~-el

Diversitt~ polict

In-~out-~roups general

(a~regated)
In-grc~up preference

(a~[;~;regated)

0.26~` 0.28~`~`
-0.39
0.17~` U.13 j-

0.45~`~

O.36~~

T~ ánanr~es

Bett~~een departments U.4G? i1.4i13 Q.345 0.448 0.159
Bcr`~-ccn incli~iduals 3.1-i? 3?iih 1.549 1.567 1.559

De~-iance 88U.638 873.888 ?28.758 73 ï.432 721.5U6
Differenee 6.7511j- -145.130~~~` t7.674 -15.92G~~`~
tp ~ .11I ~ p ~ .U5 ~`p ~ .fll '~' ~ ~ .UU1 (ta-o-tailed tests)

As in the pre~-ious chapter, predictors were entered b~. using a for~~~ard steppin~
approach. Onl~~ those predictors that were significant (p c.10)i~ were retained. At
le~-el 1, continuous measures ~~-ere entered group-mean centred whereas categorical
variables were entered uncentred. In the first step, all coeftlcients ~~~ere modelled as
random. Coefticients were fixed on the basis of guidelines gi~-en b~- Nezlek (2001).
Le~-el 2 ~~ariables were standardised before the anah-sis.

In i~Iodel 1, ~~-e examined ~~-hich individual back~round variables (ethnic
back~,Tround, gender, educational le~-el, and age) were relared to people's a~eareness
of ethnic in- and out-groups at ~ti-ork. ~~ signitlcant effect w-as found for educational
lerel: people ~~-ith a hi~her educational le~-el were more aware of interethnic
differences at ~~-ork. In addition, an effect was found for gender: men ~ti~ere more
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aware of ethnic in- and out-groups than women. No effect, however, was found of

group membership. This means that hlpothe.ris 9n, that predicted that majoritv
members are more aware of ethnic in- and out-groups at work than minorih'

members, must be rejected.
Subseyuently, individual perception measures (awareness of differences in

general and in-group preference) were included (1~~1ode1 2). As can be seen from
Table 5.1, the effects for educational level and for people's general awareness of
ethnic in- and out-groups were significant. Persons with a higher educational level
were more aware of interethnic differences at work, as were persons u~ho were
more aware of ethnic in- and out-groups in general. Yet, the effect of gender was
no longer significant There also was a significant effect of people's preference to
interact with in-~Troup members: people u-ith a stronger in-group preference were
more aware of ethnic in- and out-groups at work. Adding these variables led to a
signitlcant improvement of the model (decrease in deviance - 45.130; df - 1,
p ~ .001).

In 1~lodel 3, contextual variables were included: average job level, diversitt~
policy~, and percentage of minoritt- staff. The results show that there was still an
effect of awareness of ethnic in- and out-groups in general, but that the effect of in-
group preference was no longer significant This means that hypothe.ris 1 b (predicting
that awareness of interethnic differences in general is positiveh- related to
awareness of ethnic in- and out-groups at work) is corroborated, whereas hypothe.ris
1c (predicting that in-group preference is positiveh~ related to awareness of ethnic
in- and out-groups at worh) must be rejected. The results also show that in
departments with a higher proportion of minoritv staff, people were more aware of
ethnic in- and out-groups. The results show no effect of average job level, however.
Thus, hypothe.ri.r ld (which stated that in departments with a low average job level,
people will be more aware of ethnic in- and out-groups) is not confirmed, although
it should be noted that the value of the regression coefficient, though not
si~nificant, is in the expected direction. 1~1ode1 3 also shows that there was a small
effect of diversit,- policv in organisations: a higher number of diversit~- measures
was related to higher awareness of ethnic in- and out-groups. Therefore, hypothe.ri.r
1e is confirmed. Note however that, compared to bfodel 2, the deviance in IV1ode13
is higher.

As a fourth step (l~Iodel 4), nvo aggregated scores (aggregated for each unit)
were included (awareness of differences in general and in-group preference) as
control variables. The results show that there was a strong positive effect of both
scores. Thus, whereas individual in-group preference was not related to people's
awareness of ethnic in- and out-groups, in-group preference at the group level was.
The deviance in 1lodel 4 is signiticantl~- lower than in hlodel 3(decrease in
deviance - 1~.926; df - 1,p G.001).
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5.4.3 Predicting perceptions of the quality of interethnic relations at
work

~~'ith respect to the perceived qualirt~ of interethnic relations, the intraclass
correlauon (see Table 5.2) was .53, suggesting that the department level is
responsible for a considerable amount of the variance in the data.

In l~Iodel 1, individual background variables were included in the equation. As
can be seen in Table 5.2, deviance of this model was higher than in Model 0
(increase in deviance - 4.840). It does, however, show a significant effect for ethnic
group membership, with majoritv members reporting on more problematic
relationships. This disconfirms h~pothe.ri.~ 2a, which stated that minorin- members
will more often report on less harmonious interethnic relations.

In hfodel 2, individual perceptual measures (perceived ethnic in- and out-groups
at work and perceived threat) were added. A positive effect was found for
perceived differences at ~~~ork. People who were more aware of ethnic in- and out-
groups at work also reported on more problematic interethnic relationships. This
means that h}pothesi.r 26, ~~~hich stated that people who are more aware of ethnic in-
and out-groups at work will report on less harmonious relations, is confirmed.

Composiuon measures (proportion of minoritt- staff and average job level) were
entered in ~Iodel 3. The subsequent improvement of the model is significant
(decrease in deviance - 13.950; df - 1,p c.001) and the results show a significant
effect of the average job level in a department. In departments with a lower job
level, interethnic relations were perceived to be less harmonious. Therefore,
h~potbesi.r 2r is corroborated. No effect of the proportion of minorin~ staff was
found.

In the last model (hlodel 4), the aggregated scores of individuals' perceptions of
threat and interethnic differences were included. Adding these variables led to a
small improvement of the model, reaching conventional levels of significance
(decrease in deviance - 2.?51; df - 1, p c.10). In departments where people felt
that the number of minoritt~ staff ~x~as too large, more problematic interethnic
relationships were reported. This confirms h~~otheri,r 2~! Strikingl}', the aggregated
scores on perceived threat showed a relativel}~ strong main effect whereas in the
previous model, no effect was found of the individual-level scores.
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Table 5.2
.llulklevel regre.r.rion model.r~redictrugperceiz~ed gurrlity~ ofinteretbnic relationt at work: Beta toe~ieientt

Variables Mode10 Modell Mode12 Mode13 Mode14
Indii iduat leZ~et
Gender (1 - male) 0.06
Age 0.01
Group membership 0.19~ 0.19~ 0.20~ 0.20~`

(1 - majority)
Level of education 0.13
Percei~-ed differences 0.12~`~` 0.11~` 0.10~

(work)
Threat 0.12

Group leve!
aio Minorin~ staff 0.18
Acerage job level -0.93~`~ -0.63~
Differences work 0.16

(aggregated)
Threat 0.49~`~`

(aggregated)

Vanances
Between departments 1.368 1.44G 1.141 0.738 0.562
Between individuals 1.197 1.139 1.140 1.131 1.134

Deciance G99.599 704.439 694.718 680.768 G78.017
Difference f4.840 -9.721~` -13.950~~~ -2.751t
tp ~.10 ~` p ~ .05 ~~ p ~ .01 ~~`~` j~ ~.001 (two-tailed tests)

In an additional analvsis (not presented in Table 5.2), we looked at possible
cross-level interactions. W'e found a cross-level interaction between perceived
differences at work (at the individual level) and perceived threat (at the group level).
The effect of people's awareness of ethnic in- and out-groups was stronger in
departments where people perceived more interethnic threat (i.e., where they
believed that the number of minorities was too large; t- 2.02, p c .05). Another
small cross-level interaction was found between group membership and threat (t -
1.80, p-.07): in units where people felt less comfortable with the presence of (a
large number o~ minorities, majority~ members reported on more problematic
interethnic relauons.
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5.5 Summary

In this chapter, an attempt was made to explore how minoritt- and majorin~
members perceive of and interpret interethnic differences in ethnicallv diverse
settings, and hou- thev evaluate the yualih-- of the interethnic relat;ons. It was
assumed that, when organisational members perceive of more interethnic
differences, the interethnic work climate w-i11 also be perceived as less harmonious.
In addition, it was explored which individual-level and contextual-level factors
contribute to more positive or more negative evaluations and experiences.

In a qualitative analy-sis, it was found that minorin- and majorit~. members were
generallv more aware of interethnic similarities than of differences in their work
setting, particularlv with regard to work performance. On the one hand, thev
emphasised that such characteristics are determined by personal characteristics and
not bv a person's ethnic background. On the other hand, the~~ made clear that in a
work setting, the common ~~-ork goals and work procedures do not allow people to
be too different. This is probablv the reason why interethnic differences in
interpersonal stvle were noted more often than differences in work performance.

Analvsis of the differences noted suggests that people's perceptions were partl~-
related to their work context: informants from departments with low-skill jobs
noted more work-related differences and those working at departments with either
low- or high-skill jobs noted more differences in interpersonal stvle. Persons with a
higher job leve] (managers) were also more aware of differences. These results
suggest that categorísation processes are not onlt- determined bv real differences,
but also b}' whether differences are meaningful, i.e., whether thev are perceived to
affect the work process or social relations in a work setting. To some extent also,
categorisation processes seemed to be influenced bv people's more general attitudes
towards ethnic out-group members. This was espeeiallv the case for majorit}~
members, who, unlike minorit~~ emplovees, not on15- tended to rel}~ on essentialist
notions about ethnic out-groups to explain differences, but also seemed less open
to information that disconfirmed their ideas.

Anah-sis of people's perceptions of interethnic relations in their unit shows that
people (especiall~- majoritt- members) were particularhr sensitive to those behaviours
that threatened the goals and the unit~- of the group. Less harmonious work
relations were reported when (1) common work goals were interfered with because
of language barriers, (2) ethnic in- and out-groups were visible because of minoritv
language usage; (3) emplovees of various backgrounds were unable to obtain
individualised information about each other (for example due to cliyue formation);
(4) cultural differences led to tensions and conilicts; and, (5) minoritt- or majorit~-
members felt unedualh~ and unfairh- treated.

In a series of multilevel random coefficient models, we explored which
individual-level and contextual-level variables predict people's awareness of
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interethnic differences and their evaluations of the interethnic relations in their
setting. These analt'ses show that persons with a higher educational level and
persons ~i-ho u-ere more a~i are of ethnic in- and out-groups in general, were more
a~~.are of interethnic differences at ~~-ork. At the conteltual leael, the ethnic
composition of staff pla~~ed a role. In more heterogeneous settings, people were
more aware of ethnic in- and out-t,Troups. Furthermore, the interethnic climate
appeared rele~-ant as ~ti~ell. In settings where people were more aware of interethnic
differences in general or had reported a stronger preference for in-group members,
informants were more a~~~are of interethnic differences. A small effect was also
found of the diversit}- polic~- in departments: in units where more differences were
accommodated, people tended to make more distinctions between ethnic in- and
out-group members.

Another series of multile~-el random coefficient models showecí that, contrar~- to
what was e~pected, majoritt~ members rather than minorit}~ members more
freyuenth- reported on less harmonious interethnic relations. Also, people who
were more aware of interethnic differences reported on more problematic relations.
At the contextual le~-el, no effect was found of the ethnic composition of staff. Yet,
people's perceptions did plat' a role. In settings ~ehere more people believed that
the percentage of minority~ staff was too high, more negative interethnic relations
were reported. Furthermore, more problematic interethnic relations were reported
in units with, on average, low-skill jobs.

All these results will be further discussed in Chapter 7.

Notes
i A yuestion on similarities or differences between minorit,~ and majorit~- superiors was

included in the questionnaire. Neeertheless, due to the low number of minoritt-
superiors in the organisations under stud~-, this yuestion could onl~ be ansu-ered b}- a
small number of informants and was therefore excluded from the anah sis.
Because the organisations in this stude differed in terms of tt-pe of labour, reyuired
educational leael, u-ork method, and so forth, informants were asked to report on
relativeh- general work related aspects onh..
One organisation (no. 200) had a Dutch-onh~ language polic~-. Here, the use of
languages other than Dutch had incidentall~- led to the dismissal of emplo~-ees.
í~Iost minorir,- respondents (~ 80"~h) also~ indicated that the}' spoke in their native
language at work, generalh~ on a dai1~- or weelclt' basis.
Ïe:~e~rt.r is a dialect spoken in the East of the I~'etherlands.
Limburg is a region in the South of the Netherlands.
The mean reported freyuenc~- of jokes on minorities, measured on a scale ranging
from 1(}-earh-) to 5(daih~), was 3.65 (SD - 1.07) and did not differ for majorin~ and
minoritt- emplovees and (personnel) managers: F(2, 154) - 2.1O, rt..c The mean

~

G
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reported frequenc~- of jokes on Dutch did not differ significantlt- from the a~-erage
frequenc~- of jokes on minorities: .11- 3.72, SD - 1.00; t(117) -.45, n.s.

s The reported content of the jokes differed to some extent cíepending on the mean
level of education in a department. )okes on skin colour, nationalit}~ and phvsical
appearance (either of minorin- or majoritc members) were more often reported b}.
workers in departments with mainl}- semi- or unskilled manual work than in
departments with professional workers.

`' Informants were gi~-en no formal detlnition of discrimination but were asked to
indicate what the~- themsel~-es considered díscriminaton~ behaviour.

~!' One should bear in mind that informants were not asked to report on discrimination
against similar others, but against colleagues in general (irrespective of their ethnic
affiliation).

~ t These groups were selected because the}. are among the largest minoritv groups in
the Netherlands and because members of these groups took part in this stucíy.

~' Note that these are not the same items as in section 5.3.2. The items described here
vielded a better scale than the items assessed in 5.3.2 (Cronbach's alpha was .54).
Furthermore, informants found it easier to elaborate on the yuestions presented in
section 5.3.2 than on the items presented here. Therefore, we decided to use the first
in the qualitative analcsis, and the second in the yuantitative analvsís.

~' InitiaLlv, we intended to measure this b}' asking informants to rate the extent to which
they were willing to associate with each of these groups. Pilot testing, however,
indicated that some informants were antagonistic to items of this kind (see also
Chapter 3).

~; Again, we note that these are rather rough and consen-ative estimations. Official
documents did not report on the numbers and ethnic backgrounds of the people
hired through temporan- recruitment agencies. On the basis of inter~~ews with
managers and personnel officers and also on the basis of previous studies (e.g., SCP,
2003), one ma}- assume the number of ethnic minorities to be relauvel}~ high among
people who were hired in this wat-.

~' The basis level 1(within-group) model was: ~-;; - Rci; f r;;. The basis level 2(betu-een-
group model) was: (3~; - yrx~ f uci;.

~~ To avoid underspecification of the models, significance levels were set at .10 (e.g.
Hox, 1995).



CHAPTER 6

Dealing with diversity: attitudes towards the
accommodation of differences at work

6.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters, we have dealt with people's attitudes towards affirmauve
action or equal opportunin~ policies and we have focused on interethnic relations in
organisations. Yet, organisations that employ or want to emplov a more ethnicall~-
diverse work force probablti- have to address other issues too. For example, thet-
mav have to decide on whether thev ~~-ant to or can accommodate ethnic
differences. In popular diversit}~ literature, it is often claimed that such differences
should be valued and respected, for instance bv recognisíng reli~ious holiday~s or bv
allowing emplovees to wear religious headgear or to pra}' at work (e.g., Cox, 1993;
Ver~x~eel, 1998; ~X~'hite, 1999). Nevertheless, little is known about the attitudes of
ethnic minorin- and majoritv members towards the accommodation of differences
at work. To what extent should provisions be made for ethnicitv-based needs,
according to them? Under what conditions do thev reject or embrace the
accommodation of such differences and wh~-~ Do minorit~~ and majoritv members
differ in this regard? Are their attitudes related to the organisauonal setting in
which thev work?

These questions are relevant because manv authors assume that employ.ers who
value diversiri- will benetit from gaining a more loval and productive work force
(e.g., CGilbert, Stead, 8c Ivancevich, 1999; Híirtel, 2004; ~Ior Barak, 2000). Vií~ether
or not such efforts are successful, however, is likeh- to depend on the extent to, and
condiuons under which organisational members are willing to support the
accommodation of differences (Arends-Tóth 8c Van de Vijver, 2001; Hiirtel, 2004).
Yet, although severa] studies have addressed minoriri~ and majorit}- members'
attitudes towards cultural c~iversitt~ or multiculturalism in general (e.g., Arends-Tóth
8c Van de Vijver, 2003; Van Oudenhoven, Prins, Sr Buunk, 1998; Verku~-ten 8c
Thijs, 2002), to our knowledge, diversitv atutudes in the work setting have not or
hardlv been addressed. This is probablv due to the fact that a large part of the
literature on this topic stems from the United States, Canada, and, to some extent,
Australia; countries with a long historv of cultural heterogenein- and with more
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esperience with, and support for, diaersin' management (Vermeulen 8c Slijper,
2003, as cited in ~'erkuvten Sc Brug, 2004). In manv European countries, howe~-er,
issues of immigration ancí cultural diversiri- are of more recent date, and yuestions
about how to manage this diversitv, including in the work place, are nowacíavs a
source of considerable debate.

The present chapter examines the views of ethnic majorit~- and minorit}-
members towards the accommodation of ethnicitt~-based differences. First, we will
outline the theoretical framework. Because limited data is a~~ailable on di~-ersitv
attitudes in organisations, we will partl}~ draw upon current research on multi-
culturalism and acculturation to develop this chapter's research questions and
espectations (section 6.2). Next, the yualitati~~e results will be presented
(section 6.3). In this section, we will explore the kinds of differences that should or
should not be accommodated in the view of ethnic majorit~- and minorin-
members, as well as the kinds of arguments thev advance to support their views.
~~'e will also explore organisations' experiences with acmmmodating differences. ~
Then, we will present a multilevel anah~sis in which we examine the influence of
both distal eariables (e.g., demographic background characteristics) and more
proximal variables (e.g., in-group preference, perceptions of differences) at the
incíi~-idual level, and of contextual variables (e.g., mínorir,- staff, diversit~- polic~-,
a~.erage job level) on people's attitudes towards the accommodation of ethnic
differences (section 6.4). In section 65, the results will be summarised.

6.2 Theoretical background, questions, and hypotheses

Emplot.ers with a cíi~-erse work force mav be confronted with various diversitt-
issues. For example, thet- ma~ ha~.e to consider whether or not thet should procide
time and facilities for religious or belief obsen-ance in the work place. In Islam, for
instance, one of the main religious duties is the re~,nilar practice of pra~er (.ralu~.
i`fuslims are reyuired to recite specific pravers, accompanied b~- prescribed rituals,
five times dailv: at sunrise, earlv afternoon, midafternoon, sunset, and evening.'- For
practising i`luslim emplovees ~vorking rt-pical eight-hour shifts, at least t~vo pravers
will likelv fall during working hours, as does their weeklv praver on Fridav.
1?mployers mav also have to consider time off reyuests for a variety of non-
Christian holv dats (e.g., Eid AI-Adha and Eid al Fitr for I~iuslims3, Dia~ali for
Hindus;, Jom,h'i~parr and Kn.rh Hn.rhanah for Jews') or to decide whether to allow
emplo}-ees to wear religious headgear (such as a eeil or turban) at work.
Furthermore, thev mav need to consider how to deal with specific dietar}- laws or
extended periods of fasting (such as the Ramadan period~ for í~Iuslims).' And, in
addition to these religious-based needs, thet- ma~- have to consider other kinds of
reyuests from ethnic minoritt- members, for example applications for extended
lea~-es enabling them to c-isit relatives in their countn of origin.s
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In the introduction to this chaprer, ~~-e alread~- mentioned that in di~~ersin-
literature, it is often claimed that for or~anisations to be multiculturallt~ successful,
the~~ should reco~nise and value the differences described abo~-e, as~a necessar~~
precursor for minoritt' motivation and retention. These ideas are closelc related to
the basic ideas of multiculturalism. ï`lulticulruralism refers to the general-acceptance
and acti~~e support for cultural differences and for eyual chances and opportunities
(I3ern ~ Kalin, 199~). People ~rho support multiculturalism ~enerall~ claim that
support for culniral differences will sustain the ps~~chological well-being of ethnic
minorin- members and enrich societl~ as a~ehole (e.g., Berr} , halin, 8c Ta~-lor,
1977). As such, multiculturalism relies on essentialist notions about groups,
regardin~ them as basicalh bounded and as ha~-inl; their o~rn basic, uniyue and
inherent cultural characteristics :hat need to be preserned (Verku~~ten c`Z Brug,
2UU4). In recent ~-ears, however, m:.ny- critiyues have arisen of di~-ersin- and its
accommodation, particularlr in I?urope. Tn l;eneral, opponents of multiculturalism
claim that it makes group differences salien, at the expense of a common identin~
and makes it íncreasingl}~ difficult for people t~ work together as eyuals (Brewer,
1997; Cla~-ton, 1996; Verku~~ten c~ I3rug, 2004).

These differential ~-iews on how to deal with di~orsit,~ and on the potentia~l
positi~-e or disruptive effects of its accommodation are ~~ particular relevance to
the management of diversitl- in the work place. Ne~~ertheless, little is known about
organisauonal members' opinions about this topic. To wt.at extent should,
according to ethnic minority and majoritv employees and managers, provisions be
made for reli~ious or other ethnicitv-related needs? On the basis of what l,rrounds
do the~- either support or reject the accommodation of differences in their work
setting? For example, do the~- see a surplus ~alue in di~~ersitt- and its
accommodation, or do thet- fear that this will make group boundaries (more)
~-isible? Or do alternative motices or considerations prevail? Are people's opinions
also related to the tape of pro~-ision that is being proposed? ~nd do minorit~. and
majorin- members relt- on similar principles to support their opinions? Verku~~ten
(2003), for instance, gi~-es examples of ho~~., during group discussions, minorin-
members relied on essentialist discourse (claiminl;, for example, that their culture
in~-ariabl~- shaped them) and also used essentialist arguments in their plea for
reco~,mition of their culturalh. distinct practices and beliefs, and for specific group
rights. í~lajoritt- members, on the other hand, ~~-ould sometimes en~a~e in anti-
essentialist discourse (for example, stressing differences amon~ ethnic minorit~-
members), and use this as a basis to plead for the assimilation of minorin-
members. One ma~- wonder whether such differential strategies can also be found
~rith respect ro the accommodation of differences in the ~~-ork place. In this
chapter, we will seek to answer these yuestions first, bt~ using a 9ualitative anal5-sis
(section 6.3).
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In addition to this qualitative anal}-sis, we will explore, by means of a multilevel
analysis, which variables predict people's attitudes towards the accommodaáon of

differences (secuon 6.4). For example, minoritt- and majorit~- members mav differ
in the extent to which thev favour the accommodation of cultural differences at

work. According to the as}-mmetrv h}-pothesis (Sidanius 8c Pratto, 1999), members

of low status groups (such as ethnic minority members) will support hierarch}--
attenuating ideologies such as multiculturalism more than members of majoritt- or

high status groups because these ideologies support their interests and challenge
those of majoritv group members. It gives them the opportunity to maintain their

own culture and to ímprove their social status. In turn, majorit}~ group members

can see culture maintenance by- minority groups as a form of rejection and as a

threat to their culture and status position (Schalk-Soekar, Van de Vijver, 8c

Hoogsteder, 2004; Van Oudenhoven, Prins, 8c Buunk, 1998). Studies on

multiculturalism show that in Europe, the United States and Australia, support for

multiculturalism among majoritt- members is generall`- moderate. In the
Netherlands, for instance, Van Oudenhoven, Prins, and Buunk (1998) found that

Dutch majoritt. members favour assimilation and, to a lesser extent, integration of
minorin~ members. In a similar vein, Arends-Tóth and Van de Vijver (2003) found

that majoritv members in the Netherlands tolerate, but do not activelt~ support
cultural diversit}~. They also found that minorit}- members (Turkish-Dutch) favour

cultural maintenance in the private sphere and integration in the public sphere.

On the basis of these findings, one could expect that also in a work setting,
ethnic minoritt- members will support the accommodation of ethnic differences
more than ethnic majorit}- members. Yet, Arends-Tóth and Van de Vijver (2003)
suggest that people's attitudes towards cultural maintenance are likelv to depend on
the context. On the basis of their findings, they conclude that majoriri~ and
minoritt- group members have more similar attitudes towards cultural maintenance
in a contact domain than in a non-contact domain. Similarly, Verkuyten and Thijs
(2002; see also Schalk-Soekar et al., 2004) showed that the attitudes of immigrants
(Turkish-Dutch) and Dutch majority members towards adaptauon to the host
societt- (a contact domain) were more similar than their attitudes towards cultural
maintenance (a non-contact domain). Because the work setung is a contact domain
as well, this would implv that minoritv and majorit}~ members' opinion about the
accommodation of differences in this context should be comparable. Yet, because
current theon' and research do not provide a clear basis for predictions regarding
the relationship between ethnic group membership and support for the
accommodation of differences, u-e will examine this relationship on an esploratort~
basis onl}-.

People's attitucíe to~~-ards their o~~-n ethnic group and towards ethnic out-groups
ma~- also predict whether thev support or object to the accommodation of cultural
differences. According to Berrt- and Kalin (1995, p. 303), one of the precondiuons
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of a multicultural successful societv is that there should be overall low levels of
prejudice, such as ethnocentrism. They conceptualise ethnocentrism as "a lack of
acceptance of cultural diversity~, a general intolerance for out-groups, and a relative
preference for one's in-group over most out-groups." For majority- members,
studies have shown that a positive attitude towards the ethnic in-group is related to
rejection of minorit~~ members (Tzeng 8c Jackson, 1994; Verkuvten, 1992;
Verkuvten, Drabbels, Sc Van den Nieuwenhuijzen, 1999) and is associated with
ideas about assimilation rather than multiculturalism (Verkuyten 8c ~lartinoaic,
2006). Verkuyten (1992; 2005) and Verkuy-ten and Brug (2004), however, found
that for minority members, a positive orientation towards the in-group was not
related to rejection of majority group members and positively related to support for
multiculturalism. This is also in line with the predictions made by the asymmetry
hypothesis mentioned before. In this chapter, we will therefore explore to u~hat
extent people's in- and out-group attitudes are related to their atutudes about the
accommodation of differences at work. híore specifically, we will explore how
these diversitt~ attitudes are related to people's in-group preference. On the basis of
the findings mentioned before, we expect for minority group members a positive
relation between in-group preference and support for the accommodation of ethnic
differences (fy~iothesis la). For majority group members, we expect a negative
relation between in-group preference and support for the accommodation of ethnic
differences at work (hypothesis 1 b).

There is also evidence that perceived similarity of out-groups to the in-group will
lead to a greater acceptance of diversity measures. Similarity-attraction research
often shows that perceived similarity (in ethnicity, attitudes, values, etc.) is related
to positive interpersonal and intergroup evaluations (Piontkowski, Florack,
Hoelker, 8c Obdrzálek, 2000). Ferdman (1992) suggests that in a work setting too,
members who are aware of ethnic in- and out-groups may~ be less accepting of
diversiri~ (see also Chapter 5). Although, to our knowledge, no data are available on
the relation between perceived dissimilarity and attitudes towards the
accommodauon of differences in organisational settings, research on general
acculturation attitudes seems to confirm this expectation. Piontkowski et al. (2000),
for example, tried to predict acculturation orientations of both ethnic minority and
majority members in Germany, Switzerland, and Slovakia, and found that perceived
sirrularitt- was a fairly strong predictor of support for cultural maintenance. In a
study. on attitudes towards multiculturalism among white Americans, Link and
Oldendick (1996) also found that the greater the differences people perceived
between ethnic minorities and white Americans, the less positive thev were about
muluculturalism. On the basis of these findings, we expect that people who are
more aware of ethnic in- and out-groups at work will be less supportive of the
accommodation of ethnic differences at work (hypothesis 2).
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In addition to percepuons of dissimilarin~, people's attitudes towards the
accommodation of differences ma)- be influenced b~- whether or not cultural
differences are perceived to affect interethnic relations at work. Research shows
that cultural differences can get in the wa~- of effectiee communication and can give
rise to negative emotions and to a negative evaluative orientation towards ethnic
out-groups (e.g., Spencer-Rodgers 8L 1`ícGovern, 2002). In Chapter ~, it was
demonstrared that in departments with less positive interethnic experiences,
interethnic tensions or contlicts were more often attributed to cultural differences
than in departments ~x-ith more neutral or posiuve experiences. Such perceptions or
experiences can give rise to or strengthen the feeling that certain cultures are
incompatible and can also evoke feelings of cultural threat (i.e., the idea that ethnic
minoritics pose a threat to the cultural homogenein-, values, norms and lifestt-les in
a gi~en context) (L.eeflang, 2002). In these situations, people ma~~ oppose initiatives
that make differences even more salient. This leads us to the prediction that
persons who are aware of interethnic tensions or conflicts due to cultural
differences will be less in favour of the accommodation of ethnic differences
(l~ypothe.d.r ~.

As in the previous chapters, wc will also explore whether the organisational
context affects people's attitudes towards the accommodation of differences. We
will again look at the effects of average job level, ethnic composition of staff and
diversity polic~~ in organisations. Also, we will explore whether there are differences
between service- and non-service organisations. On the basis of assumptions
identical to the ones made in Chapter 5, we expect that in setungs with low-skill
jobs, people's diversitv attitudes will be less positive and the~~ will thus be less in
favour of the accommodation of cultural differences than in settings with higher
average job levels (fiyf~othe.ci.r ~. With regard to the ethnic composition of staff, the
expectations are less clear. t,s explained in Chapter 5, some authors assume that
interethnic experiences and attitudes are more positive in ethnicall~- heterogeneous
departments, because minorit~- members are less visible here (Kanter, 19??; Larkev,
1996). Others (e.g., Blalock, 19G?; O]zak, 1992, as cited in Diaon Sc Rosenbaum,
2004) claim the opposite and assume that a heterogeneous wor1; force will pose a
threat to majorin. members. Some authors even doubt whether the ethnic
composition of staff will have anv effect at all on people's attitudes tow-ards
diversin~ measures. hossek and "Lonia (1993) for example, showed that attitudes
towards emplovers' efforts to enhance diversitt- were esplained bt- individual
background demographics rather than the ethnic composition of staff. `ti'e ~vill
therefore formulate no specitic expectations regarding the relation betu~een ethnic
composition of staff and people's attitudes to~~-ards the accommodation of ethnic
differences. Neither will we formulate specific expectations about the relation
between tt.pe of organisation (ser~-ice versus non-service) and diversin- attitudes.
On the one hand, one mav assume that in service sector organisations, people will
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be more convinced of the surplus value of a diverse staff than in the industrial
sector (e.g., Van Twuti-~~er, 1995). On the other hand, the fact that these
organisations deal with customers or have prescribed dress codes, may limit the
extent to which it is possible, or considered appropriate, to accommodate
differences.

Regarding the wai in which organisations deal with diversir,-, contradicton'
expectations can be formulated too. On the one hand, multicultural programmes
ma~~ make organisational members more aware of interethnic differences and
reduce their tolerance towards diversity in general or ethnic out-group members in
particular (e.g., Brewer 8t Nliller, 1988). Results from the previous chapter also
suggest that tensions can arise when ethnic minority members are believed to have
certain privileges because of their cultural or religious background. On the other
hand, some authors (e.g., Híirtel 8r Fujimoto, 1999; Kossek 8c Lobel, 1996) believe
that organisations open to dissimilarity will positively influence employee attitudes
towards diversity and help create an organisational culture that is more accepting of
diversitv. The current literature thus provides a poor basis to develop hypotheses
and we will therefore only- examine the relationship between diversity policy and
people's attitudes towards the accommodation of differences on an exploratorv
basis.

6.3 Qualitative analysis

In this section, we will present an in-depth analysis of our informants' views
towards the accommodation of ethnic differences, and the arguments they use to
either support or reject the accommodation of these differences. We will also try to
assess whether minority and majority group members rely on different arguments
in this regard. V~'e will first describe the interview questions that were asked to gain
more insight into these topics, and subsequently present the results.

6.3.1 Qualitative measures

In most of the research on multiculturalism, people's attitudes towards cultural
maintenance or the adaptation of migrants are assessed by asking informants to
react to various general statements such as: "l~Iigrants should be supported in their
attempts to preserve their own cultural heritage" (see for example Berr}' 8z Kalin,
1995, who developed the IVZulticultural Ideology Scale, and Arends-Tóth 8z Van de
Vijver, 2003, for a Dutch version of this scale). In the present study, however, we
are interested in obtaining more detailed insight into people's opinions about the
accommodation of specific aspects of migrants' cultural heritage in the work
setting. ~'e want to take into account the possibility that people's opinions vary as a
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function of the npe of provision proposed. For that reason, we asked informants a
number of more specific questions.

`~'ith respect to religious differences, we asked informants whether or not
organisations should accommodate prescribed modes of dress (such as a ~~eil,
turban or ~-armulke), demands for pra~-er breaks and a place to pra~-, for provision
of special diets according to religious principles, for fasting periods (such as
Ramadan) and for non-Christian religious holida~~s.' In addition to this last
quesrion, thev were also asked whether or not certain non-Christian holv da~~s
should become bank holidavs. Regarding non-religious ethnic differences, we asked
informants whether organisations should allow minoritt~ members to have more
than three consecutive weeks off for home country visits.~!' Furthermore, open-
ended 9uestions invited informants to explain their point of view about each of
these topics. Thet were encouraged to list as manv reasons as possible as to whv
thev were in favour of or opposed to the accommodauon of these differences.
~loreover, thev were asl:ed about the wavs in which their organisar;on dealt with
each of these differences, and whether it eeoked positive or negative reactions from
their majorin. co-workers when these differences were accommodated. i~linoritt-
members were also asked about their personal experiences in that regard.

~'e used the same procedure as described in Chapter 3 to analvse the open-
ended yuestions. With the help of an independent rater, who coded 11 (5"~0)
independentlv chosen interviews, the reliabilit~~ of the coding was determined. The
percent agreement was 910~0.

6.3.2 Accommodating differences: an overview of minority and majority
members' opinions

Table 6.1 presents the percentages of informants who partiall~- or full}- agreed with
the accommodation of headgear, dietan- laws, praver, non-Christian holidavs and
estended lea~-es. ~1 distinction is made between minoritt~ emplo~~ees, majorin-
emplo~~ees and (personnel) managers.

Both minorih- and majoritv employees and managers were generallv 9uite
supportive of the accommodation of ethnicin~ or religious-based needs. Informants
did, however, sometimes differ in the extent to which the~~ either full}- or partially
(i.e., onlv under certain conditions) approved of the accommodation of certain
reGgious~ or ethniciri~-based needs (differences not presented in Table 6.1). For
example, most of them (75.7"~0) fullv approved of the accommodation of dietarv
laws~~, whereas a considerable number of informants onlv conditionallv approved
of other tvpes of accommodation such as non-Christian holidays, longer leave
periods, and praver (39.2"io, 37.9o~a, and 43.9"~0, respectivelv). The conditions under
~ahich thev approved of these accommodations will be dealt with in the next
secàon.
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Table 6.1
Perrerrtugeof irrJmmant.rv (partiall}~J suf~por7zng tbe acromnrodatron of religiouc and non-religiour di(ference.r`~

Minorin Majoriry (Personnel)
employees employees mana~ers V

Dietan~ laws 89.9 79.O 89.7 .11
Ramadan 74.3 61.1 67.4 .12
Religious headl;ear 813 70.3 67.3 .18~
Prajer 83.1 72.5 8Q7 .14
Non-Christian holiday-s 85.1 83.6 84.4 .14
Non-Chrisnan bank holidaes 42.U 32.8 1).1 .18~
Longer leave periods 93.8 72.8 84.4 .32~~~`

~~ N 7 209, except for support for Ramadan (1~ - 195}. :~s this question had to be slightly
altered in the course of the study, 24 cases were excluded from the analysis.

s Original answer categories were: (1) disagree, (2) parrially agree, and (3) agree.
~` p ~ .05 ~`~`~` p ~ .001

On the whole, the extent to which minorit~~ and majority members supported
the accommodauon of differences was comparable, be it that they had significantly
different views on the inclusion of non-Christian hol`- da`-s in the public holida}'
calendar (which managers and personnel officers supported less often than
emplo`~ees), longer leave periods for home countrh visits, and the accommodation
of religious headgear at work (both of which minority members supported more
often). ~~'ith respect to both the extended leaves and religious dress, a distinction
needs to be made between informants of Turkish and 1~~loroccan origin on the one
hand, and informants of Surinamese and Antillean origin on the other. Virtuall~- all
participants within the former group (except for one) approved of the wearing of
religious attire at work, whereas in the latter group nearly half disapproved.
Similarly, nearl`~ three 9uarters of the Turhish- and Moroccan-origin participants
full~- agreed with extended leave possibilities for home countn' visits, whereas this
applied to no more than 42.4~~0 of the Surinamese- and Antillean-origin informants.

The organisational context was onlv to some extent related to people's attitudes
towards the accommodation of differences. For example, in departments that
supplied services or applied a dress code, informants more often objected to the
wearing of relígious headgear than in departments with unskilled manual or
professional work ( I '-.27, p c.001). People in these departments were also less
supportive of the accommodation of prayer breaks (I~- .20, j~ ~ .001). Compared
to departments with slcilled or professional work, people worl:ing in departments
with semi- or unskilled manual work (with relativelv high percentages of first-
generation minoritv workers), were significanth- more often of the opinion that
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minoritt- members should be granted permission for an extended leave to visit their
countn- of origin (i' - .18,p ~ .05).

6.3.3 Reasons to support or reject the accommodation of differences

In this section, we will explore the reasons wh}- people supported or objected to
the accommodation of religious and non-religious needs.

Accommodating religious-based needs

The reasons participants ga~'e for either supporting or rejecting the accommodation
of religious differences at work can roughh~ be narrowed down to fi~re priman'
argvments, some of which are closelt- related. Table 6.2 provides an over~-iew of
these reasons, and of the extent to which ethnic minorit~~ and majority- members
cited them.l-' Although minoritv informants (particularl}- informants of Turlïish and
1~loroccan origin) faeoured the accommodation of religious differences more often
than majority~ informants, the kind of arguments the}~ used to support their point of
view were generall}' quite comparable to those put forward by majorit~- members.
Before dealing with these different arguments, it should be noted that informants
generall~- presented a combination of argtzments to support their point of view and
that the~~ frequently referred to Islam and much less to other religions.

Table 6.2
Aigsrmentt in Jàt~ortr of and agrrin.rt the acrorr~modatzon of religiou r di~erencet (in perrentage.r of rerponrer)

A~Iinority members Majoritc,-members
Proponentr:

(~ut of respect reli~ion~culture 54.0 48.1
Comparable non-religious needs 20.1 20.7
People should be treated eyuall~. 11.2 15.4
It has no effect on work 11.8 11.1
It is practicallv possible 3.0 4.7

Opponentr:
Minorities need to adjust 24.1 23.7
Is indi~-idual responsibilit}' 25.3 13.6
It is discriminaton- 25.3 28.3
It has effect on work 20.3 27.8
It is pracricall~- not possible S.1 6.6

1~,'ote. Percentages are based on the responses to all the questions about the accommodation
of religious-based needs.
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As Table 6.2 indicates, respect for other people's religion or culture was an
important criterion for people who supported the accommodation of differences,
whereas opponents often stressed that minorit~. members need to adjust to Dutch
norms or, more specificall~-, to organisational norms. At the core of these two
different positions seems to lie a fundamentallv ciifferent perception about the role
religious conviaions pla}- in shaping a person's identin~. The results show that, as
Verkuvten (2003) also observed, people who were opposed to the accommodation
or religious needs used anti-essentialist discourses. Thev not onlv believed that
minorit5- members should adjust, on mant~ occasions they also explicitlti~ presented
religion (or culture) as an individual choice (summarised in Table 6.2 under "Is
individual responsibility"). From their perspective, cultural or religious traditions
are not imposed and do not form an invariable part of one's identity~, but reflect
individual preferences for which people themselves, rather than the organisauons
thev work for, are responsible (Il'~herJ I fàst then that isfor rr~e und 1 should not Gother other
peo~le u~ith it. It is nry choice). In a similar vein, some of the opponents stressed that,
having chosen to live in the Netherlands or to work for a certain emplo~~er,
minoritt~ members also have to accept the values, norms and rules that prevail here
(In the Netherlunds, you have Christmas and Easterand u~henyou .rettle hereyou knotv this and
you have to adjust to it. Y'ou knou~ these thing.r ivhenyou come to u~ork here).

On the other hand, people who supported the accommodation of religious
needs stressed that organisations need to accommodate differences out of respect
for people's religious or cultural convictions. Analysis of their answers shows that
the~~ seemed to believe that religious beliefs form an intrinsic part, or part of the
"nature" of ethnic minorit}', or, more specificall}', l~luslim, members (That is their
religion and culture und nature). In addition, the~~ sometimes implicitly~ or explicitl}~
suggested that ~fuslims are unable to alter such comrictions (It is something that is so
deeply rooted in that culture; Our religion tell.r ars u~e have to) and that it would be
unreasonable to ask them to do so (~óu should not take thut uzvay,from ihem). Thus,
they~ tended to downplav people's choice in religious or cultural beliefs. At the same
time, however, the~- did take emplo}-ers to be responsible for the staff thev select
(Y áu choose to have d~èrent cultur~c in your company so then you have to take account of it). As
such, they- often expressed essenualist beliefs about minoritt- group members. Both
ethnic majority and ethnic minorit5- members tended to rely- on such ideas.
Interestingl}~, whereas in the previous chapter we saw that participants sometimes
used such strategies to abnormalise minoritt~ members or to put them at a distance,
thet- were used here to justifv support for specific accommodations for theír
benefit.

Yet, it should also be noted that majority members who supported the
accommodation of religious needs sometimes made clear that, although the}~
believed that certain provisions could or should be made, the~- were not ahva}-s able
to understand such religious practices or did not necessarilt' value their underh-ing
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principles (Praying five times a day. I cannot relate to tbat either and sometimes I also think
like: u~el! ridiculaus but, you knou~, that it is j~art of ber culture and religiou you see, .ro theuyou
just accept it, right~. At the same time, however, the}' recognised that, although some
values were unli[;e their own, the}' were still worth}- of their respect ( You mrrst accept
their religion). In that regard, majority members in particular, tended to tolerate the
accommodation of differences more than activel~- supporting it. llinorirL-
respondents on the other hand, more often saw a surplus value in the
accommodation of religious differences. The~~ not onh- considered religion an
important good for the people in question, but also assumed that its
accommodation would result in higher job satisfaction (Love comes from hoth sides: if
you do somethinggood, you zvillget .comethinggood in return).

For a feu~ informants, religious-based preferences and needs were more essential
than other needs or preferences (It is an e~,j~res.rion of a religious prescrzption. But if it's a
habit and does not have auy cultural or religious roots than I don't ajiprove). Yet, most people
(irrespect;~~e of their ethnic background) basically agreed that ethnic minoritt-
members should not be priaileged on the basis of their religious convictions and
not be given specific religious or cultural rights. In that regard, they generall~-
agreed with the accommodation of religious needs onlv if principles of equim or
fairness were not compromised. For example, with respect to non-Christian
holida}-s, the5~ claimed that minoritv emplo~ees should not be given extra or
prioritised lea~e opportunities but should use their regular leave options or swap
holidaS-s ( for esample, working on Christmas Da}- in exchange for taliing Eid
Al-Adbha or Eid al Fitr off as a holida~). Another suggestion was to offer majoritt~
employees paid leave for those day~s as well, although most majority and minoritv
members strongl`- disagreed with the idea of swapping a Christian holida}~ for a
Iviuslim holida~-. In addition, thet- would agree that l~7uslim employees should be
given a room to pra}-, but that such a room should then be made available for non-
religious employees as well (for example as a meditation centre), or that
organisations should proaide equivalent facilities for other emplo`~ees ( such as a
smoking room for smokers). Both ethnic minorin- and majority members were
particularl~- concerned with the effects that giving certain groups specific rights
could have on work group cohesion ( Y'ou should not create prit~ilegedpositious. That only
give.r rise to negatia~e feelings). They also feared that other groups might ask for special
treatment as well (L.ook, ifyou allozv that to onegroup, then othergroups tvill also have the
rzght to rnake all .rorts of claims. So u~hert mill that end~. Thus, when constructing their
arguments, people expressed a strong concern for unirL~ and non-discrimination
(summarised in Table 6.2 under "People should be treated equalh'') and stressed
that the interests of each emplo~~ee should be given equal consideration ( If''hat i.r
saucefor the goose is sauce for the gander~ j ; I~'hat is a nghtfor one persou is a rzght~ór us all).

Apart from their concerns about non-discrimination, informants were also more
supportive of the accommodation of religious needs if they- were able to draw a
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parallel with comparable individual or non-relil,nous based needs and preferences.
For example, some informants supported the accommodation of religious
differences b}~ referring to }-oung mothers who need to express milk under work
time, emplo}-ees who want to smoke at work, emplovees who want to wear a hat or
cap, or the dietan' preferences of vegetarians. The easier it was to tïnd comparable
non-religious needs, the more the}- appeared to support their accommodation. For
instance, most people supported the accommodation of dietarv laws because the}'
were well aware of their own preferences and values in that regard (If~I don't like
chicken, I u~on't eat chicken; I~e don't eat rrronkeys, so u~hy .chould a Tzirk eat pork?~, whereas
it was more difficult for most to draw such comparisons regarding Ramadan, for
example. Furthermore, informants tended to support the accommodation of
specific religious needs when their organisation also accommodated comparable
non-religious needs (Peoj~le alsogetfive sninute.r to smoke; If someone is a i~egeta~zan, they also
take that into accozrnt). In that regard, a general human resource policy in which
individual needs were taken into account on the basis of norms that apply to all
emplovees (for example, rather than granting emplo}~ees time off, or showing
flexibilit}- for religious holidays onl}~, offer such facilities with regard to other
personal needs as well), was perceived as more appealing than a specific diversitv
policv in which provisions were made for ethnic minoritv members onl}'. IVlanagers
in particular emphasised the need for individual-based ar tailor-made policies
instead of group-based policies (1'ou have to startfrom the individzsal. lF'hen somehodygoes
to tbe doctor, he also gets time off or u~hen somebody u~ants to celebrate his holy days).

Informants (irrespective of their ethnic background) were also ver}- sensitive to
whether the accommodation of religious needs affected work relations, the work
process and the work output. Tvpicall}~, when reflecting upon these issues, thev
would use expressions as "As long as it doesn't cause me anv trouble" or "As long
as it doesn't cause other people an}~ trouble". The}' made clear that emplo}-ees have
a right to thcir religious convictions, but not to bother other people with them. As
can also be gathered from Table 6.2, people often rejected the accommodation of
religious needs bv claiming that it ~aould interfere with the work. The}~ feared
having to do more than others (lYr'hen he is lying there avith his ass pointing IFést, I um
doin~ all his u~ork. I find that nonsen.re) or feared that production would decline.
Obviousl}-, this was also related to t}~pe of accommodation that was proposed.
People more often expressed such concerns with respect to the accommodation of
praver breaks, Ramadan and religious holida}-s than with regard to the
accommodation of religious headgear and dietar~~ laws (A headsca~ doesn't affect the
u~ork.). Of particular importance to informants was also whether arrangements u~ere
made in close consultations with colleagues (As long as it is ~y mutzral consent, 1 don't
hai~e any problems u~ith it).

People's fear that the accommodation of religious needs interferes with work
processes did not necessarily- lead them to reject it altogether. Often times, thev
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proposed alternatives. ~~'ith regard to pra}'er breaks, for example, they suggested
that people could pra~- during lunch or coffee hours or could make up any work
time missed (for example by taking shorter lunch breaks or working longer shifts).
Similar reasons were put to the fore with respect to the accommodation of
Ramadan. By and large, informants expected some reciprocity from persons for
whom accommodations were made. In that regard, the organisational context
played a role as well. In departments with more flexible work hours, people were
less concerned with the effects of the accommodation of certain religious needs
than people in organisations with less flexible work hours or more routinised work
procedures (Yóu are part of a team and you have to keep a machine running, versus:
Et~erybody ba.r hí.r oum break andyou take turn.r).

The extent to which the accommodation of differences was believed to be
practicallv possible was another criterion used to support or object to the
accommodation of religious differences, be it by only a small number of informants
(see also Table 6.2). hlinorit~~ informants predominandy stressed that it does not
require much effort, time or money to accommodate certain religious needs (It i.r no
trouble at al!) whereas majority informants tended to emphasise the impracticality of
certain provisions (Look, ín one culture they cannot have beef and ín the other no pork. It i.c
u~ay too com~ilicated to take all of the.re thing.r ínto account). In that regard, the heterogeneity
of staff seemed to pla~~ a role too. Certain religious needs (non-Christian holidays,
Ramadan, etc.) for instance, were believed to be more difficult to accommodate
when the work force was highly diverse (Hereyou have~ieoplefrom ten d~erent countrzes,
it ivould be too d~cult to make any planning under.ruch conditions).

Apart from these tive more general principles, informants advanced a number of
criteria that were more specificall}' related to the hpe of religious provisions or
needs proposed. For example, minorit,~ and majoriry employees sometimes pleaded
for special provisions to be made for Ramadan out of piety for Muslim workers
(lY~e are only human and u~e need food). Regarding religious headgear, informants
sometimes based their disapproval on esthetical values (I thin,~ it.r u~; I think it.r a
hideour .right ífyou are haviug lunch zvith thal) and, in relation to that, emphasised that it
would too much distinguish minority employees from their colleagues, thus
creating or strengthening group barriers (Tbenyou are making di.rtinctíon.cyourrelf. 1óu
~aint out that you are d~erent, you .ree. And i.r that what you really u~ant to happen in the
end~.14 Thus, these informants implicitly stated that, if minority members want to
be treated equallv, thev should not distinguish themselves from majority group
members. Occasionally they added that religious attire should only be worn in non-
representative functions or only when the safet}- of the employees concerned was
not put at risk (in companies with machine work, for example). Some Turkish-
origin emplo}'ees also referred to the situation in Turkey where, according to them,
no provisions were made either (In Turkey, it s alro impo.r.rible to take a break to j~ray.
Come on man. Your bo.r.r mouldfzreyou).
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Accommodatíng non-religious differences: extended (unpaid) leaves

In the main, informants put three primary criteria to the fore with respect the
accommodation of extended leave periods: the importance of visiting ones
relauaes, non-discrimination principles and effects on the conduct of business.

First of all, people who favoured and those who opposed longer leave periods
for minority members differed in the way they defined such a leave: either as a
holiday or as a visit to relatives. For proponents (majority and minoriri~ members),
longer leave periods were not comparable to a"normal" holiday (and therefore not
by definition relaxing, as the}- had to visit many family members in a short period
of time), but served to maintain ties with relatives, something they expected to
produce psychological benefits in the long run (Ifyour family i.r .rtill living back inyour
horne country, you have a lot of .rtres.r). Furthermore, they emphasísed the long travel
time and high costs involved (especially first-generation Turkish and Moroccan
emplovees, who travelled by car to their country of origin).

Dutch informants generallv recognised the importance of visiting ones relatiees
(If my family mere abroad, I u~ould al.ro like vi.cit them) and the travel costs and time
imrohred, but they sometimes doubted whether this was still a valid reason to grant
second-generation employees longer leave periods (For tho.ce ivho ivere born in tbe
Netherlandc, I think it'.r unfair becau.re u~e aren't allau~ed to go to Turkey for longer than three
week.r, either. If . comebody wa.rn't boru bere, it.r okay becau.re the-y haven't .reen their fanrily in a
long time). Some second- and intermediate-generation members agreed with this
rationale, also because they felt that by receiving special treatment, they were still
not fullS~ accepted as citizens or co-workers but seen as "outsiders". As one
employee of Turkish origin stated:

`X~ell, because at some point you must decide: are you going to continue to treat
these people as foreigners with their own desires and needs when it comes to
holidays, or will you finally take the plunge and say: these people are inhabitants
of our countn-, thev are colleagues. For me, thev are emplovees like all other
employees, and that means that now thev have to stick to the same rules. I mean,
we tinally have to close that guest labour phase when it comes to holida~-s. (1303,
28-year-old man of '!'urki.rb origin, second generafiion, univerrity, profe.r.rional u~orker in a
public ,ren~ice organi.ration)

Yet, for second-generation minority members who were married to someone from
their countn- of origin who had onh recently moved to the Netherlands, the
possibilin- to obtain longer leaves still remained highly relevant (Nly avifè i.r here and
that i.f very d~cult becau.re .rhe har left everybody behinc~.

People who opposed, or did not fullv support, the accommodation of extended
leave periods generall}- saw no inherent difference benveen holidavs and home
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countrt ~'isits and did not think that the latter deserved special status. For them,
principles of eyuitt- or non-discrimination pre~-ailed (That is discrirninatay; ~'ou
shouldn't di~Jèrentiate; 1óu shorrldn'tJarrnranyhod}~). Especiall~- Dutch majorin- members
~~-ere concerned about being personalh- disadvantaged or treated unfairl~- (Thea he is
.rittrnq rn his home countr}~ and I am forced to do his u~ork). Hence, non-discrimination
principles constituted the second criterion on w-hich people based their judgement.
tilajoritt~ members appeared to agree onl}- with longer leaves for minorit,- members
when similar provisions were made for them. For minority members, this principle
was also rele~~ant, though primaril}- because the}~ were concerned with possible
negative reactions from majorin- members if they- would not be gi~-en equal rights
or opportunities (That n~ill excite enay). Therefore, both minorin- and majoritt.
members sometimes plead for general rules that allow each emplo}'ee to sa~-e up

dat-s for a longer lea~~e period, regardless of the purpose of such a leave.
Although ethnic minoritt- and majorin- workers sometimes also expressed their

concern with the possible disrupti~~e effects of longer lea~~e periods on the conduct
of business, this was a particular matter of concern to managers. Thet' emphasised
that they generallt tried to balance between business norms and -goals, eyuitt~
norms, and the needs and interests of indi~-idual employ-ees (I mant to do it, hut
sornetimes it znterferes u~ith the compuny'.r interests). í~Zost of them maintained that requests
for longer lea~~e periods for home countr}~ visits would be granted onl~- if thec
would not interfere with the work process, and onl~ on an individual basis rather
than a group basis.

6.3.4 Accommodating differences: actual experiences

Organisations ~-aried in the wa~- in which, and the extent to which, thet- had actualh~

accommodated, or attempted to accommodate, ethnic differences. Fi~-e

organisations (sometimes) relied on a group-based approach. That is, thet- made

proeisions specificalh for ethnic minorit~~ members or had altered general policies

to improve conditions for ethnic minorit~~ members. These organisations had had

an ethnicall~- diverse ~uork force since the arrival of the first guest workers or ~~-ere
acti~-ch- trying to attract or retain more minorir,- group members. Se~-en

organisations relied on a more indi~-idual-based approach and in three
organisations, the accommodation of ethnic differences had never been given

serious thought so that ver~- te~~- pro~~isions had been made.

Organisations also ~-aried in the extent to which thet~ had been successful in
making pro~~isions. Their success appeared related to the approach thet- had, either
consciousl~- or unconscioush-, chosen. ï~lore negative reactions (such as c~-nical
jokes, criticism) against the accommodation of ethnic differences, e~-en in case of
onh- minor adjustments, were reported in organisations that relied on a more
group-based approach. For example, in one organisation, emplo~-ees u.ere no
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longer given a bottle of wine at Christmasi~ so as to meet the dietarv requirements
of 1~luslim emplo~-ees. This had led to considerable discontentment among both
ethnic minoritv and majorit}~ emplovees. As one informant reported:

You shouldn't be too diligent. Until last vear, we received wine in evert-
Christmas hamper, but not last vear because some minorities don't drink wine.
Then vou get reactions like: "Because of the i~Iuslims we don't get anv wine" and
these sorts of things. You have to tind our. who wants it and who doesn't. If vou
have ten I~luslims, you have to respect them but you shouldn't put the rest of the
people into trouble. You must iind the balance. (1608, 40:year-old ~rrart of Turkish
origin, first generatiorr, higher proJëssionul educatzon, profes.ciona! worker irr a puGlic sen~ice
organisatlon)

In another organisation where Muslim employees were given candv during Eid al
Fitr and were granted nvo extra hours off during Eid A!-Adhha (the feast of
sacrifice), this also evoked negative reactions from the part of majority. workers.
Furthermore, the latter were reported to react very negativel}- when minoritv
colleagues were granted an extended leave to visit their relatives in their countr}~ of
origin, particularlv in departments with semi- or unskilled work. These reactions
varied from jokes (The last tirrre I had six ~~ee,[s off 1 u~us inpnmary school,. I urn Moroccan
too, I ulso u~ant six u~eeks off) to more serious comments and complaints ([F'hy can they
and tvhy can't a~e~ and, incidentallv, to tensions between emplo~~ees and managers.

hlore negative reactions to the accommodation of differences were reported
when, in line with the obser~-ations in the previous section, it was perceived to
negatively affect other emplo~~ees or the work processes (Tbe praying in itself is not a
problesn, hut it if a~roblerrr ra~hen the u~ork Jarst cun~~ot be done u~e1~. For example, in
organisations with relativeh~ manv first-generation minorin~ workers, tensions were
reported to have occurred when thev were granted extended leave periods and did
not return on the agreed date.~~~ Furthermore, provisions wi[h regard to Ramadan,
religious holidays, extended leaves and praver breaks seemed to lead to particularlti-
negative reactions in departments with a relativel}- high percentage; of í~fuslim
emplo}~ees and with a less flexible work schedule due to assemblv line processes
(Last tveek, last Friday it tvas the fèast of sacizfice, u~ell then nearl7~ h. alf the factory i.r at a
standstil~. In these organisations, the aecommodation of differences directly
affected other workers, which possibl}~ contributed to their negative attitudes. In
these situauons, managers struggled to find a balance between the interests of
l~Iuslim workers, of non-i~~Iuslim emplo~~ees and of the companv itself (So rvhat u~e
sometirrres ask oursell~es iu aperiod like this is lik,e u~ell, shouldn't u-~e just say: "Guys, cnn't zve
all better take a duy off at the feust oj sacriJàce". And thera of course ,you're gonna have
discu.csions). ' -

,
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Additionall~-, negative reactions were reported to occur when emplot~ees were
not consulted about the provisions made. For instance, it was reported that when
1`luslim employees prayed under work time without notif}'ing their colleagues, their
sinceritt- would be questioned (He ju.rt u~ants to haz~e another Greak). ~G'hen provisions
were made in mutual agreement, informants indicated that jokes were still made,
but that these appeared to have a somewhat more positive undertone (Send my
greetings to God; Say a prayerfor me, too).

Informants occasionall~~ mentioned that negative reactions to the
accommodation of differences were related to majority members' relative
inexperience with diversity. For example, part of the minorit}. and majority
informants (28.Oo~o and 29.70~0, respectively) reported on negauve jokes or remarks
that were initially made about l~íuslim employees who said their prayers at work or
female I~luslim colleagues wearing a headscarves (There is a ninja; Tbere is Bin Laden in
disguise). Sometimes, these comments were expressed directly at minorit}- colleagues
(It is clear to me thatpeo~le in this unit don't agree uzth it. That s why they also say: "Why are
you tvearzng a headscarfhere, u~{y don'tyou take it o~f~atyour zvork?'). Generally, however,
informants reported that such remarks were not made in the presence of the
minorin~ colleagues concerned and also decreased over time, when people got used
to the situation. The following quote illustrates the initial embarrassment of
majority employees in this situation, followed by acceptance after thev had become
better acquainted with the personal or professional skills of the co-workers
involved:

I just notice that it is a lot less because, well, our group has become much larger
in those years so you have so many foreigners and Dutch mingled, taking breaks
together, that these jokes have actuall~- become less because they start having
more respect for foreigners, like: "Hey, he can operate a machine just as well and
he also knows how to do his u-ork". [...] So at a certain point you hear that
people start to say: "Hey, do you think that this is really necessar}, do you reall}'
think it's funny? I mean, if you are wearing a funm~ pair of pants, we're not all
starting to laugh at you either are we? That is ti-our choice your..., you want that
don't you? And these people choose to wear a scarf and it has something to do
with their religion, well why not?" ~~~ell, and so what you get is that a certain
group of people starts commenting on it and that this group is becoming smaller
and then you feel that you ... that if they are alone, they actually don't say
an~-thing about it an~-more. (912, 52year-old Dutch u~omun, pre-vocationa! secondary
edrrcation, routine martual wcir,~er in a distribution company)

This citation clearh- demonstrates the importance of social and work norms in the
acceptance of religious clothing at work. In this regard, some informants stressed
that managers' attitudes could facilitate or hamper acceptance as well (But if tbe
munager does not accept it, then 1 ulso notice that unthin a unit it is also less easily aeceptedj.
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6.4 Multilevel analysis

In the previous sections, we described people's attitudes towards the
accommodation of ethnicitv-based differences and showed that, although there are
some differences between minorin~ and majoritt. informants in the intensit}- of their
support, there is also overlap in the criteria they used to make their judgements. We
also pointed out that these criteria appeared, at least to a certain extent, related to
the specitic conditions in the organisational setting. In this section, we will present
a series of multilevel random coefficient models using HLM-5 to establish which
individual and group-based variables predict people's attitudes towards the
accommodation of differences. 1`fore speci11ca11}', at the individual level, we will
examine whether ethnic group membership, in-group preference, awareness of
interethnic tensions and awareness of interethnic differences predict support for
the accommodation of differences. At the level of departments, we will explore
whether ethnic composition of staff, diversin~ polic}~, t~~pe of organisation, and
average job level are related to people's attitudes. In the following, the measures
included in the anal}rses will be described first, and then the results will be
presented.

6.4.1 Measures

The following measures were used in the multilevel anal}~sis:

Diuersity attitudes. Attitudes towards the accommodation of ethnicity-based needs
were assessed b}~ means of part of the items described in 6.3.1: headgear, pra}~er
breaks and facilities, dietary prescriptions, extended leaves. Response categories
consisted of a 3-point scale: 1- disagree, 2- partiall}~ agree, and 3- agree.
Cronbach's alpha for this scale was .65 (.64 for minorit}~ and .63 for majority
members). Two items on the accommodation of religious holidays and on the
accommodation of Ramadan were dropped as they did not increase the reliabilitv
of the scale. The mean score for minoriri- members on this scale was 2.44
(SD - 0.49) and for majoritt~ members 2.18 (SD - 0.52): t(209) - 3.54, p c .001.

For ingrou~ ~irfèrence and atvureness of ethrtic in- and outgroups at mork, the measures
were the same as the ones described in Chapters 4 and 5. Au~areness of interethnic
tensions was measured bv means of two yuestions: whether tensions occurred
between ethnic minorit}- and majoritv colleagues and ethnic minoritt~ members and
managers because of cultural differences. Answer categories were: (1) never, (2)
sometimes, (3) often. The correlation between these items was .23, p c.001.

At the individual level, we again used a contrast-coded variable for ethnic group
membership (-1 - minoritv member, 1- majoritt- member). Furthermore, we
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induded ecíucational level, age and gender (-1 - female, 1- male) so as to control
for them.

,~t the level of the departments, we used the same composite measures as in
Chapters 4 and ~: percentage of minoritt~ staff, average job leeel, and sen~ice versus
non-service organisation (the latter ~~ariable was contrast-coded, u~ith -1 - non-
service sector, 1- service sector). ~x'ith the help of a checklist, we established on
the basis of organisational documents and on the basis of interviews with managers
and personnel ofíicers ~vhether organisations accommodated ethnicitt~-based
differences. The checklist contained the same topics as were assessed in the
intervieu~s (accommodation of religious headgear, food, praver, etc.). On average,
organisations had made 3.3 provisions (SD - 1.7). Non-service organisations
accommodared more differences than sen~ice organisations (hl - 49 and A1 - 2.6,
respecti~-eh-; 1(28) - 4.12, p c.001). VG'e also aggregated scores of indi~~idual
perceptions (in-group preference, awareness of interethnic differences and
au-areness of interethnic tensions) for each department so as to control for them.

6.4.2 Predicting attitudes towards the accommodation of differences

Table 63 presents the multile~el regression models that were estimated. hlodel0 is
the baseline model. An intraclass correlation of .16 was found, suggesting that
people's attitudes towards the accommodation of differences is not on1~- explained
b~~ individual, but also b~- contextual factors. Yet, as can also be seen in Table G.3,
the within-group variance is larger than the benveen-group eariance. This means
that individual factors explain more variance in people's diversin atutudes than
contextual factors.

~~s in the pre~~ious chapters, predictors were entered bv using a foru-ard stepping
approach. Again, onh- those predictors that were signit7cant (fi c .10)t- were
retained. At level 1, continuous measures were entered group-mean centred
whereas categorical ~-ariables were entered uncentred. In the first step, all
coefficients were modelled as random Coefftcients were fixed on the basis of
l,niidelines offered b~- Nezlek (2091). Level 2 variables were standardised before the
anah-sis. Tablc 6.3 presents the results of the different modcls that were estimated.

In l~lodel 1, we examined whether minority or majoriri~ group membership is
related to people's attitudes towards thc accommodation of differences. We
controlled for educational le~-e1, age and gendcr. The results show that the effect of
group membership was si~niticant: ethnic minoritt' members endorsed the
accommodation of differences at work more than ethnic majoritv members. Also,
an effect was found of age: ~-ounger people supported the accommodation of
differences more than older people. No effect was found for the other control
variables. Furthermore, it should be noted that the de~-iance in this model ~ti-as
higher than in ;~todel 1.
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Table G.3
alultilea~el rr~retsiar mnclels f~redirtruX attitudes tnu~ard tGe accorrrndatinn oJ di(fèrerue.r Beta cne(Jicients

Variables Mode10 Modell Mode12 Model3 Mode14 blodel5
Irrrlirrclua!lerel

Gender (1 - male) U.ll2

~ige -11.01~` -0.Olt -0.01
Group (1 - majority) 0.12~`~`~` -U.08` -0.12~~~ -11.14~~`~` -0.13~`~`~`
I,ecel of education 0.01

In~out-~roups work -U.O1
In-group preference -0.08~"~` -0.02 -0.01 -0,02
Inreredlnic tcnsiuns -0.00
Grriup x in-group 0.09~ 0.12~~ 0.10~`

preference

Department let~el

o~o Minorir.- staff

Average job level

Organisation qrpe

(1 - sen-ice)

Diversity- polic~.

In-~out-groups work

(aggregared)
In-group preference

(aggregated)
Interethnic tensir)ns

(aggregared)

-0.00
0.02

-0.16~ -(L1R~~

-U.O1

-0.0 I

-0.13`

U,01

I~árimrce.r

Betu-een departments 0.044 0.047 11.0~0 0.0511 0.031 0.025
Between individuals 0.236 0?16 (1,206 0.198 f).2U4 Q199

Deciance 319.728 322.676 322.008 308.399 311.37; il)5.734

Difference t2.G48 -.(68 -13.7U9"~ f2,9?6 - ï.641~

tP ~ 10 ~`p ~.05 ~`~` j~ c.L)1 '~~~ c.111~1 (two-tailed testsj
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In í~iodel 2, we added the perceptual measures: in-group preference, perceived
interethnic differences at work, and awareness of interethnic tensions. The
deviance in this model was somewhat lower than the deviance in htodel 1. This
difference was not signiEicant, however. In hfodel 2, a significant main effect was
found of in-group preference: people who preferred to interact with ethnic in-
group members were more supportive of the accommodation of differences. No
effect was found for perceived interethnic differences and awareness of interethnic
tensions. This means that byj~otheri.c 2 (predicting that perceived dissimilarin-leads to
less support for the accommodation of differences) and hypothe.ri.r 3 (predicting that
awareness of interethnic tensions leads to less support for the accommodation of
differences) have to be rejected.

In I`Iodel 3, we entered the interaction term (group membership x in-group
preference). Before entering these two variables in the equation, in-group

preference was group-mean centred to avoid problems of multicollinearity (Aiken

8t ~~'est, 1991). The interaction term itself was entered uncentred. As hlodel 3

shows, a significant interaction effect was found. Note also that the main effect of

in-group preference was no longer significant. Age was also no longer significant.

The decrease in deviance for this model was significant (decrease in de~riance -

13.?09; df - 1, ~ c.001). Inspection of the interaction, however, shows that the

effect was not in the expected direction. For minoritt- members, higher scores on

in-group preference were negativel}~ related to support for the accommodation of
differences, whereas for majorin- members, this u-as the reverse. Predicted slopes

for minoritt~ and majorih~ group members with ~~-1 .S~D on in-group preference
demonstrated that minoritt- members who were 1 SD below the mean for in-group

preference had, of all possible combinations, the highest "di~-ersitt-
accommodatiod' slopes. All in all, this means that hypothe.ri.r 1 u (which predicted a

positive relation between in-group preference and support for the accommodation
of differences for minorirt- group members) and hypothe.ri.c lh (which predicted a

negative relation between in-group preference and support for the accommodation

of differences for majoritt- group members) ha~-e to be rejected.
In blodel 4, we entered the contextual measures (percentage of minorirv- staff,

a~-erage level of education, di~-ersitv polic}- and ttpe of organisation)
simultaneousl~-. Prior to the analt~sis, we had no specific expectauons about the
effects of these factors, except for job-level. We espected that people who work in
departments with low-skill work would be less supportive of diversitt-. Yet, this
expectation (hypnthe,ri.r 4) could not be confirmed. OnlS~ a small effect was found for
n-pe of organisation (ser~-ice ~-ersus non-service). In non-service units, people
supported the accommodation of ethnic differences more than in sen-ice units.
None of the other measures explained people's attitudes towards the
accommodation of differences, and the det~iance in this model was also higher than
in ~todel 3.
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In híodel 5, the aggregated scores of individuals' in-group preference, awareness
of ethnic in- and out-groups, and awareness of interethnic tensions were included.
Adding these variables led to a significant improvement of the model (decrease in
deviance - 5.641; df - 1,p c.05). No effect was found of interethnic tensions or
of awareness of differences as a group-level characterisàc. Strikinglv, the aggregated
scores on in-group preference showed a small negative effect, whereas in hiodel 2,
no effect was found of the individual-level score. In groups in which people tended
to show more in-group preference, less support was found for the accommodation
of differences.

Finallv, we estimated a model (not presented in Table 6.3) in which we onl}-
included the significant effects from the previous models. The deviance of this
model was significantl`- smaller than the deviance in Model 5(decrease in deviance
7.605; df 2, p c.05). In this model, each of the variables included (except for in-
group preference at the individual level) remained significant. At the unit level,
there was a significant negative effect of t}~pe of organisation (t - -3.99, p- .001)
and of in-group preference (t --2.84, p c .005). At the individual level, the effect
of ethnic group membership was highl}- significant (t --4.74, p c .001), and the
interaction effect was significant as well (t - 2.30, p c .OS). We also examined
cross-level interactions between ethnic group membership, on the one hand, and
t}-pe of organisation and in-group preference (aggregated), on the other. Here, we
found that in-group preference as a group-level characteristic mediated the effect of
group membership. In units where people reported less in-group preference,
minorit}- members tended to support the accommodauon of differences more (t -
-4.43, p ~ .001).

6.5 Summary

In this chapter, we explored people's attitudes towards the accommodation of
ethnicitv-based needs at work. In an in-depth analvsis we assessed what t}-pes of
provisions should or should not be made according to both minoritv and majorit}-
members and emplot~ers, and whv (not). W'e also assessed how organisations had
accommodated differences and with what level of success. In a multilevel anal}'sis,
we explored which individual-level factors (i.e., majority- versus minoritt~ group
membership, in-group preference, awareness of ethnic in- and out-groups,
a~~-areness of interethnic tensions) and department-level factors (i.e., minorit}- staff,
diversit}- policv, t}~pe of organisation, job level, diversity polic}-) were related to
people's diversit}~ attitudes.

The in-depth analvsis showed that both minoritc and majority employees were
generall}- 9uite supportive of the accommodation of differences, be it that the
former more often full}- supported such provisions and that the latter were less
supportive of the accommodation of extended leaves for home country visits and
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religious dress at work. I~fanagers also turned out to be less positive than emplo}'ees
about granting minoritt- members extended leaves.

The arguments put for~eard bv minoritv and majoritt- members turned out to be
closeh- related, although minorit~~ members appeared to support the
accommodation of differences more actively (e.g., b~- stressing its benetlcial effects
on the individual emplot-ee or the compam) than majoritt~ members, u~ho seemed
to more passiveh. tolerate it. The main argument in favour of the accommodation
of certain tt~pes of ethnicite~-based (mainlv religious) needs was that religious or
cultural differences have to be respected. This was often justified b}- mahing
essentialist claims (for example that such habits were deeplv rooted in minoritt-
members' culture or nature). Nevertheless, people's support for ethnicit}--based
provisions also depended on the type of provision proposed. For example, the~~
would sav that one needs to respect cultural or religious habits or convictions when
thev believed that a particular provision did not affect the work or work processcs,
did not lead to unequal treatment of emplo~.ees or did not emphasise ethnic group
boundaries. People (particularlv majoritv members) also tended to favour the
accommodation of certain provisions (such as dietar5~ laws) more when the}~ were
able to identif~- comparable rights or needs. In line with that, organisations with a
general human resource polic~- that took individual needs into account on the basis
of standards that equall~- appla to all emplot.ees, seemed to be more successful in
accommodating diffcrences than organisations that relied on a more group-based
approach.

In the multilevel models that were estimated, hardlv anv support was found for
the h~-potheses that were developed prior to the analvsis. It was found that minorin
members supported the accommodation of differences more than ethnic majoritt
members. ~11so, an interaction effect was found of ethnic group membership and
in-group preference. This interaction, however, was not in the expected direction:
minoritt~ members with a stronger in-group preference supported the
accommodation of differences less and majoritv members with a stronger in-group
prefcrence supported the accommodation of differences more. ~'ith regard to
organisational level variables, onh an effect was found of type of organisation
(either service or non-service) and of in-group preference as an aggregated value. In
non-sen~ice organisations, people supported the accommodation of ethnicitt.-based
differences more than in ser~-ice organisauons. Furthermore, in groups in which
people tended to show more in-group preference, less support was found for the
accommodation of differences. Finallv, a cross-level interacuon effect was found
benx-een ethnic 1,Troup membership on the one hand, and in-group preference
(aggregated) on the other. In units where people reported less in-group preference,
minorin members tended to be more supporti~~e of the accommodation of
differences.
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In the follourinw chapter, w~e will further elaborate on, and discuss these results,
to~ether with the results from Chapters 4 and 5.

Notes
~ It should be noted that our focus will for an important part be on the

accommodation of religious-based differences. We will, ho~aever, frequentl~- use the
term "eduiic differences" as well.

'- Each of these pra~-er sessions generall~- lasts five to ten minutes. Although it is
considered preferable to worship together in a mosque, Aluslims ma~. pra~- almost
an}~u~here, such as oftïces, and factories, pro~~ided the`- are rituallt- pure and the place
is clean (Shadid c~ Van Konin~s~-eld, 1997).

' f:id Al-,~~dhu is the "Feast of sacritïce" and is celebrated from the tenth throu~h the
thirteenth dav of 7u!-Hi~juh, the twelfth month of the hluslim calendar. During Eid ul
1~ïtr, a large feast is celebrated on the breaking of the fast of Ramadan, and is held on
the first da~- of Shawwal, right after the month of Ramadan (Shadid 8c Van
Koningsveld, 1997).

; L)rr~ali is often referred to as "Festieal of Lights". In Hinduism, it is believed that
Ivksb~rri, the Goddess of u-ealth and ~ood fortune, ~-isits the homes of de~otees on
this dav. On the dav of the Holi, men and ~~.omen, irrespecáve of caste and creed,
mingle together and eschan~e colours (Itilostermaier, 2000).

' Ro.rh Hushartuh is the Jewish New Year festical and commemorates the creation of the
~corld. It lasts tu-o da~-s. Yom Kippur is the most sacred and solemn day- of the Jewish
y~ear. It is beGeved that, on this da~~, God makes the final decision on what the next
t~ear w-ill be like for each person (Rug~iero, 20O6).

~~ During the month of Ramadan (which lasts a month each ~ear) ~fuslims are rcyuircd
to fast from dawn to dusk. Because l~luslims follou- a lunar calendar, which is
approYimateh- 11 dacs shorter than its solar eduivalent, Ramadan does not occur at
the same time each ~-ear, but starts 11 dat.s earlier than the pre~-ious }-ear (Shadid c~
Van Kotungsveld, 1997).

' So far, jurisprudence in the Netherlands states that, in accordance ~uith the ri~ht to
religious freedom, it is illegal to prohibit indi~-iduals to practice their religion.
Nevertheless, in the pasc, the I3qua1 Treatment Commission judged (with regard to
the accommodation of special break times for ;~fuslim emplo~.ees, for example) that
disallowance b} emplot~ers can be objecti~-elt- justified ~x-hene~-er a compam- is likeh-
to incur substantial expenses or inconvenience as a result of the practice (CGB,
2006).

"Oftïcialh., the Lea~-e ,`ct ([ "akuntieu.e~ lat-s do~ti-n provisions for a minimum of four
~~~eeL;s of paid lea~-e per ~~ear, wherebt~ emplo~~ees are entitled to at least two
consecuti~-e u-eeks off per ~~ear. This applies to all sectors (both public and private),
thou~h in collecti~-e labour a~,Treements, it can be agreed that emplo}-ees receiee extra
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da}'s of leave. In principle, emplo~-ers have to give emplo~-ees permission to take leave
of absence, though the}~ ma~- refuse if there are compelling reasons for doing so (if
the absence of an emplovee demonstrabl}- harms compan`. interests, for example)
(FN~', 2005).

`~ It should be noted that, with regard to the accommodation of prat-er breaks, non-
Chrisáan holidavs and Ramadan, we did not specif~- how this could be
accommodated (for example, shift swaps between emplo}.ees, voluntar~~ assignment
substitutions, use of lunch time in exchange for earl}' departure, or flexible
scheduling).

"' In the Netherlands, emplo~-ees have a minimum of between 21 to 27 vacauon dat-s
per t-ear. In Collective Labour Agreements, it is often determined that emplo~-ees are
not allowed to take more than diree consecutive weeks hoGdav at a time.

" In the yuesrions on this topic, however, the extent to which dietary needs can or
should be taken into account was not made explicit. It is therefore unclear whether,
according to informants, the accommodation of dietarv prescriptions is limited to
eegetarian meat or beef or should, for instance, also include the provision of rituaLl`-
slaughtered meat.

''- No distincáon is made in this table between emplo}-ees and managers because their
answers were similar.

'' In Dutch: "Gelijke monniken, gelijke kappen".
"In an experiment, Worchell, Rothgerber, Dav, Hart, and Buteme}~er (1998, as cited in

Brown, 2000) found that distinctive visible differences negativeh~ affect intergroup
cooperation. In their stud~-, in-group and out-group members wore identical or
distinctive laboraton- coats. The}- found that when groups were dressed identicall}-,
cooperation led to more intergroup attraction than when the}' were dressed
distinctivelc.

'' In the Netherlands, companies usuallt- hand out gift packages, often containing food
(including meat and wine) to their emplovees for Christmas.

'~ One organisation had solved this problem bv letting emplovees who were permitted
an extended leave (irrespecuve of their ethnic background) sign an agreement before
their departure in which the~- committed themselves to return on the agreed date.
~lloreover, the`- were reyuired to sta~- in contact with their emplo~.er during their
absence. Failure to comph- with these requirements was sanctioned b}~ stopping the
salar}~ pa~~ment of the emplot-ee concerned.

'' To avoid underspecificauon of the models, significance levels were set at .l0 (e.g.
Hox, 1995).



CHAPTER 7

Conclusions and discussion

This dissertation dealt with people's attitudes towards, and experiences with, the
inclusion of minority~ members at work. It explored the following general questions:
How do organisational members think about the difficulues encountered in
employ-ing and promoting minority members, and about positive action policies?
How do they- think about possible interethnic differences, and the interethnic
relations at their work place? How do they~ think about the accommodauon of
cultural or religious differences? What factors contribute to more positive or
negative views and experiences? These questions were assessed bv means of in-
depth interviews among 219 minorite and majoritv employees, managers and
personnel officers working in 15 Dutch organisations. In this chapter, the main
findings of this study- will be described and discussed in more detail. In addition, we
will discuss the limitations of the studj-, and elaborate on its practical implications
for organisations.

7.1 Employing minority members: perceptions of barriers and
solutions

A tírst dimension of organisational diaersity- addressed in this study (in Chapter 4),
concerned the representation of minorit`~ members at different levels in
organisations. It focused on emplot-ers' perceptions of barriers to the employ~ment
and promotion of minorities and on both employers' and employees' attitudes
towards policies to improve minorities' labour market position (so-called
affirmative action or equal opportunit}~ policies).

On the basis of social identity theort. (Tajfel 8c Turner, 1986), self-categorisation
theory- ( Turner, 1982), and attribution theories (e.g., Hewstone, 1990), it was
assumed that employ.ers ( i.e., managers and personnel officers) would attribute the
unequal representation of minorities in their organisations to minorities themselves
and minimise their own role in this regard. Such implicit attitudes mav explain wh~~
Dutch emplo~-ers have been found reluctant to implement measures aimed at
tal:ing aa-at- organisational barriers to the entn- and promotion of minorities (e.g.,
SCP, 2003). Nevertheless, because previous research has shown that negative out-
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group evaluations are expressed in rather indirect terms no~~-ada~-s (e.g., Sears, Van
Laar, Carrillo, 8c Kosterman, 1997), it was also assumed that emplo}'ers would
communicate their reluctance and negative opinions in subtle terms.

These expectations were confirmed. In a yualitative anal}-sis, it was found that
emplo~.ers were generall~- unaware of, or did not admit, their own role in
reproducing ineyualities in the work place. Although the~- sometimes did belie~-e
that in general, emplo~-ers' attitudes towards minoritt- members contribute to their
disadvantageous labour market position, thet~ stressed that the~- personalh- did not
mahe ant- ethnicin--based distinctions and judged people purel~~ on the basis of their
individual yualities. Thet' also seemed confident in their abilit}- to form objective
judgments in that regard. If the}~ put organisational barriers to the fore, they tended
to focus on factors for which they~ could not be held personally responsible,
although nearl~~ half of them, when asked more explicidv, did admit that the
organisational climate ~~~as not alwa`-s receptive of minorin~ members. In
departments with low-skill ~uork in particular, emplovers reported on blatant or
more subtle reactions of hostilin~ against the entrance or promotion of minorities,
which reflected feelings of social or territorial threat among majoriri- workers. ~11so,
in organisations that applied a preferential treatment procedure in selection and
promotion decisions, people reported reactions that reflected feelings of socio-
economic threat among majorit~- members.

Bt- and large, however, emplorers attributed the uneyual representation of
minorin~ employees to minorit~- groups themselves. In line with previous tindings
of Van Dijk (1993), the~~ made clear that minoriues either did not apphT, or did not
meet the reyuired criteria to be hired or to obtain higher-level functions. Emplo~-ers
believed that minorit;es (especiall~~ Turhs and Moroccans) particularl~- failed to meet
their more "objectiee" selection criteria (i.e., criteria that are susceptible to
evidence, such as language skills and educational background), and identified this
failure as the main barrier to their emplo}~ment or promouon. ~~lthough the~~ did
often express the belief that such characteristics are malleable, thet~ also tended to
think that minority- members were unwilling to incest more in these reyuirements.

Nearh~ half of the emplovers also indicated that minorit~~ members often fail to
meet more "subjective" criteria, i.e., work-related norms (thet~ ~~~ere not producti~-e,
not committed, not self-reliant, etc.) and social norms (they were too submissive,
too resemed, reluctant to tahe the lead, etc.). Deficiencies such as these were
presented as "yuasi-natural", i.e., as traits that cannot be changed ~ er~- easih-
because thet- are part of minoritt. members' "nature". These perceived deviances in
more subjecti~-e yualifications seemed to carn~ over more stronglt. into hiring
preferences than the more objecti~-e criteria. For example, emplo~.ers who were
reluctant or unwilling to hire certain minorin- groups (approximateh. one-third of
al] emplot-ers intere-iewed) consistenth~ referred to their failure to meet these
subjective criteria. Furthermore, ~~~hen thet- had a positive image of the subjecuve
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qualifications of minorirv groups (e.g., hard-working), the}- also seemed more
willing to lower or drop their more objective criteria (e.g., Dutdi language
proficiencv), whereas the reverse never occurred.

It was expected that in organisations with low-skill work, there would be a
stronger tendencv to attribute inequalities to minoritv members, in particular
because actual differences mav be large here (due to a relatively large proportion of
first-generation minoritt- staf~. This expectation, however, could not be confirmed.
tllthough most employers grqunded their ideas about minoritics in actual
experiences in their organisation, those who had more experience working with
minorities did not differ (i.e., were not more positive or negative) from those with
less experience. Nevertheless, managers in units with low-slcill work did tend to be
more optimistic and positive about the "objective" skills of second-generauon
minoriues (whom the}' tended to compare with their first-generation minoritv staff)
than managers in high-skill units (who tended to compare second-generation
members with their Dutch majorit~- staff). Furthermore, within organisations,
differences in opinion were often found as well. For example, managers at higher
levels sometimes had a more negative perception of the qualities of minorities
because thev for example were the ones called in to mediate in case of conflict. VG'e
therefore conclude that it is not so much the amount of experience as the t~~pe of
experience (i.e., the occurrence of positive versus negative social or achievement-
related events) that affects emplovers' atutudes. It is likely~ that negative
experiences, as limited as these may be, carry over more strongly into employ~ers'
hiring preferences than positive experiences.

Employers' tendency to present detlciencies as either quasi-natural or as a

personal choice reflecting minorities' unwillingness to integrate ma~~ be seen, as
other authors also did (e.g., Raple}', 1998; Wieviorka, 1995), as an easv wav to

exclude them. By doing so, they more or less rationalised or jusutied the status quo
(e.g., Van Dijk, 1993). On the basis of these findings, one ma~- expect that

emplo~~ers are not liheh~ to invest in organisational measures to improve the
position of minoritt- members, except when such measures are aimed at improving

their qualitlcations. One could also argue that employers' tendenc~~ to focus on
minorities and to minimise their own role is an expression of modern, or new,

racism (e.g., McConaha~-, 1986; Sears, Van Laar, Carrillo, 8c Kosterman, 1997). The
fact that the ideas about, or experiences with, minorities were not necessarilv

shared throughout one organisation or department confirms this notion. This is

not to sav, however, that emplo~-ers' observations were not true or that the

differences or difficulties thev experienced were not real. 1~Linorities do, on average,
lag behind in language skills and educational level, and ethnic differences in

attitudes towards work have been found in preaious studies (e.g, Odé ~r Dagevos,
1999; Odé 8z Veenman, 2003; SCP, 2Q03; Veenman, 1995). Unfortunatelv, this

srud~~ does not allow us to draw conclusions about the extent to which emplo~~ers'
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~~iews of minorities are based on stereottrpes or reflect accurate perceptions of
cultural differences and minoritv members' skills. Furthermore, the reader should
bear in mind that only a relativeh- small number of (personnel) managers were
interviewed and that all interviews were conducted during or in the aftermath of a
natiomvide economic expansion. This may have affected their responses, as many
of them had had difficult~~ attracting staff and had therefore lowered their selection
criteria. This may have negatively impacted their experiences with newly employed
minoritv staff. Nevertheless, as hloss and Till~ (1995) and Kirschenman and
Neckerman (1991) also noted: a relatively strong focus on more subjective skills
can function as an easy way to discriminate against minority members.
Furthermore, our data suggest that employers are unlikeli to invest in measures
that address organisational barriers to the emplo}'ment of minorities, as they tend
not to recognise them.

Regarding people's ideas about aftlrmative action or equal opportunity (AA~EO)
policies, we explored what their motives were to support or reject such measures
and which factors contribute to more positive or more negative attitudes. It was
found that Dutch majority employees and managers rejected the idea of general
AA~EO policies more often (percentages ranging from 62.70~o to 73.80~0) than
minority employees (percentages ranging from 40.20~o to 43.80~0), while members of
all groups generally rejected the idea of tiebreak procedures for minorities,
particularlv in promotion decisions (percentages ranging from 78.10~o to 90.70~0).

In previous studies ( most of which are American), it has often been suggested
that opponents reject AA~EO policies out of concerns over procedural justice (i.e.,
whether outcomes are taken according to fair proce.r.re.r) whereas proponents
embrace them because they value principles of distributive justice (i.e., whether
outconre.r are distributed fairly). This, however, could not be fully confirmed in this
research. Although it was found that opponents of AA~EO policies were primarilv
concerned with procedural justice and stressed merit-based principles (believing,
for example, that such policies would be unfair and that existing policies were
sufficientl}' fair, or that people should be hired or promoted solely on the basis of
their professional qualities), proponents were often concerned with procedural
justice as well. Thev, however, often doubted whether current procedures were
sufficiently fair and therefore believed that additional measures were required. Such
concerns were more prevalent among employees than among (personnel)
managers. The latter often supported AA~EO policies out of concerns over
distributive justice. That is, thet- tended to underline that organisations should
strive for a proportional representation of minoritv members, thus implicitly, or
explicitly, supporting the fair distribution of functions. Nevertheless, thev not onlt
did so because of the advantages for minorit}- members, but also because of the
strategic advantages for organisations ( e.g., improving their abilitc- to set-~-e a diverse
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customer base). Thus, the results of this stud}~ show that concerns over distributive
justice are not as prevalent as one might expect on the basis of the current
literature, particularly among employees. This could be due to the fact that much of
the previous research in this area was performed in the United States, a counm.
with a different and longer history regarding minorities and AA~EO policies than
the Netherlands. It might also be due to the fact that most of the studies in this
tleld so far have been conducted among students and (to a lesser extent) managers.
Regardless, our findings suggest that introducing AA~EO measures on the basis of
distributive principles only, is unlikely to create support among organisational
members.

This is not to say, however, that people did not think about the possible
outcomes of AA~EO measures at all. Both opponents and proponents of AA~EO
policies actuallv did, although minorit`- and majority members clearly differed in
their point of view in this regard. For example, majority members who opposed
AA~EO policies sometimes perceived of these measures as a threat to their
personal ambitions. Others focused on the possible negative effects for their
companies, arguing that the risk of hiring unqualified employees would be greater
due to such measures. Minorit5~ opponents, on the other hand, focused on the
negative consequences for themselves. They sometimes feared that AA~EO
policies would lead to jealousy and give rise to negative reactions, which could not
onlv stigmatise them but could also lead to or increase animosity among majoriry
and minority colleagues. Yet, minorih~ proponents believed that, if AA~EO policies
would result in a higher representation of minorities in different functions, this
could eventuallv reduce negative stereottTes about them and inspire other
minorities to greater achievements. In that sense, they focused on the emancipatory
outcomes of AA~EO policies. Conversely, majority proponents tended to reason
from the perspective of either Dutch society or their employers. They, for example,
believed that when minority members are offered better opportuniues to obtain
(good) jobs, this will enable them to contribute ( or be less harmful) to societv or
that, as mentioned before, there would be strategic advantages for employers.

The results also show that in organisations where AA~EO measures had been
taken, people positively evaluated them, as long as they were aimed at creaung
more facilities for minorities ( such as language training and work experience
placements). People would react more negatively when they believed that
procedures were altered in such a way that majoritt~ members' hiring or promotion
chances were ( believed to be) negatively affected (as was the case with tiebreak
policies). This confirms previous findings (e.g., Aberson 8z Haag, 2003; Gillilan,
1993; 1994, as cited in Elkins, Bozeman, 8z Phillips, 2003) that negative reactions to
selection or promotion decisions arise when people believe that rules of procedural
justice or fairness are violated. Our results indicate that u~hen tiebreak policies were
applied, people tended to believe that minorities were not given jobs because they
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were yualilied, but soleh- because of their group membership. As such, it made
ethnic group membership ( eeen) more salient and reinforced the impression that
there was a cont7ict of interest between minorin~ and majoritt- emplo~.ees.
i~foreover, the results show that, contrary to previous claims in the literature (e.g.,
rlberson 8c Haag, 2003; Cox, 1993; De Vries, Houdijk, 8z Van Vierssen, 1997),
active support from higher-level management of AA~EO measures provides an
insufficient basis for support at lower levels in an organisation. This is particularh
the case when people have the impression that rules of procedural justice and
fairness are broken and that the measures taken threaten the chances of majorin~
members.

In addition to the qualitative anah-sis of people's motives to support or object
AA~EO policies, we also tried to assess which factors predict more positive or
negative attitudes. In a multilevel anal~sis, it was found that individual-level factors
were more important in this regard than contextual-level factors. As expected (and
as was also found in the yualitative anah~sis), minoritv members supported these
policies more than majorit}' members. This confirms the asvmmett-~~ ht~pothesis'
(Sidanius Sc Pratto, 1999; Sidanius, Pratto, 8z Lawrence, 199G) prediction that
majorin~ groups u-ill show less support for ideologies or policies that aim to
attenuate hierarchies than minority or low status groups, primarily because such
policies challenge their interests. At the individual level, it was also found that
persons with a higher educational level more often supported AA~EO policies.

It was also assumed that people's orientation towards ethnic out-group members
would predict their support for AA~EO policies. That is, it was expected that for
majoritt- group members, there would be a negative relationship betu~een in-group
preference and support for r1A~E0 policies, whereas this relationship was
expected to be positive for minority group members. First of all, a main effect was
found of in-group preference and support for AA~EO policies: people who did
not have a strong in-group bias, tended to support r'~A~EO policies more. It can be
argued that a stronger preference for in-group members implies a more negative
evaluation of ethnic out-group members and of diversit}- in general. Possibl~ also,
informants who showed a stronger in-group preference relied less on individuating
information about out-group members and tended to reject measures that make
sub-cultural categories more salient or might work to the advantage of other
groups. Nevertheless, we did not find an interaction effect of group membership
and in-group preference. This result is possibl}' due to the fact that in certain
departments, the number of minoritr informants was relatively. small and on1~- a
litnited number of observations were conducted. Furthermore, the two predictors
(group membership and in-group preference) turned out to be related within units.

At the contextual level, we explored the relationship between people's attitudes
towards AA~F.O measures on the one hand, and percentage of minoritt~ staff, t,-pe
of organisation (i.e., service versus non-service) and diversitv polic~~ on the other.
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In the anah-sis, job level was added as a control variable. No relationship was
found, however, betu-een percentage of minorit~- staff and support for AA~EO
policies. Thus, people working in units with a relativel~- homogeneous staff people
were not more convinced of the need for such measures than people in units with a
more heterogeneous staff. 1`loreover, although it was expected that in service
departments, people would embrace AA~EO policies more often, this could not be
confirmed either. ~̀'hen people's answers to the open-ended questions are taken
into account, these results are perhaps not surprising. As described before,
informants relied on general principles to embrace or reject AA~EO policies rather
than situation-specific arguments and were more concerned with procedural justice
than with possible outcomes of such policies. Nevertheless, we did find an effect of
organisational polic~-: in organisations with an AA~EO policy, people endorsed
measures in this field more than in organisations that did not have such policies.
This result suggests that when people are more familiar with AA~EO policies and
its outcomes, the~~ possibly perceive of such measures as less of a threat or are
more aware of their possible surplus value. Yet, one should also bear in mind that
in most organisations in this studv, AA~EO measures were aimed at creating more
facilities for minorities and as such did not necessarily threaten the interests of
other emplo~~ees.

7.2 Working in a diverse setting: interethnic differences and relations

A second dimension of diversit~ dealt u~ith in this studv (in Chapter 5) concerned
the wav minoritt- and majoritv colleagues and managers see each other and
experience working together. In a qualitative anal}-sis, it was explored how they
perceived of and interpreted interethnic differences and how thev evaluated the
interethnic relations at work. Furthermore, in a series of multilevel random
coefficient models, it was explored which individual and contextual-level factors
contribute to more or less positive evaluations and experiences.

In previous studies, people have been 9uite consistentlv found to reject
differences and to be less at ease with people with a different ethnic background.
This is one of the reasons why one may- expect the relationships between ethnic
minority- and majorit~- members in a diverse work force to be more problematic,
particularh- when organisational members notice manv interethnic differences. At
the same time, however, it has been found that, under certain circumstances,
contact benveen people with diverse backgrounds ma~. have the effect that thee see
each other as individuals rather than members of a different groups, and also
become more aware of similarities than of differences (e.g., when there are
eyualitarian norms, when people have common goals, when they- have the
opportunirt- to get to know each other, when contact takes place in a collaborative
eneironment) (Allport, 1954; Amir, 1969; Nesdale 8c Todd, 2000).
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In this study~, it was found that people were generally more aware of interethnic
similarities than differences, especiallt- with regard to work performance and work
mentalin- (the percentages of informants noticing differences ranged from 190~o to
37.3`Yo). B~- and large, informants perceived of interethnic differences as individual
~-ariation or thet. assumed that ethnic differences, if ant-, had become more or less
invisible or irrelevant due to common work goals that bind people together, or due
to selection and eealuation procedures. Yet, for less formalised and more personal
interactions, more differences were nouced. A relativel}' large proportion of
informants (ranging from 33.30~o to 58.6"~0) reported on interethnic differences in
interpersonal sty-le, i.e., in the ways minorities and majorities interact with
colleagues and superiors. For example, majority- members ~~-ere of the opinion that
minoriri. members were less assertive, open or direct, compared to their Dutch
colleagues or disclosed less personal information, whereas minority~ members
believed that native Dutch colleagues were more rude, impolite and "push~". The}'
also found it difticult to establish close personal relationships with each other,
partly- because of (percei~-ed) differences in cultural norms (for majority- group
members in particular), because they- did not feel accepted or feared being
evaluated on the basis of their group membership, or (especiall`~ in case of minority-
group members) because they feared being rejected. Even second-generation
minorit~- members with a good Dutch language command sometimes indicated that
the~~ found it difficult to socialise with their majority- colleagues and to predict or
explain their behaviour in less formal interactions.

On the basis of our findings, it can be concluded that work-related relations
between ethnic majority and minority- members appeared closer to the intergroup
anchor in the interpersonal-intergroup continuum than more informal or personal
encounters (e.g., Brown, 2000). This is in line with previous findings of Dinsbach
(2005) that minority members engage less in friendship-related than task-related
communication at work and are also less sociall~- integrated in the work force than
majoritt- members. According to Dinsbach, this is possibly due to the fact that
minoritt- members feel more insecure at work. Although we did not specifically
measure the freyuenc~- of communication, our fmdings support the conclusion
that, because of the work structure (e.g., common goals, work instructions work
procedures), work-related interactions not only~ motivate people to be more
accurate in forming their impressions of each other but also reduce uncertainty~.
This is less likeh~ to happen during more informal and less structured interactions.
The fact that it is more difficult for minority and majoritt~ emplo~~ees to establish
more personal relationships is an important finding because other studies ha~-e

suggested that social as well as friendship-related communication is positively-
related to job satisfaction (Dinsbach, 2005). Furthermore, the lack of such contacts
mat- ultimatelt~ limit minoritt- employ~ees' influence in decisions and their access to
information (Pelled, Ledford, 8c l~lohrman, 1999).
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Contrar~- to what was expected, the multilevel analvses showed that majoritv
members were not more aware of ethnic in- and out-groups at work than minoritv
members. Initiall~., it was expected that majorih' members would be more aware of
this because for them, the presence of minorities might be a threat to their personal
ambitions or to their cultural norms or values. Nevertheless, as the qualitative
analvsis also showed, minoritt' members (be it onlv a small proportion) sometimes
felt equallv uncertain in interacuons with majority members. They- would indicate
that thev experienced cíifficulties in interpreting the behaviour of majoriri-
colleagues or feared being rejected or judged solelv on the basis of their
background.

The analyses did show that other individual-level variables were related to
people's awareness of differences at work. For example, it was found that persons
with a higher educational level were more aware of ethnic in- and out-groups in
their work setting. This somewhat contradicts with other studies (e.g., Verberk,
1999) which found that persons with a higher educational level tend to develop less
stereott-pical images of ethnic out-group members or at least express their
unfavourable attitudes less frequentl`~. In our study, however, there were a relativel}'
large number of managers among the informants with a higher educational level,
and both the qualitative and post-hoc analy-ses showed that thev tended to be more
aware of interethnic differences. This is in line with previous findings that
managers tend m develop more stereon~ical images of emplovees than vice versa
(e.g., Vonk, 1998). Yet, their observations may also contain an element of truth.
For example, the fact that thet. relativelp often noticed differences in the wav
minoriri- members dealt with authorit~- mav reflect real differences in cultural values
and orientations (e.g., Odé á Veenman, 2003; Odé á Dage~-os, 1999).

People's general orientation towards ethnic in- and out-group members seemed
to affect their awareness of ethnic in- and out-groups at work as well. For instance,
the qualitative analvsis showed that people who reported on interethnic differences
in their work unit, evaluated in-group members more positively- (particularh- with
respect to work-related differences), tended to ignore information that
disconfirmed their negative images of out-group members, and (mostlv in case of
majority- members) relied on essentialist notions about ethnic out-groups to explain
differences. This contlrms Ferdman's (1992) expectation that people respond more
negauvely~ to diversit~- when they~ are aware of the cultural categor}~ of ethnic out-
group members (see also Larkev, 1996). Furthermore, the multilevel analvses
showed that persons who had more stereori-pical images in general, were also more
aware of ethnic in- and out-groups in their work setting. These people were
possibh- less open to information that disconfirmed their stereot~~pes or had less
vpportuniri- to form a more individual impression of ethnic out-group members at
work (possibly~ also because of actual ethnic differences).
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Seeeral authors (e.g., Jackson, ]oshi, cYc F,rhardt, 2003; Kanter, 1977; Larke}',
1996) have claimed that the organisational environment ma~~ also determine

~i-hether and ho~~- differences are noticed. For example, it is possible that certain
jobs (such as low-skill jobs) are more strongly- associated with stereot`pic beliefs
about ethnic differences than other (high-skill) jobs (e.g., Brassé 8c Sikking, 1986).
In this studv, it was found that people's perceptions of interethnic differences were
related to the work context. ,1lthough the multilevel anah~ses showed that job le~~el

as such did not predict people's a~ti.areness of ethnic in- and out-groups, the
yualitati~-e anal~-sis demonstrated that the tt-pe of differences noticed varied to

some extent according to the tt-pe of work in a department. For etample, in units
with mainly machine work, emplovees especialh- noticed differences in ~~.ork rate,
~~-hich was a distinguishing factor here. In departments with high-skill ~~~ork where
communicati~~e skills ~~-ere more important, people were more aware of interethnic
differences in communicative stt-le. These results suggest that people's evaluations

are not only affected b}~ real differences (which is more Gkel}- in low-skill settings
with a relatively large proportion of first-generation minorin~ workers) but possibh.

also b~. whether differences are considered meaningful, i.e., whether people believe
that differences negativelt~ affect the work process in a particular work setting.

It was found that in more heterogeneous settings, more interethnic clifferences

u~ere noticed. This is an important finding since so far, results and predictions on

whether more stereotyping will occur in more heterogeneous or more

homogeneous settings have been inconsistent (e.g., Blalock, 1967; Kanter, 1977;

Larke~-, 1996; Sacket, Dubois, 8c Noe, 1991). For ehample, some authors (e.g.,

Kanter, 1977) assume that in a more homogeneous setting, numerical minorirt-

members will be more eisible and thus be more subject to stereot}~ping. Our results

show the contrar~~. It is not certain, however, whether, or to what extent, this result

is solelt~ related to the fact that, as suggcsted b~- Blalock (1967), majorit~~ members

feel more threatened b~- the presence of ethnic out-group members in

heterogeneous settings. It is also possible that perceptions of in- and out-~,rroup

differences acknowledged actual dissimilarities, especiall}- because in most of the

more heterogeneous settings in this stud}-, relati~~el}~ large numbers of first-

generation minoritv members were emplo~-ed who had a weak command of the

Dutch language. This mat- have made it more difficult for emplo~~ees of di~.erse

backgrounds to get to know each other better.
The interethnic climate in work settings seemed to plat~ a role as well. In our

anah-ses, we added the aggregared scores (i.e., for each unit) of in-group preference

and general awareness of ethnic in- and out-groups so as to control for them.
These anah-ses sho~~-ed that in settings where people had more stereort-pical images

of out-group members in general and a stronger preference for in-group members,
informants tended to be more aware cif ethnic in- and out-groups at work.

Although it is difficult m make an~- firm statements of causation, it is possible that
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people in these settings interacted more with ethnic in-group members, which in
rurn mav ha~-e reinforced the feeling that certain differences were insurmountable.
A small effect was also found for the diversitv polic}' in departments: in units where
more ethnic differences were accommodated, people tended to see more
differences between ethnic in- and out-group members. Although this ma~ not be
surprising (as differences, such as religious dress or praving are likelv to be more
visible in these settings), it still is an important hnding since it is often assumed that
emplo~~ers need to accommodate differences to create a more positive interethnic
climate. Our results suggest that such initiatives can have the effect of accentuating
differences between minorit~. and majorit~. groups, which ma}- ultimatelv have thc
effect of lowering attraction between them. In the remaining part of this section
and in section 7.3, we will elaborate on this topic.

Regarding organisational members' evaluations of the interethnic relations in their
work setting, it was found that most minorin- and majoritt- informants (73.70~o and
71.80~0, respeetively-) found it relauvely~ easy~ to interact with each other at work.
Nevertheless, in several settings, thet- also observed, or personallt- experienced, a
variety of interethnic difficulties, either on a structural or a more incidental basis.
In-depth anahsis of the interviews revealed that, in line with the re~ised contact
h~-pothesis (Allport, 1954; Amir, 1969), most negative experiences had to do with
behav~iours or ecents that hampered the attainment of common goals, pre~-ented
emplo~-ees from forming a more indi~-idual impression of each other, or threatened
the unity of the group.

1'irst of all, the results showed that people's evaluations of the interethnic
relations were related to whether differences affected work group functioning. In
this respect, informants often stressed that at work, colleagues nccd not have a
similar ethnic bac);L~round, as long as the~~ share the same goals and the same
(work) norms. In settings with less positive experiences, lan~uage barriers were
mentioned as one of the main problems in establislung good interethnic relations,
primarilt~ because thet~ hampered the work process and interfered with the work
goals. In this regard, most scvere problems (such as the use of incorrect operating
procedures, the discontinuation of a non-stop production process and, in some
cases, near-accidents or phvsical injuries) were reported in low-sl:ill departments
with relativel}~ man}- first-generation minorit~. emplo}'ees. Furthc:rmore, people
sometimes also mentioned that cultural differences interfered with the work
process and work goals (praving uncíer working hours, refusal of 1`Iuslim colleagues
to follow instructions gi~-en b~- a woman, refusal of Afuslims to touch pork, etc.). In
line with that, negative interethnic experiences (either at an individual or group
Level) were related to minority members' dift7culties to conform to work norms
(the~. were, for example, considered too laz}~ or too fanatical) and social norms (for
esample to understand and react to jokes and teasing behaviour), or to the fact that
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majorit}- members were unwilling to accept differences or to work with minorit}~

emplo}-ees. This was especiall}- reported in units with a relativel}- large proportion
of minorin~ emplo}~ees (~ 200~0). Here, majorin- members seemed to fear that

minorin~ members would outnumber them, or that a more diverse work force

would make group boundaries more visible and reduce workgroup cohesion. Thus,
feelings of territorial and social threat seemed to predominate in these settings (e.g.,

Dijker, 1989; Leetlang, 2002). These feelings occasionall}- resulted in hostile

atutudes and behaviours towards minority newcomers, and also seemed to seriousl}-
reduce their abilit}~ to function properl}' and their chances to remain in the
organisation.

This latter aspect also touches upon a second criterion that was found to be

important for the effective and harmonious functíoning of ethnicallt~ diverse
groups. In settings where people reported on more positive interethnic experiences,

organisauonal members with diverse backgrounds seemed to have suftlcient
opportunities to become better acquainted with each other, either during informal

contacts or under work time. Consequentl}', people in these settings had the

opportunity to form a more personal impression of each other, which sometimes
also seemed to have reduced their fear and distrust in communicating with each

other. In units where people were less positive about the interethnic relations,
however, more structural aspects of these settings, such as the t}'pe of work (for

example machine work), the work environment (noisy) and the lavout of the
workroom reduced the opportunities for workers to talk and exchange information

during work time. At the same time, informal contacts tended to be limited here as
well because minoritt~ emplo}-ees participated less in social activities, or because of

cliyue formation along ethnic lines during lunch and coffee breaks. This situation

occurred especiall}- in heterogeneous settings or in settings with a relatively large

number of first-generation minorit}~ workers. This was attributed to the insufficient

Dutch language proficienc}' of minorit}. members or to cultural differences or

restrictions (dietar}- prescriptions, different notions about gender relations, etc.)

and, by a few informants, to negative attitudes of majorih- members or (according

to managers) the ethnic composition of teams, or the la~-out of the canteen. Thus,

despite the fact that several authors (Blau, 1977; Kanter, 1977) have argued, as
mentioned before, that in more heterogeneous settings (ethnic) group membership

will be less salient and that majorit}~ and minority members u~ill therefore be more

likelv to interact with each other, the results of our study suggest that this depends

on factors at both the organísational level and at the level of minoritt- or majorit~-

members.
Ethnic clique formation not only reduced the opportunity for minorin. and

majorit}- colleagues to get acquainted, it also made ethnic subgroups visible and

contributed to the feeling that the unity of the group was at risk. This can be

considered a t}urd important aspect contribuáng to less harmonious interethnic
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relations. This feeling was someàmes reinforced when minorin- members spoke in
their native tongue, which occurred more often in departments with relativeh- man~-
(tirst-generation) minorit,- members. Native Dutch emplovees in particular
negativeh~ evaluated this. Thec emphasised that it made them feel excluded from
the interactions, which gave rise to, or strengthened, feelings of distrust and had a
negative effect on the atmosphere. Although minorit5~ members frequently stressed
that it was not their intention to exclude others, the strong reactions of Dutch
majorirt- members suggests that conversations in a language other than Dutch mav
seriouslv undermine workplace morale and maintain or increase social distance
between ethnic minority~ and majoritv workers.

Another important aspect of people's evaluation of the interethníc relations in
their setting was whether the}- believed that the same rules applied to both ethnic
in- ancí out-group members. For informants who reported on more positive
interethnic experiences, perceived equalitarian norms, similarit}- in tasks and,
correspondingly~, equalitarian rights, seemed to make it easier for them to deal with
colleagues from different ethnic backgrounds. Yet, people who reported on less
positive experiences (either for them personall~~ or in their unit) sometimes believed
that ethnic in-group members were treated unfairly- or that other groups received a
preferential treatment Although minorin~ workers more often felt discriminated
against than majoritt~ workers (32.5"~o versus 2.5oro; primarilj~ in the form of
negative remarks and jokes about their ethnic background) a nearly eyual
proportion of minoritt- and majoritt- emplo~~ces (32.0"~o and 28.4`Yo, respectivelv)
occasionall~- had the impression that "other groups" received a preferential
treatment at work. Such concerns were particularl}- prevalent in departments with
semi- or unshilled manual work and in organisations with a positive action polic~ .
The fact that both minoritv and majoritv members sometimes felt treated unfairlv is
important because previous studies have found a positive relationship between
perceived une9ual treatment and turnover intentions (e.g., Dinsbach, 2005).

Thus, on the basis of the yualitarive data it can be concluded that people were
particularlv sensitive to events and behaviours that threatened the functioning and
unitv of the group. In this regard, the role of managers is also worth mentioning.
The.data showed that on certain occasions, thev were able to encourage interethnic
contacts, reduce clique formation and hence, make ethnic subgroups less visible, by
talcing relativel~- simple measures (such as changing the lavout of the canteen). Yet,
it was also found that a ver~- active approach (e.g., organising diversiry courses,
tn-ing to make people aware of and respect differences) mav haee adverse effects
(e.g., give minoritc members the feeling that thet' are stigmatised, and majorin.
members that thev are discriminated against). Thus, mahing people aware of
interethnic differences, as well-intended as such initiatives ma}- be, mav cause
people to become more anxious and interethnic boundaries to become more rigid
(e.g., Brewer 8: i~iiller, 1984; 1988).
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In a series of mululevel random coefficient models, it was found that people's
evaluation of the qualitv of the interethnic relations in their work unit was related
to both individua]- and contextual-level variables, be it that the department level
was responsible for a relatively large amount of the variance in the data. ~~Uith
respect to the individual-level variables, it was found that, contrary to what was
expected, majoritv members rather than minority members most often reported on
problematic interethnic relations. Initially- we expected the reverse, primarilv
because in previous research (e.g., De Vries, 1992; Dinsbach, 2005) minority
members had been found to report on more incidents of discrimination and to be
more aware of the unequal treatment of minorities. Possibly~, our expectation was
not confirmed because we did not only measure the quality- of interethnic relations
by asking informants about incidents of discrimination or unequal treatment, but
also by~ a broader range of questions dealing with behaviours and events (e.g., clique
formauon, conflicts, language barriers) that are likely to be equally~ or even more
threatening to majority- members. Besides, the questions dealing with discrimination
and preferential treatment focused on minority~ as well as majority members.

In line with the similarity-attraction paradigm (By~rne, 1971), it was found that
people who were more aware of interethnic differences in their work setting also
reported on more problematic interethnic relationships. To a certain extent, these
perceptions are likelv to reflect true differences that complicate interactions. This is
confirmed by the fact that in units with lower job levels, more negative experiences
were reported. As mentioned previously~, the number of first-generation minorit~-
staff with relatively~ weak Dutch language skills was larger in these departments.
But, as the qualitative anal~-sis also showed, minoritt- and majority~ members in these
settings also had less opportunit~~ to talk and exchange information during work
hours because of more structural characteristics of the organisational settings.

Yet, these results might also indicate that people who rely more on stereot}~pical
images, focus more on negative events that confirm their images, or are less open
to information that disconfirms them. Although we can not make firm statements
of causation here (as the qualin- of relationships may- also affect people's awareness
of categon--based differences), our results lend support for the idea that, to
establish more harmonious interethnic relations at work, "recategorising"
individuals as in-group members is more likeh~ to produce more positive
evaluations and interactions than categorising people as out-group members (e.g.,
Brewer 8c Itliller, 1988; Gaertner 8c Dovidio, 2000).

The multilevel analvses showed that the actual percentage of minority' staff in a
particular setting had no effect on people's evaluation of the interethnic relations.
This ma~- seem remarkable, given the fact that several authors (e.g., Kanter, 1977;
Milliken 8z l~iartins, 1996) assume that minority members will be more easilv
incorporated and accepted in heterogeneous settings. Although we did not
formulate anv a priori expectations regarding this relationship, it is possible that we
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did not find an effect of the ethnic composition of settings because we used a
rather simple measure of diversit~-. We based ourselves on the percentage of
minority~ staff, which was not alway~s accurate (in the sense that it only contained
information about tenured workers), but which has sometimes also been described
as "surface-level" tvpe of diversitt~ as it does not include information on differences
in values and atutudes (Harrison, Price, Gavin, 8c Florey~, 2002). Yet, previous
studies (e.g., Dinsbach, 2005) have found no consistent support for the assumption
that interethnic relations are more harmonious in more diverse settings, either. It is
possible that, as our qualitauve results suggest, it is not so much the actual
percentage of minority~ staff that affects interethnic relauons, but rather whether or
not differences are believed to affect the unity or the functioning of the group. We

did, for example, fmd that in settings where more people shared the idea that the
number of minoritt- staff was too large, less harmonious interethnic relations were

reported. Although the perception that the staff is too heterogeneous is not
necessarilv based on feelings of threat, the results from the qualitauve analysis do
suggest that both minority~ and majority- members feared the negative effects of an
overly~ heterogeneous setung, particularly~ on workfloor cohesion. It was also feared
that minority~ members would eventually predominate or "have a bigger say than

Dutch people" at work. Thus, this does seem to reflect feelings of threat. As a
result of these feelings, interethnic relations may have been tenser and minoritv

members may have been treated less well. Ltf course, this leads to questions about
the direction of the relationship benveen collective feelings of threat and the qualit}~

of interethnic relations. Do feelings of threat lead to less posiuve interethnic
relations or are feelings of threat rather caused by- the interethnic relations? On the

basis of social identity theory, one could argue that percepuons of threat reinforce
processes of social identification and social contra-identification (Verberk, 1999),

which may~ result in more unfavourable attitudes and less harmonious relations. We
can, however, not ascertain causal relationships here and a bi-directional
relationship is likely as well.

7.3 Dealing with diversity: attitudes towards the accommodation of
ethnic differences at work

A third and last dimension of organisational diversity addressed in this dissertation
(in Chapter 6) concerned organisational members' attitudes towards the
accommodation of ethnic differences at work. Our starting point was that in
diversity~ literature, it is often claimed that organisations need to value and
accommodate ethnicitv-based differences (such as prescribed modes of dress,
praver, and sanctioned food) as this will eventually~ lead to a more productive and
loval work force. Yet, hardlv ana research has dealt with the wav organisational
members of diverse backgrounds-think about such initiatives. We were interested in
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their views and in their reasons to support or reject the accommodation of
differences, primarih~ because we assumed that if an organisational diversitt- polic~-
is to be successful, it must be supported b~- the organisational members. Insight is
therefore needed in the conditions under which the~- are willing to support such
proeisions. ~~'e were also interested in whether minoritt and majorin- members reh-
on similar principles to support or reject the accommodation of differences. In
previous research (e.g., Verku~~ten, 2003), for example, it was found that minorin~
members would sometimes engage in essentialist discourse to plead for specific
~,~roup rights, ~~~hereas majorit~~ members engaged in anti-essentialist discourse to
reject g-roup rights. Furthermore, we explored what organisations' experiences were
with accommodating differences and we examined the relationship bet~~-een
individual-le~-el and contextual-level variables on the one hand, and people's
attitudes towards the accommodation of ethnic differences on the other.

In an in-depth anal}rsis, it was found that, in general, both minority and majorin-
emplo}-ees and managers were quite supportive of the accommodation of ethnicih~-
based needs, be it that on the whole, minoritv members (particularh- Turkish and
1~loroccan informants) tended to be more supportive than majorit}~ members.
Somewhat less (unconditional) support was found for the accommodation of
Ramadan, for the idea of including non-Christian hohday~s in the public holida}'s
calendar and for granting minorin- members an extended leave to eisit their home
countn~.

The qualitative analt-sis showed that the reasons minority and majorit,- members
gave to support their point of view were closel}- related. On the one hand,
opponents often made use of anti-essentialist claims when rejecting the
accommodation of religious-based needs. That is, thet- presented religious (or
cultural) traditions as indi~~idual choices, for which people are personallt.
responsible, rather than the compam- thev work for. Proponents, on the other
hand, were of the opinion that religious or cultural differences need to be
respected. The~- relied on essentialist claims to justif~- this opinion, i.e., the}' argued
that certain religious or cultural habits and convictions are deeph~ rooted in
minoritt members' nature and that it would be impossible for them to change
these. Both minoritt- and majorit`~ members tended to reh~ on such notions. This is
remarkable, in particular because pre~-ious studies show that such strategies are
sometimes also used b~~ majorin~ members to abnormalise minorities and to put
them at a distance (e.g., Verku~-ten, 2001). Their acknowled~,~rnent of different
cultural or religious habits, however, did not imph~ that majoritt~ members also
understood, respected or ralued these differences. r1s a matter of fact, thev tended
to tolerate the accommodation of differences rather than acuvelt- supporting it;
something also found in pre~-ious studies on support for multiculturalism in the
Netherlands (Arends-Tóth 8c Van de Vijver, 2003). This suggests that it is unlikel~.
that mam of the claims made in di~~ersitt- literature about the surplus calue of
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accommodating differences ~~-ill appeal to majorit,~ members (and particularlv
managers). 1~~Iinoritt- members, on the other hand, often did believe that
accommodating differences has a surplus ~-alue for minorities and, ultimatelv, for
the organisations thev work for.

The way in which, and extent to which, people supported ethnicitv-based
provisions also depended on the type of provision proposed. In that regard, people
expressed particular concern about the effects the accommodation of certain
differences might have on the functioning and success of the work group. For
example, they were less supportive of provisions when they had the impression that
this would have a negative effect on the work processes or output, would make
ethnic group boundaries visible and affect cohesion, or would lead to the unequal
treatment of employees. Their level of support, however, also depended on the
context In departments with more flexible work hours, for instance, people were
less concerned about the negauve effects of the accommodation of certain religious
needs than in organisations with less flexible work hours or more routinised work
procedures. Nonetheless, most minoritv and majority members agreed that
rninorities should not be privileged on the basis of their religion or culture and
should not be granted specific cultural or religious rights.

Thus, it can be concluded that people either passively or actively supported the
accommodation of differences, as long as the unity and functioning of the group
was not put at risk. Probably for the same reason, people tended to favour the
accommodation of certain provisions more when their organisations also
accommodated comparable non-religious needs, or (for majorin- members) when

the~~ were able to identif~, comparable rights or needs the~- could personallv relate to
(such as dietarj- laws). 1~lanagers in particular stressed that it is important to have

individual-based or tavlor-made policies rather than group-based policies.
Organisations that did have a general human resource policy that took individual

needs into account on the basis of norms that apph to all of their employees, also
seemed more successful in their efforts to accommodate differences than

organisations that relied on a more group-based approach. On the basis of these
results and also on the basis of previous claims in the literature (e.g., Brewer 8c

Aliller, 1984; 1988) we conclude that granting group-based rights mav draw
people's attention away from what they have in common (e.g., work goals) and may

generate feelings of competition. Eventuallv, this mav make it more difficult for
people to develop a common in-group identita. Nevertheless, the results also show

that it is possible to accommodate differences by putting them into a broader
perspective, i.e., within the frameu~ork of a superordinate identitt.. This can, for

example, be done by focusing on comparable (individual) needs and rights or bv
relving on principles that applv to all group members.

In a series of multilevel random coefficient models, it was estimated which
individual and contextual-level factors explain people's attitudes towards the
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accommodation of differences. It was found that, as also demonstrated in the
yualitatiae anah-ses, group membership predicted support for diversih- measures:
minoriri' group participants were more in favour of accommodating ethnicirt--based
differences than majoriri- members. Given the fact that such provisions give
minoritv members the opportunitv to maintain their own culture, whereas thev mav
cause majoriri- group members to feel threatened (e.g., 1`loble}' 8; Patne, 1992), this
mav not be surprising. Nevertheless, it seems to contradict claims bv Arends-Tóth
Sc Van de Vijver (2003), who suggested that majoritt- and minoriri- group members
are likelv to haae more similar attitudes towards cultural maintenance in contact
domains. Yet, although in our study, we did not compare contact and non-contact
domains, the yualitative anah-sis did show that (as mentioned before) both groups
relied on similar principles to endorse or reject the accommodation of differences.

l~fanv of our other expectations had to be refuted. For example, we assumed
that people's attitudes towards ethnic in- and out-groups would predict whether
thev endorsed or rejected the accommodation of ethniciri~-based needs. For
minoritt- group members, we expected a posirive relation bettiveen in-group
preference and support for the accommodation of differences; for majoritv group
members we expected a negative relationship. Although we did find a sígnificant
interaction effect of group membership and in-group preference, this effect was in
the opposite direction. That is, minorin- members who showed more in-group
preference supported the accommodation of differences less, whereas majoritt-
members with a stronger in-group preference supported the accommodation of
differences more. On the one hand, for minority group members, this result ma~-
be due to the fact that this group was verv heterogeneous and consisted of
Surinamese- and Antillean-origin members (for whom the accommodation of
differences was not alwavs relevant) and of hloroccan- and Turlcish-oril,rin
members (who were likelv to benefit more from the specific types of provisions
proposed in this stud~-). On the other hand, our measurement ma}- not have been
accurate. Not onl}~ did we use dichotomous scales (which mav have obscured finer
differences), but the items we used also assessed both personal and work relations,
whereas yuestions on the accommodation of differences were limited to the work
context. Furthermore, our expectations were based on previous studies (e.g.,
Verkuvten 8c Brug, 2004) that measured positive attitudes towards the in-group bv
assessing the importance people attach to their in-group. We, however, did not
directlv measure in-group identification and therefore mav have captured a
different construct.

One could also argue that majorit~- members with a stronger in-group preference
are more likelv to be more aware of interethnic differences and to relv more on
essentialist notions about out-group members. This could, on the one hand, make
them more reluctant to associate with them, but, on the other hand, could also
contribute to the idea that certain differences must be accommodated because thev
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are innate. Results from the previous sections and post-hoc analvses did show that
both majoritt' and minorin~ members with a stronger in-group preference were
more aware of ethnic in- and out-groups at work. Nevertheless, the idea that
people who are more aware of interethnic differences support the accommodation
of differences more, not onh- contradicts our ht~pothesis (nameh-, that awareness of
ethnic in- and out-groups is associated with less support of diversity measures), it
could not be confirmed either: after adding this variable to the model, no
significant main effect was found. The coefficient, however, was in the expected
direction and showed a negative relation. It is possible that we did not find a
significant effect here because, as the qualitative anal}~sis also showed, people's
attitudes towards the accommodation of differences not onh~ depended on their
perception of out-group members, but also on other, perhaps more pragmatic
principles (e.g., whether it affected the functioning of the group and work group
outcomes).

We also expected that the extent to which people feel that cultural differences
hampers effecuve group functioning or lead to tensions or conflicts is related to
their attitudes towards the accommodation of differences. We h~-pothesised that
such feelings can give rise to or strengthen the idea that certain cultures are
incompatible. This, in turn, ma~~ lead people to oppose measures that will make
differences even more salient. We did, however, not find support for this
expectation. Possibl~-, this is due to the fact that we used a nvo-item measure and
did not distinguish between different tvpes of interethnic or cultural tensions and
contlicts. We mat~ therefore not have captured the construct that we intended to
measure.

r~t the contextual level, we onh~ h~~pothesised that in departments with a lou~er
average job level, people would have less positive diversin~ attitudes and therefore
be less positive about the accommodation of cultural differences than in
departments with a higher average job level. Nevertheless, this expectation had to
be refuted. This ma}' be because, as was also shown in the qualitative analvsis, it is
not so much job level but rather the n~pe of work (e.g., routinised work procedures,
flexible hours, working with customers, dress codes) and, related to that, the extent
to which the accommodauon of differences is expected to affect work procedures
and outcomes, that influences people's attitudes.

~~'ithout anv specific expectations, we looked at the effects of se~-era1 contextual
measures on people's attitudes towards the accommodation of differences: tvpe of
organisation (sen-ice versus non-sen-ice units), diversity polic~-, ethnic composition
of staff, and the aggregate measures of in-group preference and interethnic conflict.

We onlv found an effect of tt-pe of organisation and of in-group preference. In
non-service departments, people endorsed the accommodatíon of differences more

than in senTice units. In line with our previous comments, it ís possible that the
tvpe of work in sereice departments (i.e., the fact that these organisations dealt with
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customers and sometimes had prescribed codes of dress), limited the extent to
which it was possible or considered appropriate to accommodate differences. In
settings where more people indicated that thet~ preferred to interact ~~rith in-group
members, less support ~~~as found for diversit~~ measures. Thus, the climate in these
settings was less receptive of diversit~~. No effect was found of the ethnic
composition of staff, which ma~- be due to the differential reactions that ma~- occur
in these settings. On the one hand, people in such settings mat~ be more coneinced
of the need to accommodate differences. On the other hand, this accommodation
ma~- ha~ e a relativelt- large impact on work procedures and outcomes and ma~- also
be threatening to the unin~ of the group (at least for majority- members). No effect
was found for the presence of a diversitt- policy either. This is remarkable, gi~-en the
fact that several authors (e.g., H~rtel 8t I'ujimoto 1999; Kossek Sr Lobel, 1996)
assume that, when organisations are open to dissimilarit~-, this will have positive
effects on emplo~-ee attitudes towards diversim. It is also remarkable because we
did find a positi~~e effect of the presence of AA~IJO poLicies on people's attitudes
towards AA~IJO measures. Possibh., we did not find an effect here because the
measures we included in the anal~~sis (such as accommodation of religious dress
versus the accommodation of pra~~er facilities) ma}- each have a different impact on
the productivirt~ or the unitj~ of the group which, as became clear from the
yualitarive analt-sis, affects people's attitudes.

7.4 Limitations and future directions

~11i1e this stud~- pro~-ides a number of ~~aluable insights into the way organisational
members think about diversit~- issues and experience working in ethnicall5- diverse
settings, it also has limitations that ha~~e to be kept in mind when interpreting the
results. In this section, we will brieflv discuss some of these limitations.

A first limitation is that our sample was non-randoml}~ drawn and relativel~-
small. Although at the level of departments (level 2 in the multilevel anal~-ses), ~ti~e
had a relativelv large number of units (30 in total), the number of persons within
each group was rather small in some cases and varied from 3 to 19. This made it
more difficult to separate true from random variance. Some effects were also of
borderline (non)significance. For future research, we recommend larger samples so
that more reliable comparisons can be made.

Furthermore, although the number of minorit~- and majorit~- emplo}-ees in our
sample was comparable, onl}- a limited number of minoritt- managers were included
because the}- were underrepresented in the organisations that took part in this
studt~. Conseyuentl`-, the total number of minorit~- participants was relati~-el~- low.
In addition, the~- constituted a relati~~eh- diverse group, comprising of Surinamese-,
Turkish-, Antillean-, and ~foroccan-origin workers. One mat- argue that l~Ioroccans
or Turks will ha~-e different experiences and also respond differentl~- to several
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diversitt- issues than Surinamese and .~ntilleans. Because each of the groups were
relativeh~ small, however, it was dift7cult to assess differences between these groups,
which is ~~-ht- we chose to anah-se them as one group. l~foreo~-er, onlv minorin~
informants with a relati~-eh- good command of the Dutch language could be
included, as it was difficult to use native interviewers (see section 33). Although in
most organisations, ethnic minorit}~ employees had a reasonable to good command
of the Dutch language (as this was a selection criterion in most of the
organisations), it did limit the sample in two organisations with mainl}- first-
generation u~orkers. 1~Ioreover, minoritc members with a relati~~e1~- good command
of the Dutch language ma~~ ha~-e different experiences and have accommodated
themselves more to Dutch values and norms than minorit~- members who are less
tluent in Dutch. Dinsbach (2005) for example, found that language difficulties
pla}-ed an important role in the wa~- people feel and communicate at work. In this
respect, we also failed to assess how minoritt- informants evaluated their Dutch
language proticienc~- themselves.

The fact that the main researcher conducted all inter~-ieurs is another an
important limitauon of this stud}- and ma}' ha~-e intluenced the results. Obviousl}T,
using onlv one interviewer creates the risk of introducing a bias in the results due to
personal appearance and other interviewer effects. Another bias ma~- have arisen
from the fact that the ethnic background of interniewer and participants did not
alwaj-s match. Although not all social scientists agree whether matching ethnic
background of interviewer and participants yields more reliable data (e.g., De Vries,
1992; Meloen 8t Veenman, 1990) and although we had the impression that people
were generall~~ at ease during the interviews and willing to discuss sensiti~e issues,
we cannot with certaint}- exclude the possibilin- that informants' responses were
affected. Furthermore, we cannot rule out the possibiliry that, because relativehr
sensiuve topics uTere assessed in an interview context, people gave more positi~~e or
sociallt- desirable responses. We have tried to prevent this from occurring, for
esample b~~ alu-aes asking questions about both in- and out-group members, b~~
alternating posiuve and negative questions and b~~ using an intert-iew st~~le that was
as non-intrusive as possible. Nevertheless, we cannot state with certaintt~ that
people have not been subject to social desirability- at all.

This studa was limited with respect to the t~~pe of questions that could be asked
and the answer scales that could be used. Because of the sensitivin- of some of the
topics addressed, the low educational le~-el of some of the informants, the fact that
for part of the minorirt~ informants, Dutch was their second language, and because
of the ethnicall~- dieerse composition of the sample, questions and answer
categories were kept as simple as possible. For example, when asking about
people's attitudes towards AA~EO policies, we only- assessed their opinion about
~~er~~ general measures, ~~-hile in fact these policies exist in man~- different forms
(e.g., Kraeitz Sc hlineberg, 2000). Also with respect to how we measured in-group
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preference or awareness of in- and out-group differences, we only used verv
general measures and did not, for example, distinguish between different groups. In
addition, we fre9uently used dichotomous scales. This may have obscured finer
differences. Although the scales generally proved to be reliable, we recommend that
when possible, more refined scales are used in future research.

This study was exploraton~ in nature. It is highlv likelv that mam- other factors
that we did not incorporate, particularlv at the individual level, affect diversin-
attitudes and experiences as well. Future studies on diversitv in organisational
settings should take these into account For example, Van der Zee, Atsma, and
Brodbeck (2004) found that certain aspects of a person's personalitv (referred to as
"intercultural traits") are related to the way people feel and perform in teams. To
our knowledge, the (moderaung) effects of these traits have not been assessed in
culturallv heterogeneous work settings. In a similar vein, it is verv well possible that
people's interpersonal skills (e.g., W'iseman ~ Koestner, 1993) affect their diversity
experiences at work. Ivloreover, it is likely that, at least for minority group
members, acculturation orientations or in- and out-group identitication affect how
thev feel and act in heterogeneous settings. Dinsbach (2005), for example,
concludes that the extent to which minority workers feel Dutch has positive
conseyuences for their socialisation experiences at work. Yet, we believe that future
research should measure the extent to which Gotb minority and majority group
members idenufy with their ethnic group and, at the same time, should try to assess
the extent to which they identify with the work group and share with their
colleagues a superordinate identity. This ma`~ reflect and affect, among other things,
their openness to diversity and the extent to which they perceive differences as a
threat. In addition, these feelings of threat and competition should be assessed
more directlr, together with other more affective reactions to diversitv (e.g.,
Ixeflang, 2002). Although we did touch upon these topics in the quaLitative part of
the study, we did not systematicall~. íncorporate these variables in our models (or
onlv to a limited extent). At the group level, future research should also rely on
more accurate measures of diversity that not only include the percentage of
minorin~ staff in a group, but also specify the country. of origin of its members (e.g.,
Riordan, 2000) and incorporate differences in value orientation.

r~nother limitation of this research is that measurement was based on a single
obsenration in time. Besides, the interviews took place in a period (2001-2002) in
which naáonal and international events (such as the assassination of Dutch
politician Pim Fortuyn and the attacks on the ~lv'orld Trade Centre) negativelv
impacted the relations between ethnic minority and majoritv group members in the
Netherlands. hforeover, we compared work groups that did not share the same
stage of development and we did not incorporate effects on organisational
outcomes (such as satisfaction and turnover intentions). Addiuonally, we did not
measure with enough detail the extent to which people actually interacted with
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ethnic out-group members at work, the n~pe of interactions they~ had, how thev felt
during different interactions, and how long thet- had been working together. We
recommend that future studies take these variables into account. í~tore speciticall~~,
researchers mav want to consider the use of interval-contingent data collection
methods (e.g., Wheeler Sz Nezlek, 1977) enabling them to assess (over a certain
period of time) whether people's reactions or evaluations in an interethnic settings
vary as a function of with whom the}' interact (i.e., ethnic in-group or out-group
members). 1~1ore longitudinal studies that assess the wa}'s in which people's
attitudes and experiences in diverse work groups change over time (for example
months or years) may prove valuable as well as it is possible that negaàve effects of
diversin~ diminish over time, after people have had the opportuniri~ to get to know
each other better (e.g., Harrison, Price, 8c Bell, 1998).

7.5 Practical implications

What are the implications of the results of our stud}~ for organisations, and for how
thev can manage diversit~~? In this stud}~, we came across organisations with more
positive as well as more negative diversirt~ experiences. Apparenth-, some emplo~~ers
were better at dealing with diversin. than others, although not all of them had
special diversity. policies. In this final section, we will elaborate on some lessons we
believe can be drawn from our findings. B~- doing so, we vvill focus on initiatives
emplo~-ers can develop, rather than on interventions at the government level or at
the level of minority groups.

In our view, improving the representation of minorit~~ members at different
levels in organisations is best achieved by a combination of inethods. Employ~ers
should, on the one hand invest in practices that prevent or reduce discrimination in
selection and promotion practices and create opportunities for minorities, and, on
the other hand, im-est in measures that promote perceptions of organisational
inclusion and justice (see also Kossek 8z Pichler, in press). ~'ith regard to the first
aspect, our results show that people who are responsible for selecung or evaluating
staff are not alwa}-s aware of their own role in reproducing ineyualities and of the
likeliness that stereotypes or prejudices affect their evaluations of minorities. As a
conseyuence, the}- risk rejecting competent people who could be valuable to the
organisation. Therefore, employers should consider the use of blind review
procedures, wherebv those responsible for the selection of new staff are not
provided with any information regarding the identitt- of the applicant. Furthermore,
to increase the validitv of selection interviews, emplovers should consider using
more structured intere-iew protocols. These have been found to be effective against
discrimination (Chapman c~ Zwieg, 2005).

Nowadavs, diversitv training for managers and human resource officers is also a
popular wa}- to reduce prejudice in selection and evaluation procedures. Yet, we
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believe that its usefulness will depend on the t,-pe of information provided. To our
kno~;~ledge, such training sessions are generall~- short and mosth~ aim to give more

information about the cultural backgrounds of minorit~~ groups (e.g., Shadid, 1998).
On the basis of the theories described (e.g., the similarin--attraction paradigrn) and

the results of this dissertation, emplo~-ers should reaGse that an excessive focus on
interethnic differences mat- produce opposite effects. Therefore, we suggest that
more attention is paid to what people of diverse backgrounds have in common.

Furthermore, people responsible for selecting staff should be taught about the wa~-s
in which prejudices generalh- work and how the~- can be avoided.

The results of our stud~~ suggest that preference-based forms of affirmatíve
action are best avoided. As previous research (e.g., hravitz c~ Klineberg, 2000;
Heilman, McCullough, c~ Gilbert, 1996) has also shown, such policies are like1~- to
increase stereon-ping, to make the acceptance of minorit} newcomers more
difticult and mat~ even lead to higher dropout rates among its benetlciaries. We
doubt whether such effects can be prevented bt- offering organisational members
information on the reasons for preference-based-forms of affirmative action and by
emphasising that the current situation is not fair, as is someumes suggested in the
literature (De Vries, 1992). As the results of our study show, such arguments are
likeh~ to appeal to onlv a small group of people ~~-hereas for a large part (majorin~
and minorin. members), principles of inerit and procedural justice will prevail.

This does not mean, however, that emplo~-ers cannot or should not take
additional measures to improve the representation of minorities in their

organisations. We do not plead for a"colour-blind" polict . To ignore differences
ma~~ have the effect that e:~isting inequalities persist. Yet, it is important to aaoid

sti~mausation and to reduce or pre~~ent feelings of threat We therefore
recommend that emplo~~ers set numerical targets, communicate their commitment

to diversin- in recruittnent materials and broaden their recruitment channels. At the
same time, the~- ha~-e to guarantee the transparency of selection and evaluation
processes, to avoid that measures taken lead to perceptions of unfairness. One
opuon, which is especiallt- relevant for higher-level positions, is to give
performance information about d~e competences of newl}- selected staff B~- no

means should selection criteria be lowered. Furthermore, when creating additional
facilities for minorities, organisations should stri~re for establishing policies and
procedures that are open to all emplo~-ees, but that are particularlr helpful to
minoriri~ members. For example, thea ma~~ implement work experience placements

and formal mentoring programs, and offer training programs that in~-oh-e ever~-one
and are tailored to indi~~idual needs. In that wa~-, the}- can also be tailored to

minoritt~ members' specitic needs, ~~-ithout sti~,~rnatising them.

In c~i~~ersitt~ management literature, it is often claimed that di~-ersit~ has mant~
ad~~antages for organisations and that it can ~-ield positi~-e outcomes. To this effect,
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it is often su~ested that a"complete orl;anisational cultural change" is needed and
that organisations should learn to accept and ~-alue differences (e.g., Gilbert, Stead,
8z Ivance~-ich, 1999; Siebers, Ver~-eel, c~ lle Ruijter, 2002). This, however, is easier
said than done. Not onh- ha~-e organisational cultures been found robust to chan~e,
people are also likelt- to reject differences and to feel less attracted to ethnic out-
group members. ~~'hether people (majorin- members in particular) will accept
di~ersit~-, strongly~ de;pends on feelings of -threat (e.g., Leeflang, 2002; Verberk,
1999).

To establish a positive interethnic climate, emplo~-ers should develop iniàati~-es
aimed at prevenunl; or taking awa~- feelings of threat and at creatin~ common
group identities. Our data sho~~- that, bt- taking relati~-elv simple measures (such as
chan~ing the canteen la~.out or the division of work) emplovers can encourage
interethnic contacts and decrease social distance. St-mbols and regular staff
meetings can contribute to this too and we also ad~-ise cmplo~-ers to in~-est in
informal social activiries that appeal to both minorin- and majoritv ~rroup members.
It is important, however, that organisational members are able to actuall}~
communicate with each other. Langua~e is an important asset for both the
attainment of common ~oals and the social relations between emplo}~ees. Lspecialh-
in organisauons with low-skill jobs, mana~ers should not underestimate this and
offer langua~e courses for minority staff who reyuire them. These courses should
not only focus on the technical aspects of their jobs, but also on the social aspects.
11loreover, because uniformita of lan~uage affects working relauonships,
organisarional members should trt- to reach a compromise about whether and when
people are entitled to coneerse in another langua~e at work. I-urthermore, it is
important that organisauonal members fcel fairl}~ treated. l~fanagers have to be
au~are of this and should protect emplo~~ees from a hostile environment. To this
effect, organisations need to estabLish discrimination policies and complaint
prncedures, which the~- acuvelv communicate to all emplovees. ~~G'c doubt whether
di~~ersitt- trainings for emplovees are effecti~e. ~~'e believe that ume and eifort
should rather be spent on creating a strong and caring work culture. i`'Ianagers
should focus on what people ha~-c in common, including shared standards of
fairness, and shared rules of ci~-il behaciour (e.g., De í~feuse cx Hostager, 2001;
Paskoff, 19)6).

Our emphasis on establishing a more inclusive superordinarc identit,- does not
imph- that organisational members ha~-e to give up their distinctive social identities
and assimilate to the dominant culture. Emplo~-ers should recognise that indi~-idual
emplot-ees mat- bring different ealue s~-stems and cultural habits to the work place.
r1s other authors have noted before: "Appreciation of indi~-idual differences among
emplovees is ke~- to the success of a di~-erse working ~roup" (llinsbach,~2005:
p.173). Instead of Éorcin~ minorit~- members to conform, pro~ isions sho~ld be
made to accommodate the needs of emplo~ ees of di~-erse back~rounds. ror this to
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be successful, it is important that organisations do not grant group-based rights or
overemphasise cultural differences or rights as such, but appeal to e9ui~-alent needs,
accentuate simílar rights and obligations, and stress the individual 9ualities and
sl:ills of all their emplo~-ees. In addition, the}- must find wa~-s to guarantee that the
accommodar;on of differences does not negati~reh- affect commonl~- idenufied
work goals. When these conditions are met, it is verv well possible to create a
climate in which differences are respected. For that to happen, however, managing
di~-ersit,- should focus on all emplo~-ees, regardless of their ethnic background.
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Samenvatting

De arbeidsmarktposiue van allochtonen is nog steeds relauef ongunstig. In het
afgelopen decennium is daarom de belangstelling voor diversiteitsmanagement
toegenomen. De Nederlandse overheid en, in mindere mate, het Nederlandse
bedrijfsleven hebben hiertoe (met wisselend succes) verschillende initiatieven
ontplooid. Deze irutiatieven hebben vaak tot doel om (1) de in- en doorstroom van
allochtonen binnen arbeidsorganisaties te bevorderen (bijvoorbeeld eia positieve
actiebeleid), (2) de onderlinge verhoudingen tussen autochtone en allochtone
werknemers te bevorderen, en (3) culturele verschillen op de werkvloer te erkennen
en te waarderen.

Tot nu toe is er echter weinig bekend over hoe door zowel werkgevers als
werknemers (autochtoon en allochtoon) wordt aangekeken tegen diversiteit op de
werkvloer. Hoe kijken zij bijvoorbeeld aan tegen de instroom en doorstroom van
allochtonen en tegen maatregelen om dit te bevorderen? Hoe ervaren zij het
werken in een etnisch diverse omgeving? In hoeverre vinden zij dat op het werk
rekening gehouden moet worden met culturele of religieuze verschillen? Wanneer
zijn hun visies en ervaringen positiever of negatiever? Wil díversiteitsbeleid
succesvol zijn, dan is het belangrijk om antwoord op dergelijke vragen te krijgen.
Deze studie had tot doel om hier meer inzicht in te bieden.

Dit onderzoek is uitgevoerd binnen 15 Nederlandse organisaties in de profit- en
non-profit sector. In deze organisaties zijn in totaal 219 diepte-interviews gehouden
met allochtone werknemers (80), autochtone werknemers (81), managers (42,
waarvan 6 allochtoon) en personeelsfuncuonarissen (10). De gegevens zijn zowel
via kwalitatieve als kwantitatieve methoden geanalvseerd. De resultaten worden in
hoofdstuk 4, 5 en 6 van dit proefschrift besproken. In deze samenvatting wordt
ingegaan op een aantal van deze resultaten. Deze moeten in het licht van de

beperkingen van het onderzoek (die in hoofdstuk 7 worden beschreven en hier niet
meer aan bod komen) worden beschouwd.
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Instroom en doorstroom van allochtonen: barrières en oplossingen

.~llereerst is er in dit proefschrift gekeken naar de houding van werkgevers en
u~erknemers ten aanzien van de instroom en doorstroom van allochtonen
(hoofdstuk 4). Welke barrières identificeren werkgevers bij het indienstnemen en
bevorderen van allochtonen en hoe kijken zowel werkgevers als werknemers aan
tegen maatregelen om cíe positie van allochtonen te verbeteren (positieve
actiebeleid) ~

Ten aanzien ~-an de eerste vraag werd vetlvacht dat werkgevers de barrières bij
de in- en doorstroom van allochtonen cooral bij deze groepen zelf en niet bij
zichzelf zouden zoeken. De resultaten van dit onderzoek bevestigen dit.
Werkgevers waren van mening zijzelf geen onderscheid maakten tussen
autochtonen en allochtonen en mensen alleen op basis van hun individuele
kwaliteiten beoordeelden. ~~ls zij al oorzaken op het organisatieniveau naar aoren
brachten, noemden zij factoren waarvoor zij niet persoonlijk verannvoordelijk
konden worden gehouden. Alleen wanneer hier heel expliciet naar werd gevraagd,
gaven werkge~~ers toe dat het arbeidsl~limaat niet altijd gunstig was voor
allochtonen (met name in organisaues met een relatief heterogeen
personeelsbestand en in organisaties met een voorkeursbeleicí voor allochtonen).
Verder was een deel (ongeveer een kwart) van mening dat in het algemeen,
vooroordelen bij werkgevers er voor zorgen dat allochtonen achterblijven op de
arbeidsmarkt.

Vrijwel alle ondervraagde managers en personeelsfunctionarissen waren het er
over eens dat allochtonen vaak niet voldeden aan hun meer objectieve
selectiecriteria (zoals opleidingsniveau en taal). Veelal zagen zij dit als een teken dat
allochtonen niet bereid zouden zijn om te integreren. Belangrijher is echter dat
bijna de helft ook van was mening dat allochtonen niet aan hun meer subjectieve
criteria voldeden, zoals werknormen (productiviteit, zelfstandigheid, betrokkenheid,
enz.) en sociale normen (asserti~-iteit, initiatief, enz.). Doorgaans lag dit volgens hen
aan de "aard" van allochtonen. Daarom benz-ijfelden zij of allochtonen zich in dit
opzicht konden aanpassen. Dergelijke ideeën kunnen een makkelij[;e aanleiding
~~ormen allochtonen uit te sluiten. De resultaten lijken dit ook te bevesugen. De
subjectie~-e criteria leken doorgaans zwaarder te wegen voor werkgevers dan de
meer objectieee criteria. Degenen die bijvoorbeeld aangaven dat zij bepaalde
groepen allochtonen liever niet aannamen, onderbouwden dit altijd door te
verwijzen naar de subjectieve criteria. Wanneer werkgevers (met name in
organisaties met laaggeschoolde arbeid) echter het idee hadden dat bepaalde
groepen goed scoorden op de subjectieve. criteria (zoals Polen), compenseerde dit
soms ook voor het feit dat zij niet ~-oldeden aan de objectieve criteria (zoals
Nederlandse taah-aardigheid).
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Het lijla er dus op dat vooroordelen, zij het niet altijd bewust, nog steeds een
grote rol spelen bij de selectie ~-an allochtonen, alhoewel daarmee niet is gezegd dat
de percepties van werkgevers geheel los staan van de realiteit (o.a., Odé 8c
Veenman, 2003). Ook kan verwacht worden dat zij waarschijrilijk niet bereid zullen
zijn om veel te investeren in positieve actie maatregelen. Dit wordt ook bevestigd
door het onderzoek. Dergelijke maatregelen werden door zowel
(personeels)managers als door autochtone werknemers doorgaans afgewezen
(percentages varieerden van 62.7"~o tot 73.80~0). Dezc percentages lagen bij
allocht~,~nen lager (variërend van 40.2"~o tot 43.8~~0). Het merendeel van alle
autochtone en allochtone werknemers en (personeels)managers wees echter een
voorkeursbeleid voor allochtonen af (percentages varieerden van 78.]"~o tot 90.70~0).

Zowel voor- en tegenstanders van positieve actie beriepen zich veelal op
principes van procedurele rechtvaardigheid. Tegenstanders stelden bijvoorbeeld dat
het beslissingsproces eerlijk moest zijn en vonden dat alleen professionele
[,-waliteiten doorslaggevend mogen zijn bij selectie- of promoáebeslissingen.
Voorstanders daarentegen benvijfelden of de huidige procedures wel rechtvaardig
zijn. Voor- en tegenstanders richtten zich bij hun oordeel oo(; op de uitkomsten
van positieve actie maatregelen. Autochtone tegenstanders waren bijvoorbeeld
bang dat hun eigen kansen om een hogere functie te krijgen zouden worden
aangetast, of zij wezen op negatieve effecten voor bedrijven (omdat mogelijk
ongekwalificeerd personeel in dienst genomen zou kunnen worden). Allochtone
tegenstanders vreesden dat positieve actie negatieve reacties uit zouden kunnen
lokken, hetgeen hen niet alleen zou stigmatiseren, maar ook tot spanningen zou
kunnen leiden op de werkvloer. Autochtone voorstanders wezen op de mogelijh
positiece effecten voor de samenleving en voor werkgevers, terwijl allochtone
eoorstanders wezen op de positieve gevolgen voor henzelf of voor hun etnische
groep (-r.oals het tegengaan van negatieve stereoh'pen).

De organisatiecontext speelde deels een rol bij de houding van mensen ten
aanzien van positieve actiebeleid. In organisaties met een dergelijk beleid stonden
mensen positiever tegenover maatregelen dan in organisaties waarin zo'n beleid niet
werd gevoerd. De resultaten laten echter ook zien dat een posit;eve actiebeleid
alleen positief werd beoordeeld zolang maatregelen er op gericht waren om extra
faciliteiten voor allochtonen te creëren (zoals taalcursussen). Veel negatiever waren
werknemers wanneer zij het idee hadden dat procedures waren veranderd en de
lcansen van autochtonen om in- of door te stromen waren verminderd (zoals bij
een voorkeursbeleid). Dit had in een aantal geaallen de acceptatie allochtonen
bemoeilijkt. Actieve ondersteuning vanuit het hoger management voor dergelijke
maatregelen kon dergelijke negaueve reacties niet wegnemen.
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Interetnische verschillen en relaties op de werkvloer

Als nveede is er in dit proefschrift gekeken naar de onderlinge verhoudingen op de
werkvloer (hoofstuk 5). Hoe et-varen autochtone en allochtone werknemers en
leidinggevenden de samemverking met elkaar? ~k'anneer worden er meer
spanningen op de werk~-loer ervaren? In hoeverre spelen (vermeende) culturele
verschillen hierbij een rol? Op basis van verschillende theorieën werd aangenomen
dat, wanneer mensen zich meer bevwst z.ijn van interetnische cerschillen (of van
"wij"- en "zij"-groepen), zij ook een minder positief oordeel over de interetnische
relaties op het ~ti-erk zullen hebben.

De resultaten laten zien dat zowel autochtone als allochtone werknemers zich
meer beuvst waren van overeenkomsten dan van verschillen op het werk, met
name daar waar het om elkaars manier van werken ging. In veel gevallen leek de
werkstructuur een deel van de onzekerheid weg te nemen die men anders tijdens
interetnische contacten kan ervaren. Autochtone en allochtone werknemers en
leidinggevencíen waren zich wel vaker bewvst van verschillen tijdens meer
informele contacten. Ook vonden zij het soms moeilijk om een meer persoonlijke
band met elkaar te krijgen, deels aamvege (vermeende) verschillen in culturele
normen (met name voor autochtonen) of omdat men zich onvoldoende
geaccepteerd voelde of bang was om op basis van hun groepslidmaatschap
beoordeeld te worden (vooral voor allochtonen). Dit laatste gold tot op zekere
hool,~te ook voor allochtonen ~-an de tweede generatie. Die onzekerheid kan ertoe
bijdragen dat allochtonc werknemers in sociaal opzicht minder makkelijk integreren
op het werk.

De mate waarin men zich bewust was van interetnische verschillen hing deels af
~-an individuele en decls ~-an contextuele factoren. I,eidinggevenden ~~~aren zich
doorgaans meer bev-ust ~-an verschillen dan werknemers, en mensen cíie in het
algemecn vaker in stereon-pe beelden dachten, deden dit ook op het werk. Dit aras
met name het geval voor autochtonen, die ook vaker geneigd u-aren om verschillen
als "aangeboren" en dus als statisch te zien. Het organisatiesklimaat speelde hierbij
e~-eneens een rol. In organisaties met een minder open diversiteitsklimaat (waar
men gemiddeld meer in stereon-pen dacht en een sterkere ~roorkeur had voor
mensen uit de eigen etnische groep), waren mensen zich sterker bew-ust waren van
wij-zij verschillen. Dit was vooral het geval ín afdelingen met relatief veel
allochtone werknemers (met name uit de eerste generatie). Hier waren
daadwerkelijke verschillen doorgaans ook groter.

Desalniettemin cond men verschillen veelal acceptabel zolang deze niet van
invloed waren cip de uin~oering van het werk en zolang de taken,
gemeenschappelijke doelen, rechten en plichten helder gedefinieerd waren. Zowel
allochtonen als autochtonen vonden het belangrijk dat hun collega's - wat hun
herkomst ook ~~-as - hun werk goed deden, behulpzaam en betrou~ebaar waren en
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bereid waren om een praatje re maken. ~~'anneer mensen in dit opzicht meer
verschillen waarnamen, waren de interetnische relaties ook minder harmonieus.
Scheidslijnen tussen allochtonen en autochtonen k-wamen tot uiting in of
ontstonden met name wanneer: (1) allochtonen de Nederlandse taal in
om-oldoende mate beheersten, waardoor cíe gezamenlijke doelen werden bedreigd
en de uitvoering van het werk in gevaar kon komen, (2) allochtonen onderling in
hun moedertaal spraken, waardoor groepsgrenzen zichtbaar werden, (3) autochtone
en allochtone werknemers onvoldoende in de gelegenheid waren om een meer
individuele indruk van elkaar te vormen (bijvoorbeeld door groepsvorming), (4) het
werk of het gevoel van eenheid werd aangetast door culturele verschillen of door
onbegrip, (5) autochtone of allochtone werknemers het idee hadden dat zij ongelijk
of oneerlijk werden behandeld (bijvoorbeeld door discriminerende opmerkingen of
doelgroepenbeleid).

In dergelijke situaties voelden met name autochtonen zich zeer bedreigd. Zij
hadden doorgaans dan ook een negatiever oordeel over de kwaliteit van de
interetnische relaues op het werk. Het daadwerkelijke percentage allochtonen
speelde in dit opzicht geen rol, wel de samenstelling van de staf. In afdelingen met
laaggeschoolde arbeid en een relatief groot aantal allochtone werknemers uit de
eerste generaue werden de interetnische verhoudingen als minder harmonieus
gezien. Ook bleek de rol van managers zeer belangrijk. Zowel een te passieve
houding (bijvoorbeeld niet ingrijpen bij klachten over discríminatie) als een te
actieve houding (bijvoorbeeld het organiseren van diversiteitscursussen) bleken
averechts te kunnen werken. In organisaties waar meer aandacht was voor de
individuele kwaliteiten en behoeftes van werknemers, leken allochtone en
autochtone werknemers elkaar in eerste instantie als collega te zien, stond herkomst
meer op de achtergrond en stond men redelijk neutraal of positief tegenover een
cultureel diverse werkomgeving.

Omgaan met verschillen op het werk

~Us derde is er in dit proefschrift gekeken naar de omgang met diversiteit op het
werk. In hoeverre vinden werkgevers en werknemers dat op de werkvloer rekening
gehouden moet worden met culturele of religieuze gewoontes of gebruiken (zoals
gebedsvoorschriften, kledingvoorschriften, voedselvoorschriften, religieuze feest-
dagen)~

De resultaten laten zien dat mensen doorgaans redelijk welwillend stonden
tegenover het treffen van culturele of religieuze voorzieningen, alhoewel allochtone
werknemers vaker vonden dat op het werk met culturele of religieuze gewoontes
rekening gehouden moet worden dan autochtonen. Beide groepen baseerden zich
doorgaans wel op vergelijkbare principes. Tegenstanders vonden bijvoorbeeld dat
het hierbij gaat om individuele keuzes waar mensen zelf en niet de werkgever voor
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verannvoordelijk is. Voorstanders gingen er daarentegen vanuit dat bepaalde
culturele of religieuze gewoontes en gebruiken diep geworteld zijn in mensen en dat
niet van hen verlangd kan w~orden dat zij dit opgeven. De resultaten laten echter
ook zien dat autochtonen het treffen van voorzieningen voor allochtonen eerder
tolereerden dan dat zíj het actief steunden of begrip hadden voor de culturele of
religieuze gebruiken op zich. Allochtonen daarentegen, zagen hier vaak een
meenvaarde in voor allochtone werknemers en voor de organisaties.

De mate waarin en manier waarop mensen vonden dat rekening gehouden zou
moeten worden met culturele of religieuze gewoontes hing af van de context en het
ttpe voorziening. In dienstverlenende organisaties was doorgaans minder steun
voor het treffen van culturele of religieuze voorzieningen. l~linder steun was er ook
wanneer men het idee had dat bepaalde voorzieningen een negatief effect zouden
hebben op het wer[;, dat er een wij-zij onderscheid zou kunnen ontstaan of dat het
zou leiden tot ongelijke behandeling van werknemers. In het algemeen kan gesteld
worden dat mensen vonden dat er rekeníng gehouden moest worden met culturele
en religieuze verschillen zolang de eenheid en het functioneren van de groep niet in
gevaar zouden komen.

De angst voor een voorkeursbehandeling van "de ander" was groot. De meeste
allochtone en autochtone deelnemers aan dit onderzoek waren het er over eens dat
niemand geprivilegieerd zou moeten worden vanwege geloof of cultuur en dat
allochtonen geen speciale groepsrechten zouden moeten l:rijgen. 1~logelijk daarom
ook waren mensen vaker voorstander van het treffen van voorzieningen voor
allochtonen wanneer er gelijkwaardige voorzieningen voor andere werknemers
waren getroffen. In dit verband bleek men doorgaans sterk voorstander van een
beleid waarbij wordt uitgegaan van individuele behoeftes van alle werknemers,

tegen de achtergrond van regels of principes waar iedereen een beroep op kan doen
(bijvoorbeeld: een moslim mag bidden, een moeder mag kolven, en een roker mag

af en toe roken). Organisaties die op basis van een dergelijk principe een beleid
voerden, leken hier ook succesvoller in te zijn dan organisaties die uitgingen van
een groepsbenadering.

Een aantal aanbevelingen

Bij diversiteitsmanagement moet men tegenstrijdig Gjkende principes combineren.
Aan de ene kant wordt, zowel vanuit de ~~~etenschap als vanuit de praktijk, de
nadruk gelegd op de noodzaak om achterstanden van allochtonen op de
arbeidsmarkt weg te werken, om vooroordelen tegen te gaan, en om culturele
verschillen te erkennen en te waarderen. Punten, L;ortom, waarbij het anderszijn
van groepen wordt benadrukt. Anderzijds is het binnen arbeidsorganisaties
noodzakelijk dat het gevoel ~ran eenheid niet te ~-ee1 wordt aangetast. VG'anneer
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culturele of etnische verschillen echter te veel worden benadrukt, kan dit leiden tot
het ontstaan van wij- en zij-l,~roepen, met alle negatieve gevolgen van dien.

~1an het einde van dit proefschrift (hoofdstuk ~ worden dan ook een aantal
aanbevelingen gedaan waarin wordt getracht rekening te houden met dit dilemma
en waarin de resultaten van het onderzoek worden meegenomen. Ten aanzien van
de instroom en doorstroom van allochmnen wordt gesteld dat dit het beste
bevorderd kan worden met een combinatie van methoden. Aan de ene kant
moeten werkgevers investeren in maatregelen die discriminatie tijdens selectie- en
promotiebeslissingen voorkomen. Zo moeten zij zich er van bewust zijn dat
vooroordeien onbewust een rol spelen tijdens selectiegesprekken en -beslissingen.
Daarom verdient het de aanbeveling om sollicitatiebrieven te anonimiseren en om
tijdens sollicitatiegesprekken gebruik te maken van meer gestructureerde
inten~iewprotocollen. Indien organisaties van diversiteitstrainingen gebruik willen
maken, moeten zij zich er ean bewust zijn dat, wanneer een te grote nadruh wordt
gelegd op culturele verschillen, dit averechts Ican wer[;en. Beter zou het zijn om
personeelsselecteurs meer te leren over hoe vooroordelen werken en voorkomen
kunnen worden.

Aan de andere kant moeten werkgevers voorkomen dat geeoelens recht-
vaardigheid worden aangetast Een voorkeursbeleid voor allochtonen kan daarom
beter vermeden worden. Een dergelijk beleid kan vooroordelen versterken en de
acceptatie van allochtone werknemers bemoeilijken. Wij betwijfelen of dergelijke
negatieve effecten voorkomen kunnen worden door werknemers meer informatie
te geven over de doelen van een dergelijk beleid of over de ongunstige positie van
allochtonen op de arbeidsmarkt. Dergelijhe argumenten zullen naar alle
waarschijnlijkheid slechts aanslaan bij een klein aantal mensen. Dit wil niet zeggen
dat organisaties geen extra maatregelen zouden moeten nemen om de instroom of
doorstroom van allochtonen te bevorderen. Aanbevolen wordt dat werkgevers
bijvoorbeeld streefcijfers opstellen en hun wervingskanalen verruimen. Tegelijker-
tijd moeten zij er voor zorgen dat hun selectie- en beoordelingsprocedures
transparant zijn, om te voorkomen dat de indruk ontstaat dat mensen worden
benadeeld of juist worden voorgetrokken. ~X'erkgevers kunnen bijvoorbeeld als
standaardprocecíure informatie verspreiden over de competenties van mensen die
pas zijn aangenomen, met name op hogere functies. In geen enkel geval moeten
selectiecriteria worden verlaagd voor allochtonen (wat niet wegneeint dat
voorkomen moet worden dat onnodige eisen worden gesteld). Ook wordt
werkgevers geadviseerd geen aparte loopbaantrajecten alleen voor allochtonen te
starten. Beter is het om een beleid te voeren u-aarbij de individuele kwaliteiten en
behoeftes van alle werknemers centraal staan en waarbij wordt gestreefd naar
maanverk. Op die manier kunnen voorzieningen aangepast worden aan de
specifieke behoeftes van sommige allochtonen, zonder dat zij daarmee
gesugmatiseerd worden.
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Om een posit;ef diversiteitsklimaat in organisaties te handhaven of te kw~eken, is
het belangrijk dat werkgevers proberen om gevoelens van dreiging bij met name
autochtone werknemers te voorkomen en proberen om een gezamenlijke identiteit
te kweken. Via relatief simpele maatregelen (het veranderen van de inrichting van
de kantine of de indeling van het werk) kan het soms al mogelijk zijn om de sociale
afstand tussen autochtone en allochtone werknemers te verkleinen. Dit kan ook via
regelmatige formele en informele bijeenkomsten. Het is echter van groot belang dat
autochtone en allochtone werknemers ook daadwerkelijk met elkaar kunnen
communiceren. Daarom verdient het ten zeerste de aanbeveling om taalcursussen
aan te bieden voor werknemers die de Nederlandse taal onvoldoende beheersen.
Tijdens dergelijke cursussen zou niet alleen aandacht moeten bestaan voor de meer
technische aspecten van het werk, maar vooral ook voor de informele
communicatie op de werk-vloer. Verder dienen werkgevers gevoelens van
wantrouwen tussen werknemers te voorkomen door met autochtone en allochtone
werknemers gezamenlijk afspraken te maken over wanneer er in een andere taal
dan het Nederlands op het werk gesproken mag worden. Daarnaast is het
belangrijk dat alle werknemers, ongeacht hun herkomst, het gevoel hebben dat zij
eerlijk behandeld worden en dat zij, ondanks mogelijke verschillen, wel gebonden
zijn aan dezelfde rechten en plichten. Dat betekent dat er enerzijds geen specifieke
groepsrechten moeten a-orden toegekend, en anderzijds dat er een duidelijk een
consistent anti-discriminatiebeleid moet zijn, waar alle werknemers van op de
hoogte zijn. Leidinggevenden moeten bovendien duidelijk en snel optreden bij
onbegrip of discriminatie op de werkvloer en aangeven welk gedrag wel en niet
gepast is. We betu~ijfelen echter of dergelijke problemen opgelost kunnen worden
via diversiteitstrainingen. VUerkgevers kunnen zich in dit opzicht waarschijnlijk
beter richten op wat mensen gemeenschappelijk hebben en zouden, vooral ook
door zelf het goede voorbeeld te geven, een werkhlimaat moeten proberen te
creëren waarin men oog en zorg voor elkaar heeft, men elkaar helpt en men naar
elkaar luistert.

Het streven naar een gezamenlijke identiteit betekent niet dat werknemers hun

eigen identiteit moeten opgeven en moeten assimileren in de dominante cultuur.
~X~'erkgevers zullen moeten erkennen dat elke individuele werknemer een eigen

waardensvsteem en eigen gewoontes met zich meebrengt. Met diversiteit (en dus
ook mogelijke verschillen in culturele oriëntatie) kan rekening gehouden worden

door een beroep op de mogelijkheden of rechten die iedereen in dit verband heeft,

in plaats van het overmatig benadrukken van de culturele verschillen zelf. Wanneer
men dit doet, en daarbij de gezamenlijke doelen in het oog houdt, is het goed

mogelijk om een klimaat te creëren waarbinnen verschillen worden geaccepteerd en
gerespecteerd. Daan-oor is het wel noodzakelijk dat men zich bij diversiteits-

management richt op alle werknemers, ongeacht hun etnische achtergrond.
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